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Shortwave & Tele- 
vision Corp. 
70 Brookline Ave., 

Boston, Mass., U. S. A. 

KITS 
SHORTWAVE and TELEVISION 

are Globe Travelers extraordinary! 
From continent to continent, in the twinkling of an eye, you can go 
with the BAIRD UNIVERSAL SHORTWAVE SET! Europe, 
Australia, Japan, South America -tune in on their finest programs 
whenever you will! Get code signals -news flashes- Police broad- 
casts broaden your radio enjoyment with this most fascinating 
form of radio entertainment! 
BAIP.D UNIVERSAL SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS are available, 
complete in handsome Mahogany cabinets...and in Kit form - 
quickly and easily assembled by anyone. Easy tuning; single dial 
control; operates dynamic magnetic speaker; quality equal to any 
high priced broadcast receiver. A -C operated; no A -C hum inter- 
ference, especially below 50 meters. Earphone jack; phonograph 
pick -up; all -metal chassis; coils and screen -grid tubes individually 
shielded; heavily shielded variable condensers; two shielded 

stages screen -grid radio frequency; shielded screen grid detector. 
Uses famous OCTOCOILS. Highest quality resistance -coupled 

amplification; 2-15 power tube; wavelength range 15, 50, 520 meters. 

Before you buy or build any Shortwave Receiver -write for illustrated lit - 
erature and low prices on BAIRD KITS and SETS, the most practical, effi- 

cient and moderate- priced receivers available! 

BAIRD TELEVISION KITS 
are easily assembled in one hour or less. In conjunction with Baird S-W Receiver, 

will give you TELEVISION pictures from leading television stations of the country. 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

SHORTWAVE & TELEVISION CORPORATION 

70 Brookline Avenue, Boston, Mass. Dept. N 
A deposit of $5.00 with each 

unit ordered -balance C. O. D. 

(^Enclosed find 25c for booklet, "Romance and Reality of Television," including diagrams for 1. 2 and 3 -tube short 

wave tuners, also list of shortwave stations of the world. 

l'l ase send me the following at special experimenter's prices listed below: 

nNo. 25 Complete Short-Wave Kit, wavelength range 15 to 550 meters, including 2 sets of OCTOCOILS, blue- 
8.25 

print and construction manual (less tubes and cabinet) 

n\o. 26 Television K it complete with Lens. Television Lamp, Synchronizing Amplifier, Synchronizing Motor 
60.00 

anti Cabinet. Check 45 -4S -60 line 

ONo. 35 Short-Wavc Receiver, complete in cabinet, including 2 sets of OCTOCOILS (less tubes) 82.75 

nNo. 36 Television Receiver, completely assembled in cabinet. Ready to operate in conjunction with a No. 
75.00 

25 or Nu. 3; Short -Wave Receiver 

nOCTOCOILS, set of four coils. wavelength rango 15 to 200 meter; 3.75 

Diagram of 3 -Tube Tuner sent free on request with stamped self -addressed envelope. 

NAME) 

STaTF. 

ADDRIISS 

CITY 

SitOIt'! \\ \\ 1. 'lt.\l'I Ili monthly. Entered a> . eund class matter May 7, 1930. at the post office at Mount Morris, Illinois, under the act of March 3, 1879. Trademarks 

and cupyri, ; Ink, ion of IL 4;1 rn;buck, 98 ('ark place, N. Y. t'. Text and illustrations of this magazine are copyrighted and must not be reproduced without permission. 
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I Will ShowYou Too 
How to Start a Spare Time or Full Time 

Radio Business ofYour Own 
Without Capital Here are a few examples 

of the kind of money 
I train "my boys "to make 

Started with $5 Now has 
Own Business 
"I started in Radio with $5, 
purchased a few necessary 
tools, circulated the business 
cards you gave me and busi- 
ness picked up to the point 
where my spare time earn- 
ings were my largest income. 
Now I am in business for 
myself. I have made a very 
profitable living in work 

that is play. " -Howard Houston, 512 So. 
Sixth Street, Laramie, Wyo. 

$700 in 5 Months Spare Time 
"Although I have had little 
time to devote to Radio my 
spare time earnings for five 
months after graduation 
were approximately $700 on 
Radio, sales, service and re- 
pairs. I owe this extra money 
to your help during the time 
I studied and since gradua- 
tion."-Charles W. Linsey, 
537 Elati St., Denver, Colo. 

$7396 Business in 21/2 Months 
"I have opened an exclu- 
sive Radio sales and re- 
pair shop. My receipts 
for September were $2; 
332.16, for October $2,- 
887.77 and for the first 
half of November, $2,- 
176.32. My gross receipts 
for the two and one -half 
months I have been in 

business have been $7,396.25. If I can net 
about 20% this will mean a profit of about 
$1,500 to me." -John F. Kirk, Kirk Sales 
and Service, Union Block, Spencer, Iowa. 
My Free book gives you many more 
letters of N. R. L men who are mak- 
ing good in spare time or full time 

businesses of their own 

THE world -wide use of receiving sets for 
home entertainment, and the lack of well - 
trained men to sell, install and service 

them have opened many splendid chances for 
spare time and full time businesses. You have 
already seen how the men and young men 
who got into the automobile, motion picture 
and other industries when they were young 
had the first chance at the key jobs -and 
are now the $5,000, $10.000 and $15,000 a 
year men. Radio offers you the same chance 
that made men rich in those businesses. Its 
growth is opening hundreds of fine jobs every 
year, also opportunities almost everywhere 
for a profitable spare time or full time Radio 
business. "Rich Rewards in Radio" gives de- 
tailed information on these opportunities. 
It's FREE. 
So many opportunities many make $10 
to $25 a week extra while learning 
Many of the ten million sets now in use are 
only 25% to 40% efficient. The day you 
enroll I will show you how to do 28 jobs 
common in most every neighborhood for extra 
money in your spare time. I will show you 
the plans and ideas that are making as high 
as $200 to $1,000 for others while taking 
my. course. G. W. Page, 2210 Eighth Avenue, 
S., Nashville, Tenn., writes : "I made $935 
in my spare time while taking your course." 

Many $50, $60 and $75 a week jobs 
opening in Radio every year 

Broadcasting stations use engineers, opera- 
tors, station managers, and pay $1,200 to 
$5,000 a year. Radio manufacturers use 
testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, service 
men and buyers for jobs paying up to $7,500 
a year. Shipping companies use hundreds of 
operators, give them world -wide travel and 
pay $85 to $150 a month, plus free board. 
Radio dealers and jobbers are continually on 
the lookout for good service men, salesmen, 
buyers, managers, and pay $30 to $100 a 
week. Talking Movies pay as much as $75 
to $200 a week to the right men with Radio 
training. My book tells you of other oppor- 
tunities in Television, Aircraft Radio and 
other fields. 

You will get Extensive Practical 
Radio Experience with my 
Home Experimental Outfits 

Rear view of 7 
Tube Screen Grid 
Tuned Radio 
Frequency set - 
only one of the 
many circuits 
you can build 
with my outfits. 

My course is not all theory. You use the 
8 Outfits I'll give you, in working out 
the principles, diagrams and circuits 
used in modern sets and taught in my 
lesson books. This 50 -50 method of home 
training makes learning easy, fascinating, 
interesting. You get as much practical 
set servicing experience in a few months 
as the average fellow who hasn't had 
this training gets in two to four 
years in the field. You can build over 
100 circuits with these outfits. You ex- 
periment with and build the fundamental 
circuits used in such sets as Crosley, 
Atwater - Kent, Eveready, Majestic, 
Zenith, and many others sold today. You 
learn how these circuits work, why they 
work, how they should work, how to 
make them work when they are out 
of order. 
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.J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute 

The man who has directed the 
Home -Study Training of more 
men for the Radio industry than 

any other man in America. 

I will train you at home 
in your spare time 

Hold your job until you are ready for an- 
other. Give me only part of your spare time. 
You don't have to be a high school or college 
graduate. Hundreds have won bigger success. 
J. A. Vaughn jumped from $35 to $100 a 
week. E. E. Winborne seldom makes under 
$100 a week now. The National Radio Insti- 
tute is the Pioneer and World's Largest or- 
ganization devoted exclusively to training men 
and young men, by correspondence for good 
jobs in the Radio industry. 

You Must Be Satisfied 
I will give you an agreement to refund every 
penny of your money if you are not satisfied 
with my Lessons and Instruction Service 
when you complete my course. And I'll not 
only give you thorough training in Radio 
principles, practical experience in building 
and servicing sets, but also Advanced Train- 
ing in any one of five leading branches of 
Radio opportunities. 

My 64 -Page Book Gives the Facts 
Clip and mail the coupon now for "Rich Re- 
wards in Radio." It points out the money- 
making opportuni- 
ties the growth of 
Radio has made for 
you. It tells of the get 
opportunities for a 
spare time or full my new book 
time Radio business It pOlIlYS out of your own, the 
special training I n 
give you that has at Radio 
made hundreds 
other Cl OffS yo 
other men success- s- 
ful ; and also ex- 
plains the many fine 
jobs for which my 
course trains you. 
Send the coupon to 
me today. Yon won't 
be obligated in the 
least. 

J. E. SMITH. President 
Dept. 1HB3 

National Radio Institute 
Washington, D. C. 

qettfr/a'tsoníni, Cfetúne fmp[o yinent fei w all Qmdt4oJes 

J. E. SMITH, President, 
National Radio Institute, Dept. IHB3 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR MR. SMITH: -Send me your book. I 
want to see what Radio offers. I understand 
this request does not obligate me and that no 
agent will call. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
lead 
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General view of one section of our Service Department, showing students doing actual work on various Radio Receivers 

LEARN RADIO»IELEV1SION 
NOT h y BOOKS Or CORRESPONDENCE - By 
Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull, 
hopeless job! Don't be satisfied to work for a 
mere $20 or $30 aweek. Let me show you how to 
make real money in Radio -the fastest -grow- 
ing, biggest Money- Making Game on earth! 

Golden Opportunities 
Paying $60, $70 and Up a Week 
Jobs as Designer, Inspector and Tester paying $3, 000 
to $10,000 a year -as Radio Salesman and in Service 
and Installation Work, at $45 to $100 a week -as Oper- 
ator or Manager of a Broadcasting Station 
at $1,800 to $5,000 a year -as Wireless 
Operator on a Ship or Airplane, as a Talk- 
ing Picture or Sound Expert -THOU- 
SANDS of OPPORTUNITIES LEADING 
'to SALARIES of $60 A WEEK AND UP! 

NO BOOKS NO LESSONS 
All Practical Work 

Coyne is NOT a Correspondence School. 
We don't attempt to teach you from books 
or lessons. We train you on the finest out- 
lay of Radio, Television and Sound equip- 
ment in any school -on scores of modern 
Radio Receivers, huge Broadcasting equip- 
ment, the very latest Television apparatus, 

Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment, 
Code Practice equipment, etc. You don't need ad- 
vanced education or previous experience. We give 
you -right here in the Coyne shops -all the actual practice and 
experience you'll need. And because we cut out all useless the- 
ory, you graduate as a Practical Radio Expert in to weeks' time. 

TELEVISION 
Is NOW HERE! 

And Television is already here ! Soon there'll 
be a demand for Thousands of Television 
Experts! The man who learns Television now 

Instructor explaining principles and operation of a Talking Picture Machine 

MAIL COUPON ON OPPOSITE! PAGE 
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Students operating our modern Broadcasting equipment. In the rear you can see our Sound Proof Studio Room 

TALKING PICTURES in io WEEKS 
Actual Work - In the Great Shops of Coyne 
can make a FORTUNE in this great new field. 
Get in on the ground floor in this amazing new 
Radio development! Come to COYNE and learn 
Television on the very latest Television equipment. 

Talking Pictures A Great Field 
Talking Pictures and Public Address Systems offer thou- 
sands of golden opportunities to the Trained RadioMan. 
Here is a great new field of Radio work that has just 
started to grow ! Prepare now for these marvelous op- 
portunities! Learn Radio Sound work at Coyne on actu- 
al Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment. 

83 

EARN AS YOU LEARN 
You get Free Employment Service for life. 
And don't let lack of money stop you. If you 
need part -time work while at school to help 
pay living expenses, we will gladly help you 
get it. Many of our students pay nearly all of their 
expenses that way. You can find out everything ab- 
solutely free by simply mailing the coupon below. 

COYNE IS 32 YEARS OLD 
Coyne Training is tested, proven beyond all doubt. 

You can find out everything absolutely 
free. How you can prepare for a good job 
or how you can go into business for your- 
self and earn from $3, 000 to $15, 000 a year. 
It costs nothing to investigate! Just mail 
the coupon for your copy of my big Free book! 
H. C. Lewis, Pres. RADIO DIVISION Founded 1899 

i 

IL _ .. ., z 

Students operating and adjusting our modern Television Transmitting equipment 

COYNE 
ELECTRICAL 
SCHOOL 

500 S. Paulina St., Dept. C1-21C Chicago, Illinois -- s- s----- - - - - -- -sass 
H. C. LEWIS, President 

i Radio Div. Coyne Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 0-2K Chicago, Ill. 

I Send me your Big Free Radio Book and all de- 

Itails of your Special Introductory Offer. This 
does not obligate me in any way. 

Name 

I Address 

City State 
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Expert 114 TELEVISION: Working the 56 M.C. Band -Practical Working 
Hints for the "5- Meter" Boys, by Harry D. Baird Combination Short -Wave and Television 
Hooton, W8BKV 117 Receiver 98 

Telefunken Ultra Short -Wave Receiver, by Dr. New Frictionless Commutator for Big Television 
Fritz Noack (Berlin) 118 Screens 113 

Transmitting Tubes to Fit "Your" Short -Wave 
Problem, by Allen B. DuMont, Chief Engineer MISCELLANEOUS 
DeForest Radio Co. 122 Winners In Our $2,000 Amateur Station Contest 102 A Low -Cost Push -Pull C -W Transmitter, by L. R. The Short -Wave Beginner 105 Shaffer 129 Practical R.F. Choke Construction 120 

Short -Wave Tuning Less Plug -In Coils, by Her - 
SHORT WAVES FOR THE BROADCAST man Bernard 124 

LISTENER : Directive Antennae and How They Work, by C. H 
W. Nason 126 

Baird Combination Short -Wave and Television "Among the Amateurs" 132 
Receiver 98 Short -Wave Stations of the World 134 

Colin B. Kennedy, Short -Wave Converter for Experiments With Simplified Remote Control, by Broadcast Set 101 Clyde A. Randon 136 Short -Wave Stations of the World- Operating Short -Wave Question Box, Edited by R. Wm Time Table 134 Tanner, W8AD 137 
When to Listen In, by Robert Hertzberg 154 "When to Listen In," by Robert Hertzberg 151 

OUR COVER Illustrates a Radio Amateur talking to one of his friends over home - 
built phone transmitter described on Page 106 
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L TRULY international 
receiverhas been the desire 
of radio enthusiasts for years, and the 
hope of engineers since radio began. 
And what listener hasn't wished for 
a receiver that would bring him -not 
only the whole of North America -but 
the major stations on the other conti- 
nents as well, and as easily? 1931 sees 
the perfected realization of all such 
dreams, in the new and genuinely ex- 
cellent Scott ALL -WAVE Receiver. 

The new receiver tunes from 15 to 
650 meters. Actually- without exag- 
geration-it brings in Rome, London 
and many other foreign stations below 
200 meters, just as clearly and with 
the same volume as a local broadcast. 
Grand Opera -the real Grand Opera, 
comes in direct from Rome to afford Scott 
listeners the musical thrill of alifetime. And 
Big Ben, tolling off the hours in the House 
of Parliament in London, sounds as though 
it were right over head. Such reception is a 
REGULAR. DAILY event in homes equipped 
with the new Scott All -Wave Receiver. 

New Standards 
for Short Wave Reception 

The performance of the Scott All -Wave below 
200 meters is not to be confused with the unsat- 
isfactory short wavereceptionof thepast.There 
are no sharp edges -no irritating squawks -no 
mushiness orotherdisturbing receiver noises to 
take from the thrill of listening to the other side 
of the world. The short wave broadcasters un- 
roll their music, voice and song thru the Scott 
All -Wave, with the same liquid smoothness as 
those within the 200 -650 meter band. 

Credit goes to new kind of 
Intermediate Amplifier 

The truly amazing performance -the unlimited 
range -the actual 10 kilocycle selectivity -all 
are due to the new type intermediate frequency 
amplification employed in this receiver. Never 
before thought of -never before attempted - 
this system of amplification accomplishes ex- 
actly what superheterodyne engineers have 
sought to achieve, ever since the advent of this 
admittedly superior receiving circuit. 

JUST AS CLEAR-JUST AS LOUD 

i0 »:1 1 IØJ YdZ I, 
GIVES A NEW MEANING TO "TONE" 
The tonal reproduction of the Scott All -Wave is equally as refreshing as its sen- 
oitivity and selectivity. From a whisper to concert volume, every note- every 
delicate shading is faithfully reproduced. The push -pull audio amplifier employed 
gives results impossible to otherwise obtain. 

MAIL NOW 5° R NAR 
Scott Transformer Co. SWC -8 
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 

Send me full details of the new Scott All -Wave 
Superheterodyne. I am a Dealer Set Builder 
Service Man Radio Fan 

Name 

Street 

Town 

To simply say that we be- 
lieve the new Scott All - 
Wave to be the finest re- 
ceiver ever built, does not 

suffice to express our confidence in the engineering and quality construc- 
tion that makes Scott performance possible. So -we guarantee each 
Scott All-Wave for five years and agree to replace any part -free of 
charge -that fails to give perfect service within that time. 

Make the SCOTT ALL -WAVE 
Prove Itself to You 

Decide right now to have the ultimate in radio. Plug the new Scott All -Wave 
into a base board socket in your own home. Tune in Rome -tune in London - 
tune in Chelmsford- listen to Sydney. Australia -to Buenos Aires -to Bogota, 
Colombia -enjoy short wave foreign stations to your heart's content. Then step 
thru the broadcast band for the domestic stations. You'll find them all on dial, 
and all with far more volume than you can ever use. The price of the new Scott 
All -Wave is amazingly low. Write for full particulars at once. 

SCOTT TRANSFORMER CO. 
4450 Ravenswood Avenue '' Chicago, Illinois 

State . 
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KEEP STEP WITH 
RADIO PROGRESS! 

RADIO is one of the real marvels of this 
modern age. Its development has been 
phenomenal. It is growing, changing, 
evolving new principles which require 
constant study. The demand is for tech- 
nically trained men -men who keep pace 
with the unfolding revelations of this 
mighty and promising industry. 

The International Correspondence 
Schools Course in Radio, prepared and 
constantly supplemented by outstanding 
authorities in the field, is specifically de- 
signed to meet the requirements of the 
radio industry for technically trained 
radio men. The manufacturer, the dis- 
tributor, the dealer, Communication and 
Steamship Companies, the U. S. Govern- 
ment, all insist upon up -to -date, expert 
training. Recognized for its complete- 
ness and practicability, an I. C. S. Radio 
Course provides this training. 

Authorities responsible for the prepara- 
tion of the I. C. S. Radio Course include: 
H. H. Beverage, Radio Corporation of 
America ; George C. Crom, American 
Transformer Company ; Keith Henney, 
author of "Principles of Radio" ; Malcom 

Aug. -Sept., 1931 

E. Gager, Instructor at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology ; E. V. Amy, con- 
sulting radio engineer, formerly with 
R. C. A. ; H. F. Dart, authority on radio 
tubes ; Julius C. Aceves, consulting radio 
engineer, formerly of Columbia Uni- 
versity, and others. 

The I. C. S. Radio Course is complete, 
from the foundational principles of radio 
to the most advanced stages, thoroughly 
and scientifically covering every depart- 
ment of this vast indu stry. It is a modern 
education in radio, a valuable guide of 
advancement for men engaged profession- 
ally in the radio business. Experimenters 
will find the I. C. S. Radio Course ex- 
tremely useful. A thorough understand- 
ing of the principles underlying radio 
communication as presented in the Course 
will lead to more intelligent undertakings, 
more systematic work, and more fruitful 
results. Ample material for experimenta- 
tions is now available in the ultra -high 
frequency field and in television. 

Mark and mail the coupon. We will 
send you all details. This act may be the 
real beginning of your career in radio! 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, 
Box 2880, Scranton, Penna. 

Without cost or obligation, please tell me all about the 

COMPLETE RADIO COURSE 
Name 

Street fl ddress 

City State 

If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the International 
Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada. 
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Short Waves and Food 
By HUGO GERNSBACK 

THE accomplishments of short waves have been so many 
and varied, that we are no longer surprised at any an- 
nouncement of an extraordinary new use to which these 
waves have been put. 

As a matter of fact, even with the amazing discoveries that 
have been made during the last few years by the use of short 
waves, it should be understood that the surface has not even 
been scratched, and that the greatest surprises will come later. 

Dr. Karl F. Kellerman, of the United States Department of 
Agriculture, has for some time been experimenting with ex- 
tremely short waves in the treatment of foodstuffs, but the 
results which the Department has observed were not of an 
effective nature. 

Very recently, however, a seemingly new method has been 
devised in Holland, using short waves in a different manner; 
whereby it is now possible to kill bacteria by means of short 
waves and thereby to safeguard the preservation of food for 
human consumption, over a long period of time. It is well 
known that, if food articles contain no bacterial life and are 
hermetically sealed from the atmosphere, at normal tempera- 
tures they will last practically forever. 

The Dutch experimenters, for instance, were able to take 
an ordinary egg, open it, and treat it with short waves. This 
effectually killed all bacterial life; and such a treated egg, left 
in the open air for weeks, showed no signs of decay, and was 
just as fresh at the end of six weeks as it was before --a 
condition impossible to achieve heretofore. 

The United States Department of Agriculture, in reporting 
upon this discovery, made the following statement: 

"The apparatus used generates ultra -short waves in the 
area of 25 centimeters to one meter (wavelength) and these 
waves form an electromagnetic field within a radius of ap- 
proximately 20 meters from the machine, in which, after 
about 10 days, no organic product is allowed to decompose. 
Everything in this field -a globe of about 30,000 cubic meters 
(a million cubic feet) -is penetrated, including stone walls, 
lead, iron, wood and glass indoors and outdoors in any atmo- 
sphere or temperature. 

"The machine, which occupies only a few cubic meters, uses 
up only as much electricity as an ordinary 200 -candlepower 
electric bulb; and the results are claimed to be much better 
than those of a modern cold- storage warehouse." 

Previous to the Dutch discovery, the Department of Agri- 
culture, on its own accord and independently, had carried out 
some experiments with a similar purpose in mind, using short 
waves; but evidently the method of application differed, as 
it was here found impossible to discover any influence, either 
on the fungi, vegetables or higher plants. It is impossible to 
foresee what a tremendous influence this discovery will have 
on our entire economic condition; that is as far as food 
supply is concerned. 

For instance, the amount of spoilage of green vegetables 
by decay is nowadays titanic; a spoilage of as high as 40% 
in such items is quite the usual thing during the hot season. 
If some means can be found to treat such vegetables cheaply 
by means of short waves, it can be seen what a tremendous 
amount of saving will be achieved in this line of food alone. 
Then, there are, of course, besides the vegetables, all sorts of 
foods which, today, must be shipped -usually in an unripe 
condition -in refrigerator cars, and kept under refrigeration 
until they leave for the market. It is, of course, well known 
that fruit taken from the tree in a green condition, to ripen 
afterwards, never has the flavor of full ripe fruit as it is 
taken from the trees or bushes. 

It is conceivable that the fruit packing industry will, in 
the future, avail itself of this new discovery. This should 
bring down, immediately, the cost of the fruit; and make 
people consume more, because such food, will, of course, be 
better -tasting than it is nowadays. 

The same observation holds true, in perhaps a less degree, 
for such foods as meats, eggs, and even cereals. 

It will also be found, probably, as soon as the movement 
gets under way, that the vitamin contents of the short -wave 
treated foods will be increased in direct proportion; and again, 
therefore, the advantage will be a big one if all points are 
considered. 

The possibilities along these lines seem infinite. There is, 
for instance, our water supply, which annually causes a 
great deal of sickness and untold thousands of deaths, due to 
pollution and disease- carrying bacteria. It seems possible 
that the drinking water can easily be treated by short waves 
by our municipalities. Today, it is the custom to introduce 
a small percentage of chlorine into all drinking water in 
order to safeguard communities. The chlorine is there, of 
course, to kill off bacteria; and, even though the percentage 
of chlorine is quite small, nevertheless we take it into our 
bodies every time we drink water. The short wave treatment 
should do away with this most effectively. 

Then there is the tremendous canned -food industry, which 
should be benefited to an undreamt -of degree. People are 
today loath to eat canned foods because, not infrequently - 
no matter how great a care is used in the preparation of 
such canned food -there will be a microscopic air leak and 
the unfortunate persons who partake of such food may ac- 
quire ptomaine poisoning. In the future this will, of course, 
not happen; because, if all bacterial life has been effectually 
killed, the ptomaine poisoning is automatically prevented. 

It would seem that here is a virgin field in which our ex- 
perimenters should be tremendously interested; because a 
new technique will be evolved shortly, and there will be a 
great demand for men who know how to apply this new art 
effectively. 
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P.G.J. Holland's S -W Voice Girdles Globe 

V[EW of transmitting room at P. C. J. -the famous short- wave phone transmitting station located at Eindhoven, Holland. This station is operated by the Philips Research Laboratories and among other famous personages who have had their voice carried half -way around the world, is her Majesty the Queen of Holland. The particular apparatus 
shown in the very interesting photograph above is the crystal 

oscillator and multiplying stages. One of the objects of 
station P. C. J. is to provide communication with the Dutch 
East Indies, a span of about 12,000 miles from the home sta- 
tion. Over 20 different languages have been spoken before 
the P. C. J. microphone at one time or another; America's 
short -wave listeners are well acquainted with the famous 
announcements from P. C. J. made in the following five 
languages, Dutch, English, French, Portuguese and Spanish. 
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"P. C. J. "- 
HOLLAND 

- - SPEAKING 
Some interesting details of the famous Philips radio 

station located at Eindhoven, Holland, the short 
wave transmitter of which has been heard in 

practically every country on the globe. 

ONE of the European stations 
most frequently heard in Amer- 
ica is P. C. J. located at Eind- 
hoven, Holland. This station 

has been highly perfected and developed 
under the watchful eye of some of the 
foremost radio experts of the old world, 
this station being operated by the famous 
Philips Research Laboratories, of which 
Dr. A. F. Philips is the director, 

The very first transmissions of P. C. J. 
during March, 1927, ,became a huge suc- 
cess, as the morning following, a tele- 
gram was delivered in Eindhoven stating 
that the transmission was received with 
incredible strength, steadiness and purity 
by a radio -amateur at Bandoeng (Dutch 
East Indies). Subsequent transmissions 
proved that this result was due to 
sheer luck, but that a really reliable com- 
munication was established. 

The stream of reports which has not 
ceased even now, began to flow to the 
short wave transmitter at Eindhoven. 
During 1927 several relays of the Daven -. 

89 

Meet the famous "five language" announcer of 
P. C. J. He is seen standing before the microphone 
-the call of this station is announced in five 

languages. 

The Philips short and long wave 
receiver. 

The new 31.28 meter beam antenna system at station P. C. J., Eindhoven, Holland. 

try station, specially intended for the 
British Dominions, were successfully 
carried out. 
Holland Linked with Duth East Indies 

During June, 1927, the P. C. J. station 
had the great honor of receiving H. M. 
the Queen of Holland and H. R. H. Prin- 
cess Juliana in its studio. The royal ad- 
dress to the Dutch East and West Indies 
was received with perfect clearness as 
stated in a radiogram received at Eind- 
hoven exactly eight minutes after the last 
word was spoken. On April 28th of that 
year, Beethoven's 9th symphony, played 
by the Amsterdam orchestra and con- 
ducted by Dr. William Mengelberg, was 
broadcast to the world. In the course of 
time many prominent personages entered 
the studio of P. C. J. to address the world 
and invariably with the same success. 

Telephony transmissions on ultra short 
wavelengths are often unsuccessful, be- 
cause of the inconsistency of the trans- 
mitted wavelength. With the usual mod- 
ulating and receiving systems the speech 
currents delivered by the microphone are 
intended solely to vary the amplitude and 
not the frequency of the oscillations gen- 
erated by the transmitter. Unfortunately, 
if no special precautions are taken, there 
will be "frequency- modulation," as it is 
called by the engineers, and this would 
cause a very bad distortion. 

Oscillating Quartz Crystal Used 
In the Philips transmitter this difñ- 

culty has been overcome by the use of an 
oscillating quartz -crystal, which keeps 
the transmitting frequency constant be- 
tween very close limits. Some crystals 
show the so- called piezo-electric effect, 
discovered by Madame Curie. If such a 
crystal is compressed, an electromotive 
force is generated on its surfaces; the 
reverse is true, too, if an e. m. f., is ap- 
plied, the crystal contracts. 

In a crystal -oscillator this property of 
a thin plate of quartz -crystal, capable of 
oscillating mechanically at a very high 

(Continued on page 141) 
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s the 
3 /ÄVES 
LU MBI.N NETWOPK 

WHEN the announcer of Columbia 
is heard saying: "The next 
program comes from London, 
England" -few listeners realize 

the complex arrangements necessary to 
insure the success of the program. 

The speaker on the program (Colum- 
bia usually presents only speeches on its 
international relays) stands before a 
microphone in the studios of the British 
Broadcasting Corporation at Savoy Hill 
in London. From this microphone the 
impulses are carried by special telephone 
lines to a group of high -power short- 
wave transmitters located at Rugby, 
England. These transmitters (usually 
three in number) operate on different 
wavelengths, which are determined by 
the time of day, the season of the year, 
and the atmospheric conditions. For the 
rebroadcasts heard in New York at 
12:30 P.M., during the summer, the 
waves used are generally around 16 
meters, while in winter months a group 

Some interesting side -lights on short- 
wave transmission between Europe and 
A merica are herewith described by Mr. 
Gernsback, Jr., who is an ardent short- 
wave fan; he listens to European short- 

wave stations daily. 

The photo at the top of the 
page shows the antennas 
used for receiving from 
England, at the short wave 
radio telephone receiving 
center of the American Tel- 
ephone & Telegraph Com- 

pany, at Netcong, N. J. 

Map above shows short and 
long wave links between 

Europe and America. 

Left -A corner of the A. T. 
& T. Co.'s short wave radio 
receiving station at Net - 
cong, N. J. The young man 
is busy monitoring an in- 

coming conversation. 

Right - Another unit of 
the Netcong, N. J., short 
wave receiving center; 
board at which wire lines 
from New York "long dis- 
tance" center terminate; 
to the right, a test board. 

of waves such as 16.38, 16.54, 20.7, and 
as high as 24.68 meters are used. Dur- 
ing unusual weather conditions it may be 
necessary to use a long wavelength 
(about 5,000 meters) to bridge the ocean. 

After the signals are fed into the 
group of radio transmitters they travel 
across the ocean and are intercepted by 
the highly sensitive, short -wave super- 
heterodyne receivers operated by the 
American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company. These short -wave receivers 
are located at Netcong, N. J., and the 
long wave receiving station at Houlton, 
Maine. In order to afford maximum sig- 
nal pick -up with each receiver, there is 
used a selective aerial system which au- 
tomatically feeds to its receiver the sig- 
nal from the aerial furnishing the 
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strongest signal strength at the moment. 
Automatic volume controls are incorpor- 
ated in the receivers to aid in overcom- 
ing fading. These rather extensive re- 
ceiving station arrangements in this way 
insure loud and clear signals with ab- 
sence of fading. 

There is thus a choice of four different 
stations bringing the same program over 
the Atlantic. At any moment the signal 
from one station may be very weak, 
while the signals from the other three 
may be very strong. As the signals 
from all four are fed into one amplifier, 
it is evident that the amplifier's output 
will be nearly level in signal intensity. 

The output of this amplifier is then fed 
into a telephone line and sent to the 
main studios of the Columbia Broadcast- 
ing System in New York City. From 
that point the signal is relayed in the 
usual manner over wire circuits to the 
associated stations of the Columbia 
System. 

The long wave circuit is often used 
during magnetic storms, when long wave 
transmission comes through much better 
than short wave. Also there are certain 
times of the year when long waves are 
quite superior to the short ones for such 
long distance transmission as across the 
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Short wave antennas used by A. T. & T. Co. at Lawrenceville, N. J., in trans- 
mitting to England. 

It is interesting to note in passing that 
the voice is magnified over one billion 
times the original energy set up by the 
diaphragm of the microphone in the 
studio. 

These programs are naturally ar- 
ranged in advance, and have to be very 
carefully timed. The London announcer 
is told in advance to start at a certain 
time; say 30 minutes and thirty seconds 
past the hour. As an extra precaution 
his watch is compared with the New 
York announcer's in advance. It is the 
New York announcer's duty to see that 
the London studio is connected to the 
New York end of the broadcasting sys- 

;(Continued on page 153) 

One of the short wave transmitters used by the A. T. & T. Co. at Lawrenceville, 
N. J. Here are speech amplifier, modulator, oscillator and final stage amplifier, 

including coupling and output circuits. 

ocean. Transmission conditions for long 
waves are generally better throughout 
the winter. With the long wave the 
frequency band is not as wide as that of 
the short wave, for one thing,- and also 
the noise background of the short wave 
signals is appreciably less disturbing. 

In America the program transmission 
is assured as nearly one hundred per 
cent success as becomes possible, by the 
utilization of multiple circuits ( regular 
and emergency) between the receiving 
stations, the transoceanic control room, 
and the broadcasting control room. All 
circuits are brought to a single switch- 
board in the transoceanic control room 
and here special equipment provides the 
operator complete flexibility of control. 
So accurate and smooth -working is this 

Right -Short wave transmitter working 
to Europe from Lawrenceville, N. J., 
showing control turret at which operator 
makes necessary adjustments to trans- 

mitter. 

control that a shift can be and fre- 
quently is made from one receiver to an- 
other, or from one line to another, with- 
out so much as a click being heard in 
the listener's radio set. 

West -East transmissions start at 
Rocky Point, Long Island, for the long 
wave signals; the short wave signals for 
Europe originate at Lawrenceville, New 
Jersey. The long wave signals are in- 
tercepted at Cupar, Scotland, and the 
short wave messages at Baldock, Eng- 
land. 

Photos courtesy Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. 
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His Majesty, King Prajadhipok of 
Siam, who enjoys short and long wave 
reception on a 14 tube set of the type 

here described. 

THE fourteen tube all -wave radio 
receiver, having a range from 18 
to 550 meters, here illustrated, 
was used by His Majesty, the King 

of Siam, while sojourning recently in 
this country. When he is at home in his 
Palace at Bangkok, he uses a duplicate 
of this 14 tube receiver. This very in- 
teresting and super- sensitive long range 
receiver was designed by the engineers 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT Aug.- Sept., 1931 

KING of SIAM Uses 
14 Tube Short Wave Set 
The American - built 
14 tube All - Wave 
super- heterodyne here 
illustrated and d e- 
scribed was used by 
the King during his 
visit here. By simply 
changing a few coils 
any wave between 18 
and 550 meters can be 
tuned in. The King 
uses a set of this type 
in his palace at 

Bangkok. 

several thousand miles. This 
set has positive 10 kilocycle 
separation on the broadcast 
band and is free from har- 
monics. Another feature is 
pre -selector tuning. Other 

Handsome appearance of 
the Norden -Houck Admir- 
alty Super - 12 All - Wave 
super -het used by the King. 

Photos courtesy Norden Hauck, Inc, 

Above -Front view of chassis of the 
Admiralty Super 12. (super- hetero- 
dyne). At right -Rear view of super - 

het chassis showing shielded coils. 

of an American concern,* and it has 
among other qualities the following 
features: 

By simply changing three coils, vari- 
ous wave bands from 18 up to 550 me- 
ters can be tuned in. This set has a 
conservative distance range of about 
2,500 miles, using a short indoor antenna, 
but with an outside antenna of regula- 
tion size and with favorable receiving 
conditions, it is possible to receive up to 

N'orden- Hauck, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 

fine points are complete freedom from 
hum, faithful frequency response in the 
audio frequency amplifier from below 
100 cycles up to and beyond 5000. The 
audio frequency amplifier may be used 
separately for phonograph pick -up. The 
Admiralty Super -12 receiver, here illus- 
trated, is provided with an automatic 
volume control, operated by a vacuum 
tube, as the diagrams indicate and a pre- 
determined level is maintained on both 
weak and strong signals alike, with vis- 
ual operation of this circuit indicated by 
the tuning meter at all times. 

The Admiralty Super -12 receiver em- 
ploys a super- heterodyne circuit, with 

(Continued on page 94) 
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American -built 14 -tube All-Wave Super-Het Used by King 
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General List of Parts 
L 1 -Ant. coil -plug -in shielded. 
L 2 -llet. coil -plug -in shielded. 
L 3 -Ose. coil -plug -in shielded. 
L 4 -1st det. plate coil. 
L 5 -1st int. grid coil. 
L 6 -1st int. plate coil 
L 7 -2nd int. plate coil. 
L 8 -3rd int. plate coil. 
L 9 -1st int. s.g. choke. 
L10 -1st int. plate choke. 
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o 
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o 
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Z - '27's 
I U. AUDIO 

2 -'50's 
OUTPUT P. P. STAGE 

2 "O AUDIO. 

N GO SPEAKER 

Wiring of power supply and push -pull audio -frequency amplifier. 

L11 -2nd int. s.g. choke. 
L12 -2nd int. plate choke. 
Lia -3rd int. s.g. choke. 
L14 -3rd int. plate choke. 
L15 -2ud det. grid choke. 
L16 -2nd det. plate choke. 
L17- Speaker field (5,000 ohms) (60 mills) 

used as second filter choke. 
L1S -1st filter choke (300 ohms) (175 mills) 
X 1 -Radio switch -3 -pole 3- position. 
X 2 -Audio switch -2 -pole 3- position. 
X 3- Phonographs -radio switch -S.P.S.T. 
X 4 -Power switch -S.P.S.T. 

X 5- Speaker mute switch -S.P.S.T. open. 
M 1- Tuning meter -0 -5 mills. 
M 2 -Line voltage meter 0 -150 V.A.C. 

Tubes Used 
#1, 0, 7, 8, 9 -UX -22 7 Heater type. 
#'-', 3, 4, 5 -UX -224 S.G. Ileater type. 
#10, 11 -UX -250 Power Output tubes. 
#12, 13 -UX -281 Half -wave Rectifier 

tubes. 
#14 -Special Voltage Regulator tubes 

(15 volts at 2.3 amperes) . 
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extraordinary high gain or amplification, 
as a result of using shield grid tubes in 
the first detector and the three inter- 
mediate amplifier stages. A separate 
oscillator is used and the intermediate 
amplifier has tunable stages. Among 
other interesting features of value, are 
a power detector and double push -pull 
audio amplifier system, tuning compen- 
sator, a control to provide exact reso- 
nance of all circuits on distant weak 
signals and on short waves, regardless 
of variation of antenna capacities. 

The variable condensers used are 
specially built with brass plates and the 
rotors and stators have the plates sol- 
dered in position, for lowest possible elec- 
trical resistance. The condensers are en- 
tirely shielded, and will withstand tropi- 
cal climate and moisture without any de- 
terioration. The dynamic type loud 
speaker supplied by the builders of this 
set is perfectly matched with the output 
transformer in the receiver itself. The 
radio frequency transformer coils are 
wound on natural bakelite tubing of the 
proper size and each coil is individually 
shielded. The removable transformers 
and coils, for changing the wavelength, 
have very smooth action plug contacts. 
Each receiver is given an air test at 
night by the engineers and a test log is 
supplied with each set. 

Fourteen tubes are used. First detec- 
tor UY -224, oscillator UY -227, inter- 
mediate stages UY- 224's, UY -227 second 
detector, two UY -227's in first audio 
stage, two 250's in audio output stage, 
UY -227 automatic volume control, two 
UX -281's for Rectification, and one 
NH -4 line ballast tube. Only standard 
tubes are used which may be readily ob- 
tained anywhere. 

List of Parts -Admiralty Super -12 
Condensers 

C 1 -3 section, air, Ant., 1st det., osc., tuning. 
C 2-2 section, air, Ant., det., tuning. 
C 3- 65 -mmf., air, Ose. trimmer. 
(' 4- 65 -mf., air, Ant. trimmer. 
C 5 -.01, mica, Ant. to det. coupling. 
(' 6- 15- ulmf., mica, Ant. coupling (S.VV.). 
C 7 -2 % -mfd., paper, 1st (let. cathode; 1st int. 

grid ; by-pass ; rated 500V. 
C 8- 100 -mmf., air. 1st (let. plate tuning. 
C 9- .1 -mfd., paper. 1st (let. plate by -pass; 

rated 700V ; worked 100V. 
C10- .1 -mfd., paper. Ose. plate ; rated 500V; 

worked 50V. 
C11 -2 1/4-mfd., paper, Ose. cathode ; 1st det. 

s.g. : by pass ; rated 500 \" ; worked 30V. 
C12 -.03, mica, 1st det. to 1st int. coupling. 
C13- 100 -mmf., a ir. 1st int. grid tuning. 
C14 -2 '4 -mfd., paper, 1st int. grid; 1st int. 

cathode : by -pass ; rated 500V, 
C15 -2 1 / -mfd., paper, 1st int. plate; 1st. int. 

s.g. ; by -pass ; rated SonV ; worked 
200V. 

C16- 100 -mfd., air, 1st int. plate tuning. 
C17 -100 mfd., mica, 1st int. to 2nd int. coup- 

ling. 
C18 -2 l, -ulfd., paper, 2nd int. cathode : 2nd 

in'. grid ; by -pass ; rated 500V ; worked 
2n0V. 

(719 -2 ? ¡ -ntfd., paper, 2nd int. plate ; 2nd int. 
s.;:.: by -pass ; rated 51)0V. (20- 100- uinlf., air, 2nd det. plate tuning. 

('21 100 on nut'.. mica, 2nd to 3rd int. coupling. 
C22-2 1/4 fiord., paper, 3rd int. cathode ; s.g, 

voltage ; by -pass ; rated 500V ; worked 
75 V. 

C23-2 '', -mfd., paper, 3rd int. plate ; 3rd int. 
. by -pass ; rated 500V ; worked 

!n 
u ufuu\". ('2'4 -1 un- ., air. 3rd int. plate tuning. 

('25 -1 on- nuaf., mica, 3rd int. to (let. coupling; 
rated 500V : worked 250V. 

C:26 -M :;. mica, 2nd det. cathode by -pass ; rated 
SOUV ; worked 35V. 

C27- .00(125, mica, 2nd (let. plate by -pass ; rated 
5ton ; worked 250V. 

C228 -.01, mica, tone control ; rated 500V ; 
worked 2511V. 

C29 -.0U2. mica, Ext. (let. coupling; rated 
5I)(1V ; worked 200V. 

C30 -3 1 -mfd., paper, 1st det. plate ; 1st (let. 
cathode ; 1st (let. grid ; by -pass ; rated 
500V ; worked 250V. 

C31 -2 1 /4-mfd., paper, voltage control cathode; plate voltage ; by -pass ; rated 500V; 
worked 200V. 

C32-1-mfd., paper, voltage control plate by- pass: rated 500V ; worked 50V. 
(':33 -5Un ntfd.. mica, 2nd audio by -pass ; rated 

700V. 
(' :t4- .1 -mfd., paper, ext. speaker ; rated 700,V. C35-.1-mfd., paper, ext. speaker ; rated 700V. 
C36 -4 2 -mfd., paper, filter cond. ; rated 1000V ; worked 600V. 
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Resistors 
R 1- 2 -meg., moulded, 1st det, grid return; rating 1 watt. 
R 2 -3500, wire wound, 1st det. cathode ; rat- 

ing 1 watt. 
R 3- 10,000, moulded, 1st det. grid ; rating 1 

watt. 
R 4- 150,000, moulded, 1st det. plate; rating 

1 watt ; dissipation .5 watt. 
R 5- 50,000, moulded, osc. plate ; rating 1 watt ; dissipation .52 watt. 
R 6 -850, wire wound, ose. cathode ; rating i 

watt. 
R 7- 250,000, moulded, 1st det. screen grid; rating 1 watt ; dissipation .1 watt. 
R 8- 100,000, moulded, vol. control plate ; rat- 

ing 1 watt ; dissipation .05 watt. 
R 9- 100.000, moulded, vol. control plate ; rat- 

ing 1 watt ; dissipation .05 watt. R10- 100,000, moulded, 1st int. grid return; 
rating 1 watt. R11- 10,000, moulded, 1st int. grid return ; rating 1 watt. 

R12 -300, wire wound, 1st int. cathode ; rating 
1 watt. R13- 10,000, moulded, 2nd int. grid ; rating 1 watt. 

3114 -2 meg., moulded, 2nd int. grid return; rating 1 watt. R15- 100,000, moulded, 2nd int. grid return ; rating 1 watt. 
R16 -400, wire wound, 2nd int. cathode; rating 

1 watt. 
R17- 30,000, moulded, (compensating resistor 

int. plates) ; rating 1 watt ; dissipa- 
tion .27 watt. R1S- 10,000, moulded, 3rd int. grid. ; rating 1 
watt. 

R19-2 meg., moulded, 3rd int. grid ; rating 1 
watt. 

R20 -750, wire wound, 3rd int. cathode ; rat- 
ing 1 watt. R21- 20,000, moulded, 2nd det. cathode ; rating 
1 watt ; dissipation .25 watt. R22- 12.5,000, moulded, 2nd det. plate ; rating 
11/4 watts ; dissipation .15 watt. R23- 50,000, moulded, 1st audio grid return ; rating 1 watt. R24- 250,000, dual section variable, audio vol. control. 

R25- 1,400, wire wound, 1st audio cathode 
bias ; rating 1 watt ; dissipation .12 
watt. 

R29- 1,500, wire wound variable, cathode bias 
auto. vol. control tube ; rating 5 watts ; dissipation 1.35 watts. R27- 15,000, moulded, 1st audio plates ; rating 
3 watts ; dissipation 1,5 watts. R2S-- 14,000, wire wound, voltage divider ; rat- ing 10 watts ; dissipation 3.0 watts. Tapped 6,500, 12,500. 

R29- 6,000, wire wound, voltage divider ; rating 
25 watts ; dissipation 6.0 watts. 

R30 -775, wire wound, 2nd audio bias ; rating 
15 watts ; dissipation 9.0 watts. 

Hue's That 1 -Tube S -W Receiver 
ONE of the attractive aspects of 

short -wave reception is that you 
can enjoy it without much cost, 
by building or buying a one -tube 

battery- operated set. This has excellent 
sensitivity; it is selective enough for 
short -wave use and it joins with its more 
imposing brethren in bringing in foreign 
stations. 

So we now measure the sensitivity of 
a receiver by the response, in respect to 
a known gain, and the answer is stated 
in "microvolts per meter ". A three -tube 
broadcast R.F. tuner, using a four -gang 
condenser and '27 tubes, with leak -con- 
denser detector, was measured. It had 
a sensitivity of 15 microvolts per meter. 
There was no regeneration. 

Now, here comes the big surprise. In 
the 80 -meter band the one -tube device 
diagrammed in Fig. 1 had a sensitivity 
of 12 microvolts per meter! It does not 
seem possible, but it is so. 

The antenna -ground circuit receives all 
waves; the secondary is tuned by a vari- 
able condenser of 60 mmf. (.00006 mfd.), 

By J. P. LIEBERMAN 
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Hook -up of 1 -tube S -W receiver of 
exceptional sensitivity, 

which selects the desired wave; while the 
feedback condenser, of the same capacity, 
sensitizes the circuit enormously, besides 
greatly building up selectivity. 

The coils used are of the tube base plug -in type, and have secondary and 
tickler windings only. The 7 -turn pri- mary is wound with No. 18 wire to a diameter of 11/2 inches, and removed 
from the form; being then slid between 

the coil -receptacle socket (UX) and the 
top panel. Thus the coil socket is de- 
pressed below the panel, from which it 
is held at the correct distance by using 
two % -inch (long) threaded brass bush- 
ings, engaged on both sides by 6/32 
machine screws. 

The diameter of the coil forms for 
plugging in is 1h inches, the base having 
four prongs just like a UX tube. There 
are four coils to cover the bands from 
18 to 210 meters; the data on these coils 
are: 

No. 1 has a 5 -turn secondary, 7 -turn 
tickler, without any between windings; 
as one is begun % -inch from where the 
other ends. The form is pierced to brine 
the leadin wires to the prongs inside. 

No. 2 has a 12 -turn secondary, 9 -turn 
tickler. 

No. 3 has a 24 -turn secondary, 12 -turn 
tickler. 

The wire on the foregoing coils is No. 
24, single- cotton -covered. 

No. 4 has a 50 -turn secondary, 15 -turn 
tickler; of No 28 enamel wire. 

(Continued on page 150) 
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ANDY SANNELLA 
Becomes a 

"HAM" OPERATOR 
and 

Likes It 
Andy Sannella, versatile radio broadcast 
musician, has become a proficient "ham" 
operator, and may be heard nightly pound- 
ing the key of his 150 watt transmitter. 

His call is W2AD. 

Mr. Sannella is here shown tuning his short wave 
transmitter. 

MUSIC and short wave radio have 
proved a happy combination to 
the versatile and well -known 
broadcasting mu s i c i a n, Mr. 

Andy Sannella, who has installed a com- 
plete radio transmitting and receiving 
station, all garnished with an official gov- 
ernment license 'n everything, as the 
photographs portray. Frequently, when 
Mr. Sannella signs off in the "dot and 
dash" language with his name in addi- 
tion to the official call letters of his sta- 
tion, W2AD, a fellow short wave opera- 
tor will flash back -"Are you the Andy 
Sannella who broadcasts from N.B.C." 

"Sure," answers Mr. Sannella, "but 
don't think about that, for right now I 
am just as much a ham operator as you 
are." 

1011` 

Photo at 
right shows 
Andy San- 
nella relay- 
ing a radio 
message by 
short wave 
to a brother 

"Ham." 

MmONI 

Mr. Andy Sanella, in front of microphone of his private short 
wave transmitting station, and at left his pet cat, which answers 

to the name of "Sax." 

The ranks of the radio 
amateurs are rapidly ex- 
panding, as t h e short 
waves permit transmitting 
and receiving over great 
distances with but slight 
power in the transmitter. 
Take, for example, Mr. 
Sannella's station, rated 
at 150 watts, and yet with 
its nominal amount of 
power, the operator, San- 
nella, has carried on night- 
ly communications from 
his home in Scarsdale, 
N. Y., with other radio 
amateur stations located 
in such distant lands as 
Australia, New Zealand, 
England, Cuba, Mexico, 
and other various parts of 

the United States and Canada. Mr. 
Sannella operates on a schedule of his 
own and has become a proficient tech- 
nician in radio matters, as the neat 
arrangement of his apparatus shown by 
the accompanying photographs testifies. 

The receiving equipment used at this 
station comprises a National Thrill -box 
with screen grid R.F. stage and push -pull 
output stage. Note the neat arrange- 
ment of the control switches on the Bake- 
lite panel on the front of the library 
table, on which the receiver rests. Mr. 
Sannella has a loud speaker and two pairs 
of phones, either of which may be used 
at will for "listening in." A small model 
of the earth has proven very handy in 
computing the mileage to some of the 
distant stations which Mr. Sannella 
works with. 
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HOW RESEARCH 
and INDUSTRY 

N science, the mathematicians are 
now in the saddle. It is no longer 
necessary that a thing should exist 
in a form suitable for our imagina- 

tion; if we know mathematical equations, 
we may proceed systematically to the 
utility, trusting that the understanding 
will advance with later familiarity. Most 
of our basic facts are quite beyond pic- 
torial analogy. For example, the funda- 
mental mechanics of light, of heredity, of 
thinking, of destruction, and of creation 
are being left for the millennium. Mean- 

Bells - all their 
sounds radiate 
through air, but 
not empty space, 
at 1,100 feet a 
second. The vi- 
bration range of 
bells is really 

very small. 

while, the pure mathematician is direct- 
ing our groping steps and suggesting 
many experiments. 

So, for this hour, I am playing a game 
of mere numbers. I name some number. 
Someone adds to it. Someone else multi- 
plies it by something, and someone may 
subtract something from it. Let us say 
the result is number 49. So far that is 
nothing but a number. But, multiplied 
by the right idea, it becomes perhaps a 
market price, or your age, the year of 
the California gold rush, the area of 
some strip of land, or the size of a suit 
of clothes. You know at once that its 
names may be infinite. You were taught 
not to add numbers of different things, 
like horses and wagons, but you may do 
so, and you may multiply numbers by 
anything if you are so minded. 

Let us, then, observe the wonderful 
complexities which are multiplying in 
the electromagnetic field, where infinite 
possibilities in the radiations, or rays, 

Next to the cos- 
mic numbers 1 to 
10, come those 
from 10 to 1,000. 
This group rep- 
resents the gam- 
ma rays of rad- 
ium and similar 
messages from 
inside heavy 

atoms. 

promise countless new technical and so- 
cial changes. I shall illustrate what I 
mean by the use of simple units, though 
I do need about all the numbers. 

(A talk presented under the title of "Re- 
search and Industry" by Dr. Whitney at a 
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, Boston, 
Mass., May 7, 1931.) 

.4 of a Trillionth of An Inch 
No one cares particularly what unit 

was used in labelling his radio dial, pro- 
viding the numbers are useful. So I se- 
lect corresponding and reasonably correct 
numbers without full explanation of the 
unit (call it a ten -thousandth of one 
Angström, or four tenths of a trillionth 
of an inch). But while the numbers on 
your dial may extend from 500 to 1,500, 
my new numbers, covering all conceivable 
rays, extend from unity to infinity. More- 
over, the same peculiar unexpectedness of 
service and message appears throughout 
the whole series, just as is found in the 
narrow range of the parlor radio set. In 
other words, within a little group of 
numbers on a radio dial we find utility 
or advertising, music or pictures, and 
messages of all sorts. Moreover, if we 
stick to a single number, we may get all 
sorts of information in time, and all the 
other numbers may treat us similarly. 
Even in the narrow range of radio, the 
possibilities are enormous, and it is a 
very young product. But contemplate for 
a moment what may be the possibilities 
between number one and infinity. 

The Lesson of the Bell 
For analogy, consider bells. All their 

messages radiate through air (but not 
empty space) at 1,100 feet a second, re- 
gardless of the size of the bell. The util- 
ity or message of the tiniest bell on some 
kitten's neck is distinct from that of 
the fire alarm or church bells; but, from 
the smallest to the largest of bells, the 
range is really very small. Representa- 
tive numbers based on weight of the 
bells, frequency of the vibrations or 
wavelength of the air waves, would 
hardly extend from unity to a million. 

The Infinite Range of Wavelengths 
But the numbers applicable to electro- 

magnetic possibilities, on the other hand, 
extend from one, clear through the quin- 
tillions of ordinary alternating current, 
on to infinity. Thus I have numbered 
from one to infinity all the different forms 
of available energy which radiate at the 
velocity of 186,000 miles per second - 
what I call, practically, infinitely fast - 
for nothing will ever go faster. My 
numbers are not quite individualistic, but 
are like population statistics. For ex- 
ample, the inhabitants of one farm may 
be roughly between one and ten, of vil- 
lages from 10 to 1,000, cities from 10,000 
to ten million, etc. But behind both sys- 
tems lies a certain possible effect of each 
individual. Number 3 on the farm may 
be a potential president, number 999 in 
a village may do his service in jail. 

So what I am numbering from one to 
infinity are the different electrical possi- 
bilities. I have chosen the numbers to 
correspond to what I will call a kind of 

length, just as the men in a city might 
be consecutively numbered as to height, 
weight, or skill. There may be no wave- 
lengths to rays, but we can still use the 
numbers; and the main point is that the 
scale is infinite and each unit has many 
possibilities. 

It was only a few years ago that this 
completeness of our electromagnetic num- 
bers was first recognized; and now the 
greatest sport in physical science or in 
electricity is experiencing the surprises 
of new numbers. New groups of num- 

0110% 

Another part of 
the vibration 
spectrum put to 
work -the radia- 
tion of food by 
ultra -violet rays. 

Ift"0.1 
bers, like safe -combinations, turn out to 
be combinations for unlocking unexpected 
utilities. One may say that every novel 
combination so far has opened some sur- 
prise which only subsequent research has 
deciphered. For example, after we first 
saw our bones through our bodies, it took 
years of work to learn the numbers we 
had used. The safe, so to speak, was 
opened by accident; and no one at the 
time even suspected that the combination 
consisted of electromagnetic numbers 
rather than dynamite. 

Birth and Death of Matter 
Cosmic rays at present fit the lowest 

numbers, which I start at unity. The 
numbers of these radiations, which Dr. 
Millikan is studying, range from 1 to 
10, at once suggest some ultramicroscopic 
electromagnetic sender and, consequently, 
complete wireless station of inconceivably 
short wavelength, like some bell which is 
far too small to be seen by any micro- 

110101 
Helium was dis- 
covered in the 
sun long before 
its discovery on 
earth - thanks 
to a study of 

vibrations. 

scope. The messages in this numerical 
range seem to be telling us about the 
formation of matter, the birth of stuff, 
the click of energy. 

You know there is a discussion going 
on among astronomers and physicists as 
to whether the universe is really running 
down, or just running around. Men had 
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'DEPEND on 

Vibrations 

By DR. WILLIS R. WHITNEY 
Director, Research Laboratory, General Electric Company 

Helium, discovered in the sun by a study of vibrations and the spec- 
trum, on down to the recent production of "electric fever" or artificial 
heating effect in the body when subjected to high frequency vibrations, 
all help to show the importance of the theory and application of vibra- 
tions in our modern scientific scheme of things. Do you know that 
light and heat rays vibrate at a certain number of vibrations per 
second and that vibrations are concerned with myriads of everyday 
phenomena such as the rays emanating from radium; the sound you 
hear from a bell, et cetera. The interrelation of all these different 

vibrations are interestingly discussed by Dr. Whitney, 

thought it was running down. Every- 
thing that we can do to keep the Humpty 
Dumpty universe on the wall really seems 
to lower the wall a little. We apparently 
cannot do anything, and still leave the 
outfit quite as well off in energy as it 
was before. Moreover, we know now that 
some of our elements are just naturally 
falling apart and decaying in a way that 
has seemed to have no reconstructive 
counterpart, and there appears no way of 
even delaying the decay. 

But, out of cosmic space somewhere, 
there are coming rays of numbers one to 
ten and, if our ideas of these little num- 
bers are correct, they may be a kind of 
space- reverberation of riveting, of the 
constructional mechanics by which our 

NOW% 

High frequency 
vibrations from 
a large radio 
tube produce 
heat in the hu- 

man body. 

/%/r/4 
smallest atoms are being built from noth- 
ing. This nothing has emphasis on the 
final syllable; for they seem built of 
energy and not things. And so our first 
electromagnetic numbers represent rays 
that will penetrate many feet of the dens- 
est substances and still record themselves 
on little electrical counters, just like the 
devices used for handling the much larger 
numbers. 

Next to the cosmic numbers 1 -10 
come those from 10 to 1,000. This group 
represents the gamma rays of radium, 
and similar messages from inside of 
heavy atoms. They tell us of the grad- 
ual destruction of matter under local 
conditions, and the history of our ele- 
ments. That is, we have thereby learned 
the intermediate ancestors of matter. 
These rays have the power of making air 
conducting for electricity, just as do the 
cosmic rays and adjacent higher so- called 

Dr. Willis R. Whitney, di- 
rector of the world- famous 
Research Laboratory of the 
General Electric Co., locat- 
ed at Schenectady, N. Y. 
Dr. Whitney is one of the 
outstanding scholars of the 
world and in view of his high 
position in the world of mod- 
ern science, what he has to 
say on vibrations as the 
basis of modern research 
and industry is very im- 

portant to all of us. 
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X -rays, Here again each individual num- 
ber will some day prove to carry a special 
message and, as in other cases, it will 
probably be found that many different 
services can be performed by each one; 
just as each apparently tells us now of 
some greater or lesser earthquake in 
atoms. 

Rays That Concern Our Growth 
The common X -rays are numbered 

from 10,000 to 100,000. Nothing would 
have seemed more unlikely, a few years 
ago, than that this invisible light would 
usefully shine through our bodies as well 
as through bodies of wood and iron. It 
took several years to discover that these 
rays were also in the electromagnetic 
series. Still newer messages are now be- 
ing received from them constantly. 
Without referring to therapeutic uses of 
both radium and X -rays, we should note 
that pollen, seed and plant, sperm, egg - 
cell and animal are all affected by this 
group of numbers. Recent biological 
work seems to promise new types or 
forms of plant and animal through ac- 
tion of these rays upon the mechanics of 
plant and animal heredity. They seem to 
affect all living things, just at the time 
when they have not completely deter- 
mined what they want to become. 

Just as unbelievable service is coming 
from the numbers 1 million to 35 million; 
this has been called the ultra -violet 
range. They are invisible in the ordi- 
nary sense, but living nature seems to be 
particularly sensitive to this group. Here, 
too, the messages are quite unforeseen, 

and are daily being augmented. In young 
animals, certain blood deficiencies account 
for lack of bone -growth; this has been 
shown to be due to food defects, lack of 
light, or both. One of the components of 
food which is necessary for normal 
growth has been named "Vitamin D "; 
and it has been shown that this is pro- 
ducible, by our numbers one million to 
thirty million, from materials which con- 
tain certain organic compounds part way 
up the scale towards this vitamin. Here, 
as elsewhere, it is clear that numbers 
very nearly equal to one another do not 
serve this purpose equally well, and are 
in some cases even antagonistic, -again 
a proof that these individuals are highly 
individualistic. 

Recent work on the radiation of food 
by a moderate ultra -violet range has 
shown the need of selecting within that 
range certain numbers, and omitting, 
actually cutting out others. Perhaps as 

"Lydia ", a pup, 
was subjected to 
high frequency 
vibrations, pro- 
ducing an "elec- 
tric fever" which cured her 

mange. 

remarkable as anything in this group of 
rays is that they may be applied directly 
to the diseased animal and cause the 
same bone -growth and recovery of normal 

(Continued on page 153) 
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Baird Combination Short Wave and 
Aug.- Sept., 1931 

TELEVISION RECEIVER 

Fig. 2 -Front view of the new Baird 
universal short -wave and television re- 
receiver, showing the extremely simple 

controls and the single tuning dial. 

WHILE the average broadcast 
listener, using a standard 
broadcast receiver is finding it 
almost impossible to cut 

through the barrage of local and nearby 
stations, owners of efficient short -wave 
receivers are tuning in short -wave trans- 
mitters located half way around the 
world, at all hours of the day and night 
and during seasons when static interfer- 
ence makes reception of regular broad- 
cast stations almost impossible. 

There are now over 200 short -wave sta- 
tions all over the world which are broad- 
casting voice programs on regular sched- 
ules, the most important stations received 
regularly in the United States being 
located in Winnipeg, Canada; London, 
England; Paris, France; Berlin, Ger- 
many; Rome, Italy; Mexico City, Mexico; 
Buenos Aires, Argentina and Sydney, 
Australia. 

THE new design of universal television and short -wave receiver here illus- 
trated and described is the work of Hollis S. Baird, famous Boston television 
and short -wave specialist, and unlike many "television receivers ", it is 

especially designed to pass a wide band of frequencies in the R.F. tuning stages as 
well as in the audio amplifier stages. This receiver can be used to pick -up short -wave 

phone and code signals on any wave length from 16 to 200 meters. 

By JOSEPH CALCATERRA, 
(Designed by Hollis S. Baird, Chief Engineer, Shortwave & Television Corp.) 

Fig. 2A- Another view of the new Baird combination television and short -wave receiver, covering all wavelengths from 16 to 200 meters. Note the well- designed 
shielding of all coils and tubes. 

Fig. 5 -Here we have a bottom view of the sub -panel of the receiver, reveal- ing the neat arrangement of the apparatus and wiring. 

Short -wave radio has removed the bar- 
riers of space between the peoples of 
every corner of the world. News from 
polar expeditions, long distance flyers 
and events all over the world are re- 
ceived by owners of short -wave receivers 
as the events happen. 

Short waves are now carrying on regu- 
larly, communication and entertainment 
over distances far beyond the dreams of 
the most hopeful visionaries of a few 
years back. 

The development which has taken place 
in the transmission and reception of 
short waves over the range of 16 to 200 
meters has been phenomenal in the past 
few years and much interesting and valu- 
able information has been discovered re- 
garding the efficiency and peculiarities of 
such wavelengths for long distance trans- 
mission and reception. 

Careful and painstaking experimenta- 
tion and testing has proved that the use 
of low power on the very low wavelengths 
(high frequencies) provides much greater 
carrying power than considerably higher 
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O New 
F Design 

power at higher wavelengths (lower fre- 
quencies). 

The circuit and construction of the re- 
markably efficient Baird Universal Short- 
wave Receiver, one that opens up this 
big field of radio reception, are described 
in detail here. 

The picture diagrams and schematic 
diagrams referred to in the text of this 
hook are shown on the enclosed blue- 
prints, which may be identified as fol- 
lows: 

Fig. 1 is the large Wiring Schematic 
Diagram. 

Fig. 6 is the smaller Picture Wiring 
Diagram of the top of the chassis. 

Fig. 7 is the large Picture Wiring Dia- 
gram of the bottom, or subpanel of the 
chassis. 

IT This receiving set is ideal for television recep- 
tion -its audio amplifier passes all frequencies 
from 15 to 40,000 cycles. 

¶ The receiver is all A.C. 110 volt, 60 cycle oper- 
ated-no batteries required. 

¶ A '45 power tube is used in last stage. 

The Baird Receiver is universal in its 
application, since it is not limited to the 
reception of short -wave stations trans- 
mitting voice and instrumental programs. 
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Fig. 6- Pictorial wiring diagram of the top of the new Baird chassis. 

It has been ingeniously designed to serve 
many other purposes in the whole range 
of short -wave and regular broadcast re- 
ception. 

In addition to bringing in the short- 
wave telephone signals, it can be used 
for code and Television reception in the 
range of wavelengths from 16 to 200 
meters (approximately 18,740 to 1,500 

kilocycles respectively), by simply chang- 
ing the plug -in Octocoils especially de- 
signed for use with this type of receiver, 
and the operation of the simple switch- 
ing arrangements provided. Its excel- 
lent audio amplifier system can also be 
used for phonograph reproduction by 
plugging a phonograph pickup into jack 
J1. For operation direct into the input 
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Fig. 1- Complete schematic circuit diagram of the new Baird universal short -wave and television receiver, tuning to all 
wavelengths from 16 to 200 meters; the audio amplifier has unusually broad frequency characteristics, so essential to 

perfect television reception. 
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of this amplifier, a standard pickup hav- 
ing an impedance of 2,000 ohms at 1,008 
cycles should be employed. If a pickup 
having other characteristics is used, a 
matching transformer will be necessary 
to complete the pickup to the input of 
the amplifier. Earphones can be plugged 
into jack J2. 

Radio listeners who have never used a 
short -wave receiver have a real thrill in 
store for them when they find how easy 
it is to tune in distant foreign stations 
with the receiver described here. 

The schematic wiring diagram of the 
circuit used in this receiver is shown in 
Fig. 1. It consists of two stages of tuned 
radio frequency amplification using 
screen grid AC tubes, a screen grid de- 
tector, and two stages of resistance 
coupled audio frequency amplification 
with a Type -45 power tube in the last 
stage. 

Since one of the most important uses 
of this receiver will be in connection with 
Television reception, it has been designed 
with a resistance coupled amplifier sys- 
tem capable of providing uniform audio 
amplification over a range of from 15 
to 40,000 cycles. 

Short -wave receivers equipped with 
transformer coupled audio amplifiers 
which cut off frequencies above 8,000 
cycles or thereabouts are not suitable for 

Aug.- Sept., 1931 

Fig. 3 -Rear view of the new universal short -wave and television receiver chassis with tubes in place. The resistance- coupled audio frequency amplifier provides uniform amplification over a range of 15 to 40,000 cycles. 
television reception, since they do not Great care has been taken in the de- pass the audio frequencies so necessary sign of the circuit and the arrangement 
to give good detail to the picture. (Continued on page 147) 
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Short Waves for the 
101 

roadeast Listener 

New KENNEDY SHORT WAVE SUPER - 
HET CONVERTER 

Enables You to Receive Short Waves on Your Broadcast Receiver 
THE Kennedy Globe Trotter is a short 

wave receiver of the type frequently 
called a converter or adapter. It op- 
erates on the super- heterodyne principle, 
and by its use any good broadcast re- 
ceiver may be made to operate as a short 
wave super- heterodyne. If used with a 
broadcast receiver already employing the 

super- heterodyne circuit, it then becomes 
a "double converter" for short wave op- 
eration, and performs with full efficiency. 

This converter may be used with any 
good broadcast receiver, ar.d when once 
properly connected up, it may be left so. 
The switching from long wave reception 
to short wave, or vice versa, is accom- 
plished by using the switches provided 
for this purpose on the panel of the 
short wave unit. 

The unit has a cord which is to be 
plugged into a 110 -120 volt A.C. line in 
addition to the cord from the long wave 
receiver. This supplies filament current 
to the tubes of the short wave unit. This 
current is turned on and off by means of 
the switch knob. This switch is the lower 
left -hand knob on the panel and should 
be turned on only when the short wave 
unit is in operation. 

The plate current, or B supply, for 
the short wave receiver is obtained from 
the long wave set. This plate current is 
very small and adds no noticeable burden 
to the power supply of this set. Two 
wires, for supplying this power, come out 
from the side of the short wave unit, and 
are to be connected to the long wave re- 
ceiver. The black wire is connected to 
the "ground" binding post of the long 
wave set, and the red wire to the nega- 
tive side of the speaker field coil (dy- 
namic speaker), or, inside the set, to the 
positive end of the voltage divider resis- 
tor. Any source of B voltage of from 
150 to 250 volts is suitable. 

The antenna and ground wires are en- 
tirely disconnected from the long wave re- 
ceiver. They are to be connected to the 
posts marked "antenna" and "ground" of 
the short -wave unit, and left there perma- 
nently. A wire is then connected from 
the antenna post of the long wave re- 
ceiver to the post marked "L.W. ANT." 

"01^ 
Left: Front panel 
appearance of Ken- 
nedy short wave Su- 
p e r- H et converter, 
which enables one to 
receive short wave 
stations on their reg- 
ular broadcast re- 

ceiver. 
Right: Diagram 
showing hook -up of 
parts in new Ken- 
nedy S -W converter. 

110\110%. 

A110-195 M 

A 46-60M 
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A-23-47 M. 

different positions. One of these posi- 
tions is marked "long wave" and when 
the switch is turned to this position, the 
antenna is automatically connected di- 
rectly to the long -wave receiver and the 
output of the short -wave unit is discon- 
nected. The broadcast receiver may then 
be operated exactly as though the short- 
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IMP, 
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FILAMENTS 

J V 
PILOT LIGHTS 
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on the short wave set. The short wave 
unit is then ready to operate. 

It will be noted that on the back of 
the short wave unit a wire has been 
brought out which may be connected to 
either one of the two binding posts near 
the end of the base. The purpose is to 
enable the user to adapt the unit to his 
particular type or make of broadcast re- 
ceiver for obtaining the best results. 
After the short wave unit is in operation, 
this wire may be tried first on one and 
then on the other of these two posts, and 
permanently left where best results are 
obtained. 

The lower right hand knob on the 
short -wave unit may be turned to five 

Chassis of new Kennedy S -W Super - 
Het converter. 

400 OHMS 

LOW 
IMP. 

TO ONO. 
POST -L.W. 

SET 

To'ae 
SUPPLY -LW. 

SET. 

PRI. i 

GJ, 
110 -120 

VOLTS. A. C. 

wave set or converter were not there at all. 
When short -wave stations are desired, 

this switch is turned to the particular 
point, which includes the desired wave- 
length, and the filament switch is turned 
(lower left hand knob) to the "on" posi- 
tion, which will turn on the short -wave 
unit tubes and light up the dials. 

The long wave receiver dial must then 
be turned to the end of the scale, or 
1,500 kilocycles. 

When the short wave unit is tested at 
the factory, it is adjusted for use with 
an average antenna. Improved results 
can sometimes be obtained by re- adjust- 
ing to the antenna actually used. The 
procedure for this adjustment is as fol- 
lows: 

Almost exactly in the center of the 
back of the short wave unit is an adjust- 
ment screw which can be operated through 
a hole provided for it. This screw should 
be turned with a bakelite screwdriver, 
which most service men carry. A metal 
screwdriver will interfere with the ad- 
justment. 

Set the switch on the position marked 
"15 -25 meters" -tune in a station (music 
or code) at about 50 on the right hand 
dial. Then adjust by means of the screw 
described above until the left hand dial 
also reads approximately 50 when tuned 
in properly. 
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WINNERS in $2000.00 "AMATEUR 
STATION" CONTEST 

HEREWITH we present the prize 
winners in our $2,000.00 Ama- 
teur Radio Station and Q.S.L. 
card contest. The conditions of 

the contest were published in the past 
several issues, the closing date having 
been June 10th ; the radio apparatus pre- 
sented to the prize- winners was donated 
by many well -known radio manufacturers 
whose names appear in connection with 
the awards. 

The prizes were awarded for the best 
amateur radio station, photograph and 
description, together with the most novel 
or attractive Q. S. L. card. 

After the editors, who acted as judges, 
had waded through the many excellent 
descriptions of the stations and consid- 
ered the photographs and Q. S. L. cards 
sent in by the contestants, the judging 
of the awards settled down practically 
to a consideration of the best station and 
description, for the particular reason that 
no especially ingenious, novel, or out -of- 
the- ordinary Q. S. L. cards were sub- 
mitted. Most of the Q. S. L. cards fol- 
lowed the familiar style, well -known to 
the radio amateur. Although this con- 
test was open to radio amateur station 
owners and operators for several months, 
only thirty entries were received and each 
one of these radio station owners or oper- 
ators were awarded a prize as shown in 
the accompanying list. The editors have 
selected and published herewith the de- 
scriptions of the first five prize winners; 
also a photograph of the eighth prize 
winning station, owned by Mr. F. M. 
Whitaker, which deserves special men- 
tion. 

The first prize winner is Mr. Gale 
B. Sells, of Portland, Oregon. Mr. 
Sells certainly deserves a lot of 
credit as he has designed and built 
a very fine station, which looks to 
be the equal of many a commercial 
station. Mr. Sells wins a Pilot 
"Super- Wasp" A.C. Receiving set. 

First Prize -Pilot A.C. Super -Wasp 
Receiver 

Owned and Operated by Gale B. Sells, 
W7AMQ, Portland, Oregon 

TAVING first become interested in radio in I I 1922, Gale B. Sells, operator of amateur 
radio station W7AMQ, has at last com- 

pleted a transmitter whose plans have been in 
his mind for several years. Be first went on 
the air in 1928, using a type 210 tube, and has 
constantly increased his power and equipment 
until now he has a transmitter whose appear- 
ance and operation is better than the ordinary 
amateur layout and equal to a commercial's. 

The transmitter is a crystal- controlled job . 

using a temperature -controlled boa, with an 
approximate output of 200 watts, working on 
10, 20, 40, and 80 meters with code and on 80 
meters with radiophone ; the entire transmitter 
being built into a unit 5 feet 4 inches high and 
8 feet 4 inches in length with four polished 
see -in panels. To observe the high voltage rec- 
tifying tubes, windows are built into the panels. 

10 TO 80 METER OSCILLATOR AND 
AMPLIFIER 

The oscillator consists of a 112A tube in a 
high C oscillator with the crystal temperature - 
control. The output of the oscillator feeds into a 
245 tube amplifier, which can be used as a "buf- 
fer" for phone work, or to provide a strong har- 
monic for frequency doubling, as the oscillator 
is high C. For oreration on the 10 and 20 
meter bands, there is a 210 tube amplifier used 
as a frequency doubler. Following this, there 
is another 210 tube amplifier which is used as a 
buffer in 80 meter phone work or as a straight 
amplifier for 20, 40, and 80 meter code work or 
as a frequency doubler for 10 meter code opera- 
tion. This is followed by a 510 used as a 
modulated amplifier for 80 meter phone work 
or as a straight amplifier for 10, 20, 40, and 
80 meter code work. The final amplifier is 
next, with two 852 tubes in a push -pull T.P.T. 
G. circuit, being used as a linear stage for 80 
meter phone work and as a straight amplifier 

for 10, 20, 40 and 80 
meter code work. The 
input to this final stage 
is 450 watts. 

Above we see Mr. Gale Sells' short -wave re- 
ceiver line -up and con- 
trol panel, from which 
point he has control of 
the powerful short -wave 
transmitter shown in 
photograph at top of 

page. 

Right : Rear view of 
Mr. Sells' powerful 
short -wave transmitter. 
Note the neat arrange- 

ment of each stage. 

80 METER PHONE 
For the 80 meter 

phone operation, a 
Universal two -button 
microphone is used, 
which is fed into a 227 
tube stage, then into a 
two 227 tube push -pull 
stage, which is then 
fed into two 245 tubes 
in another push -pull 
stage. The final out- 
put of this amplifier is 
fed into a 211 -D mod- 
ulator tube, which 
modulates the trans- 
mitter's 510 tube stage. 
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Second Prize Won By K. B. Aldrich, W7TEN 

101% 

Second Prize -3 Hammarlund S.W. 
Coil Sets; 3 MLW125 Condensers 

Won by K. B. Aldrich, W7WN, 
Portland, Ore. 

IT IS with pleasure that I have this oppor- 
tunity to herewith submit to you photo- 
graphs and description of my amateur 

radio station for entrance in your radio contest. 
The transmitter is rated at 250 watts, em- 

ploying a 5 watt Western Electric crystal -con- 
trolled oscillator, operating on 350, volts, and 
at a frequency of 3518KC, coupled to a 15 watt 
buffer, a 50 watt intermediate R.F. amplifier, 
exciting a 50 watt modulated amplifier, which 
in turn excites a 204A (250 watt) linear ampli- 
fier, which has a modulated output of practi- 

Left : Receiving appa- 
ratus in the short -wave 
station of Mr. K. B. 
Aldrich. N o t e t h e 
"mike" at center of desk 
and control panel for 
transmitter illustrated 

at right. 

Mr. Aldrich's powerful 
short -wave transmitter 
of business -like appear- 
ance. The transmitter 
is rated at 250 watts 
and has a crystal -con- 

trolled oscillator. 

cally 1,000 watts when operating at 1001 per 
cent modulation. 

The modulation system consists of 2 204A. 
(250 watt) tubes in parallel and using RCA; 
modulation chokes. 

The power supply is from two motor gener- 
ator sets operated by remote control. One 1,000 
volt set supplies tLe crystal oscillator and 1st 
buffer -the second m.g. set -a 4,000 volt, 1,500 
watt, 3 unit job- operates the RF amplifiers - 
modulators and linear amplifier. 

Operating control of the equipment is by 
special time delay relays throughout the entire 
transmitting system. Negative bias for the 
tubes is obtained from a 500 volt m.g. set and 
a full wave tube power supply. 

A two button Western Electric microphone is 
used and is built up in a single unit with the 
1st stage of speech amplification, which in turn 

Third prize- winning station owned by Mr. L. A. Richmond. 

103 

is amplified through a 227 to a '45 tube and to 
a final audio amplifier at 50 watts output to 
the modulators. The antenna system used is a 
voltage feed of 132 ft. 10 in. in length for the 
radiated frequency, with 12 amps. in the tank 
circuit. 

Two short -wave receivers are used, one re- 
constructed Aero AC and a Westinghouse 
screen -grid job -also a Grebe broadcast receiver 
for BC programs. 

Third Prize -A de Forest Type 560 Transmitting 
Tube and 2 No. 566 Tubes 

Won by W1AVK -Louis A. Richmond, 
So. Manchester, Conn. 

W1AVK is owned 
and operated by 
Louis A. Rich- 

mond, 65 Spruce Street', 
So. Manchester, Conn. 

The equipment pic- 
tured here is the evolu- 
tion of a simple outfit, 
using one 210 tube in a 
self- excited circuit C.W. 
telegraph transmitter, to 
an ultra- modern, crystal - 
controlled oscillator, buf- 
fer amplifier, modulated 
oscillator, linear ampli- 
fier combination C.W. 
telegraph and telephone 
transmitter. 

The superstructure of 
the transmitter and op- 
erating panels are al- 
most identical. The 
transmitter being 54" 
high, 21" wide and 30" 
deep, whereas the re- 
ceiver is 54" high, 21" 
wide and 15" deep. The 
depth of the operating 
shelf, which contains all 
switches, makes up for 
the discrepancy in depth 
of the operating struc- 
ture. The transmitter 
has three shelves. The 
lower shelf contains all 
the power apparatus; 
the center shelf con- 
tains the crystal oscil- 
lator, the buffer ampli- 
fier, the modulated am- 
plifier, and the modu- 

lator ; the top shelf contains the linear stage 
with its associated apparatus. 

A fundamental crystal frequency of 3518 k.c. 
has been used at W1AVK for one year in the 
telephone band and several crystals have been 
used in the C.W. telegraph band. 

A ÚY210 type tul e is used in the crystal 
oscillator which is self contained in a 9 "x6 "x5" 
shield. This crystal circuit is capacitively 
coupled to the buffer amplifier stage, also a 
210 tube with a plate potential of 400 volts 
which acts as an amplifier for the crystal en- 
ergy, and also tends to isolate the crystal cir- 
cuit from the last amplifier, with consequent 
increased frequency stability. 

The buffer circuit is capacitively coupled to 
the modulated amplifier which is a 210 tube 
operated as a class "C" amplifier, with 200 
volts on the plate. The modulated amplifier is 
modulated by a ÚV845 modulator tube, with 
1000 volts plate potential in a double choke, 
Heising 100 per cent modulation system. To 
amplify this already modulated energy to a 
fair -sized amateur signal, two ÚY853 tubes in 
a linear push -pull amplifier circuit with 2000 
volts plate supply, is used as a class "B" am- 
plifier, which is inductively coupled to the 
modulated amplifier. 

The plate tank circuit of the linear stage is 
inductively coupled to the antenna circuit, by 
using a split antenna coil each side of the 
tank inductance. 

The antenna coil is fed into a pair of feeder 
wires 50 feet long, and tuned with a series 
condenser in the center of the antenna induc- 
tance. These feeders are connected to a half- 
Wave zeppelin antenna 133 feet long. 

The plate power is derived as follows : A 
separate supply is used for the crystal oscil- 
lator. Two 281s in a full -wave circuit, deliver- 
ing 250 volts, is used. 
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Fifth Prize 

Aug. -Sept., 1931 

Fourth Prize -One de Forest No. 
560 Transmitting Tube 

Won by Marcus L. Potter, W9FQU, 
Park Ridge, Ill. 

W 4FQU, as evidenced by the QSL card, 
is a crystal controlled four stage push - 
pull transmitter operating on any one 

of four frequencies -3550 IKC, 3523 KC, 3508 I 

KC, and 3581 KC; the first three being used 
for phone work and the latter for CW. 

Two type 45 tubes are used in the crystal 
oscillator ; two type 24's in the second stage or 
Class B buffer amplifier ; two type 10 tubes in 
the third stage or Class C modulated amplifier, 
and two WE212D tubes in the output stage, 
which is operated as a Class B linear amplifier. 
Power output to the antenna counterpose sys- 
tem is approximately 250 watts peak on phone 
(80% modulation measured by a vacuum tube 
voltmeter). 

A two stage transformer coupled speech am- 
plifier using type 27 tubes feeds a 50 watt 
modulator unit which in turn modulates the 
type 10 Class C amplifier. 

Four separate rectified A.C. units are used 
for plate voltages ; 180 volt supply for the 
crystal and buffer stages; 1000 volt supply for 
the modulator and modulated amplifier. 

Fifth Prize -2 Sets Ken -Rad Tubes 

Fifth prize- winning station owned by W. W. McKinley, W8AWS of Youngstown, Ohio. Transmitter is at left and receiver above. 

Won by W. Ward McKinley, 
Amateur Station W8AWS 

WSAWS is a call familiar to the short 
%eaye listener and the phone IIA111 op- 
crating in the 3500 k.c. band. The 

station is owned and operated by W. Ward 
\11l:iuley and is located at 2129 South Buckeye 
Are., Youngstown, Ohio. The owner has been 
in the IIAM game for the last ten years and 
has experimented wtih practically every type 
of transmitter. The present transmitter is posh -Dull throughout and either phone or CW. 
can he used. The outfit is a multi -stage affair 
a ual sl a rt s out with 227 Crystal oscillators 1 cllio;; into a pair of 224 screen grid tubes, a`'tiII as first buffers. This feeds two 210 tithes which excites the two fifty watt UV211 tubes in the class C modulated amplifier. The modulator is a 250 watt tube and is fed by a four stage amplifier and an ASTATIC conden- ser microphone. The transmitter is usually 

run with an input of 200 watts to 
the final stage and with 90% to 
03% modulation. The antenna is 
of the popular ZEPP type and is 
135 feet long with 60 foot feeders. 
It is supported by two 50 foot 
lattice masts. 

The receiver is A.C. throughout 
and uses a 224 tube for tuned R. 
F., a 224 detector, 227 first audio 
and a 245 in the final audio stage. 

As for results -W8AWS in the 
last twelve months on "phone" 
has worked 44 states, four Cana- 
dian Districts and Mexico. W8AWS 
can be heard on 3505 k.c. or 3544 
k.c. almost any week -end after 
0400 G.M.T. 

(Continued on page 156) 

Eighth Prize -5 Power Clarostats 
Won by F. M. Whitaker, W4OC, Durham, N. C. 
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The Short Wave eginner 

L2 

Ll 

7' , 
FIG.1 

Fig. 1 -Shows simple regenerative 
receiver circuit, basis of transmitter 

circuits. 

FVERY radio fan is familiar with 
the simple, so- called "three -cir- 
cuit regenerative," receiving 
hookup; all the familiar trans- 

mitting circuit arrangements can be de- 
rived from this simple circuit. Short- 
wave transmitters usually employ either 
the "Hartley," the "Colpitts," or the 
Armstrong "tuned plate -tuned grid cir- 
cuits." The following discussion shows 
how easily the transmitting circuits so 
commonly used today can be derived 
from the simple regenerative receiving 
circuit of Fig. 1. 

If energy in the plate circuit of a tube 
is fed back into the grid circuit, the tube 
amplifies to a greater degree. If the 
feed -back is increased beyond a certain 
critical point, oscillation is produced in 
the receiver circuit, and a transmitter re- 
sults. A receiving tube can furnish only 
a limited amount of energy, but this 
may be sufficient to be heard in nearby 
sets, thus causing interference. 

The transmitting circuits are easily 
derived, once the simple receiving circuit 
of Fig. 1 is understood. The coil L2 in 
the plate circuit feeds back the energy 
into the grid circuit of the tuned circuit 
Li Ci. If the feedback is sufficient, oscil- 
lations are produced in Li Ci. 

Fig. 2 is quite similar to that of Fig. 1; 
the only difference is that a plate block- 

HARTLEY 
CIRCUIT 

FIG. a 
Fig. 2 -Quite similar to the "blooper" 

at left. 

How The 
Transmitter 

Circuit 
Is 

Related to 
The "Blooper" 

By WALTER C. DOERLE 

The author shows how trans- 
mitter circuits were evolved 
from the simple regenerative 
receiving circuit or "blooper ". 

ing condenser C is used in the plate sup- 
ply lead (to prevent the plate supply 
from being "shorted ") and a radio -fre- 
quency choke (RFC) is also used. Chokes 
keep the R.F. energy confined to its 
proper paths. 

If, in the Hartley circuit (Fig. 3), coil 
L2 is coupled to the filament end of the 
oscillating circuit which consists of the 
coil L1 and variable condenser Ci, then 

FIG.4 
Fig. 4 -Show that there is no marked difference between the 
Hartley and Colpitts, which are shown above "stripped to 

fundamentals ". 

COL PITTS 
CIRCUIT 

A 

L1 

l 05 

FIG.3 
Fig. 3 -The Hartley circuit which re- 

sembles the regenerative receiver. 

the variable condenser will tune across 
both coils, because the filament lead is 
common to both coils. 

There is no marked difference between 
the Hartley and Colpitts circuits. If the 
reader will examine the circuits of Fig. 4 

(Hartley and Colpitts arrangements 
stripped to bare necessities) it will be 
found that the tuning coils and conden- 
sers have simply been interchanged. 

The evolution of the Hartley and Col - 
pitts transmitting circuits from the old 
"three- circuit" tuner has been shown. 
The Armstrong "tuned grid -tuned plate" 
can also be evolved from Fig. 1. 

The tuned grid -tuned plate transmit- 
ting circuit is a sort of a combination 
of the Hartley and Colpitts circuits (Fig. 
5) . Fig. 6 illustrates the recognizable 
tuned grid -tuned plate circuit. 

By using the entire coil AB (Fig. 5) 
and condenser C, we have the Hartley 
oscillating circuit; but by parting the coil 
at the filament point F, and using two 
condensers D and E, we have the Colpitts 
circuit. When the grid coil FB and its 
associated condenser E are separated far 
enough from the plate coil AF and its 
condenser D (as shown by the dotted 
arrow line (Fig. 6) , we have the tuned 
grid -tuned plate circuit. There is very 
little coupling between the coils but, at 

(Continued on page 151) 

6 

FIG. S 

Fig. 5 - The tuned -grid 
tuned -plate transmitter, a 
combination of those in 

Fig. 4. 

FIG. 

Fig. 6- Illustrates the recog- 
nizable diagram of the tuned - 

grid, tuned -plate circuit. 
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How To Build Your Own 
PHONE TRANSMITTER 

Mtt_l1 AMMETER "° PILOT LIGHT 

By LAWRENCE B. ROBBINS 

VOLT METER 
r 

SPE ECH 
AMP. SWITCH 

Front view of Mr. Robbins' phone transmitter showing tuning 
dial, microphone jack, also meters, switches, pilot light, etc. 

WHEN the amateur graduates 
from a simple code transmitter, 
he usually wants to get into phone 
transmission. This, of course, 

calls for more complicated apparatus and 
finer adjustments. Today's tendencies lean 
towards crystal -controlled outfits and 
high power; but, for a starter, a fine 
little phone transmitter can be con- 
structed after the plans shown in this 
article. While crystals, buffer stages, 
etc., are not included, this transmitter 
will give excellent service and have a 
range of from 100 to 200 miles under 
good conditions. The frequency holds 
steady, the modulation is clean and, for a 
simple job, it will be found to compare 
favorably with the more expensive out- 
fits. 

Oscillator Uses '10 Tube 
By following the schematic diagram 

alone, one will be easily able to build the 
transmitter successfully but the addi- 
tional details will help greatly. The oscil- 
lator consists of a '10 tube operating in 
a high -"C" Hartley circuit. This is 
modulated by a single '50 type tube work- 

Rear view of the Robbins' phone transmitter, which uses a '10 tube in the oscillator and a '50 tube for the modulator. 
ing out of a two -stage speech amplifier, 
using three '27 type tubes; two of them 
working in push -pull. A single- button 
microphone is employed, but such a 
speech amplifier will easily handle a 
double -button mike if later desired. 

From 500 to 700 volts of pure D.C. 
will be ample power for good operation 
and you can use either the power supply 
shown or, perhaps, one of the many high - 
power packs that can be so cheaply pur- 
chased at the present time for broadcast 
amplification. Bias voltage, etc., are all 
supplied from 110 A.C.; the only battery 
necessary being that used in the micro- 
phone circuit. 

The Cabinet 
To start at the beginning, build a cabi- 

net similar to that shown in the draw- 
ings. This is constructed of pine 11/2 in. 
wide by % in. thick; it is 20 in. high, 10 
in. deep, and 18 in. across front and back. 
The top deck may be of 1/2 in. stock, 
placed 7 in. below the top; and the bot- 
tom deck of same stock raised about 1/2- 
in. from the base. Fasten guard strips 
at the back and ends. The panels are of 

1/2 -inch pine, 7 in. wide by 18 in. long 
and screwed to front uprights as indi- 
cated. Cut holes as indicated in each 
panel. The top one takes an 0- to 100 - 
milliammeter at the left, and an 0- to 10- 
voltmeter at the right. Then come the 
two holes below the milliammeter open- 
ing, for jacks connected to the plate cir- 
cuits of both oscillator and modulator 
tubes. At the right, below the voltmeter, 
is fitted a toggle switch for the modu- 
lator filament and, in the center, the dial 
for tuning condenser control. The hole at the left of the bottom panel is for the 
gain control of the microphone circuit; 
while at the right are holes for micro- 
phone jack and filament switch for the 
speech amplifier. Paint the cabinet to suit, and shellac the panels. Binding - 
post strips are fastened to the back as 
shown in the rear view. The tuning in- ductances are made of 143-inch diameter, 
soft -drawn copper tubing, wound 3 inches 
in diameter with turns spaced about % in. apart. For 80 -meter operations use 
12 turns; for 40 meters, 7 turns; and for 
20 meters, 3 turns; the latter to be spaced 
1/2 -inch apart. The ends of the tubing 
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THE editors are glad to 
present herewith this very 
excellent description of 

"how to build and put on the 
air" an amateur phone transmit- 
ter, capable of carrying the voice 
200 miles and more. This trans- 
mitter can be built easily at a very 
small cost. The oscillator em- 
ploys a '10 tube, modulated by a 
'50 tube, which works out of a 
two -stage speech amplifier, em- 
ploying three '27 tubes, two of 
them working in "push- pull ". 
All voltages are supplied from 
any 110 -volt A.G. 60 -cycle cir- 
cuit, except for a small battery 
used with microphone.. This set 
has been built and tested by the 
author with excellent results, 
which he describes in the accom- 

panying article. 

are flattened, bent horizontal, and slotted 
to fit over binding posts in the coil sup- 
port. This last consists of a strip of 
bakelite about 4% inches long by 1 inch 
wide, fastened horizontally to a vertical 
Piece of wood attached to the upper deck, 
behind the tuning condenser Cl. The 
detail sketch and photo show this clearly. 

Assembly of Apparatus 
Now for the assembling: First study 

the table of constants and parts, and 
procure them all before starting in. Use 
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Mr. Robbins at the tuning dial of his low- power, yet extremely well designed and 
highly efficient phone transmitter, which he here explains how to build. 

plenty of good rubber -covered hook -up 
wire, and be sure to make a good job of 
soldering all necessary joints. Following 
the schematic diagram and photos care- 
fully, you should experience no difficulty. 
Attach Cl to the rear of top panel, and 
fit on the dial. Behind that is Ll on its 
mount. Then, to the left, is mounted the 
tube socket and around it are assembled 
C4 -C4, C2, C3 and Rl. L3 stands verti- 
cally in front of socket and R2 is at- 
tached to the end of the cabinet. J1 and 
J2 are below the milliammeter in front 
of panel. 

Arrange a binding -post strip for the 
oscillator filament terminals at the rear 
of that tube. Then, at the right side, 
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Herewith is An actual "log" of stations called and "worked" by Mr. Robbins, 
with the phone transmitter here described. 

fasten the modulator socket, and behind 
this its binding -post strip, C8 and R7. 
Below the voltmeter, in the panel, put 
the modulator tube filament switch, and 
behind Ll place a pair of binding posts 
on a strip for key connections. 

The Speech Amplifier 
Now comes the speech amplifier. As 

everyone has his own ideas about ar- 
rangements, the builder can use his own 
judgment; but the layout shown in the 
rear view photo will do as a tentative 
guide. Facing the lower panel, the mic- 
rophone transformer T1 is at the left; 
the battery binding post strip at the rear, 
and R3 in the panel. The first UY socket 
(for the first '27 tube) is then installed, 
and its resistors and condenser, etc., L5, 
C5, C6 and R4 are assembled around it. 
Then mount two more UY sockets in posi- 
tion and the push -pull audio transform- 
ers T2 and T3 ; at convenient points place 
R5 and R6 and C7. 

There should then be plenty of room 
for L4 and any other minor accessories 
that might be later installed. Then place 
the amplifier filament switch S3 in the 
panel, and the microphone jack J3. The 
D.P.D.T. switch controlling the voltmeter 
readings is then fastened to the center of 
the bottom panel. A second binding -post 
strip, for connections to "B -", "B - 
135 ", "B" high power, the 21/2 -volt fila- 
ment connections, and ground, can then 
be placed behind L4. If desired, a pilot 
and dial light can be wired direct from 
these 21/2 -volt binding posts to a suitable 
socket set in the top panel, directly over 
the dial, as shown. 

Power Pack 
The best type of power pack is one 

containing separate transformers for 
every job. In the one diagrammed are 
included four transformers: namely, T4, 
21/2 volts for the '27 filaments; T5, the 
oscillator filament transformer delivering 
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wiring diagram for the phone transmitter here described by Mr. This set has been tried out in actual practice with excellent results. 

71 /a volts; T6, also 7% volts for the modu- 
lator tube; and T7, the power trans- 
former, with a filament winding for 
lighting the rectifiers. If desired, a 
separate filament transformer can be 
used for the last purpose, with the ex- 
pectation of even better power regula- 
tion. 

Assemble the entire power equipment 
on a separate baseboard, and place it 
two or three feet away from the trans- 
mitter. Ground all transformer cores, 
and center tap T4 with a suitable poten- 
tiometer R8. Two '81 tubes are used as 
rectifiers, with a suitable filter consisting 
of L6, C9, C10 and C11. The switch S1 
turns on the 110 -volt line to the filament 
transformer primaries, while S2 starts 
the power transformer. Two 5 -amp. 
fuses should be inserted in each side of 
the 110 -volt line, to take care of possible 
shorts at that end. The center tap from 
the power transformer should also be 
fused (with a flashlight bulb) in case 
trouble should occur at the tubes or power 
secondary. R9 and R10 are two parts of 
a 100 -watt resistor, used as a voltage 
divider to provide the 135 volts necessary 
for the speech amplifier. A sliding con- tact for that tap should be provided. 

Testing and First Operation 
Wire up exactly as diagrammed; using 

your own judgment as to where leads 
should go, but keeping all wires as short 

as consistent with looks and efficiency. 
Twist all filament leads, and use well - 
insulated wire for all high -power con- 
nections. 

Place the key on a solid bench, with 
plenty of arm room; and shunt across it 
a switch to close for phone work, if the 
key is not already provided with one. 

Aug. -Sept., 1931 

It will be well to wire up all filament 
circuits first and test them out; then 
hook up the power circuits and, lastly, 
the bias circuits and the power unit. If 
a manufactured power unit is used, it 
will, of course, be necessary only to make 
connections from it to the binding posts 
on the transmitter. 

With the transmitter wired up, the 
power unit in place, and the tubes in the 
sockets, you are ready to operate. For 
code work, keep S3 and S4 turned off. 
Plug in the power pack and turn on S1; 
this lights the filament of the oscillator 
tube. Now, assuming that you are using 
a single -wire voltage -fed antenna, suit- 
able for the wave you intend using (for 
example 80 meters), set the filament tap 
about 4 turns from the grid end of Ll 
and tap the antenna feeder on about the 
second or third turn from the plate end 
of L1. Throw S2, which cuts in the 
power transformer T7 and also lights 
the rectifiers; and press the key. Oscil- 
lation should take place; this can be 
tested with a wavemeter, and the fre- 
quency adjusted by operating Cl. Code 
work can then be carried on; in that 
band or any other for which suitable 
coils (L1) have been wound. 

Phone Operation 
For phone work with Ll at 80 meters, 

turn on S3 and S4; which lights the 
speech amplifier tubes and the modulator 
tubes. Plug the microphone into the jack 
and then close the key switch; this sets 
the entire outfit operating on phone. 
Modulation can be adjusted by operating 
the knob R3 until best results are ob- 
tained on the monitor. Also, try both 4 
and 6 volts from microphone battery. 

Before any operation, however, test 
out the output voltages to the set, and 
adjust the slider on R9 and 10 until ap- 
proximately 135 volts is going into the 
speech amplifier's plate circuit. This 
can be done by throwing the D.P.D.T. 
switch to each side. 

During the use of this transmitter over 
a period of about six months, the aver- 

View of the Robbins phone transmitter, showing the oscillator and modulator tubes. It is well to have a heavy cloth covering to throw over the set . when not in use, to keep the dust out of the apparatus. 
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age range for phone has been in the 
vicinity of about 150 miles with good re- 
ports ranging from Rg to R7. Excellent 
modulation and little if no wobbulation, 
or variation of frequency. Best phone 
work has been as far as Saginaw, Mich., 
and North Carolina in the early hours 
of the morning. Owing to QRM (inter- 
ference) very little night work has been 
done; but what contacts were made have 
received good reports. This was on the 
80 -meter band. 

CW or code communication has been 
done on 80, 40 and 20 meters with excel- 
lent results; working consistently up to 
300 miles on 80 meters, and all but the 
6th and 7th districts on 40 and 20 meters. 
The latter bands, however, have been 
used but little.. On the 160 -meter band 
a few local contacts have been accom- 
plished with both code and phone. 

To operate for phone, first the filaments 
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traffic on CW, you call CQ three times, 
then give your call three times; repeat 
three times and then sign. In answering 
a call, you give the answering station two 
or three calls, then your own call as 
often, and proceed. "Break in" operation 
of course has to be arranged after a QSO 
is established, but makes communication 
much faster. 

Calling on phone is much the same ex- 
cept that it is wise occasionally to em- 
phasize your call letters by substituting 
words with first letters like your call 
(such as, for W1AFQ, "W1 Africa - 
France- Quebec ") . This helps the other 
fellow to read your call through bad in- 
terference. Get in touch with the Ama- 
teur Radio Relay League at Hartford, 
Conn.; their handbook costs only a dollar 
and gives all necessary information re- 
garding transmitters, receivers and oper- 
ating etiquette. 
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Better send to the Government Print- 
ing Office first, however, for the laws 
governing amateur operation before you 
attempt to go on the air at all. Knowing 
the code is absolutely necessary before 
any type of license is issued. No license 
is required to use a short -wave receiver, 
however. 

List of Parts 
While the transmitter described was 

built of many parts, obtained from cast- 
off receivers, there are portions that will 
probably have to be purchased. If you 
have some of them, well and good. If 
not, get the following or their equivalent: 

List of Parts for "Robbins" Phone 
and C. W. Transmitter 

AU fixed condensers are Pilots such as in the 
speech amplifier, plate blocking condenser, fila- 
ment condensers, etc. 

All resistors in amplifier, modulator and oscil- 
lator circuits are Electrad wire wound. Micro- 
phone transformer is an Acme A3 for single 
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This illustration shows arrangement of 
circuit showing 

are lighted, on all tubes; the microphone 
is plugged in and the high power turned 
on. Then the key (or key switch) is 
closed and the mike spoken into. When 
through, the high power is turned off but 
the filaments are kept burning all the 
time when listening; the key is also, of 
course, raised. All frequency tuning is 
done with the single dial. Modulation is 
governed by the "gain" control on lower 
panel. Plate readings, to either oscil- 
lator or modulator tubes, are taken by 
plugging in the meter as described. The 
best results seem to be gained here by 
clipping the antenna feeder on two turns 
back from the left end of coil, and the 
"A -" lead wire about 4 turns in from 
the grid end of coil. If the oscillator 
tube blocks, move the "A -" clip one 
more turn towards center. 

Hints for the Operator 
When calling another amateur or for 

TO 
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the parts in the frame cabinet and also a detail of inductance coil, together with 
how flashlight bulb is used as a fuse in the power -pack. 

Obtaining a License 
To operate a transmitting station you 

must apply for both a station license and 
an amateur operator's license. Write to 
the Radio Supervisor in your own dis- 
trict for application papers; you can get 
either Extra First Grade Amateur 
license, First Grade or Temporary Ama- 
teur. 

Learn the code; this is necessary to 
operate either a C.W. station or Phone. 
You must be able to send and receive at 
least ten 5- letter words per minute, and 
up to 20 words, according to the grade 
license you desire. Then fill out the 
papers and send them is as requested. 
In about thirty days, if you pass, your 
station license together with the assign- 
ment of call letters and your operator's 
license will arrive. You must not use 
your transmitter, however, until you do 
get the permit. 

button Mike. If for a two button Mike re- 
quest it in your order. 

In any event the microphone or modulation 
transformer should be so selected that its pri- 
mary or input impedance is approximately the 
same as that of the microphone used. The 
Acme A3 modulation transformer has a fairly 
low impedance primary, suitable for micro- 
phones having an impedance of from 200 to 
300 ohms, such as that possessed by the Miles 
or Universal microphones. For transverse cur- 
rent microphones of the Amplion type, having 
an impedance of 500 ohms, it is well to use a 
modulation transformer having a higher im- 
pedance input winding; some modulation trans- 
formers (Miles, etc.) are built with several taps 
on the input winding, so that various imped- 
ances are available. 

The Push -Pull stage of the speech amplifier 
uses Amertran audio Push -Pull transformers. 

The Ileising choke to the modulator tube is 
a Majestic power pack choke although any good 
30 henry choke will suffice. 

Ammeter and Voltmeter are Jewels. 
The .0005 variable tuning condenser is a 

National receiving type. 
Federal TIY sockets for the oscillator and 

modulator tubes and Federal UY sockets for 
the speech amplifier tubes. 

The jacks are Yaxley. 
Microphone gain control is a Centralab 

500,000 ohm potentiometer. 
(Contiinued on page 145) 
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Front panel appearance of the Scott 
All -Wave Superheterodyne in a Scott 

console. 

IT IS only a few years ago that a promi- 
nent man I know was bitten with the 
radio "DX" bug, and he made it 
known in no uncertain manner that 

he was in the market for a "custom built" 
long- distance radio receiver, preferably 
of the super- heterodyne type, if that 
form of circuit was the one best suited 
to bring in stations across the continent 
and overseas. It is interesting indeed to 
compare for a moment the results 
obtained by this gentleman, after 
he had spent a large sum of money 
for the building and 
testing of several mas- 
sive super- heterodynes, 
each one of which meas- 
ured about five feet long 
and which required a 
peculiar knack of tun- 
ing which was quite 
difficult for an ordinary 
"listener -in" to acquire. 

To the best of the 
writer's recollections a 
single west coast sta- 
tion was heard while 
"listening -in" in the vicinity of New York 
City, and no transoceanic stations were 
ever picked -up. The tuning of the oscil- 
lator dial was of hair -like precision and 
a very difficult matter for an ordinary 
"broadcast fan" to become accustomed to. 
Moreover every one of these early super - 
heterodynes fairly bristled with various 
control knobs and gadgets. When tun- 
ing in on a distant station the operating 
of one of these old model super- hetero- 
dynes was just about equal to playing a 
three manual organ. 

Contrast this picture with the present - 
day super- heterodyne of the 12 -tube type 
here illustrated, with its greatly simpli- 
fied control panel, comprising but two 
dials side by side and the tuning of each 
not at all difficult, even when bringing 
in the short -wave stations from across 
the Atlantic, which was accomplished in 
a test made by the writer with this set. 

This last word in ultra- modern super- 
heterodyne design and construction was 
conceived and built by Mr. E. H. Scott, a 
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SCOTT "All- Wave" 
The latest super- heterodyne receiver designed for reception of all 

wave lengths from 15 to 550 meters. It employs 12 tubes, 
providing high gain and smooth, accurate tuning. 

By H. WINFIELD SECOR 
Associate Member A. I. E. E., I. R. E. Member R. C. of d. 

well -known radio engineer of Chicago, 
and whose name this super- heterodyne 
bears. The writer has always been in- 
terested in a receiving set which boasted 
of a sufficient number of stages to be 
highly sensitive, in so far as its pick -up 
range was concerned, and especially so 
if the set nould demonstrate that it could 
live up to its reputation as a "DX" go- 
getter. 

The writer's test with Mr. Scott's lat- 
est brain -child, was conducted at a point 
twenty miles from New York City, but 

a distant station. Even some of the more 
powerful ones in Chicago and those from 
other distant points, 600 to 1,200 miles 
away (let alone a transatlantic station), 
prove quite elusive during the evening, 
when the New York "barrage" is in full 
activity. 

Handsome Appearance 
Several of the writer's friends who saw 

the new Scott super- heterodyne for the 
first time were greatly impressed by its 
handsome appearance, fine design and 

excellent workmanship. It 
is interesting to note that 
all the parts, including the 
coil and tube shields, as 
well as the chassis frame 
of both the receiver and 
power amplifier, a r e 
chromium plated and high- 
ly polished. 

Another point noticeable 
to any radio shark when 
he examines Mr. Scott's 
latest addition to his long 
line of laboratory -built de 
luxe radio receivers, is 
that no pains or expense 
have been spared in pro- 
viding a good heavy metal 
for shielding those parts 
where shielding is re- 
quired, i.e., from the view- 
point of good wholesome 
radio and electrical de- 
sign. 

Here we see the switch control box which enables the operator to 
record and reproduce his own phonograph records. Hand "mike" 

at right; magnetic recorder and reproducer at left. 

only about 10 miles from a powerful 
broadcast transmitter using 50,000 watts, 
and this broadcast station together with 
about twenty others in New York and 

vicinity, generally 
build up such a 
"barrage" in the 
ether, that it is 
usually difficult if 
not quite impossible 
with some radio re- 
ceivers, to tune in 

110%0 
A rear view of the 
Scott tuner chassis, 
with all coils. It is 
unnecessary to 
shield the short- 
wave coils, which 
are therefore easily 

exchanged. 

%OWN 

The Broadcast Stations Roll In 
With the proper coils plugged in for 

broadcast band reception (200 to 550 
meters), local stations were tuned in 
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Provides World- Super -Het wide Reception 
with excellent quality and tremendous 
volume on the dynamic speaker provided 
with the set, and which demonstrated 
that not only was this speaker excep- 
tionally well designed but that it was 
accurately matched in its electrical con- 
stants such as inductance and resistance, 
with the push -pull output stage of the 
super- heterodyne. No baffle board was 
fitted an the dynamic speaker, but the 
quality was surprisingly fine- another 
surprise. 

It is interesting to consider at this 
point that a great deal of the fine quality 
can be ascribed to the thoughtful inclu- 
sion by Mr. Scott of a push -pull first 
audio stage. 

Yes, Sir -10 K.C. Selectivity 
Running up and down the scale of 

broadcast wavelengths soon proved to the 
satisfaction of all those present, that 
here at last was a receiver which lived 
up to the builder's 
specification - 10 
kilocycle selectivity 
on the tuning dials. 
The writer has built 
and experimented 
with over two dozen 
different designs of 
super - heterodynes 
during the past few 
years and he does 
not hesitate to say 
that this latest re- 
ceiver of Mr. Scott's 
is far superior in se- 
lectivity and quality 
of voice reproduction 
(as well as tremend- 
ous volume) to any 
super- heterodyne he 

2 DET 

lI-*AUDIO 

h a s heretofore played around with. 

Why Other Super -Hets Often Fail 
Many mistakes have been made by 

commercial manufacturers of super-het- 
erodyne in the past, both with regard to 
design and quality of construction of the 
sets. Some of the super- heterodynes 
have the intermediate amplifier stages so 
sharply tuned, that cutting of the side 

%O\ 
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n a m i c 
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bands results, and the voice reproduction 
is very unnatural, to say the least. Usu- 
ally one had no alternative but to become 
accustomed to that particular set. Other 
super- heterodynes had a poorly designed 
oscillator stage, so that no matter how 
carefully one tuned the oscillator dial, it 
was practically impossible to get a 
natural sounding voice from all the tones 
and overtones being reproduced by the 
loud speaker. If there is one cranky spot 
in the engineer's mind, who has had any- 
thing to do with super- heterodynes, es- 
pecially one of the type here illustrated 
and employing intermediate amplifier 
stages utilizing shield grid tubes, it con- 
cerns the design of the intermediate 
transformers. 

After listening to about a dozen broad- 
cast stations, which were tuned in very 
easily, and also having the satisfaction 
of listening to several California stations 
on the loud speaker, there was only one 
answer to all this modern magic -Mr. 
Scott had indeed solved the secret of how 
to use to the maximum advantage, the 
screen grid tube, and he could only have 
done this by the most careful research 
and the testing of hundreds of different 
intermediate amplifier transformers. 

The massively built power amplifier 
and pack of the Scott All -Wave 

super- heterodyne. 

All super- heterodyne fans have heard 
the old "sales talk " -"Oh. yes, our inter- 
mediate amplifier transformers are all 
accurately matched to within .1 of 1 %," 
or some other equally imposing figures. 
It is one thing to make such a statement, 
but another to prove it by sharp selective 
tuning at every point along the dials on 
the receiver, and by the next important 
checking point -well rounded qualiiy of 
music and voice reproduction. Finally, 
as every radio expert knows, all of the 
parts of a super- heterodyne must be care- 
fully designed and built so as to balance 
up with the other component parts of the 
receiver. Any one who has ever played 
around with super -heterodynes, knows 
how difficult it is to match up an audio 
amplifier. The quality of voice and 
music obtained with this set answers the 
question positively as to intermediate 
transformer design. 

Bringing In the Short Waves 
A complete set of coils covering the 

short waves between 15 and 184 meters 
are provided and to change from one 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF THE 
SCOTT ALL -WAVE SUPER 

41 Positive 10 K.C. selectivity. 
Simple but ideal wave change method. 

cl All stages accurately matched to each 
other, including speaker impedance. 
Excellent design of intermediate trans- 
formers. 

band to another, two coils are removed 
and replaced by two new ones, bearing 
on their labels the wavelength in meters 
desired. There are six pairs of plug -in- 
coils supplied with the set and these coils 
are especially treated by dehydration and 
impregnation, to stand the most humid 
weather, even that encountered in the 
tropics and along the seaboard. 

G5SW- Chelmsford, England, as well as 
PCJ, Eindhoven, Holland, and a German 
station were brought in on the loud 
speaker in excellent fashion. One of the 
interesting things about this "all- wave" 
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Right - Bottom 
view of the Scott 
All -Wave super -het 

chassis. 

Rear view of Scott 
All -Wave receiver, 
with power pack 
and amplifier, also 
dynamic speaker 
mounted in console 

cabinet. 

Aug. -Sept., 1931 

receiver is that the designer has fully 
considered the desires and the tuning 
abilities of the average broadcast list- 
ener, who might want to use a set of 
this type. He has, for one thing, 
arranged an automatic switching 
scheme, whereby changing from one 
set of plug -in -coils to another, causes 
smaller or larger tuning capacities to 
be switched into or out -of circuit. As 
each coil is plugged in, it automati- 
cally makes its own connection to the 
condenser capacity suited to that par- 
ticular inductance. 

A great number of amateur short- 

wave operators were heard on both code 
and phone and one of the most interest- 
ing events was, that in many instances 
by a little careful tuning the amateur at 
the other end of the "radio circuit" could 
be heard answering the first operator. 
Amateurs 1,200 to 1,800 miles away were 
picked up several times. 

Tubes Used in the Various Stages 
As the diagram of the Scott "All- wave" 

receiver indicates, there are nine tubes 
in the main receiver chassis, while the 
power pack contains 2 '45 audio amplifier 

(Continued on page 141) 
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Schematic circuit of the receiver chassis of the Scott "All- Wave" superheterodyne. The long -wave antenna post is at the rear of the chassis; and the short -wave post on the shield over the tuning gang. The output feeds a push -pull '45 pack; a push -pull '50 unit is also obtainable. 
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Television 
113 

New Frictionless Commutator 
for Big Television Screen 

AT present, the size and detail of 
large television screen composed 
of numerous light sources is 
limited by mechanical (commuta- 

tion) difficulties. In the year 1927 the 
Bell Laboratories demonstrated a unique 
television system, using at the reception 
end a large luminous screen, composed of 

OUTPUT 

By WOLF S. PAJES 

This invention provides a novel way of 
utilizing a light beam for switching 
television screen lamps into and out of 
circuit. The revolving light ray acts 
upon light -sensitive elements arranged 
in a ring, inside of which the light beam 

revolves. 

Left: Diagram shows but 
three of possibly hundreds 
of lamps in large television 
projection screen, each 
lamp being switched into 
and out of circuit by light 
beam rotating past light - 

sensitive elements. 

COMMON 
ELECTRODE 

IN PUT 

LIGHT 
SOURCE 

UNIT 

LIGHT 
SENSITIVE 
MATERIAL - INSULATION 

AMPLIFIER) 

2,500 light elements. This screen was 
visible throughout a large audience. It 
consisted of a long neon tube, bent 50 

times back and forth, to form a luminous 
grid. The tube had one common interior 
electrode, and 2,500 exterior electrodes 
fastened along the rear of the glass tub- 
ing. A high- frequency voltage, applied 
to the interior electrode and any one of 
the exterior electrodes, caused the tube 
to glow in front of that particular elec- 
trode. 

This high frequency voltage was com- 
mutated to the electrodes in succession, 
from 2,500 bars on a distributor, by 
means of a brush rotating synchronously 
with the disc at the transmission end. 

Recently London witnessed a similar 
television demonstration, but with the 
difference that the large screen consisted 
of a ground -glass sheet behind which 
2,100 tungsten filament lamps were ar- 
ranged in rows and columns. 

This method of presenting television 
images is very efficient, since there is no 
loss of light- energy after the picture cur- 
rent has been converted into light. 

The only difficulty which this, other- 
wise excellent scheme, presents is in the 
mechanical commutator, which requires 
great care and carries a high mainte- 
nance cost; since frequent replacement of 
parts is necessary. These operating dif- 
ficulties increase rapidly with the num- 
ber - of commutation elements, as the 
length of the brush arm becomes propor- 
tionately greater, making its circumfer- 
ential velocity and the power required 
for driving it prohibitively great. To 
avoid this the author proposes the follow- 

FIG. 1 

Right: Detail of light 
beam switch for television 

screen. 

ing: Commutator arrangement which, in 
his opinion, does away with all the above - 
mentioned difficulties, rendering the 
large- screen arrangements practical. 

Fig. 1 presents a rough scheme of the 
invention, which makes possible current 
commutation without a material contact. 
All the incandescent lamps, L, of which 
the large screen consists, are connected 
in parallel to the output of a common 
amplifier, A. Into each unit circuit there 
is introduced a light- sensitive element, 
which keeps the circuit open in the ab- 
sence of light. All those light -sensitive 
elements are placed in grooves, within 
an annular ring, inside of which a light - 
beam revolves. The grooves are insu- 
lated from each other by thin layers of 
mica, or simply air. 

Fig. 2 presents a front view of this 
wheel. A small motor, to the shaft of 
which a constant source of light (fed 
with D.C. local power) is attached. is 
placed in the center of the wheel. Its 

INCANDESCENT LAMP OUTPUT 

G 

LIGHT/ 
NI 

ELEMENT 
11 

\ AMPLIFIER 

LIGHT 
BEAM. 

MOTOR FIG. 3 

"Unit" circuit employing author's new 
light beam switch for television, the in- 
coming television signal being im- 
pressed on the amplifier terminals 

marked "input ". 

number of revolutions corresponds to the 
number of complete pictures being trans- 
mitted per second. By means of a lens 
system revolving together with the con- 
stant light- source, a narrow beam of 
light is directed upon the light- sensitive 
elements, upon one at a time, and renders 
each in turn conductive, thus closing the -y LIGHT 

SENSITIVE 
ELEMENTS 

-LIGHT 
BEAM 

LAMP 
AND LENS 
SYSTEM 

FIG. 2 

particular circuit, and setting aglow the 
corresponding lamps on the screen. 

When the motor, M, revolves, the nar- 
row beam of light moves along, over the 
different light- sensitive elements, chang- 
ing their conductivity in rapid succession. 

The writer thinks it appropriate to re- 
mark that the intensity of glow of each 
individual lamp will be regulated by the 
common amplifier, of the received tele- 
vision signal, and not by the narrow 
beam of light, the only function of which 
is to lower the resistance of each succes- 
sive light- sensitive element, by an amount 
constant for all light- sensitive elements. 

The requirements which the light -sen- 
sitive elements must fulfill are: that 
when illuminated they must transmit 
sufficient current to set the small lamps 
glowing; and that their time -lag should 
not be greater than 1A0 of a second. As 
we see, these requirements can be easily 
fulfilled with the present means. 

It is obvious that the limitations im- 
posed by material contact commutator do 
not exist in the use of this system. The 
wheel can be made as big as we please, 
affording on its circumference space for 
more and more light -sensitive elements. 
Our moving beam of light will take care 
of this. 

The summary of my invention is that 
the sliding material contact is replaced 
by a rotating beam of light and that the 
copper segments of the ordinary com- 
mutator are replaced by light- sensitive 
elements. 
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C12 

=mot 

Fig. 2- Close -up of first R.F. stage in Mr. Marshall's S.W. 
receiver. 

RS 

DEMANDS for an increase in 
sensitivity and selectivity have 
caused the writer to develop a 
push -pull receiver suitable and 

adaptable for reception of frequencies 
between 500 and 75,000 kilocycles. The 
complete receiver as described in this 
article gives a noticeable increase in am- 
plification over the entire band. 

While at San Pedro, California, he suc- 
cessfully communicated with an eastern 
station on 6M meters. 

.0001 -MF. 
C4 '22 

L1 

C1 

169E) 

.0001-MF 
'C2 

Aug.- Sept., 1931 

A SUPER- 
SENSITIVE 
Short Wave 
RECEIVER 

1 > 'II IO\IAS A. MARSHALL, 

Chief Radio Electrician, U. S. Navy, 
Issistant to Battle Fleet Radio Officer 

To the 'many experimenters who have 
been delving into the mysteries sur - 
rounding reception of extremely short 
wavelengths, we are pleased to present 
to our readers a complete description of 
Mr. Marshall's receiver which holds the 
world's record for reception of the short- 
est wavelength at the greatest distance. 
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Features 
The receiver comprises several unique 

features, one of which is the symmetri- 
cal push -pull circuit throughout the 
radio- frequency amplifier stages and the 
detector stage. Another is the simplicity 
of tuning in a given station. In fact, 
the receiver is easier to handle than any 
conventional type. As a result of the 
performance of the push -pull circuits as 
described in this article, the sensitivity 
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Fig. 1- Wiring diagram for Mr. Marshall's receiver, utilizing two push -pull R.F. stages, feeding into a push -pull de- tector stage, providing superior sensitivity and selectivity in short -wave reception. 
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This Letter Speaks for Itself 

UNITED STATES FLEET 
BATTLE FLEET 

U. S. S. California, Flagship 
Balboa, Canal Zone. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 
96 -98 Park Place 
New York, N.Y. 

Attention Mr. Gernsback. 
DEAR SIR.: 

There is enclosed herewith an article 
on the Marshall Push -Pull Receiver for 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. 

While you were on board the "Celi- 
fornia" last year you probably saw this 
type of receiver. It is our standard 
short -wave set and was demonstrated to 
radio engineers at Riverhead, New York. 
I refer you to Mr. H. H. Beverage as to 
the efficiency of the complete set. 

I hope you can find space in SHORT 

WAVE CRAFT for this article. 
Yours very truly, 

THOMAS A. MARSHALL. 

of the receiver in general is materially 
better than that of a plain regenerative 
type, so much in use at present. 

The Possibilities 
The average short -wave receiver cov- 

ers a band of from 50 to 15 meters. 
Below 15 meters is another band in 
which many stations may be heard op- 
erating by tuning in on the second har- 
monic value of the main transmitting 
frequency. An example of this condition 
may be given by receiving "WIY" on 
13,880 kilocycles, and on 27,760 kilo- 
cycles. No better example of the sensi- 
tivity of the receiver could be given than 
to tell the reader that the writer, while 
at Port of Spain, Trinidad, received 
"KKP" (Honolulu, Hawaii) on 27,410 
kilocycles. The distance is about 5,700 

ANTENNA 
COUPLING 
CONTROL 

tZI. -1 

T- 
4" 

TUNING TUNING 
Sr. R.F. Z . R.F. 

$TAGE STAGE 

SHORT WAVE ('RAFT 

O 

o1I 
atl%//%.. 

(31 FIG. 3 A 
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DIMENSIONS 2n1O R.F. AMPLIFIER. 

FIG.3 
Figs. 3 and 3A -Fig. 3 snows dimensions of 2nd R.F. amplifier stage. Fig. 3A: 
It is very important that the three R.F. chokes L4, L5 and L6 be mounted 

as illustrated. 

miles. There are a very great many 
more stations which can be heard. In 
fact, any station may be received, and 
distance takes on an entirely new mean- 
ing to the fan. Aside from the recep- 
tion of many foreign stations, Rome and 
elsewhere, reliable reception of such 
short wave stations as "WENR," 
"WLW," "KDKA," "WGY," "WABC," 
and "KGO" may be enjoyed. 

By carefully studying the diagram as 
shown in Fig. 1, one will readily see how 
the symmetrical push -pull circuit plays 
stellar roles in making it possible to 
tune very short waves. With '99 type 
tubes in the detector circuit, 100,000 
kilocycles may be tuned with ease. For 
this reason, the receiver will do all that 
is expected of any type of circuit and, 
in addition, will enable any desired fre- 
quency to be received. 

Method of Operation 
As disclosed in the schematic diagram, 

Fig. 1, the circuit has two stages of 
tuned radio -frequency amplification, a 
tuned regenerative detector circuit, and 
two stages of audio -frequency amplifi- 
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FOR CHOKE 

¡' COILS LS, L6.\ 
FIG.5 FRONT PANEL 

Fig. 5 -View of front panel. 

cation. The antenna coupling -coil sys- 
tem gives uniform results as to signal in- 
tensity, along with any desired degree of 
selectivity. Theoretically, the closer the 
coupling between the antenna and the 
first radio -frequency amplifier stage, the 
larger the fraction of signal energy 
which is transferred to the secondary. 
However, as the coupling is increased, 
the resistance of the primary is in- 
creased, resulting in a decrease in power 
taken by the first stage. In fact, the 
maximum power is transferred to the 
secondary when the increase in resist- 
ance of the primary, due to the coupling, 
is equal to the resistance of the primary 
by itself. Therefore, there is always an 
optimum coupling where the greatest 
signal strength is obtained along with 
increased selectivity. As the coupling 
is decreased, the first radio -frequency 
amplifier stage has a greater tendency 
to go into oscillations. Thus, regenera- 
tive properties are increased many fold. 

In practice, the antenna coupling coil 
is set at a maximum coupling position, 
which has the effect of increasing the 
resistance of the first amplifier tuned 
stage. Thus, poor selectivity is made 
possible, which has the effect of broad- 
ening the circuit. Stations may, there- 
fore, be heard when within 10 to 15 de- 
grees of the point of resonance. For 
this reason, the first amplifier stage's 
tuning dial is not used when hunting 
for a given station; which reduces the 
receiver to two dials for tuning. After 
a station has been tuned to resonance 
on the detector and second radio -fre- 
quency amplifier stages, the antenna 
coupling is reduced and the first ampli- 
fier stage tuned to resonance. This pro- 
cedure is followed until the greatest sig- 
nal strength is obtained, with the noise 
level reduced to zero. 

Features of the Circuit 
The first radio -frequency amplifier 

stage employs tuned grid and tuned plate 
circuits, which increase the selectivity. 
The tuned plate circuit increases the 
plate load impedance, making it possible 
to get a much larger proportion of the 
voltage generated. The output of the 
plate circuit utilizes the input of the 
second radio -frequency stage through the 
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condenser -coil combination L2 and C5. 
The plate voltage is fed at the center of 
the coil. The radio-frequency choke L3 
serves to prevent the radio frequency 
energy from entering the battery supply 
system. C3 serves to bypass the radio - 
frequency energy to the ground. 

L5, L6 and L4 are Samson No. 125 
chokes. L4 is connected to the junction 
of the two plate chokes and in series with 
the plate voltage supply; this choke iso- 
lates the junction of the two chokes L5 
and L6, permitting the output circuit to 
find its own electrical center. The three 
chokes are mounted inside the compart- 
ment for the second radio- frequency 
amplifier stage, and permit a certain 
amount of feedback to take place. Re- 
generation is therefore made possible, 
which increases the signal strength and 
selectivity of the receiver. Fig. 3 shows 
the arrangement of the second radio - 
frequency amplifier stage. The height 
of L5 and L6 corresponds very nearly 
to that of the tubes. The arrangements 
of the circuit are critical. For this rea- 
son, the dimensions as given in Fig. 3 
should be followed carefully. 

It is to be noted that radio -frequency 
energy is fed to the detector circuit 
through the two condensers C9 and C10; 
these are approximately 70 micromicro- 
farads each. About 50 mmf. is required 
to pass the radio- frequency energy to 
the detector circuit without causing in- 
teraction between the two circuits. The 
value of capacity selected must be de- 
termined by trial, and not changed after 

t. 
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Fig. 6- Details of coils and coil bases. 

the receiver has been calibrated. Where 
too much capacity is used at C9 and 
C10, the coupling between the stages 
becomes too great, resulting in unpleas- 
ant reaction. Not only will the reaction 
be too great, but it will also be difficult 
to keep the detector circuit oscillating 
when tuning the second radio -frequency 
amplifier to resonance. 

Smooth Regeneration Control 
The tickler inductance L7 is tapped 

in the center, and the two ends are con- 

Fig. GA-Photo of short -wave coils for Marshall receiver. 
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I--1% 
t. 

11/2, 

`-1%6-I 

41)- 

3" 

nected to the plates of the detector tubes. 
The plate voltage is fed through the 
radio -frequency choke L9, through the 
primary of the first audio stage, and 
through the high resistor R9. This 
method of regeneration control does not 
change the calibration of the receiver 
nor change the settings for a given sta- 
tion. 

The resistor R9 is a wire -bound re- 
sistor (Electrad type) not less than 100,- 
000 ohms. The resistor is bypassed by 
a 2 -mf. capacity C11. Do not substitute 
other resistors for R9 as the detector 
stage is super -sensitive and will respond 
to irregular voltage supply, which will 
cause a high noise level. 

R6 is a 200 -ohm Electrad potentio- 
meter, used to obtain the correct bias 
for the detector tubes; with the proper 
bias, the detector will go in and out of 
oscillations without any trace of hang- 
over effect. The condensers Cl, C5 and 
C12 are Cardwell "169 -E type ", and are 
split by sawing out a section of the side 

(Continued on page 140) 
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Working the 56 M. G. Band 
Practical Operating Hints for the 

By HARRY D. HOOTON 
W8BKV 

THE necessity for improving our 
technique on the longer -wave ama- 
teur bands has more or less dis- 
tracted attention from the "five - 

meter" band during the last few years. 

FIG.1 

TO if 
AUDIO 
STAGE 

Fig. 1 -The Push -Pull Receiver. 
Cl -Two section tuning condenser. About 20- 

m.m.f., each section. 
C2 -Grid condensers, 100- m.m.f. 
C3- "Midget" variable condenser, 2 plates each. 
C4 -Not smaller than .005-mf. 
L1- Tickler, to be determined experimentally. 
L2-5 turns No. 20 D.C.C. wire, V4" in diameter. 
L3 -R.F. choke, about 15 to 20 turns wound 

No. 38 on y," tube. 

This band has not been entirely neglected, 
however, and a small group of experi- 
menters have been doing fine work on it. 
It offers tremendous promise as a useful 
band for directive transmission and radio 
telephone work. As any development 
work in radio communication requires the 
cooperation of several experimenters, the 
primary purpose of this article is to 
stimulate the interest in this band, and 
to present some practical suggestions 
that may be helpful to the five -meter 
experimenter. 

The 5 -Meter Receiver 
Let us consider the 5 -meter receiver. 

It will need special design and construc- 
tion, but there is no reason for it to be 
á freak. The requirements are similar 
to a 20 -meter receiver, for example, ex- 
cept that the leads must be shorter and 
the distributed capacity reduced before 
it will oscillate. Careful workmanship 
counts in the successful work on this 
band. The straight regenerative set will 
work on 56 Mc.; but it is not to be recom- 
mended because of the high background 
noise. The usual regenerative "hiss" is 
sometimes so loud that weak signals are 
drowned out entirely. A much better 
arrangement is to use a push -pull detec- 
tor regenerative circuit. This type of 
receiver works very well on ultra high 
frequencies and has the added advantage 
of being quiet in operation; the noise 
mentioned above being extremely low or 
entirely absent. A push -pull radio -fre- 
quency stage may be added to this re- 
ceiver if desired. 

The Best Tube For 5 Meters 

What will probably interest the ama- 

Questions answered: Best tube 
to use; wiring 5 -meter receiver; 
the 5 -meter antenna and re- 
flector; frequency measurement. 

teur most are the constants for the five - 
meter receiving set. At W8BKV we had 
some difficulty in finding a suitable de- 
tector tube. Among the tubes we tried 
were the types '99, 'Ola, '24, '27, '12A and 
the '30; the most satisfactory were the 
'27 and the 12A, although the Ola and 
'30 types performed very well. A bat- 
tery is used on the heater of the '27 in- 
stead of the A.C. filament supply. 

The circuit for the push -pull receiver 
is shown in Fig. 1. The coils are self - 
supporting, being made of No. 20 D.C.C. 
wire and wound 1/4 -inch in diameter. It 
is necessary to use a coil of small dia- 
meter in order to reduce its field. Wind 
five turns on the grid coil if a 15 mmf. 
tuning condenser is used; if a larger ca- 

FIG.2 

Fig. 2 -The Colpitts Transmitter. 
Cl -Two section transmitting condenser, 25- 

m.m.f., each section. 
C2- Blocking condenser, .01 -mf. 
C3- Bypass condenser, .01 -mf. 
L1 -1% turns, 2%" in diameter, copper tubing. 
L2 -Same as above. 
R1- 15,000 ohm transmitting grid leak. 

"5 meter" Boys 

pacity is used, use about four turns. The 
plate coil will have to be determined ex- 
perimentally; as the correct number of 
turns is almost certain to vary with the 
different tubes; about five turns should 
start the receiver oscillating. 

The tuning condenser is composed of 
two insulated stators and one rotor. The 
large "cut down" type of variable con- 
denser should not be used; a remodeled 
"midget" tuning condenser of the proper 
capacity (about 15 to 20 mmf. each sec- 
tion) is desirable. Two small condensers 
of this type can be used, instead of the 
one two -gang midget, if desired. If a 
socket is used, solder the grid condenser 
(.0001 mf.) to its grid terminal, keeping 
the lead as short as possible; as this is 
very important. In some cases it is ad- 
vantageous not to use a socket, but to 
solder directly to the terminals of the 
tube. 

How to Wire the Receiver 
The next step is to wire the set, getting 

leads as short as possible, and, at the 
same time, reducing the capacity between 
the various parts of the receiver. One 
stage of audio is usually enough, unless 
loud speaker operation is desired. 

It is best to use separate batteries on 
the amplifier until the detector circuit 
has been adjusted, as this centers the 
trouble- hunting in the oscillating circuit. 
The detector will require a higher plate 
voltage than that commonly used on 
lower- frequency sets, because of the 
greater losses at five meters. About 90 
volts should serve. 

The 5 -Meter Antenna 
Almost any antenna will serve for re- 

ception of the five -meter signals, but the 
coupling must be less than that used on 
the longer waves. If too much coupling 
is used, the set will often become 
"cranky," and body capacity will be 
troublesome. An antenna is not especi- 
ally necessary, on either receiver or 
transmitter, for distances up to five miles 
and possibly further. We have heard our 
signal over twenty miles without any an- 
tenna on the receiver and with an eight- 
f oot current -fed radiator on the trans- 
mitter. The transmitting antenna was 
in the house at the time. The transmit- 
ting antenna shown in Fig. 3 is useful 
for receiving also; it gives quite a bit of 
gain over the plain type for use in re- 
ceiving and, if it is used at both the 
transmitting and receiving stations, a 
high degree of efficiency is possible. 

Transmitting on 5 Meters 
Now with regard to the transmitter : 

the circuit shown in Fig. 2, is the split - 
coil Colpitts, which is especially fine for 
five meter work. The power for the plate 
and grid of the tube is fed at practically 
zero points of R.F. voltage, thus elimin- 
ating both plate and grid R.F. chokes 
which are very critical on the ultra short 

(Continued on page 151) 
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Fig. 3 -The Directive Antenna System. 
Reflector : 7 feet 10 inches long. 
Antenna : same length as reflector, including 

the single turn of the inductance. Ll- Single turn about 4 inches in diameter. 
L2 -One or two turns of wire. 
Transmission Line : Can be twisted lamp can 

20 to 50 feet in length. 
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Ultra Short Waves 
Aug. -Sept., 1931 

Fig. 4 -Shows dipole antenna at top 
of mast, joined by feeder to ultra short 

wave sender, located on top floor. 

ULTRA -SHORT -WAVE radio is 
making more and more progress. 
Today we have so far progressed 
in covering the area of a large 

city (e. g., Berlin) completely with the 
wave of an ultra -short wave transmitter 
that everywhere -even in the outlying 
districts -loud- speaker reception of great 
clearness can actually be obtained. At the same time, it is absolutely unneces- 
sary to use complicated receiving sets; 
on the contrary, it is quite satisfactory 
to operate with a properly- connected de- tector tube. Since modern radio receiv- 
ers are, in large measure, provided with 
a connection for phonograph- record am- plification, the audio frequency amplifier 
can be used very efficiently after the output of the ultra short wave detector; 
it is sufficient to connect the detector, by 
means of a two -wire cable, to the phono- 
graph terminals of an ordinary radio 
set. 

Limits of Ultra Short Wave Reception 
Besides this adapter type, other receiv- 

ing sets have been evolved; the so- called 
superregenerative receivers. Yet these 
show no such advantage over the simple 
regenerative detector that it is necessary 
to give up the latter, which can, of 
course, be made much more cheaply than 
the superregenerative set. The reason 

The new TELEFUNKEN 
ULTRA SHORT 

WAVE RECEIVER 
By DR. FRITZ NOACK 

(Berlin, Germany) 

What is being done abroad in the transmission and recep- tion of ultra -short waves and a description of the new Telefunken S -W Adapter and Receiver. 
for this is, mainly, that the range of 
such a receiver is practically limited to 
the field of optical vision. No receiver, 
no matter how sensitive, helps to in- 
crease the range; and, within a radius 
of at least 12 miles, one gets along per- 
fectly with a simple detector -adapter. 

It will be objected that, just now, 
ultra -short -wave reception is possible (in 
Germany) only in Berlin; and, for other 
countries, in only a few places where 
such transmitters are installed. This is 

perfectly true; yet it seems to me very important for the inhabitants of all other 
cities and districts to familiarize them- 
selves now with ultra -short -wave recep- 
tion, even if only theoretically; for we can count with assurance on the installa- 
tion of ultra- short -wave stations in many 
places within a short time. 

6 to 81/2 Meter Waves Used 
The wavelength hitherto generally 

found most suitable lies, approximately, 

Fig. 5 -Above shows the Telefunken ultra short wave transmitter; at right vertical feeder to antenna, with tuning condenser. 
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in the range between 6 and 8% meters. 
In this band the ultra -short wave is per- 
fectly free from fading; because there is 
no "space radiation" but only the ground 
wave. Above 8% meters, fading at once 
sets in perceptibly. One does not want 
to go below 6 meters; because, below this 
band, the absorption of the waves by 
houses, etc., at once becomes so consider- 
able that there can be no general assur- 
ance of good reception under all condi- 
tions. Right now, let it be noted that, 
even with waves between 6 and 81/2 

meters, parts of buildings and other 
bodies can produce strong absorption. 

Thus, for example, when to check up 
the strength of field within the area of 
Greater Berlin, experiments were under- 
taken with a portable ultra- short -wave 
measuring set, it was established that 
even a street light can produce strong 
absorption. Still greater is the differ- 
ence, when one passes a street crossing; 
here the screening by buildings can be 
20. per cent., and even more. Yet there 
still remains so much field strength, that 
good reception with a regenerative de- 
tector is possible within the limits above 
indicated -a circle about 25 miles across. 
Certainly, it will generally be advisable 
to use an outside antenna in unfavorable 
locations. For this purpose, to be sure, 
long wires are not needed; generally, the 
metal frame of the window, or a short 
wire hung out of the window, is suffi- 
cient. 

Not Every Tube Oscillates at Low Wave 
Lengths 

Although, in general, an ultra- short- 
wave detector can hardly be distinguished 
from one used for longer waves, there 
are a few peculiarities to be noted. First, 
it is to be stated that not every tube will 
oscillate readily at the higher frequen- 
cies. Thus far the best results have been 
obtained with the Telefunken "RE 084." 
Then, it is also --to be noted that the 
antenna can easily absorb so much en- 

1.0%0111 

Fig. 2 - At left, 
shows the Telefun- 
ken ultra short 
wave adapter; knob 
at left used for 
tuning; knob at 
right controls var- 
iable high resist- 
ance (P of Fig. 1) ; 

the ribbon coil is 
the tuned induct- 
ance, and the wire 
coil is the tickler. 
Single plate tuning 
condenser appears 
at rear of coil 

shield. 

1\0110 

ergy from the plate 
circuit that so- 
c a l le d "resonance 
points" ( "dead 
spots ") result. For 
this reason, it is de- 

sirable to connect a resistor between the 
antenna and the receiver. 

Furthermore, under certain circum- 
stances, the hand capacity is so annoy- 
ing that, because of the great sharpness 
of tuning of the ultra- short -wave detec- 
tor, correct adjustment is impossible. 
Against this fault, two measures are 
especially helpful: first, the use of fixed 
regeneration, or regulation of the plate 

R" 

+ 
Fig. 1- Hook -up of Telefunken ultra 
short wave adapter. R and R ", 500 
ohm resistances; R', 300 ohm resist- 
ance; C, 17 mmf., condenser; C', fixed 
and variable condensers, each 55 mmf.; 
A, tube; T, audio transformer 1:4 
ratio; P, 50,000 ohm variable resistor. 

current by a variable resistor; and, 
second, connecting a series of resistances 
in the antenna. If these resistances are 
of the proper values, one can approach 
the antenna and 
ground wires close- 
ly without the re- 
ceiver's being put 

Ift".0 

Fig. 3 -At right, 
shows adapter con- 
nected to the phon- 
ograph terminals 
of an ordinary 

receiver. 
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off resonance. The third means is complete 
shielding of the receiver and careful 
grounding of all parts which come into 
immediate contact with the hand, or into 
its vicinity. 

Hook -Up of Telefunken Receiver 

Fig. 1 is the schematic diagram of a 
modern ultra -short -wave regenerative de- 
tector, as it has been developed by Tele- 
funken as an adapter for an ordinary 
radio receiver. Fig. 2 shows the set from 
within; all parts are plainly visible. 
From Fig. 1 it is evident that the an- 
tenna is coupled through three resis- 
tances R, R', and R ", and a condenser C, 
with the tube. The two resistors R and 
R" have, preferably, a value of 500 ohms; 
while R' is to have a resistance of 300 
ohms (or thereabouts). Condenser C is 
to be very small, around 16 mmf. One 
can easily make such a condenser by 
covering two No. 22 copper wires (bare), 
about 2 inches long, with so- called 
"ruche" tubing and then twisting them. 
For condenser plates, there suffice two 
brass screw heads about 3/s -inch in diam- 
eter. It is important only that the leads 
to this condenser do not run parallel, and, 
above all, that the leads to the resistors 
R, R', and R" are sufficiently separated 
from one another and from those to con- 
denser C. Also, these leads must not 
couple with inductances. The tuned cir- 
cuit consists of a coil U of, say, two 
turns 3 inches in diameter; it is best 
to select, as may be seen from Fig. 2, 
a copper ribbon with the surface silvered. 
This coil is carefully encased in a shield 
can which is connected with the ground; 
one terminal of this coil connects directly 
to the shield, while the other leads to 
the grid condenser. For tuning, a fixed 
condenser is used in shunt with a vari- 
able condenser C'. Both are to have, at 
most, a capacity of some 55 mmf. 

This variable condenser C' is repre- 
sented in Fig. 2; in the coil shield at 
the left a shaft can be seen, passing 
through back from the front plate. This 
shaft is connected with the left control 
knob by a transmission drive which 
moves a plate, located at the back of the 
shield can, which itself serves as one 
plate (of the condenser). Naturally, 
one can also choose another form for the 
condenser. 

But, under all circumstances, the 
greatest stress is to be laid on the ex- 

(Continued on page 146) 
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Fig. 1- Winding forms used in tests over a 50 to 200 -meter 
range. Each form was wound with 200 turns of No. 34 
D.C.C. wire. All of these chokes gave essentially the same 
results. Form No. 2 with 300 turns of the same wire was 

somewhat better over this range. 
VERY little has appeared in radio 

publications on the general sub- 
ject of R.F. choke design; each 
writer seems to have his own 

choke specifications, or else he uses the 
product of a given manufacturer. Both 
home -made and manufactured chokes are 
sometimes near, but more often far, from 
the ideal construction, taken in the light 
of systematic measurements and practi- 
cal requirements. 

Outwardly, an R.F. choke appears to 
be quite simple; but, at the higher radio 
frequencies, where capacitative effects 
become important, the actions become 
quite complex. The results of measure- 
ments, the methods of measurement, and 
the practical construction of the simpler 
types of chokes for use at short waves, 
will be considered. 

Complicated choke windings never have 
appealed to the home constructor, so only 
the simpler windings will be considered 
here. The single -layer solenoid is easy 
to wind. Chokes wound on spools are 
also quite simple in construction. If a 
small wood- turning lathe is handy, forms 
for many chokes can be constructed in a 
short time. 

The forms shown in Fig. 1 were each 
wound with 200 turns of No. 34 D.C.C. 
wire; where tested in the shunt -fed Hart- 
ley oscillator arrangement they gave re- 
sults which compared quite closely. 
Form No. 2 wound with 300 turns, was 
somewhat better over the same 50- to 
200 -meter range, although the difference 
was slight. Chokes of this kind will be 
found to operate quite well over a large 
range, 

Single -layer solenoids .are also quite 
effective but are more open to resonances 
or "hollows," at which the impedance 
falls to exceptionally low values. The 
chokes mentioned above were simply 
scramble -wound in the grooves and it is 
possible that the way the turns are 
wound in the grooves has some effect on 
the results; although no marked changes 
are noted, for a given choke, after a cer- 
tain minimum number of turns is wound 
on. For operation at extremely high fre- 
quencies, any small differences in con- 
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RACTICAL 
R. F. CHOKE 
CONSTRUCTION 

By A. BINNEWEG, JR. 

Some very practical and valuable hints on 
radio frequency choke coil design and con- 
struction, are offered in the following article 
by Mr. Binneweg, Jr. Theory, as well as 
practice, is explained in simple terms by 

the author. 
struction have relatively great effect on 
the curves taken. A simple method of 
comparing chokes at various frequencies 
is described later. 

Simple Method of Testing 
The home constructor is naturally in- 

terested in a simple method for compar- 
ing chokes, which requires no extra ap- 
paratus not already available. An ordi- 
nary regenerative receiving circuit can 
be used to measure the efficiency of choke 
coils. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. r 

This procedure can be repeated, at 
various frequencies; and a curve is thus 
plotted, showing the resistance required 
as a function of frequency. Such a 
curve is shown in Fig. 3. It is simple 
to obtain a fairly accurate curve by using 
this method. Note the "mountain range" 
effect and the gradual decrease in height 
as the frequency increases. This mul- 
tiple- resonance effect is obtained with 
single -layer coils. 

More feedback is required from plate cir- 
cuit to secondary circuit, when the losses 
in the secondary circuit are increased. 
Hence, if the choke is shunted across the secondary condenser, it will be necessary 
to increase the coupling between secon- 
dary and tickler coils to compensate for the losses introduced by the choke. In a receiver employing capacitative control 
of regeneration, it will be necessary to increase the capacity in the throttle con- trol. 

With the choke across the secondary 
condenser, the receiver is brought again 
to the point of oscillation, and the set- ting of the regeneration control is noted. 
The choke is then removed, and ordinary 
grid -leak resistors of various values (see 
Fig. 3 for approximate resistance values) 
are shunted across the secondary con- 
denser until the receiver is restored to 
the same condition as with the choke in 
place. The value of the resistance re- 
quired is then the effective value offered 
by the choke. 

FIG.2 

+B 

all a* 

kto.1%0111 

Fig. 2- Simple re- 
ceiving circuit used for comparing re- 
sults from a given 
choke at various fre- 

quencies. 

"Pie- Wound" Chokes 
Another type of winding which is 

simple to construct, and yet gives good 
results for home -made short -wave sets, 
is a winding composed of "pies" wound 
on a 1/4 -inch dowel and separated by 
about 1/4 inch. Such a choke is not good 
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FIG. 5 Fig. 3 -Shows the approximate resistance value of grid -leak re- sistors to be used in making choke 

coil tests. 
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over the entire short -wave range, but 
gives exceptional results in separated 
ranges, such as the amateur bands. A 
choke consisting of 5 pies of 20, 40, 60, 
80 and 100 turns of No. 36 wire, con- 
nected in series on a 1/4 -inch dowel, when 
tested in an oscillator circuit, gave the 
curve Shown in Fig. 4. The "natural" 
decrease in grid current, as the L/C ratio 
in the oscillating circuit is decreased, 
should not be confused with that due to 
the choke. The curve showing the de- 
crease in grid current when the choke is 
not connected, is shown dotted. 

Although "hollows" appear at certain 
frequencies, this choke works exception- 
ally well in the 20- and 40 -meter bands 
for which it was designed. If it is found 
that a hollow appears in a region in 
which it is desired to receive, the turns 
in the pies are altered so as to shift the 
hollows. It is usually possible to receive 
at frequencies at which hollows appear, 
but not quite so effectively; since the 
regeneration control must be adjusted be- 
yond a convenient value. 

Transmitting -Type Chokes 

Chokes for transmitters differ in some 
respects from chokes designed for receiv- 
ing. A choke for a transmitter usually 
requires a certain current- carrying ca- 
pacity, to prevent overheating when car- 
rying the relatively high currents. The 
voltages are much higher, and relatively 

Fig. 5 -At right, 
illustrates a radio 
transmitter c i r - 
cuit which re- 
quires no choke 

coil. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 

less than a larger 
size, because the ef- 
fective resistance is 
less. 

There have been 
opinions unfavorable 
to the operation of a 
choke at its natural 

111~11 

Fig. 4 - At right, 
shows change in grid 
current with varia- 
tion in wavelength. 

FIGA NATURAL 
DECREASE IN 

GRID CURRENT 
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period; but there appears no case where 
it is not better than operation off reson- 
ance, if the choke is otherwise properly 
designed. This statement may require 
modification at extreme voltages, using 
high power. In certain regenerative con- 
nections, a resonant choke may have 
an undesirable effect on regeneration, but 
resonant peaks are, for ordinary con- 
structions, usually "broad "; in any case, 
a "peak" is preferable to a hollow, the 
latter giving usually the effect of an 
antenna resonance. 

FIG.5 

high currents will flow through the choke 
unless high impedance values are used. 

One immediately thinks of a parallel 
circuit of inductance and capacity, op- 
erated at its resonant frequency, to sup- 
ply the desired high impedance. Such a 
trap, however, may have induced into it 
large circulating currents, and large 
losses will result unless special precau- 
tions are taken. The circulating currents 
will depend upon the value of capacity 
used in the trap; the use of small ca- 
pacity with relatively large inductance 
(which suggests the use of a coil "tuned" 
by its distributed capacity) will reduce 
the losses to reasonable values. 

A transmitter is not required to oper- 
ate at all wavelengths, like a receiver; so 

that a coil can be constructed of suitable 
proportions to give a certain impedance 
value at the desired frequencies. In gen- 
eral, a long solenoid of small diameter, 
employing a small size of wire, should be 
used. As in any-coils used at high fre- 
quencies, a small size of wire may heat 

- H. V. 

Ultra- Short -Wave Work 

Chokes become a real problem below 
15 meters, with the apparatus commonly 
used. The capacities introduced by im- 
proper spacing of parts and mechanical 
construction may offset the effect of an 
otherwise fair choke. It is difficult, at 
these frequencies, to obtain a ratio of 
inductance to capacity which will give 
fair efficiency with common tubes and 
parts. It is probably best to employ cir- 
cuits requiring few, if any, choke coils 
(such as Fig. 5) or to connect the chokes 
used at positions of low potential. 

Where chokes are required, special pre- 
cautions are necessary to reduce the ca- 
pacity between the chokes and neighbor- 
ing parts. Small basket -weave coils have 
proved fairly satisfactory at wavelengths 
of the order of 5 meters. It has been 
found that coils of only 6 turns, on a f- 
inch form and larger, are effective; but 
the important thing is to use spaced 
windings of sufficient length to reduce 
the end -to-end capacity. 

Filament Chokes 

It has been found that the high -fre- 
quency limit of oscillation of some tubes 
is dependent upon the use of good R.F. 
chokes, especially in the positive plate 
lead and in the lead -to- filament connec- 
tion. If poor chokes are used, the trans- 
mitter will not oscillate at all, or high 
plate potential will be necessary for os- 
cillation. 

Chokes for use at very high frequen- 
cies should be "wound on air" as nearly 
as possible. Filament chokes for ultra- 
high frequency oscillators are often re- 
quired. One effective type is constructed 
as follows: Cut some auto side- curtain 
celluloid into very narrow strips, about 4 

or 5 inches long, and about %6 to 1/a inch 
wide. Place three of these strips around 
the circumference of a smooth, round 
rod, about % -inch in diameter, and hold 
the strips at the ends with small rubber 
bands. Start winding the wire (about 
No. 24), for a few turns, spacing about 
1/4 -inch; then solder a piece of No. 40 
(for lower power or receiving use), 
enameled, to the No. 24 wire. Wind on 
about 15 or 20 turns, spacing them about 
74 -inch or so. To the end of the No. 40 
wire, solder some No. 24, as at the start 
of the winding, and secure by turning it 
around the end of one of the celluloid 
strips. Paint the wire and celluloid un- 
derneath, with collodion. When dry, re- 
move the rubber bands, twist the coil at 
the ends and slip off. The heavier wire 
supports the winding and also furnishes 
leads. 

There is much experimental work to 
be done yet, with R.F. chokes, but with 
the test results and testing methods 
herein described, any reader of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT should be able to design 
effective chokes for his own particular 
needs and with apparatus already avail- 
able. It is interesting work for, especi- 
ally at the higher frequencies, small 
changes give marked variations in char- 
acteristics and results, taxing one's in- 
genuity. 

We shall be glad to hear more about " C H O K ES" 
from our Readers 
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The type 571 transmitting tube, 
rated at 750 watts. 

SOMEONE has remarked that the 
black magic of today becomes the 
commonplace science of tomorrow. 
The truth of that statement has 

been demonstrated time and again in 
radio. Yesterday we were dealing with 
the mysteries of short -wave communica- 
tion. Standard receiving tubes were care- 
fully selected for their high- frequency 
characteristics; and usually "unbased" to 
eliminate the radio -frequency losses pres- 
ent in their bakelite bases, quite as much 
as to eliminate troublesome capacity be- 
tween prongs. Likewise with transmit- 
ting tubes; many of which had to be 
altered to meet high- frequency require- 
ments. In fact, the advancement of 
short -wave communication has largely 
depended on the necessary tube develop- 
ments as a foundation upon which to 
evolve satisfactory transmitting and re- 
ceiving equipment. Today, fortunately, 
suitable tubes are available for receiving 
and transmitting purposes, in standard 
and special types. 

It is not the purpose of this discussion 
to delve into short -wave reception re- 
quirements, since ample material has ap- 
peared in these columns on that side of 
the question. Rather, it is the purpose 
to discuss briefly the peculiar require- 
ments of short -wave transmission, and to 
describe the tubes available for those 
requirements. 

Importance of Inter -Electrode Capacity 
The main difference between short- 

wave transmission, and that on broad- 
cast and longer wavelengths, is in the 
matter of the relative importance of the 
inter -electrode capacity of the tube. This 
factor is of minor importance in trans- 
mitting circuits operating on 1500 kilo- 
cycles or less; but in short -wave work, 
above 1500 kilocycles, the inter -electrode 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT Aug. -Sept., 1931 

TRANSMITTING 
TUBES 

TU P'IT YOUR 
SHOR T WA VE PR OBLEM 

By ALLEN B. DuMONT 
Chief Engineer, DeForest Radio Company 

(Specially written for SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT.) 

Herein Mr. DuMont, an expert on transmitting tubes, 
tells you of the advances in their design and manufacture; 
also how special tubes meet short -wave problems when the 

ordinari tubes will not function properly. 

capacity assumes prime importance. In 
fact, this factor determines the upper 
limit of frequency with any given type 
of tube; since the tube has a given ca- 
pacity value which is a limiting factor 
in the frequency or wavelength that can 
be attained by a circuit employing that 
tube. 

The '10 Power Tube 
Another important factor in tubes for 

high -frequency operation is that of suit- 
able insulation. The insulation require- 
ments of high- frequency operation are 
quite different from those of lower fre- 
quencies. For instance, the standard 410 
DeForest power tube, which is widely 
employed in power amplifiers and in the 
more powerful types of home broadcast 
receivers, can be employed for transmit- 
ting purposes on frequencies below 1500 
kilocycles. For short -wave applications, 
however, this tube must be redesigned 
with special insulator supports of special 
ceramic materials; thereby reducing 
radio -frequency losses and increasing the 
breakdown -voltage value. The resulting 
510 DeForest Audion is an extremely 
stable oscillator of high output up to and 
above 30 megacycles, being exceptionally 
efficient in crystal controlled oscillators; 
it is rated at 15 watts output. The 
specially- treated plate makes for high 
plate dissipation and, consequently, small 
expansion and contraction; thus overcom- 
ing "creeping" when it is employed as a 
self- excited oscillator. This tube is inter- 
changeable with the 210 type, for heavy - 
duty operation. It is especially popular 
for use in the crystal oscillator and 
buffer stages. 

The larger short -wave transmitting 
tubes are immediately identified by the 
terminal arrangements. Instead of metal 
terminals at top and bottom, as in tubes 

for broadcast and long -wave work, the 
short -wave tubes have a standard prong 
base at the bottom for the filament ter- 
minals, while the other terminals take 

Here is the No. 507, water 
cooled, 10,000 watt trans- 

mitting tube. 
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the form of flexible leads at top and 
side. The round bulb is provided with 
projections or arms at top and side, so 
that the terminals may be widely sep- 
arated to minimize the inter -electrode 
capacity -not to overlook radio -frequency 
leakage. 

The 75 -Watt Transmitter Tube 
The DeForest 552 Audion, of 75 -watt 

rating, is typical of the short -wave trans- 
mitting tubes. It has a standard four - 
prong base at the bottom for the filament 
connections, a projection at the side with 
flexible leads for plate connection, and a 
projection at the top with flexible leads 
for the grid connection. It is interesting 
to note that, because of the differences in 
potential between portions of plate and 
the grid, the terminals are taken from 
both the top and the bottom of the plate, 

010111 

The type 569 mer- 
cury vapor rectifier 
tube, designed for 
heavy duty service. 
It is rated at 20; 
000 maximum peak 
inverse volts and 5 

max. peak am- 
peres. 

and from both sides of the grid; the 
straight wire leads being joined to the 
flexible leads which are then twisted for 
a common terminal connection. The 552 
is a three -element tube for use as an 
oscillator or radio -frequency power am- 
plifier up to frequencies as high as 30 
megacycles. Because of the low internal 
capacity, any shifting of the elements 
due to heating effects does not alter the 
frequency to any great extent. This is 
an ideal tube for 14- megacycle operation; 
it is interchangeable with the UX -852. 

Jumping from 75 watts to 750 watts 
for more ambitious requirements, we 
come to the overgrown 571 type, which 
is practically the same thing on a larger 
scale. This tube, as well as the 552, re- 
quires neutralization for radio -frequency 
amplification, which is accomplished in 
much the same manner as in the radio - 
frequency amplifier of a receiver. 

Screen Grid Used for Neutralization 
In cases where neutralization is to be 

avoided, a. screen -grid is introduced for 
that purpose (under type number 560, 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 

which is practically the same as the 552 
except for the additional element or 
screen -grid) ; this 75 -watt tube is de- 
signed for use primarily as a radio -fre- 
quency power amplifier, particularly at 
frequencies in excess of 3000 kilocycles. 
Because of its extremely low control -grid 
-plate capacity, which is inherent, there 
is no necessity for neutralizing, since this 
is taken care of by the internal shield- 
ing. It is interchangeable with the UX- 
860. 

The same description applies to the 
561 or 500 -watt screen -grid tube, which 
is the same as the 571 except for the 
additional element of screen grid. It is 
also designed for operation on frequen- 
cies above 3000 kilocycles and requires 
no neutralization. It is interchangeable 
with the UV -861. 

Water Cooled Tubes 
The larger water -cooled tubes, such 

as the DeForest 520B tube rated at 5000 
watts, or again the 507 rated at 10,000 
watts, are also available for high -fre- 
quency operation, provided the plate 
voltage is lowered and the output conse- 
quently reduced. 

A very popular practice in short -wave 
transmitting work is frequency -doubling 
for very high frequencies. Down to a 
frequency of about 7 megacycles, almost 
any standard transmitting tube will serve 
the purpose; but beyond that point special 
tubes are required. 

The modulator requirements are of 
course met by the usual standard tubes, 
as is also the case with the power supply. 
It is interesting to note that, in modern 
transmitting work, the batteries and mo- 
tor generator sets . have given way to the 
mercury -vapor rectifier. In a compact 
assembly which forms an entire panel or 
bay in the larger transmitters, or again 
a single shelf or section in the smaller 
transmitter, the plate and grid biasing 
requirements of the transmitter are met 
by a battery of mercury -vapor tubes. 

For the small transmitter, particularly 
the amateur installation, the DeForest 
566 serves the purpose; this is a half - 
wave, hot -cathode, mercury -vapor recti- 
fier of about the same dimensions as a 
450 power tube. However, a study of the 
internal arrangements discloses a heavy 
zigzag ribbon filament above which is a 
disc serving as the plate. A supply of 
mercury within the tube is converted into, 
mercury vapor when the tube is put into 
operation. The tube operates at a dull 
heat; while the bulb is filled with the 
bluish mist typical of a mercury -vapor 
conductor. This rectifier is also applic- 
able to theatre amplifying equipment. 

The maximum inverse peak voltage ap- 
plied to the anode or filament is /7500 

volts. The filament must be lighted 30 
seconds before applying the plate volt- 
age; in order to secure the necessary 
conduction and therefore not strain the 

l2:; 

The new de Forest type 575 
mercury vapor rectifier. 
Rated at 15,000 volts in- 
verse peak and 2.5 amps., 

peak current. 

associated equipment in the meantime. 
Because of its special cathode construc- 
tion, this particular rectifier has a much 
higher flash -over voltage than the usual 
'66 type rectifier, with which it is inter- 
changeable. 

Mercury Vapor Rectifiers 

Another step brings us to the DeForest 
572 Audion, or mercury -vapor rectifier 
designed for heavier service conditions 
than the preceding tube. Here again, 
special construction raises the flash -over 
breakdown point beyond the usual -72 
type. 

Still another step brings us to the De- 
Forest 569, rated at 20,000 maximum 
peak inverse volts and 5 maximum peak 
amperes. It is interchangeable with the 
UV -869. 

Quite recently, the 575 DeForest mer- 
cury vapor rectifier has been introduced. 
It is rated at 15,000 -volt inverse peak 
and 2.5 amperes peak current. The de- 
sign of this rectifier is such as to make it 
readily usable in standard 572 power 
units when increased output voltage is 
required. 

So far as suitable tubes are concerned, 
there is no longer any mystery or uncer- 
tainty about short -wave transmission of 
the commercial variety. The ultra -high- 
frequency transmitters now in the labo- 
ratory are still a problem; but in due 
course their peculiar requirements will 
be met by suitable tubes for the purpose. 

42W 42T Z4W 42W s42 
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SHORT 
WAVE 

The old "bogey man ", the tapped coil and switch arrangement, 
for changing from one waveband to another, has had its ailments 
cured by the radio doctor, Mr. Bernard. Let's go! Boys- here's I 

how to tune in all the various short -wave bands "without benefit 
of plug -in coils "! 

TUNING LESS PLUG -IN COILS 
By HERMAN BERNARD 
Managing Editor of "Radio World" 

THE trend in short -wave reception 
is toward the use of a single 
switch, to control the band chang- 
ing from the front panel. Since 

no resistance is desired or useful in the 
circuit, the solution resolves itself into 
the changing of inductance or capacity or 
both. Capacity changing has its mechan- 
ical difficulties ; since complicated switches 
are needed to introduce some fixed or 
variable condensers in parallel and others 
in series with the tuning condensers. Yet 
inductive changing is very simply accom- 
plished by the home constructor. 

The band shift is accomplished by ty- 
ing the stator of a tuning condenser to a 
switch which will select all of a coil or 
part of the coil for tuning; since the 
entire coil is always in the circuit, there 
are no dead end losses. In fact, just as 
soon as less than the entire coil is tuned 
by the condenser, there is established a 
set -up ratio, equal to the ratio of the 
number of turns in the tuned circuit to 
the total number of turns. That is, an 
auto -transformer is created. Hence 
(considering usual primary and secon- 

dary in their ordinary sense) you intro- 
duce a "second secondary" in the auto - 
transformer method, and the voltage 
step -up increases. 

3 -Tube Regenerative Receiver 
Fig. 1 shows the coil- switch method 

adapted to the familiar pattern of a 
stage of screen -grid, radio -frequency am- 
plification and a regenerative detector. 
The output is filtered, so that the detector 
plate voltage will be certain; and also so 
that there can be no direct -current short, 
when plugging into a broadcast set to 
give speaker volume. 

Four switch points are shown; that 
meths there are three taps, besides the 
extremes of the coil. 

This is a circuit where the two stages 
are tuned to the same frequency. The 
coils must be independent (not coupled 
to each other) and may be shielded. For 
shields, use copper or aluminum, not less 
than 3 -inch diameter; in which case the 
total secondary for .00035 -mf. tuning on 
1% -inch (diameter) tubing would be 91 
turns, the taps being at the 68th, 85th 

"01% 
Fig. 5 - View 
of underside of 
chassis for the 
circuit dia- 
grammed in 
Fig. 3 - an 
"all- wave" con- 
verter with 
two stages of 
amplification, 
the receiving 
set used with 
it being tuned 
to the interme- 
diate frequency 

also. 

%/%0111 

and 89th turns from the grid end. 
For .0005 -mf. capacity, with shielded 

coils, of the same diameter, the total sec- 
ondaries would have 85 turns, the taps 
being proportionate. In all' instances, 
from 15 to at least 560 meters can be 
covered. 

Without shielding, for the same dia- 
meter, the secondary for .0005 -mf. tuning 
would be 60 turns, and for .00035 -mf. 70 
turns; the taps proportionate. R1 may 
be 1,000 ohms; R2 any potentiometer of 
3,000 ohms or more; while R3 should be 
about twice the value of R2. The other 
values are given in the circuit diagram. 

It will be noticed that the new "ex- 
ponential" or "variable Mu" tube, the '35, 
is specified as the radio frequency ampli- 
fier. The method of volume control -sen- 
sitivity adjustment renders inclusion of 
the '35 pertinent. 

All -Wave 1 -Tube Set 
The same system can be applied to an 

all -wave one -tube set, as in Fig. 2, where 
there are only 91/2 volts of applied plate 
voltage (the voltage of a 71/2 -volt battery 

I 
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Fig. 1-- 
How to use 
tapped coils 
and 
switches in 
a regenera- 
tive receiv- 
ing circuit 
having one 
stage of R. 
F. amplifi- 
cation (with L 
variable Mu 
tube) ahead 

of it. 

V 

r - - 
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MFD. 

EACH 
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of the "C" battery type plus the filament 
voltage drop). 

Since only low voltage is required for 
detection, 91/2 volts are sufficient, and 
feedback will result in great gain, if 
properly established. A larger number 
of turns is required on the feedback coil, 
on account of the low voltage, than would 
otherwise be used. 

The wavelength changing from band 
to band is done by a band-selector switch, 
which should be of the insulated -shaft 
type. The reason for requiring insula- 
tion of the shaft from the pointer is that 
the moving arm or pointer of the switch 
is at a "hot" R.F. potential. Even shield- 
ing a non -insulated switch would not pre- 
vent body capacity; for-the effect would 
be introduced from hand to tube through 
the shaft, despite the bakelite knob on 
the shaft. 

As the diagram reveals, the moving 
arm of the switch is connected to the 
stator of the tuning condenser. At one 
point incidental*, (it is actually point 4 
on the diagram) the stator goes direct to 
grid, and the tuning condenser is across 
the entire grid winding. However, in all 
other instances, the stator is connected 
to a point lower down on the grid coil; 
and, the lower down the connection is, 
the less inductance is in the tuned circuit, 

fIYT- 

and the higher are the frequencies for 
which the switch is set. 

While . the feedback winding L3 is en- 
tirely separate from the secondary L2 
(which permits the interposition of the 
feedback condenser in grounded -rotor 
fashion, to prevent body capacity) the di- 
rection of the winding must be such as 
to afford regeneration. This means that 
the secondary L2 and.the tickler winding 
L3 must be oppositely phased; since the 
radio frequencies in the grid and plate 
circuits are 180 degrees out of phase. If 
no oscillation results, simply reverse the 
connections to the tickler winding. 

The tickler may have 20 turns, the an- 
tenna winding 12 turns. Wire gauges 
are not very important, except that the 
secondary should not have finer than No. 
28 wire. 

All -Wave Super -Het Without Plug -in 
Coils 

When one uses the switch system in 
the mixer of a superheterodyne, or of an 
all -wave converter which uses the super- 
heterodyne method, the situation is a 
little different. In the broadcast band 
and in the lower- frequency region of the 
short waves, there is a substantial per- 
centage difference in frequency between 
the modulator and the oscillator; the 
absolute difference equalling the inter- 

INT -2 
2 5 

BttBOV. 

HEAmPS 

0.lß Swim/ 011 
MFD. Voc.CoMmoc 

mediate frequency. To this extent the 
situation is just the opposite to that 
present in a tuned radio -frequency set, 
where there is only one frequency to con- 
sider for each circuit. 

Fig. 3 shows an all -wave converter 
with two stages of amplification; the 
switched condenser E (a 20 -100 mmf. 
equalizer), adjusted but once, takes care 
of the frequency difference. Built -in in- 
termediate stages make "logging" prac- 
tical. The set is to be tuned to the inter- 
mediate frequency also. 

The oscillator winding consist of 28, 
turns: with 15 between (3) and (2) ; 

10 between (2) and (1) ; and three be- 
tween (1) and (0). The modulator has 
68 turns between (3) and (2) ; 18 turns 
between (2) and (1) ; and 5 turns be- 
tween (1) and (0) . 

These data are for .00035 -mf. with 
shield, and a three -point double -throw 
switch is used. With that capacity, about 
the same wave band can be covered with 
three points as with four. The only dif- 
ference is that four give greater "over- 
lap"; which some prefer, because of the 
small capacity change in the first ten 
dial divisions or so, with a straight -fre- 
quency -line condenser. 

The view under the chassis, for the 
Fig. 3 circuit, is shown in Fig. 5; while 
the coil construction is detailed in Fig. 4. 

(Continued on page 140) 
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Fig. 3- Illustrating 
the use of tapped 
tuning inductances 
provided with 
switches for use with 
an "all- wave" con- 
verter. The oscil- 
lator employs a '27 

tube. 
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DIRECTIVE ANTENNAE 
And How They Work 

THE matter of employing parabolic 
reflectors of the types shown in 
Fig. 1 is well known to all, and 
it is to be expected that all electro- 

magnetic waves should be capable of be- 
havior similar to that of light. When a strong signal must be put only into some 
particular locality, it is obviously improv- 
ident to scatter energy over the world at 
large; and it is possible to effect startling 
economies by the use of directional an- 
tenna systems, both in receiving and in 
transmitting. It is also possible, in a 
measure, to defeat the vagaries of "skip 
distances," etc., by the use of antennas 
directive in two planes. Practical data 
on such systems, so valuable to the aver-. 
age amateur, are in most cases lacking 
and, although the many antennas suit- 
able for directive transmission and re- 
ception would make excellent and inter- 
esting material for an article of this type, 
the writer assumes that it is the practical 
data which are of the most interest to 
his er-uh--public! 

The original Hertzian radiator (as 
employed by Heinrich Rudolph Hertz) 

PARABOLIC 
REFLECTOR 

Fig. 
with 

1/2j 

By C. H. W. NASON 

This article has been especially pre- 
pared for the Radio f1 orateur and cov- 
ers receiving types as well as those for 
transmitting. One of the principal rea- 
sons for wishing to employ a directive 
antenna, is to economize in the amount 
of energy required, to send a signal to 
a given point over a long distance. It 
is also possible to partially defeat the 
"skip distance" effect. 

of the system is concerned. In short, 
there are many combinations which can 
be achieved without destroying the effi- 
ciency of operation. 

In Fig. 2, two vertical Hertzian oscil- 
lators are shown, together with sine 
curves representing the standing -wave 
forms. Points marked M indicate the 
maximum -voltage; and those marked 0, 
the zero -voltage points. The 0 points 
represent also the points of maximum 
ell rent, as the M points are those of 

'/2 WAVE HERTZ HERTZ 

M 

FIG.2 

lations, but have them placed just half a wavelength apart, the current waves 
from one antenna will always arrive 
half a wavelength behind those of the 
other at all points in the plane drawn 
through the two wires. The result will 
be that the two waves will cancel one 
another, and the directivity will be as 
shown in Fig. 5. This gives us a sharp 
directional effect, in the plane at right 
angles to the wires. If we place two antennae a quarter -wave apart, and ex- 
cite them so that the current in one 
antenna is 90 degrees out of phase with that in the other, the current radiated 
will cancel out in one direction but will 
be radiated in the other so as to accom- 
plish the effect shown in Fig. 6. 

The ideal is now to accomplish an arrangement where directivity in two 
planes is accomplished; whereby the 
radiation is all in the direction of the 
receiving point and at a low angle to the earth's surface -that is to say with no vertical component. 

This may readily be accomplished by 
the use of multiple- antenna systems or 

FG.3 
1 shows a Hertzian radiator with parabolic reflector. Fig. 2 illustrates one -half and full wave Hertzian radiators, voltage distribution. Fig. 3 shows the feed to Hertzian radiators at maximum current point (minimum voltage) ; so- called "current feed" systems. 

was in the form of the parabolic reflector with the radiator at its focus, somewhat after the manner shown in Fig. 1. Hertzian radiators or oscillators may be defined according to their physical length 
with respect to the transmitted wave. 
Although they may be many times the wavelength of the transmitted signal, it 
is most usual that they be either half- or 
full -wave antennas. The form of the 
antenna has negligible effect upon its op- eration-it may be horizontal, vertical or 
what you will -bent back upon itself, or 
in the form of a "V." The transmission 
lines feeding the antenna may be part of 
the antenna proper or entirely isolated, 
so far as their effect upon the operation 

minimum current. Input to the antenna 
may be achieved in many ways but, for our description, the "current -fed" types 
in which the input is at some point of maximum current, is most advantageous. 
This is shown for both half- and full - wave antennas in Fig. 3. 

The Effect of Multiple Radiators 
Now let us consider the directional properties of such antennas. A single vertical wire, excited as a full -wave an- tenna by means of a transmission line, as shown in Fig. 4, will have a directivity pattern as indicated. Now, if we were to split the transmission line so as to feed two antennas in the same phase re- 

"arrays," such as are employed in trans- 
oceanic work by the large communication 
interests. A simplified array of this type 
is shown in Fig. 7. 

Here we find two full wave antennas 
separated by half a wavelength and fed 
in phase. These are backed by two sim- 
ilar antennas which are distant a quar- 
ter -wave and are fed parasitically, so that they are 90 degrees out of phase 
with the true excitation. No trouble is 
to be experienced here, as the feed to the 
reflecting antennas is purely automatic. 

Before going further it might be well 
to note the difference between the lengths 
of the wave in space and on the wire. 
The half and quarter wavelengths, sep- 
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FIG.4 
Figs. 4, 5 and 6, above, show the zones of 

radiators 

arating the various elements of the ar- 
ray, are actual physical distances gained 
by taking the required fraction of a 
wavelength, as expressed in meters. The 
natural wavelength of the wire is ob- 
tained by multiplying its physical length 
in meters by a factor which varies be- 
tween 2.07 and 2.1, because the velocity 
of the wave on the wire is not quite the 
same as its velocity in space. A half - 
wave antenna is therefore about equal 
in physical length to the wavelength in 
meters. Practically speaking a half - 
wave antenna, for operating at 5 meters, 
is 5.25 meters in physical length or 
slightly shorter. 

Angles of Principal Radiation 
Physical dimensions given in Fig. 7 are 

for a 10 -meter array having negligible 
radiation in the vertical sense but with 
the full directivity effective in the direc- 
tion away from the reflectors and in a 
plane at right angles to the plane in 
which they lie. How this occurs may 
readily be seen by again referring to 
Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The directivity of the 
simple Hertzian structure is all in a 
plane perpendicular to the wire, there 
being but a slight vertical component. 
This factor takes care of any radiation 
in the direction in which the array is 
stretched. Directivity is now in all di- 

5.25 
5.25 M. 

o 

FIG. 5 o 

/2 - 

FiG. 6 

activity or "directivity patterns" for various arrangements of Hertzian 
with double antennae and reflectors. 

rections in a plane perpendicular to the 
wires. Addition of the second antenna 
fed by the transmission line localizes this 
radiation; in the sense that the entire 
radiation takes place along a line parallel 
with the earth's surface but in two direc- 
tions while the further addition of the 
reflectors places the energy radiated all 
in one direction. It must not be thought 
that no energy whatever is radiated in 
other planes, but the greater portion of 
the power expended is in the predeter- 
mined direction. 

It is easy to see why the directional 
effect in the horizontal plane (in azi- 
muth) is desirable but it is not quite so 
obvious why directivity in the vertical 
sense is to be desired. This is because 
of the skip- distance effects found in the 
short waves (directional antennas of this 
type are far too unwieldly for use at the 
lower frequencies), which are minimized 
by concentrating the beam at a small 
angle to the earth's surface; since the 
components making the larger angles are 
virtually useless for communication at 
the higher frequencies. The radiation 
from a single vertical Hertzian antenna 
is at a small angle when used in the 
manner shown in Fig. 4; although the 
directional effect is in this sense only 
and the radiation is in all directions in 
azimuth. 

A/2 

The simple directional antenna as 
shown with a single reflector in Fig. 5 is 
ideal for general amateur work and for 
experimental purposes at the very high 
frequencies. 

More complex forms are of course pos- 
sible, and we may readily see that innum- 
erable arrangements can be evolved. 
Consider two antennas, fed so they are 
in phase and a quarter wavelength apart, 
as shown in Fig. 8, together with their 
directional characteristics. By combining 
this with the effects designated in Figs. 
4, 5 and 6, many combinations may be 
achieved other than those shown before. 

The "Curtain" Type of Reflector 
An open -ended transmission line of 

normal characteristics will acquire 
standing waves, the nodal points of 
which may be located readily. The rad- 
iation from such a line is negligible but, 
if the ends be bent out so as to form 
quarter -wave portions, as shown in Fig. 
9, the radiation from the bent -out por- 
tion will be considerable. If the bent -out 
portion is half a wavelength on each 
side, a double antenna is formed having 
much greater radiating capabilities. 

The array shown in Fig. 10 is a de- 
velopment of this idea; in which the ver- 
tical elements form the radiators, and 
the horizontal portions the transmission 

FIG.9 . 
Fig. 7 -20 meter antenna array for directivity in two planes. This has a sharp directivity with respect to both hori- 
zontal and vertical radiation. Fig. 8 illustrates directivity of two in -phase radiators one wave apart. Fig. 9- Folded 

transmission lines as radiators. 
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FIG.12 
Fig. 10 shows the adaptation of the folded line antenna. Fig. 11- Complex array developed from the 
second system may back this array for unilateral directivity. Fig. 12 -The "Beverage" wire or 

lines connecting them. The lines indi- 
cate the relative amplitudes of the cur- 
rent along the wires, and the arrows in- 
dicate the relative phase. It is shown 
graphically by this means that the cur- 
rents in the horizontal members are out 
of phase and cancel one another; whereas 
the currents in the vertical sense are in 
phase and additive. 

By placing a second and similar array 
in a plane parallel with the first, and 
exciting it parasitically; the directional 
effect which is normally in a direction 
perpendicular to the plane of the antenna 
can be made effective in one direction 
only -that perpendicular to the plane of 
the array and away from the second 
array which is a quarter -wave removed 
from the first. 

To produce an effect in a remote re- 
ceiving antenna equal to the results ob- 
tained with this type of directive array, 
a single Hertzian radiator would require 
eight times the power. This arrange- 
ment can be still further extended in 
the manner shown in Fig. 11, in order to 
obtain a more marked directional activ- 
ity. 

The Beverage wire or "wave antenna" 
was the first directional receiving an- 
tenna to attain any degree of importance 
as far as the amateur was concerned; 
this was used by Paul Godley in his 
transatlantic tests over a decade ago. 
The antenna consists of a long low wire 
with the receiving (or transmitting) 
equipment at the end opposite to the di- 
rection from which the signal is desired. 
The terminals must have impedances 
matched to the impedance of the line, 
which is an integral number of wave- 
lengths long. The arrangement is sub- 

FIG.13 

stantially as shown 
wave antenna is still 
in the reception of 
wave signals and is 
merciai installations. 

Characteristics of a Loop 

The directional qualities of the loop 
antenna are familiar to all who have had 
any contact with the radio art. It is 
only the experienced or widely -read man, 
however, who realizes the principle on 
which the loop operates and just what 
gives it its directional effect. Consider 
two wires set up at some distance apart 
as in Fig. 13. If the signal wave ap- 
proaches in a direction perpendicular to 
the plane of the two wires it will reach 
both at the same instant; the voltages 
induced in the two wires will be in phase 

in Fig. 12. The 
extremely valuable 
long and medium 

used in many com- 

t 
FIG.16 

Fig. 16 -The "Grecian Key" pattern 
for an antenna array. This may be 
continued for sharper directivity and 
sensitivity and may be backed by a 

reflector of like dimensions. 

and no potential difference will exist be- 
tween them. If, on the other hand, the 
signal approaches from a direction in the 
plane of the two wires, the signal wave 
will arrive in the two wires at different 
times; and the voltages induced will be 
out of phase by an amount dependent 
upon the distance between the two wires, 

folded line. A 
wave antenna. 

their effective height and the wavelength 
of the signal. A potential difference will 
exist and, if the wires be connected to- 
gether in such a manner as to constitute 
a loop antenna, the potential difference 
will be available as a signal at the ter- 
minals. If the signal is from some direc- 
tion other than in the plane of the loop 
the signal will not be at its maximum 
available value. In as much as the 
"null" point (when the signal is from 
a direction perpendicular to the plane of 
the loop) is much sharper than the max- 
imum signal point, it is the null position 
which is used in direction finding work. 
Since the maximum available potential 
difference is not available except where 
the sides of the loop are one -half wave- 
length apart the loop is not the most effi- 
cient collector of energy, save in special 
cases. For this reason, it is not employed 
where the intention is to obtain the max- 
imum signal from a signal of given fre- 
quency and direction; since it is then 
possible to avail ourselves of the proper- 
ties of the Hertzian antenna. 

Various Receiving Types 
The single Hertzian oscillator will op- 

erate quite effectively as a receiving col- 
lector in the manner shown in Fig. 14. 
The transmission line is made from 
simple lamp -cord and should be a quar- 
ter -wave or more in length. The antenna 
must be designed for some particular 
frequency, but will act almost as effi- 
ciently for some distance in the range 
on either side of the frequency chosen. 
It will also be operative -as will the 
transmitting .antenna for that matter - 
at the harmonics of the frequency for 

(Continued on page 143) 

Fig. 13 -The operation of the loop is dependent upon the phase difference between the voltages induced sides. Fig. 14- Hertzian "doublet" receiving antenna with lamp cord "transmission line." Fig. 15-Used the "doublet" obviates the necessity for shielding the ignition system. 

FIG. 15 
in the two 
on aircraft 
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Photograph above shows the push -pull C -W transmitter mounted on a neat base- 
board; it is of the tuned -plate, tuned -grid type and uses two '45's as oscillators. 

This transmitter uses two 

'45 tubes in push -pull and 
equals any 10 type tube 

job. It is much cheaper 
to build also, as it employs 
ordinary receiving set parts. 

A Low Cost Push -Pull 
c-w TRANSMITTER 

BECAUSE the '10 type tube was 
one of the first medium power 
oscillators available to the ama- 
teur, it has long been standard- 

ized upon for low -power transmitter use. 
To get the most out of a '10 type tube 
means the use on the plate of 550 volts, 
as obtained from a fairly large trans- 
former and a pair of '81 rectifiers. 

As such power -supply parts and tubes 
are manufactured only in limited quan- 
tity for amateur and experimental use, 
the cost is consequently high. 

By so designing a low -power trans- 
mitter, however, to use the parts pro- 
duced in large quantities by manufac- 
turers of broadcast receiving sets, it is 
possible to reduce very materially the 
cost of a small transmitter. 

The transmitter shown here, built from 
a kit of parts now available on the mar- 
ket, makes use of a push -pull type of 
oscillator circuit, employing a pair of '45 
receiving tubes with 350 volts on the 
plate. This low plate voltage makes pos- 
sible the use of the standard type '80 
rectifier tube, a broadcast receiver's 
power, transformer, and the inexpensive 
electrolytic filter condensers. 

Such a transmitter will have as much 
power output as the more conventional 
'10 type; will cost less than half as much 
to build; and will "get out" and get 
plenty of DX with any kind of intelli- 
gent handling. Furthermore, tube re- 
placements, at the present price level for 
broadcast receiver tubes, may be made at 
an insignificant cost. 

As seen from the. photograph, the 
transmitter is built almost entirely of 
receiving equipment; and, consequently, 
the initial cost of all the necessary parts 
comes well under -$50 complete. A milli - 
ammeter to read plate current (the use 

By L. R. SHAFFER 

of which is strongly 
recommended), will 
add seven or eight 
dollars more to the 
cost. And the set is 
not a toy or another 
"flea- power" outfit - 
it will do anything 
that the type '10 out- 
fit will do-and per- 

This photograph 
showsthe appearance 
of power supply unit 
suitable for the C -W 
transmitter here de- 
scribed, the appa- 
ratus shown being 
of the well -known 

National design. 

WE% 

haps do it better. Certainly it will have 
better frequency stability; the push -pull 
circuit will take care of that. 

Aside from its use for amateur com- 
munication, this inexpensive Lit will be 
found very useful in many laboratory ex- 
periments and research problems where 
the use of a radio-frequency oscillator, 
capable of delivering several watts at al- 
most any desired frequency and with 
good frequency stabilization, is desired. 

Building the Transmitter 
A baseboard for the oscillator is one - 

half inch thick, nine inches wide and 
twenty -six inches long. It should be 
sand -papered and given several coats of 
clear Duco lacquer, rubbing down with 
fine sandpaper between each coat. Rub- 

ber- headed tacks are 
each corner, for feet. 

If the National kit is obtained, the 
baseboard will be found completely fin- 
ished, with ends mortised to prevent 
warping, and all the necessary holes 
ready drilled for mounting the condensers 
and coils. 

The circuit makes use of a fixed -tune 
grid coil in place of a tuned circuit, and 
the antenna tuning system has been ar- 
ranged to require but one tuning con- 
denser, instead of two as in the more 
conventional manner. In fact, all circuit 
elements which could be dispensed with 
without interfering with the efficiency of 
the transmitter have been eliminated. 

Referring to photograph again, from 
left to right, the components are the an- 

then fastened in 
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Here we have a picture of the C -W 
transmitter coils; the two coils on the 
left, made of copper tubing, are the 
7,000 kc., and 14,000 kc. plate coils. 
The large coil at the center is the 
3,500 kc. plate coil, while the two coils 
below it are the aerial coupling coils. 

tenna tuning condenser; a pair of stand- 
off insulators to which the antenna or 
feeder connections are made; another 
pair of standoff insulators which support 
the antenna coupling coils; and a third 
pair of insulators supporting the plate 
coils of the transmitter. Next in line is 
the tank tuning condenser; then come 
the tubes and their sockets, the grid coil 
and mounting, the grid leak and, finally, 
the binding -post strips for connecting the 
key. Connections to the power pack are 
made by means of a cable and connector 
plug. 

Between the tubes, but not completely 
visible in the photograph, are located the 
filament center -tap resistor and the asso- 
ciated mica by -pass condensers (R., and 
C3 in the circuit diagram, Fig. 1) . Such 
an arrangement allows for symmetrical 
connections. It will also be noticed that 
the wiring is such that power leads, etc., 
are kept entirely out of the strong R.F. 
field. 

Design of the Inductances 
The grid coils are constructed in a 

novel manner; in that they are wound 
on the bakelite forms used for the stan- 
dard National R.F. choke coils, thus per- 
mitting their being readily plugged in 
and out of a standard grid -leak mount- 
ing. The third, or center, connection, is 
obtained by a special contact fastened to 
the mount and making contact with a 
small stud on the center of the coil form. 
The bakelite forms are one inch in out- 
side diameter, and no spacing is used be- 
tween turns. Complete specifications for 
these grid coils, as well as the plate coils, 
are given in the accompanying table. 

Fig. 1, shows series antenna tuning and the apparatus indicated is as follows : 

C1 -500 m.m.f. 
C2 -350 or 500 m.m.f. 
C3 -250 m.m.f. 
R1-50,000 ohms. 
R2 -20 -ohm center -tapped resistor. RFC- Two -inch winding of No. 36 d.s.c. on 

half -inch form. 
L1 -3500 kc. -12 turns of y /4n copper tubing 

2 %" inside diameter. 
7000 ke. -8 turns of 14" copper tubing 

1%" inside diameter. 
14,000 kc.-4 turns of ye copper tubing 

154" inside diameter. 
L2 -3500 kc. -72 turns No. 32 s.s.c. on 1" form. 

7000 kc. 40 turns No. 28 d.c.c. on 1" form. 
14000 kc. -16 turns No. 28 d.c.c. on 1" form. 

L3 -7 turns of 1/4" copper tubing 1 %" inside 
diameter, 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
I -0 -150 d.c. milliammeter or 6 -volt flashlight 

bulb. 
A -0 -1 thermocouple ammeters -these are not 

entirely necessary but are helpful in 
tuning. 

In winding the coils, it must be remem- 
bered that a change in the wire gauge, 
or even a change in the type of insulation 
on the same gauge of wire, will make 
necessary a different number of turns. 
If the diameter of the wire, including 
insulation, is smaller than that given, 
fewer turns will be needed; and vice 
versa. To find the correct number of 
turns is quite easy if a plate milliam- 
meter is available. Data on just how to 
adjust the grid coils for best operation 
will be given further on under "Operat- 
ing Notes ". 

It is also extremely important that the 
same number of turns be used on each 
side of the center tap. When the coils 
are completed, they should be coated with 
clear Duco, to prevent loosening of the 
turns and to keep out moisture. 

The data are for the benefit of anyone 
who cares to construct his own coils; 
since those supplied with the transmitter 
kit are properly adjusted at the factory 
as to the correct number of turns, loca- 
tion of mid -tap, etc. 

Connections between the grid coil 
socket and the grid posts on the tube 
sockets, and also between the tuning con- 

In Next Issue 

A "REAL" PORTABLE 
S -W RECEIVER 

No Plug -in Coils; 2 Tubes; Battery 
Operated; Loudspeaker Reception. 

denser and the plate posts on the tube 
sockets, are made with ordinary bus 
wire; since these wires do not have to 
carry heavy currents. The connections 
between the tuning condenser and the in- 
sulators which support the plate coil, 
however, must be made of the same size 

ANTENNA 
OR 

FEEDER 
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of copper tubing used for the plate coil; 
because these connections are part of the 
tank circuit and heavy currents flow in 
them. 

When placing the tuning condenser and 
the insulators, be sure that both of the 
copper- tubing connectors are the same 
length (from the connections on the con- 
denser to the insulators), to make certain 
that the tank circuit is symmetrical. 

The insulators which hold the plate 
coil are. spaced 41/2 inches between cen- 
ters. The coils are wound to fit on the 
insulators, and the spacing between turns 
is about 3/16 -inch. The 3,500 -kc. coil is 
wound on a piece of pipe with an outside 
diameter of 2% inches; while all the 
other coils are wound on pipe 1% inches 
in outside diameter. Each of the plate 
coils must have an even number of turns, 
so that the clip for the center tap can be 
placed on the under side of the coil. A 
brass machine -screw is run through the 
baseboard, midway between the insula- 
tors holding the plate coil; and a nickel - 
plated battery clip is connected to the 
screw by a short length of flexible wire. 
When the coil is fastened to the insu- 
lator, the clip is placed on the center 
turn. 

The antenna coils are wound on 1%- 
inch pipe, one end of the coil being 
brought out, so that the axis of the coil 
will line up with the axis of the plate coil 
when fastened in place. Be sure to wind 
both antenna coils in the same direction; 
if they are wound in opposite directions, 
the fields will "buck ", and the antenna 
will not take power from the transmitter. 
The antenna coils shown have seven 
turns each, but the exact number to use 
will depend on the type of antenna sys- 
tem employed. These coils will be satis- 
factory with a Zeppelin antenna on all 
bands if the feeders are between 45 and 
50 feet long. 

The coils will keep a pleasing bright 
finish if they are carefully cleaned and 
lacquered. Before winding each coil, the 
necessary length of tubing should be 
thoroughly scoured with steel wool. After 
the coil is finished and the spacing be- 
tween turns adjusted correctly, it should 

HIGH VOLTAGE 2.5V.,A.0 KEY 

Fig. 1 -Shows hook -up of simple parts used in building the push -pull transmitter here described by Mr. Shaffer. The parts corresponding to the various letters in the diagram are explained in the text. 
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again be touched up with steel wool, and 
then scrubbed with a rag soaked in alco- 
hol to remove grease. When dry, Duco 
lacquer (preferably thinned out consider- 
ably with the thinner which comes for 
that purpose), should be painted on with 
a small brush. Make certain that the 

4 
0 

to 
.01-MF. 

FIG. 

Fig. 2 -The rectifier tube and power - 
supply circuit for the transmitter. 

entire surface is covered, and then allow 
it to dry thoroughly before the coil is 
put in service. If the coils are not lac- 
quered, they will oxidize in a day or two. 
This is particularly true of the plate 
coils, which get appreciably warm in op- 
eration and, if not lacquered, will turn a 
muddy brown color in a very short time. 

In building the transmitter, be certain 
to use the exact values, for the circuit 
elements, specified in Fig. 1; these have 
been found to be best after a considerable 
period of experimentation. 

The Power Supply 
There is nothing unusual about the 

power -supply unit, except that the out- 
put voltage is somewhat lower than that 
commonly employed in low -power trans- 
mitters. The high- voltage winding of the 
power transformer furnishes 350 volts, 
on each side of the center tap, which is 
rectified by the type '80 tube, and then 
fed into the filter. The latter is a brute - 
force arrangement, using a double -sec- 
tion dry electrolytic condenser and a 3- 
henry choke. Each unit of the condenser 
sections is rated at 8 mf. and will stand 
500 volts peak. The peak voltage of the 
transformer output is safely within this 
rating. An actual test of the power sup- 
ply showed that the no -load voltage de- 
livered by the rectifier and filter is be- 
tween 450 and 500 ; dropping to about 
350 volts under a load current of 100 
milliamperes (the normal current taken 
by the transmitter) when delivering 
power to the antenna. To prevent this 
high no -load voltage from causing any 
damage to the electrolytic condensers, a 
15,000 -ohm load resistor is connected per- 
manently across the output of the filter 
circuit. See diagram Fig. 2. 

The power transformer is the standard 
National unit (used in the power supply 
of the MB -30 receiver) and, in addition 
to the high- voltage winding it has a 5- 
volt -winding for the filament of the. type 
'80 rectifier and two 2.5 -volt windings; 
one of which is used to light the filaments 
of the type '45 tubes in the transmitter, 
the other being left idle. 

When using electrolytic filter condens- 
ers, it is important that they be con- 
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nected into the circuit with the correct 
polarities. The outside can is usually 
the negative connection, the positives be- 
ing the binding posts on top. 

With this power supply it is easily 
possible to get a pure D.C. note on all 
bands if the transmitter is well built and 
properly adjusted. If the D.C. note is 
not forthcoming, look to the transmitter 
itself, and not to the power supply. This 
same trouble was encountered in working 
out the details of this outfit and it can 
be overcome with a little patience. 

Getting Into Operation 
There is nothing more hopeless than 

trying to adjust a transmitter without 
the means of knowing just what effects 
each change made has on the frequency, 
note and output. Two things at the very 
least are necessary -a monitor and some 
sort of indicator for telling when the 
antenna is taking load. 

The monitor should be used in conjunc- 
tion with a frequency meter, or at least 
should be calibrated so that it is possible 
to tell with certainty whether the trans- 
mitter is in the band or not. 

Radio -frequency ammeters in the feeder 

FIG.3 

Fig. 3 -This diagram shows the con- 
nections of two thermocouple- ammeters 

for parallel antenna tuning. 

leads are useful for determining when 
the antenna is tuned correctly, but the 
plate milliammeter is the handiest all - 
around meter to have, because with it the 
input power can be estimated and it can 
be used to indicate resonance with the an- 
tenna. By its use it is also possible to tell 
whether the tubes in the set are being 
overloaded or not. A 6- voltflashlight bulb 
or dial -light may be substituted for the 
milliammeter and will serve as a reso- 
nance indicator ; although the actual plate 
current cannot be read in this case. 

Suppose, now, that the monitor is 
ready for use and that a milliammeter 
or bulb is connected in the positive high - 
voltage lead to the transmitter. The 
transmitter is to work on the 3,500 -kc. 
band, for illustration. The proper coils 
are in place and all connections are tight. 

First make sure that the antenna or 
feeders are disconnected and that the 
antenna coupling coils are moved as far 
from the plate coil as possible. Set the 
plate tuning condenser at maximum, and 
close the key; the milliammeter reading 
should be somewhere between 25 and 45 
milliamperes. Slowly turn the plate con- 
denser, watching the milliammeter at the 
same time, and see whether the plate 
current decreases to a minimum at some 
reading and then begins to rise again. 
This dip should occur at very near full 

capacity on the condenser and, if it is 
very far down the scale, a few turns 
should be added to each side of the grid 
coil. This is, in fact, the way to adjust 
the grid coil in a circuit of this sort. 
The number of turns on the grid coil 
should be such that the minimum point 

0.5-MF -.1. I 
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Fig. 4- Hook -up of parts used for 
"key click" filter of National design. 

on the plate- current reading (with the 
antenna not coupled to the oscillator) 
occurs at a frequency slightly lower than 
the low- frequency end of the band on 
which that coil is supposed to work. With- 
out some means of checking frequency 
it is apparent that an intelligent adjust- 
ment of the coil cannot be made. 

If the transmitter does not oscillate, 
the plate- current reading will be quite 
high -150 to 200 milliamperes. Reasons 
for non -oscillation might be : grid coil 
turns not adjusted correctly; center tap 
on grid coil or plate coil not on electrical 
center; bad tubes; or low filament volt- 
age. Ordinarily, however, if the circuit 
specifications are followed exactly there 
will be no trouble in getting the trans- 
mitter to oscillate. 

Now set the tuning condenser at the 
point which gives the lowest plate- current 
reading, and check the frequency and the 
quality of the signal. The note should 
be pure D.C. and- very steady, and the 
frequency- should be very near 3,500 -kc. 
Next choose the frequency on which the 
transmitter is to be operated (this will 
naturally be the resonance frequency of 
the Hertzian antenna, (if such is used) 
and tune the transmitter to that fre- 
quency. 

Now set the antenna coupling coils so 
that the distance between each of them 
and the plate coil is about an inch to an 
inch and a half. Both coils should be 
exactly the same distance from the plate 
coil. If the Zeppelin type of antenna is 
used, and the feeders are between 45 and 
50 feet long, the parallel tuning connec- 
tion shown in Fig. 3 should be used. The 
feeders should be clipped on the two in- 
sulators to which the antenna tuning con- 
denser is connected; and a jumper should 
be connected between the two insulators 
to which the flexible leads which connect 
to the antenna coils are fastened. Now 
turn the antenna tuning condenser until 
the milliammeter or bulb shows the maxi- 
mum plate current is flowing. 

The frequency and character of the 
note should next be checked with the 
monitor and, if the former has changed 
appreciably, a readjustment of the plate 
condenser to bring it back to the proper 
place should be made. This will also 
necessitate retuning the antenna con- 
denser. If the note shows signs of ripple, 

(Continued on page 145) 
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H "HAMS" 
Bouquets and Brick -bats from our Readers 
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1,3; 
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RIGHTO! 
I;rlitor, ;.TORT \\'Avi 
Gentlemen : 

As a subscriber to your publication I have 
played with short-wave reception for sumo time 
and in common \with thousandS of others I 
greatly enjoy the programs from Chelmsford, 
England : Rome, Italy, and plslwhere. 

Recently, I have noticed that ilure is very 
considerable interference with the programs 
front ( ;0rmany as well as from Oeorgeluvvu, 
British Guiana, Tegucigalpa, Honduras, and a 
number of other short wave broadcast station.,. 

One of the \(rst offenders is the short -\n(' 
s1ai100 of Ki)KA which completely swampy \'I ::)Ci. of \ \'iuniiteg, and interferes with Il1t13 
as well as \\''XI: and \iao; \V. 

I have found that I can tun' many stations 
aS close)\ as I k.c., but other. are very bread, 
which is certainly a great pity because there is 
a point beyond which one cannot go in the 
sharpening of toning without impairing recep- 
tion. 

I believe your publicailion can do n great deal 
along this line by bringing pressure to bear on 
the authorilie and the keeping clear of the 
channels on which short-wave, -phone" broad- 
cast is sent out. 

It is true that England is comparatively free 
from these troubles (Gas \ \') but the station in 
Rome. Italy, is occasionally very broad and 
being close by, can (.auS(' interferenll'. 

SIP/Ft-W:1 V1' IWO:ulc:ast is na internaHnnal 
proposition, in SO far as a large part of the 
spectrum is concerned, and I ant sure your 
efforts along 1läs line will be appreciated by 
many thousands. 

Respectfully submitted, 
GII.BI:ItT C. sll.AD\V'I?LL, 

LL.B., A.1\I., E.E., 
:39 Cortlandt St., 

New York City. 

(here is another kick abort .stations abroad. If we can }yet it sufficient amount of complaints 
fro(( our rrarlrrs, are ((((I thin lake the MO ter 
lip nitht the ln'op(r ((uliaorilirs Let's hero' 
from you and we hope that it will be the means 
of remedying the existing poor condition. - 
Editor.) 

NO TROUBLE AT ALL 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

I have been reading "Among the Hams" In 

SWEDEN'S It:11)IO 
WIZARD 

Only an amateur is 
holke Berg, left, but 
in a u y at professional 
radio expert might be 
PM' iWIN of Berg's knowl- 
edge of the ether waves. 
Bcrr; ì. the champion of 
:11l of Stw(de0's )icon ed 
nilia teur radio opera - 
tors. on the walls are 
cards with call letters 
and numbers of amateur 
stations the world over 
w ti ttilich Berg has 
been in contact. ()shorn' 
!Inner, right, _ 111, is another 
radio -Iucialist. Sweden 
leivy bas 12:2 licensed 
nnual('ttr sending sta- 

tions. 

ewet'y ediIlun of Sueur \ \'.\wte CR.\F1' Hutt I have 
obtatinWd su far n111I it get 110 to ilcbiII So 1 

n1011011 I'll \\rile I Icier nay Slit. 
burst, I want to say heat I think that your 

magazine aire takes the crake as far as .Short 
I1'arr.c are concerned. I can't go back on 01(1 
"Q. S. 'l'." but I know Hutt the Iiwe issues of 
Snowy \\'.\l ('it.PT I 101 \e !engin hate !Well 
\vurlh it : the only treuil(. IS tIu1t it isn't pub- 
lished 011(.0 a 1110011. I hair sel, rril of the sels 
I ham malle myself from the hoolrlrp.x in //our 
'mom,. ¡Or mill I here ow 'prr.f( 1 results!' 

I haw(' sort of a "den" in the west end of 
1113' !oils(' W11(TO I fool around \it11 raulioS of 
('w(.1'3' Sort. ')'his roula is at meeting place for 
four of my Nlinrt Il rire hoar(.) friends every 
Tuesdaly, Thursday. and Saturday uighis. \ \'e 
tinker, listen to Short and Long \V'ate r'ecep- 
lion, and discuss radio in general. 

h ;\pry one of these fellows Iake Snoltr \\'.tVE 
CIa.\I (' and Tike it tin('. \\W are !IOW building it 
"Sulapr Wasp" battery Model receiver and ex- 
pect sonie _nod results. 

I would like to hear front sotie other "Ranis" 
and will anser till letters. You may publish 
this if you wish. 

\'curs, With hest \ish('s for SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT. 

1)EAN It. B. \1110 ?R, 
a9; Cohannot St., 

Taunton, lass. 

(Thanks near, yore's is only onr of several 
lu ndrerl requests curl there is really no trouble at all in pablisbin!/ Snow. \\'.tll ('r..tIi' once a month. 1 -o(t see it is up to the I, riders. It would not part us at the present tiare, with the 
present circulation, ras lee would be worse off finrnuiallu in publi.vliin!l the mar/( ;inn' once a 'month at a ',rice of -)c, thiin are ore in pnb- li.,hin!l it errra other month at a price of 50e. If the circulation. does increase, however, to about fifth per rent acore than it is today. it 
Veonlrl not be a trick at all to briny it out once 
a. month. 7'raa.elated into other words, ive 
me(art that if mou .fellows !let behind the maga- 
zine and get new. readers continuously, it wouldn't be rrrry long before Sirolcr \V-.tv.: CttAFT 
would be a monthly publication, -Editor.) 

YOU'LL HEAR PLENTY! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

Have read two issues of your magazine and I find it to be the best ever. 

It has inspired Inc to build a short -wave set, 
a receiver and transmitter. 

I would like to hear from those who have built the National Thrill Box. 
If the magazine atTects everyone as it did 

me, you surely will have a large circulation in 
no time. 

STANLEY SANINK, 
Box 301, 

Danbury, Conn. 
(I an sure you will hear from. plenty, Stan- 

ley. As you know, there are hundreds who hare 
built the National Thrill Box and get the most 
excellent results. Let's hear from you again. -Editor'.) 

A GOOD STOMACH 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

I have been devouring SHORT WAvn CRAFT ever since you first issued it. I haven't missed 
a single copy. I wish to offer my most sincere congratulations on your fine magazine. I am a rabid C.W. (code) hound and have quite a lay- out here at IAQ\V'. It consists of a modified 
tuned -grid, tuned -plate transmitter using a Hertz antenna, 60 feet long with 15 feet parallel 
tuned feeders. Two receivers both with an an- 
tenna coupling radio frequency stage, detector 
and two stages of transformer -coupled audio. 
'l'he outfit works fine and the receiver "dx" 
has been all U. S. districts and Australia and 
New Zealand. The transmitter hasn't been on 
the air lately as a recent storm took down the transmitting antenna. 

I forgot to mention that I have also a one 
tube S.W. receiver built from plans published 
in your magazine and also that my first trans- mitter was the Ilartley described in a recent 
issue of Swan' \ \'A\E ('aAF'r. 

I don't experiment much with sets for receiv- 
ing. short wave broadcasting stations, but have 
heard all the best ones in the IT. S. and Canada. 
I would be pleased to hear from other hams 
(YL'S letter will be answered). I'll say 73's 
now. 

C U L 
ROBERT "BOB" ROWE, W1AQW, 

374 College St., 
Lewiston, Maine. 

(What is urgently needed, Bob, for this de- parliiii nt is a photograph of yourself in tite 
curt of rlrourirr!/ those SHORT \\'.tVE CRAFT 
copies. We would like to know how you season 
th(m, whether with butter or il'orecstersirire 
sauce to aid digestion. It is a good idea be- 
cause it sells more copies. hope your stomach 
doesn't safer.- Editor.) 

A YOUNG S.W.P. PUP 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

I want to say that Situai WAVE CRAFT is the 
best radio magazine (outside of Radio- Craft) 
that I have ever read. I like the editorials 
especially well. Your "call list" and "time 
schedule" can't be beat. 1 have not been a 
short ware hound very long but have had some 
success. I have heard the following stations 
in the last month and a half : III {T, III {C, 
III{F, VR\ -, iICIBR, LSG, GBS, GBU, GBI {, 
CGA, VZA, CJRX, XDA, XC51, XFA, AGJ, 
13110, VLK, RF11I, RFN, 'RB15, RA97, PK3AN, 
K1XR, IIS2PJ- Saigon, Indo- China ; UOR2 -25 U. 
S. stations and many amateur phones. This 
part of the country is a good zone for recep- 
tion from Asia and South America, but a rotten 
one for Europe. I would like to communicate 
with someone around Los Angeles, about the 
way Europe is or Is not coming in. 

N. G. STAI- IEVITCI1, 
R1, Box 1043, 

San Gabriel, California. 

(For a short wave phone "(.Pup ", Nick, you 
are doing pretty well. What vow will do after 
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you are grown into a regular short wave 
"hound ", no one can tell, but the earth cer- 
tainly seems to be pretty small already, as far 
as you are concerned. More power to you and 
may your loudspeaker keep on blasting out 
everything but "locals ". -Editor.) 

WE PITY YOU 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

It looked to me like a meteor hitting the 
earth, when I first ran across your SHORT 

WAVE CRAFT magazine a few weeks ago. There 
was nothing to decide or debate about buying 
it ; it was "tooked" before the newsstand man 
had a chance to ask me what I wanted. 

I dont know much about short waves yet, 
but I have built the copper -clad special, and at 
present listen through a very simple set à. La 
Junk Box, as I have little space and time for 
my hobby, the "Shorts ". I would like to get in 
touch with a good S -W operator in Los Angeles, 
California (or any of its suburbs), who could 
teach me the operation of an Xmitter and the 
praxis of the code. As I have only Sunday to 
myself I cannot attend any evening schools, nor 
regular given courses for this purpose. 

I would be more than glad to pay for this 
instruction and perhaps it would be a good way 
for a "ham" to get some side money for a 
bigger and better outfit. Correspondence for 
this purpose is cordially invited by 

FRED GAMPERLE, 
10907 Blix St., 

No. Hollywood, Calif. 

(Now boys, do not all talk at once, particu- 
larly those who lice around Hollywood. If we 
hear a loud noise over the short wave phone, 
coming front Hollywood, we Trill know that the 
reserves were called out to keep the road clear 
on EMT Street. It would seem that you should 
hear plenty front. "hams" all around Los An- 
geles and it won't take long either. Editor.) 

SOON 
Rditor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

I have been reading SHORT WAVE CRAFT since 
the first issue, and think it's the best there is 
in the way of radio mags. 

I would like to know if the S.W.P.H. has 
QSL cards, and if an ordinary steel -plated 
oath will do in place of the regular one. Why 
not publish a picture of M.U. Fips, unless you 
think it would disillusion too many readers. 

My only suggestions are : Keep up the ultra 
short wave and phone articles. In my opinion 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT is far superior to the old 
Radio Netos. Maybe its a punk idea, but I'd 
like a few tall tales like C. Sterling Gleason 
used to write. 

I hope the readers of S.W.C. have decided 
to buy more and may your circulation never 
grow less. 

Yours truly, 
LUSGAN A. RODDY, JR., 

R. F. D. No. 1, Twin Lakes Blvd., 
Tampa, Fla. 

(Well Lusgan, we had the matter up again 
with Fips, and he is still monkeying around 
with that card of his. Frankly, we have an 
idea that he will never get it out, so the best 
thing to do is to go over his head and put it 
up to the readers to send in a few good designs 
for Q.S.L. Cards. If we get hold of a real 
good design, we will have those cards out in 
no time. Editor.) 

10,600 MILES ON 2 TUBES 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

Have enjoyed immensely the first year num- 
bers of your magazine and appreciate the in- 
formation and interest in them. The idea of a 
magazine specializing in one particular branch 
of radio is excellent. I have been a short wave 
listener for some time and well da I remember 
the triumph of holding PCJ (PCJJ it was then) 
from 1 :30 A.M. to 5 :20 A.M. on June 24th, 
1927. I sent them eight pages of notes on that 
reception and received a reply stating it was 
the most complete report received at such a 
distance up till that time. 

The distance is 10,600 miles and that on two 
tubes ( "regen." detector and single stage; 
UX199's). I had heard KDKA on 63 meters 
as long ago as 3rd November, 1926, and was 
putting 2XAF on the speaker every other morn- 
ing at breakfast time-in May, 1927. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 

111"01 

KANSAS SHINES 
Here is a 17 -year -old 
senior of the Baldwin, 
Kansas, high school, 
Karlton Marquard. After 
constructing his own sta- 
tion, young Marquard 
established communica- 
tions with 17 foreign 
and 19 domestic sta- 
tions, scattered in all 
parts of the world. Karl - 
ton has won second 
place in an international 
radio broadcasting and 
receiving contest for the 
second consecutive year. 
His station is placarded 
with cards representing 
stations in every corner 

of the globe. 
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So I ought to be thoroughly bitten by the 
"S -W bug ". Many shapes and sizes of sets 
have been "rigged" and I'm not satisfied yet 
by any means. However I have a reasonably 
effective set under construction now as a result 
of my try -outs consisting of a S -grid radio 
stage, S grid detector and high gain pentode 
audio amplifier. Both radio and detector are 
fully tuned and extensive shielding is used. 
Heres hoping! 

In Australia it is difficult to get satisfactory 
short wave parts of the size and condition re- 
quired. The advertisements run in SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT fairly make our mouths water ! 

Alas we have to perform surgical operations on 
variable condensers as few are of suitable size. 
However, I have amassed a collection of ma- 
terial that gives nie a fair choice. 

Well, thank you for your magazine. 1 look 
forward to coming copies. 

Yours sincerely, 
JOHN W. CORPE, 

1 Belle Vue Place, 
Unley Park, So. Australia. 

(We are always glad to receive letters from 
our foreign readers. When we see you pull 
10.600 miles on a 'two tuber ", it »takes us feel 
really good, and we are glad to be one of the 
means of bringing so many short wave fans to- 
gether. Keep up the good work.- Editor.) 

RANK! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

In regard to your magazine, SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT : If I had not received an advertise- 
ment from you telling about this magazine, I 
do not suppose I would ever had known about 
it, but I answered the add with my subscription 
as I knew I could put plenty of faith in the 
name of the publisher, and anything that he 
issued, and I want to say that no amount of 
praise can do justice to the quality of magazine 
that you put on the market. 

I have been a member of the A.R.R.L. for a 
long time and have been receiving QST for the 
same length of time and although QST is as 
good as the best, you sure rank with them all. 

I am glad to see a "mag." with your style 
of articles. Something that any amateur can 
understand without being an engineer or having 
degrees from about twenty colleges. Let me 
add my praise with the multitude of Hams and 
wish you and your "Mag." the best of success 
and keep the articles as they are. I have recom- 
mended this "Mag." to my Ham friends around 
here and think it will mean some more sub- 
scriptions to help the good old cause along. 

Best 73's and C.U.L. 
DEAN POWELL, W3VJ, 

104 West London Ave., 
Salisbury, Md. 

(At first we did not get you, Dean. When we 
saw the word "rank" we thought you applied 
it to us. We were glad to see that we were 
mistaken and thanks for the praise. Frankly 
speaking, however, we are getting fed up on all 
this praise. We would appreciate a first -class 
brick -bat.- Editor.) 

OH! BOY! HE'S LOGGED 200 
STATIONS! 

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

Enjoy your articles very much. I have a 
Pilot Super -Wasp and have logged 200 sta- 
tions. I have a wrinkle to give to the boys that 
are Super -Wasp owners. My '22 tube went bad, 
and wanting to keep up my code practice, I sub- 
stituted a tube I rigged up. I used a '01A 
tube, wound about it 6 turns of copper wire, 
size No. 20 gauge, and let one end come to the 
top of the tube and fasten to the clip. 

The tube gave the same signal strength as the 
'22 ; regeneration was harder to control, but it 
will work until a regular '22 tube can be pur- 
chased. I also wrapped tin -foil around the out- 
side of a tube and fastened the clip to it (the 
tinfoil) with the same results. 

Any of the fellows who try this and get re- 
sults, I would appreciate hearing from with a 
card or letter. Would like to swap photos of 
receivers or transmitters. Would like to cor- 
respond with some one in California, Nevada, 
Oregon, Washington, Wyoming, New Mexico 
and Arizona. Also any foreign country. 

Many thanks. 
WENDELL SNYDER, 

625 West Jefferson, 
Kokomo, Indiana. 

(That's a gosh darn good idea, Wendell, about 
tin -foil wrapped tubes. There really ought to 
be a patent of it and pretty soon they will be 
selling tin -foil wrapped tubes in the same man- 
ner as tin -foil wrapped cheese. However, josh - 
ing aside, one of the SHORT WAVE CRAFT adver- 
tisers is selling a copper -plated tube, which we 
recommend heartily to the fraternity -maybe 
there is something to it. We would really like 
to hear from more "hams" who have tried 
them. Of course the whole idea boils down 
to an external plate, on which a great deal of 
experimentation was done during the radio 
"boom ", but as far as we know, nothing much 
has been, done as far as short waves are con- 
cerned. However the idea certainly deserves 
some additional try. Editor.) 

PHILLY HAMS 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

Will you please put the letter below in your 
magazine "Among the Hams." 

Would like to hear from radio clubs in Phila. 
We are interested in joining one. 

J. B. A. and A. M., 
915 N. Leithgow St., 

Phila., Pa. 
P. S. Why not put S. W. C. out every 

month. I th.ink this way would be much 
better. 

Oblige, 
JAMES B. ALEXANDER, JR., 
AARON MEZEY. 

(Well, boys, you ought to hear from some 
Ph illy "Hams " -pronto! We know that there 
are some good clubs in Philadelphia that should 
be glad to take you up on their phone. Good 
luck to you. Editor.) 

(Continued on page 152) 
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Short -Wave Stations of the World 
Kilo - 

Meters cycles 
4.97 -5.35 60,000- 56,000 -Amateur Telephony and Tele- 

vision. 
5.83 51,400 -W2XBC, Now Brunswick, N. J. 
6.89 43.500 -W9XD, Milwaukee, Wis. Television. Mil- 

waukee Journal. 
-W3XAD, Camden. N. J. Television. (Other 

experimental television permits: 98,500 to 
50.300 k.e.. 43,000- 46,000 k.c.) -WIXG, Boston, Mass. 

-W2XBT, New York. 
7.05 42,530 -.... Berlin, Germany. Tu. and Thu., 11:30- 

1:30 p.m. Telefunken Co. 
7.32 41,000 -W8X1, East Pittsburgh, Penna. 
7.58 39,560 -PC1, Hilversum, Holland. 
7.85 38.220 -....Eindhoven, Holland. 
5.67 31.600- W2XBC. Now Brunswick, N. J. 
9.68 31.000 -W8X1, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
9.93 30,200 -W6XD, M. R. T. Co. 
9.96 30,105 -....Golfo Aranci, Sardinia. Telephone to 

Rome. 
10.51 29,190- PK313, Sourabaya, Java, Wed. and Sat., 

5 :50-7 :50 a.m. 
10.79 27,800 -W6XD, Palo Alto. Calif. M. R. T. Co. 
11.55 25,960 -G5SW, Chelmsford, England Experimental. 
11.67 25,700- W2XBC, New Brunswick. N. J. 

-W3XA, Philadelphia, Pa. Norden-Ilauck 
El. Mfg. Co. 

12.48 24,000 -W6AQ, San Mateo, Calif. 
(Several experimental stations are authorized 
to operate on non -exclusive waves of a series, 
both above this and down to 4 meters.) 

13.04 23,000- W2XAW, Schenectady, N. Y. 
13.92 21,540 -W8XK. Pittsburgh, Pa. 
13.97 21,469- W2XAL, New York. 
13.99 21,429 -XFA, Mexico City, Max. (Authorized to 

broadcast at any higher frequency.) 
14.00 21,420- W2XDJ, Deal, N. J. 

And other experimental stations. 
14.01 21,400 -WLO, Lawrence, N. J., transatlantic phone. 
14.15 21,130 -LSN, Monte Grande, Argentina. 

-W2XAD, New Brunswick. N. .1. 
14.28 21,000 -OKI, Podebrady, Czechoslovakia. 
14.47 20,710 -LSY, Monto Grande, Argentina. Telephony. 
14.50 20,680 -LSN, Monto Grande. Argentina, after 10:30 

p. m. Telephony with Europe. 
-FMB, Tamatave, Madagascar. 
-FSR, Paris- Saigon phone. 

14.54 20,620 -1MB, Bandoeng, Java. After 4 a.m. 
14.62 20.500 -W9XF, Chicago, Ill. (WEN). 
14.89 20,140 -DWG, Nauen, Germany. Tests 10 a.m. - 

3 p.m. 
15.03 19,950 -LSG, Monte Grande. Argentina. From 7 

a.m. to 1 p.m. Telephony to Paris and 
Nauen (Berlin). 

-DIR. Nauen, Germany. 
Press (code) 6:15 a.m., English; 8:30 a.m 
and 11 a.m., French, daily. 8:30 a.m. 
Sundays, French. 

15.07 19.906 -LSG. Monte Grande, Argentina. 8 -10 a.m. 
15.10 19,550 -W M 1, Deal, N. J. 
15.12 19,R30 -FTD, St. Assise. Franco. 
15.20 19,720 -EAQ, Madrid, Spain. 
15.90 19,460 -FZU, Tamatave. Madagascar. 
15.45 19.400 -FRO. FRE, St. Assise, France. 
15.50 19,350- ....Nancy, France, 4 to 5 p.m. 

-VK2ME. Sydney, Australia. 
15.55 19,300 -FTM, St. Assise, France. 10 a.m. to noon. -PPU, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
15.58 19,240 -DFA, Nauen, Germany. 
15.60 19,220 -WNC, Deal, N. J. 
15.94 18,820 -PLE, Bandoeng, Java. 5:40 -6:40 a.m. and 

from 2 :40 a.m. Tues. and Fri. ; 8:40 -10:40 
a.m. Tues. Also telephony. 

16.10 18,620-G B1, Bodmin, England. Telephony with 
Montreal. 

16.11 18,610 -GBU, Rugby, England. 
16.30 18,400 -PCK, Kootwijk, Holland. Daily from 1 

to 6:30 a.m. 
16.35 18,350 -WND, Deal Beach, N. J. Transatlantic 

telephony. 
16.38 18,310 -GBS, Rugby, England. Telephony with 

New York. General Postoffice, London. 
-FZS, Saigon, Indo- China, 1 to 3 p.m. 

Sundays. 
16.44 18,240 -FRO, FRE, Ste. Assise, France. 
16.50 18,170 -CGA. Drummondville, Quebec. Canada. 

Telephony to England. Canadian Marconi 
Co. 

16.52 18.150 -P MC, Bandoeng. Java. 
16.54 18.130 -G B W, Rugby, England. 
16.57 18,120 -GBK, liodmin, England. 

-W9XAA, Chicago, Ill. Testing. mornings. 16.61 18,050 - - K Qi, Iiolinas, Calif. 
16.70 17,950 --FZU, Tamatave, Madagascar. 
16.80 17,850 -PLF, Bandoeng, Java ("Radio Malabar"). -W2XAO, New Brunswik, N. J. 16.82 17,830-PCV, Kootwijk, Holland. 3 to 9 a.m, 16.87 17,780 -W8XK, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
16.90 17,750- HSIPJ, Bangkok, Siam. 7 -9:30 a.m., 1 -3 p.m. Sundays. 
17.00 17,640 -Ship Phones to Shore: WSBN. "Levia- than"; GFWV. "Majestic "; GLSQ, "Olym- pic"; GDLJ, 'Homeric': GPM, "Baleen- land"; work on this and higher channels. 17.25 17,380 -JIAA, Tokio. Japan. 
17.34 17.300 -W2XK, Schenectady, N. Y. Tues., Thum.. Sat. 12 to 5 p.m. General Electric Co. -W8XL, Dayton, Ohio. 

-W6XA1, Oakland, Calif. 
-W7XA, Portland, Ore. 
-W7XC, Seattle, Wash. 
-W2XCU, Ampere, N. J. -W9XL, Anoka, Minn.. and other experi- mental stations. 
-VE9AD, Glace Bay. N. S., Canada. 

17.52 17,110 -WOO. Deal, N. J. Transatlantic phone. 
-W2XDO. Ocean Gate, N. J. A. T. & T. Co. 

17.55 17,080 -GBC, Rugby, England. 
18.37 16.320 -VLK, Sydney, Australia. Phone to England. 
18.40 16.300 -PCL, Kootwijk, Holland. Works with Ban- 

doeng from 7 a.m. Netherland State Tele- 
graphs, 

-WLO, Lawrence, N. J. 
18.50 16.200 -FZR, Saigon, Indo- China. 
18.56 16,150 -GBX, Rugby England. 
18.68 16,060 -NAA, Arlington, Va. Time signals. 11:57 

to noon. 

All Schedules Eastern Standard 
Time: Add 5 Hours for Greenwich 

Mean Time. 

Iülo- 
Meters cycles 
18.80 15,950 -PLG, Bandoeng, Java. Afternoons. 
18.90 15,860 -FTK, St. Assise, France. Telephony. 
18.93 15,760 -JIRA, Tokio, Japan. Up to 10 a.m. Beam 

transmitter. 
19.01 15,750- ....Chi -Iioa, Saigon, Indo China. Telephony. 
19.50 15,375 -F8BZ. French phone to ships. 
19.56 15.340- W2XAD, Schenectady, N. Y. Broadcasts 

3 -6 p.m.; Sun., 1 -6 p.m.; relaying WGY. 
19.60 15,300 -OXY, Lyngby, Denmark, Experimental. 
19.63 15.280 -W2XE, Jamaica, N. Y. 
19.66 15,250 -W2XAL, New York, N. Y. 

-W6XAL, Westminster, Calif. 
19.72 15,210 -W8XK (KDKA), Pittsburgh, Pa. Tues., 

Thurs., Sat., Sun., 8 a m. to noon. 
19.83 15,120 -HVJI, Vatican City (Rome, Italy), 4 -4:30 

a.m. 
19.86 15,080 -FYA, Pantoise (Paris). France. 
19.99 15,000- CM6X1, Central Tuinucu. Cuba. 

-LSJ, Monte Grande, Argentina. 
-VK6AG, Perth, West Australia. 

20.50 14,620 -WMI, Deal, N. J. 
-XDA. Mexico City, 2:30 -3 p.m. 

20.70 14,480 -W8XK, East Pittsburgh. Pa. 
-GBW, Rugby, England. 
-WNC, Deal, N. J. 

20.80 14,420 -VPD, Suva, Fiji Islands. 
20.90 14,340-G2N M, Sunning -on- Thames, England. Sun- 

days. 1:30 -3 p.m. 
20.97 -21.26 14,300 -14,100- Amateur Telephony. 
21.17 14,150 -KKZ, Bolinas, Calif. 
21.50 13,940 -..., Bucharest, Roumania, 2 -5 p.m., Wed 

Sat. 
21.59 13,890 -..., Mombasa, East Africa. 
22.20 13,500 -..., Vienna. Austria. 
22.38 13,400 -W N D, Deal Beach, N. J. Transatlantic 

telephony. 
22.68 13.220 -Ship Phones. 
23.00 13,043 -OBE, La Punta, Peru. Time signals 2 p.m. 

(NOTE: This list is compiled from many sources, 
all of which are not in agreement. and which show 
greater or less discrepancies; In view of the fact that 
most schedules and many wavelengths are still in an experimental stage; that daylight time introduces con- 
fusion and that wavelengths are calculated differently 
in many schedules. In addition to this. one experi- 
mental station may operate on any of several wave- 
lengths which are assigned to a group of stations In common. We shall be glad to receive later and more 
accurate Information from broadcasters and other trans- mitting organizations, and from listeners who have authentio information as to calls. exact wavelengths 
and schedules. We cannot undertake to answer readers who inquire as to the identity of unknown stations 
heard, as that Is a matter of guesswork: in addition to this, the harmonics of many local long -wave stations 
can be heard in a short -wave receiver.-EDITOR.) 

23.35 12.850 -W2X0, Schenectady, N. Y. Antipodal pro- 
gram 9 p.m. Mon. to 3 a.m. Tues. Noon 
to 5 p.m. on Tues.. Thurs. and Sat. General Electric Co. 

-W2XCU, Ampere, N. J. 
-WOO. Deal, N. J. 
-W2XDO, Ocean Gate, N. J. -W9XL, Anoka, Minn., and other experimen- tal relay broadcasters. 

23.38 12,820.... Rabat, Morocco. Sun., 7:30 -9 a.m. Daily 5 -7 a.m. Telephony. 
23.46 12,750 -GBC, Rugby, England. 
23.90 12,550 -VBS, Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, Canada. 23.98 12,500- CT3AQ, Funchal, Madeira. 
24.41 12,250 -G B U, Rugby. England. 
24.46 12,250 -FTN, Ste. Assise (Paris). France. Works Buenos Aires, Indo -China and Java. On 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and other hours. -GBS, Rugby, England. 

-PLM, Bandoeng, Java. 7:45 a,m. 24.63 12.280 -Airplane. 
24.68 12.150 -GBS, Rugby, England. Transatlantic phone to Deal. N. J. (New York). 

-FQO, FQE. Ste. Assise, France. 24.80 12,090 -....Tokio, Japan, 5 -8 a.m. 
24.80 12.090-....Trieste, Italy. 
24.89 12.045 -NAA, Arlington, Va. Time signals, 11:57 to noon. 

-NSS, Annapolis, Md. Time signals, 9:57. 
10 p.m. 

24.98 12,000 -FZG, Saigon, Indo- China. Time signals, 
2 -2:05 p.m. 

Oporto, Portugal, 
25.10 11,945 -KKQ, Bolinas, Calif. 
25.16 11,920 -FYA, Pontoise, France. Variable beams to French Colonies. 
25.24 11,880 -W8XK (KDKA), Pittsburgh. Pa. Tues., Thurs., Sat., Sun., 11 a.m. -4 p.m.. and Sat. night Arctic programs. Television, Mon. and Fri.. 2:30 p.m., 60 lines, 1200 r.p.m. -W9XF, Chicago (RnNR). 
25.26 11,870 

-VUC.4 Calcutta oIndia. 9:45 -10:45 
8 -9 a.m. Dm ; 

25.30 11,860- VE9CA, Calgary, Alta. 25.34 11,840 -W2XE, Jamaica, New York (WABC). -W9XAA, Chicago, Ill. 7 -8 a.m., 1 -2, 4- 5:30, 6-7 :30 p.m. 
25.42 11,800 -UOR2, Vienna, Austria. Tues.. 9 -11 a.m.; Wed.. 5 -7 p.m.; Thurs.. 5 -7 a.m. -W2XAL, New York. 

-W9XF, Chicago. 

Aug. -Sept., 1931 

Kilo - 
Meters cycles 
25.42 11,800 -P K6K2, Macassar. Celebes. 

-12RO, Rome, Italy. Also relays Naples. 
1:30 -5:30 p.m. 

25.47 11.780- VE9DR, Drummondville, Quebec, Canada. Chi -ilea, Saigon. Telephony. 
25.50 11,760 -XDA, Mexico City. 
25,53 11,750 -G5SW, Chelmsford, England. 6:30 -7:30 a.m. and 1 -6 p.m. except Saturdays and Sundays. 
25.58 11,720 -CJRX, Middlechurch, Man, Canada. 
25.63 11.690 -FYA, Pontoise, Franco. Intercolonial broad- casting. 
25.68 11,670 -K10, Kahuhu, Hawaii. 
26.00 11,530 -CGA, Drummondville, Canada. 
26.10 11,490 -GBK, Bodmin. England. 
26.22 11.435 -DHC. Nauen. Germany. 
26.60 11,280 -0 N 11313 K, Brussels. Belgium. 
26.70 11,230 -IBDK, S.S. " Elettra," Marconi's yacht 27.30 10,980 -ZLW, Wellington, N. Z. Tests 3 -8 a.m. 27.75 10,800 -GBX, Rugby, England. 
28.00 10,710--- CTIBO, Lisbon, Portugal 

Casablanca, Morocco. 
28.20 10,630 -PLR, Bandoeng, Java. Works with Holland 

and France weekdays from 7 a.m.; some- times after 9:30. 
28.44 10,540 -WLO, Lawrence, N. J. 
28.50 10,510 -RDRL, Leningrad, U.S.S.R. (Russia). -VLK, Sydney, Australia. 1 -7 a.m. 28.80 10,410 -PDK, Kootwijk, Holland. 

-KEZ, Iiolinas, Calif. 
28.86 10,390 -GBX, Rugby, England. 
28.97 10,350 -LSX, Buenos Aires. Argentina. 7 -9 p.m. Transradio Internacional, San Martin 329, Buenos Aires. 
29.00 10,340 -....Paris, France. 1:30 -3 p.m. daily; 9 a.m. Sundays. 
29.50 10,160- HS2PJ, Bangkok, Siam. Monday, S -11 p.m. 29.54 10,150 -DIS, Nauen, Germany. Press (cale) daily: 

6 p.m., Spanish: 7 p.m., English ; 7:50 
p.m., German; 2:30 p.m., English; 5 p.m., German. Sundays: 6 p.m., Spanish; 7:50 p.m., German; 9:30 p.m., Spanish. 

29.98 10,000- CM2LA, Havana, Cuba. 
Belgrade, Jugoslavia, Monday 3 -4 p.m. 30.15 9.940 -G B U, Rugby, England. 

30.20 9.930 -W2XU, Long Island City, New York. 
Posen, Poland. 

30.30 9,890 -LSN, Buenos Aires, phone to Europe. -EAQ, Madrid, Spain. 
30.50 9,830- TI4NRH, Heredia, Costa Rica. 10 -11 p.m. 

Amando Cespedes Maria, Apartado 40, 30.57 9,810 -LSOR, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
30.64 9.790 -GBW, Rugby, England. 
30.75 9,750 -..,.Agen, France. Tues, and Fri., 3 t0 4:15 p.m. 

-WNC, Deal, N. J. 
30.90 9.700 -W MI, Deal, N. J. 
31.10 9,640 -....Monte Grande, Argentina, works Nauen irregularly after 10:30 p.m. 

-VVB, Bombay. India, Testing, 
31.23 9,600 -LGN, Bergen, Norway. 
31.26 9.590 -PC1, Hilversum (Eindhoven), Holland. Wed. 

11 a.m. -3 p.m.. Thurs. 9 a.m. -1 p.m., 5 -9 p.m., Fri. 1 -3, 8 p.m., Sat. 2 a.m, Philips 
Radio. 

31.30 9,580- W3XAU, Byberry, Pa., relays WCAII daily, -VK2ME, Sydney, Australia. 
-VPD, Suva, Fiji Islands. 

31.33 9,570- WIXAZ, Springfield. Mass, (WBZ). 6 a.m. - 
10 p.m. daily. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. 
Co. 

-SRI, Poznan, Poland. Tues. 1:45 -4:45 p.m., 
Thurs. 1:30 -8 p.m. 

31.36 9.560- ....Konlgswusterhausen, Germany, 10 to 11 
a.m., 11:30 a.m. to 2 :30 p.m., and 3 to 
7:30 or 8:30 p.m. Relays Berlin. -NAA, Arlington, Va. 

-ZL2XX, Wellington, New Zealand. 
31.48 9,530- W2XAF, Schenectady, New York, 5 -11 p.m- -W9XA, Denver, Colorado, Relays KOA. .Helsingfors, Finland. 
31.49 9,520 -OXY, Skamleboek, Denmark. 1 p.m. daily. 

Relays Copenhagen. Sunday 2 -3. (Medical 
ship telephone service, also from Thorshavn, Fame Islands, and Julianehaab. Greenland, 

31.56 9,500- OZ7RL, Copenhagen, Denmark, Around 7 
P.m. 

-VK3ME, Melbourne, Australia. Wed. and 
Sat. 5 -7:30 a.m. Amalgamated Wireless, 47 York St., Sydney, Australia. 

31.70 9.460 -...Radio Club of Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
31.75 9.450- ...,Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 5:30 -7:30 p.m. 32.00 9,375- EH90C, Berne, Switzerland. 3 -5:30 p.m. 

-OZ7M K, Copenhagen, Denmark. Irregular 
after 7 p.m. 

-3UZ, Melbourne, Australia. 
-W8XAO, Detroit, Mich. 

32.06 9,350-CM2MK, Havana, Cuba. 
32.13 9,330 -CGA, Drummondville, Canada, 
32.21 9,310 -G BC, Rugby, England. Sundaye, 2:30 -5 

P.m. 
32.26 9,290 -....Rabat, Morocco. 3 -5 pan. Sunday, and irregularly weekdays. 
32.40 9.250 -GBK, Bodmin, England. 
32.50 9,230 -FL, Paris, France (Eiffel Tower). Time 

signals 4:56 a.m. and 4:56 p.m. 
-VK2BL, Sydney, Australia. 

32.59 9.200 -GBS, Rugby, England. Transatlantic phone. 32.80 9,110 -SUS, Cairo, Egypt. 
33.00 9,091 -XFD, Mexico City, Meg. 
33.26 9.010 -GBS, Rugby, England. 
33.81 8,872 -NPO, Cavite (Manila), Philippine Islande. 

Time signals 9:55 -10 p.m. 
-NAA, ArlingtonJ Va. Time signals 9:57- 

10 p.m., 2:57 -3 p.m. 
33.95 8,830 --Ship Phones. 
33.98 8,810 -WSBN, S.S. "Leviathan." 
34.00 8,820- VK3UZ, Melbourne. Australia. Mon., Wed., 

3 -5 a.m. 
34.50 8.690- W2XAC, Schenectady, New York. -ZPZ, Asuncion, Paraguay. 
34.68 8,650- W2XCU, Ampere, N. J. 

-W9XL, Chicago. 

(Continued on opposite page) 
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Kilo - 
Meters cycles 
34.68 8,650 -W3XE, Baltimore, Md. 

10:15 -11:15 p.m. 
-W2XV, Long Island City. 
-W8XAG, Dayton, Ohio. 
-W6XN, Oakland. 
-W4XG, Miami, Fla. 
-W3XX, Washington, D. C. 
-And other experimental stations. 

34.74 8,630 -W0O, Deal. N. J. 
-W2XD0, Ocean Gate, N. J. 

35.00 8,570 -RBI5, Khabarovsk, Siberia. 5 -7:30 a.m. 
-HC2JM, Guayaquil. Ecuador. 

35.50 8,450 -P RAG, Porto Alegre, Brazil. 8:30 -9:00 a.m. 
35.70 8,400 -VBS, Glace Bay, N. S., Canada. 
36.00 8,330 -3KAA, Leningrad, Russia. 2 -6 a.m., Mon., 

Tues., Thurs., Fri. 
36.74 8,160- ....Mombasa, East Africa. 
36.92 8,120 -P LW, Bandoeng. Java. 
37.02 8,100 -EATH, Vienna, Austria. Mon. and Thurs.. 

5:30 to 7 p.m. -J IAA, Tokyo, Japan. Tests 5 -8 a.m. 
-HS4PJ. Bangkok, Siam. Sunday 8 -10 a.m. 

37.43 8,015 -Airplanes. 
37.65 7,980- VK2ME, Sydney, Australia. 
37.80 7,930 -DOA, Doeberitz, Germany. 1 to 3 p.m. 

Reichpnstzentralamt, Berlin. 
58.00 7,890-VP D, Suva, Fiji Islands. 

-J IAA, Tokio, Japan (Testing). 
38.30 7,830 -PDV, Kootwijk, Holland. after 9 a.m. 
38.60 7,770 -FTF, Ste. Assise, France. 

-PC K, Kootwijk, Holland. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
39.15 7,660 -FTL, Ste. Assise. 
39.40 7,610 -HKF, Bogota, Colombia. 6 -10 p.m. 
39.74 7.520 -CGE, Calgary, Canada. Testing, Tues.. Thu. 
39.80 7,530- . -. "E1 Prado," Riobamba, Ecuador. Tues., 

Thurs.. 9 -11 p.m. 
40.00 7,500-...."Radio-Touraine," France. 
40.20 7,460 -YR, Lyons, France. Daily except Sum., 

10:30 to 1:30 a.m. 
40.50 7.410- ....Eberswalde, Germany. Mon., Thurs., 

1 -2 p.m. 
-ZTD, Durban, So. Africa. 

40.70 7.370 -X26A. Nuevo Laredo, Mexico. 9 -10 a.m. ; 

11 a.m. -noon; 1 -2; 4 -5; 7 -8 p.m. Tests 
after midnight. I.S.W.C. programs 11 p.m. 
Wed. A.P. 31. 

40.72 7,360 -FYA, Vincennes (Paris). France. Federa- 
tion Nationale de Radioffusion. Coloniale. 

41.00 7,310- ....Paris. France ( "Radio Vitus ") Tests. 
Moscow, USSR, 7-7 :45 a.m. 

41.46 7.230 -DOA. Doeberitz, Germany. 
41.50 7,220 -HB9D, Zurich, Switzerland. 1st and 3rd 

Sundays at 7 a.m., 2 p.m. 
41.58 7,210- EAR58, Canary Islands (Spain). 7 -9 p.m. 
41.67 7,195- VSIAB, Singapore, S. S. Mo.. Wed. and 

Fri.. 9:30 -11 a.m. 
42.00 7,140 -H KX, Bogota, Colombia. 
42.12 7,120- 0Z7RL, Copenhagen, Denmark. Irregular. 

Around 7 p.m. 
42.50 7,060- ....Liakov Islands (north of Siberia). 

-XFA. Mexico City, Mex. 
42.70 7,020- EARI25, Madrid, Spain. 6 -7 p.m. 
42.90 6,990-- CTIAA, Lisbon, Portugal. Fridays, 5 

p.m. 
43.00 6,980-- EAR I10, Madrid, Spain. Tues. and Sat.. 

5:30 to 7 p.m. ; Fri., 7 to 8 p.m- 
Binche, Belgium. 2 -4 p.m. 

43.50 6,900 -I MA, Rome, Italy. Sun.. noon to 2:30 p.m. 
43.60 6,875--F8 MC, Casablanca, Morocco. Sun., Tues.. 

Wed., Sat. 
-D4AFF, Coethen, Germany. Sundays. 4 -0 

a.m. ; Tuesdays. Fridays, noon to 2 p.m. ; 

Thursdays, 4 -6 p.m. 
43.70 6.860 -KEL, Bolinas, Calif. 

-Radio Vitus, Paris, France. 4 -11 a.m., 3 
p.m. 

44.40 6,753 -W N D, Deal, N. J. 
-XFD, Mexico City. Mex. 

44.99 6,660 -F8KR, Constantine, Algeria, Mo.. Fri., 5 

P.m. 
45.00 6,600 -....Berlin, Germany. 
46.05 6,515 -W00, Deal, N. J. 

-W4XG, Miami, Fla. 
46.60 6,430 -REN, Moscow, U.S.S.R. Tues., Thurs. and 

Sat., 6 -7 a.m. 
46.70 6,425 -W2XCU, Ampere, N. J. 

-W9XL. Anoka, Minn. 
-W3XAL, Bound Brook, N. J. Testing. 

And others. 
47.00 6,380- CT3AG, Funchal, Madeira Island. Thurs- - 

day. Sunday. 
-H CID R. Quito, Ecuador. 8 -11 p.m. 

47.35 6,335 -W 10XZ, Airplane Television. 
-VE9AP, Drummondville, Canada. 
-CN8MC, Casablanca, Morocco. Mon. 3 -4 

p.m., Tues. 7 -8 a.m., 3 -4 p.m. Relays Rabat. 
47.77 6,280 -....Strasbourg, France (7) 

-W W V, Bureau of Standards, Washington, 
D. C. Tuesdays, 2 -4, 10 -12 p.m. Stan- 
dard Frequency Code. 

47.81 6,270 -H KC, Bogota, Colombia. 8:30 -11:30 p.m. 
48.00 6,250 -H KA, Barranquilla, Colombia. 8 -10 p.m. 

ex. Mo., Wed., Fri. 
48.62 6,170 -H RB, Tegucigalpa, Honduras. 5 -6, 9 -12 

p.m.. Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat. Int. S. W. 
Club program. Sat., 11:30 -12 p.m. 

-X I F. Mexico City, Max. 
48.74 6,155- W9XAL, Chicago, Ill. (WMAC), and Air- 

planes. 
-VE9CL, Winnipeg, Canada. 5:30 -11 p.m. 
-W2XD E, Bell Telephone Laboratories, New 

York. 
48.83 6,140 -W8XK, East Pittsburgh, Pa. Tues., Thurs.. 

Sat., Sun., 5 p.m. to midnight. 
48.99 6,120 -....Motala, Sweden, " Rundradio." 6:30- 

7 a.m., 11 -4:30 p.m. Holidays, 5 a.m. to 
5 p.m. 

-F3ICD, Chi -Hoa (Saigon), Indo- China. 
6:30 -10 a.m. 

Moscow, U.S.S.R., 4 -5 p.m. 
-W2XE, New York City. Relays WABC 6:30 

a.m. through to 1 a.m. through to 1 
a.m.; Sundays 7 a.m. to midnight. 
1 a.m.; Sundays 7 a.m. to midnight. 

-FL, Eiffel Tower, Paris. 5:30 -5:45 a.m., 
5:45 -12:30, 9::15 -4:45 p.m. - ...Toulouse. France. Sunday 2:30 -4 p.m 

-EAR25, Barcelona, Spain. 3 -4 p.m. 

12:15-1:15 p.m 
N. Y. 

Kilo- 
Meters cycles 
49.10 6,110- VE9CG, Calgary, Alta., Canada. 
49.15 6,100 -W3XAL, Bound Brook, N. J. 4 -5 p.m., 10 

P.m.- midnight, except Sundays, to 5 :45 p.m. 
Mondays. (WJZ, New York.) 

-VE9CF, Halifax, N, S., Canada. 6 -10 
Tu., Thu., Fri. 

49.17 6,095- VE9GW, Bowmanvillo, Ontario, Canada. 
Daily, 6:45 -10 a.m., 3 p.m.- midnight. Sun- 
days, 12:30-11 :15 p.m. Gooderham & 
Worts, Ltd. 

-WSEA, Submarine "Nautilus," Wilkins Po- 
lar Expedition. 

49.26 6,090 -.... Copenhagen, Denmark. 
49.31 6.080- W2XCX, Newark, N. J. Relays \NOR. 

-W9XAA, Chicago, Ill. (WCFL). 6 -7 a.m., 
7 -8 p.m., 9:30- 10:15, 11 -12 p.m. Int. S.- 
W. Club programs. From 10 p.m. Saturday 
to 6 a.m. Sunday. 

-W6XAL, Westminster, Calif. 
-HS2PJ, Bangkok, Siam. 6 -6:30 a.m. 

49.40 6.070 -UOR2, Vienna, Austria. 5 -7 a.m., 5 -7 
p.m., Tues. and Sat. ; 9 -10 a.m., Thurs. 

-VE9CS. Vancouver, B. C., Canada. Fridays 
before 1:30 a.m. Sundays, 2 and 10:30 p.m. 

Johannesburg, So. Africa, 10 :30 a.m. - 
3:30 p.m. 

49.46 6,065 -SAJ, Motala, Sweden. 6:30 -7 a.m., 11 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. 

49.50 6.060- W8XAL, Cincinnati, Ohio. Relays WLW. 
6:30 -10 a.m., 1 -3 p.m., 6 p.m. to 2 a.m., 
daily. Sunday after 1 P.ni. 

-ON VA, Brussels, Belgium.. -7L0, Nairobi, Kenya, Africa. Mon. , Wed., 
Fri., 10 n.m. to 1:30 p.m. From 10:30 
Tuesday, Thursday. Sunday. 

-W3XAU, Byberry, Pa. Relays WCAU. 
49.59 6,050- VE9CF, Halifax, N. S.. Canada. 
49.67 6,040- W9XAQ, Chicago, Ill. (WMAQ). 

-W2XAL, New York. 
-PK3AN, Sourabaya. Java. 6 -9 a.m. 

49.75 6,030- VE9CA, Calgary, Alta., Canada, 
49.80 6,020 -W9XF, Chicago, Ill. 

-W2XBR, New York. N. Y. (WBNY). 
49.97 6.000- ZL3ZC, Christchurch, New Zealand. 10 

p.m. to midnight, Tuesdays, Thursdays and 
Fridays. 

-H RB. Tegucigalpa. Honduras. 9:15 p.m. 
to midnight, Mon., Wed., Fri. From 11 
p.m. to midnight, Sat. Int. S. W. Club 
programs. 

-EAJ25, Barcelona, Spain. Sat., 3 -4 p.m. 
-RFN, Moscow, Russia. Tues., Thurs., Sat., 

8 -9 a.m. 

"HAMS" PLEASE NOTE 
At the suggestion of one of our readers, 

beginning with this issue we will pub- 
lish advertisements of radio experimenters, 
Hams, and all others who wish to swap 
or exchange used radio material. Such 
advertisements will be published in the 
classified section, and the rate will be 2c. 
a word (including address, city. etc.). 

This will provide a market -place for all. 

-Eiffel Tower, Paris. France. Testing, 6:30 
to 6:45 a.m., 1 :15 to 1 :30, 5 :15 to 5:45 
p.m., around this wave. 

-PK2AF, Djokjakarta, Java. 
-VE9CU, Calgary. Canada. - . .. Bucharest, Rumania. 

50.23 5,970 -HVJI, Vatican City (Rome). 1 -1:30 p.m. 
50.80 5,900 -HKE, Medellin. Colombia. 8 -11 p.m. 
51.22 5.860 -X DA, Mexico City. 10 -11 p.m. 
51.40 5,835 -HKD, Barranquilla, Colombia. 7:95 -10:30 

p.m. Mon., Wed., Sat. ; 2 -4, 7 :45-8 :30 p.m. 
Sunday. Elias J. Pellet. 

52.00 5.770 -AFL, Bergedorf, Germany. 
-HIX, Santo Domingo, R. D. 9 a.m. Sundays. 

52.50 5,710- VE9CL, Winnipeg. Canada. 
52.72 -54.44 5,600- 5,510 -Aircraft. 
54.02 5,550 -W8X1, Columbus, Ohio. 
54.51 5,500- W2XBH, Brooklyn, New York City (WBBC. 

WCGU). 
58.00 5,170- OKIMPT, Prague, Czechoslovakia. 1 -3:30 

p.m., Tues. and Fri. -P MY. Bandoeng. Java. 
-PMB, Sourabaya, Java. 

59.96 5.000 -.... Bratislava, Czechoslovakia. 
60.26 4,975 -G BC, Rugby, England. 
60.30 4,975- W2XAV, Long Island City, N. Y. 
60.90 4,920 -LL, Paris, France. 
61.22 -62.50 4,800- 4,900 -Television. 

-W8XK, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
-WIXAY, Lexington, Mass, 
-W2XBU, Beacon, N. Y. 
-WEN R, Chicago, Ill. 

62.50 4,800 -W2XV, Long Island City, N. Y. 
62.56 4.795- W9XAM. Elgin, Ill. (Timo signals.) 

-W3XZ, Washington. D. C. 
-WSXDD, portable. Bell Telephone Labora- 

tories, New York. 
-W 9X L, Chicago, Ill. 

62.69 4,785- Aircraft. 
-And other experimental stations. 
-VZA, Drummondville, Canada. 

62.80 4,770- ZL2XX, Wellington, New Zealand. 
63.00 4,760 -Radio LL, Paris, France. 
63.13 4,750 -W0O, Deal, N. J. 

-WXDO, Ocean Gate, N. J. 
63.79 4,700- WIXAB, Portland, Me. 
65.00 4,610 -HIX, Santo Domingo, R. D. 
65.22 -66.67 4,500- 4,600 -Television. 

-W6XC, Los Angeles, Calif. 
67.65 4,430 -DOA, Doeberitz, Germany. 6 -7 p.m., 2 -3 

p.m., Mon., Wed., Fri. 
70.00 4,280 -OH K2, Vienna, Austria. Sundays, first 15 

minutes of hour from 1 to 7 p.m. 
-H CUM, Guayaquil, Ecuador. 

Kilo- 
Motors cycles 
70.20 4,273 -RBI5, Khabarovsk, Siberia. 4 -7 a.m. 

-G D LJ, S.S. "Homeric." 
71 .77- 72.98 4,180- 4,100 -Aircraft, 
71.82 4,175 --Ship Phones. 
72.87 4,110 -W00, Deal, N. J. 
74.72 4.105 -NAA, Arlington, Va. Timo signals, 9:57- 

10 p.m., 11 :57 a.m. to noon. 
-PK IAA, Weltovraden, Java. 

80.00 3,750 -F8KR, Constantine, Tunis, Africa. Mon. 
and Fri. 

-13R0 (Prato Smeraldo). Rome, Italy. 
..Turin, Italy. 

82.90 3,620 -DOA, Doeberitz, Germany. (Television.) 
83.73 3,593-G 2N M, Sunning -on- Thames, England. 5 a. 

nt. Sunday. 
84.24 3,560- 0Z7RL, Copenhagen, Denmark. Tues. and 

Fri. after 6 p.m. 
84.46 -85.66 3,550 -3,500- Amateur Telephony. 
86.50 -86.00 3,490- 3,460 -Aircraft. 
92.50 3,256 -W9XL, Chicago, IIi. 

-W2XDD. Portable. -And other experimental stations. 
92.5 -94.9 3,244- 3,160 -KFR, WiE, City of Seattle, 

Wash., Light Dept. 
94.20 3,184 -K QS, KQT, City of Los Angeles, Calif., 

Water Dept. 
95.00 3,156- PK2AG, Samarang, Java. 
95.48 -97.71 3,142- 3,070- Aircraft. 
96.03 3.124 -W00, Deal, N. J. 
97.15 3,088 -W IOXZ, Airplane Television. 
97.53 3,076 -W9XL, Chicago, III. 
98.95 3,030 -.... Motala. Sweden. 11 :30 a.m. -noon, 4- 

10 p.m. 
-VE9AR, Saskatoon, Sask. , Canada. 

101.7 to 105.3 meters -2.850 to 2,950 kc. Television. 
-WIXAV, Roston, Mass. 1 -2. 7 :30 p.m. 

daily ex. Sun. 48- and 60- lines. \Furka 
with W1XA1t 10 -11 p.m. Shortwave & 
Television Corp. 

-W2XR. Long Island City, N. Y. 48- and 
60 -line, alternately. 4 to 10 p.m. exc. Sun- 
days. Silent 7 -7:30 Sat. Radio Picture's, 
Inc. 

-W9XR, Chicago, Ill. (24 lines). 
-VE9AR, Saskatoon, Sask., Canada. 

104.4 2,870 -....Milan, Italy. After 2 p.m. 
105.0 2,855 -W I XY, Tilton, N. II. 
105.9 2,833- W6XAN, Los Angeles. Calif. 

-W7XAB, Spokane. Wash. 
-W2XAO, Yacht "MC -1," New York. 
-VE9AK, Red Deer, Alberta, Canada. 

105.3 to 109.1 meters -2,750 to 2.850 kc. Television. 
-W2XAB, Now York City. Atlantic Broad- 

casting Corp. (60 linesi. 

-W2XBO, Long island City, N. Y. 
-W9XAA, Chicago. Ill. 
-W9XG, West Lafayette, Ind. 
-VE9BZ, Vancouver, R. C., Canada, 

108.8 2,758- VE9C1, London, Ont., Canada. 
110.2 2,722- Aircraft. 
112.1 2,938- W6XAF, Sacramento, Calif. Stato Dept. 

of Agriculture. 
121.5 2,470 -Police and Fire Departments. 

-K G02, Cedar Itaplds. la. - WRDQ, Toledo, 
Ohio. 

122.0 2.458 -WP DG. Youngstown. Ohio. 
122.3 2.452 -WRBH, Cleveland, O. - KGPP, Port- 

land, Ore. 
-WPDK, Milwaukee, Wis. - KGPH, Okla - 

roma City, Okla. 
123.0 2,440 -WPDF, Flint, Mich. - WNDA, Miami, 

Fla. - WP DP, Philadelphia, l'a. 
-WP DM. St. Petersburg, Fla. - WPDL. 

Lansing, Mich. 
-W3XB, Portable. 

123.9 2,422-W MI, Buffalo, N. Y. - KGPE. Kansas 
City, Mo. (Mo. State). 

124.2 2.416 -WP DI, Columbus, O. - WPDE, Louisville. 
Kentucky. 

-KGPE, Minneapolis, Minn. - WPDJ. Pas- 
saic. N. J. 

-WP DS, St. Paul, Minn. - WP DA, Tulare. 
Calif. 

124.5 2,410-WC K. WRDR, WMO. Detroit (Belle 
Isle. Grosso Pointe, 11ighland Park. Mich. 

-WPDW, Washington, D. C. 
-KGPD, San Francisco, Calif. 

-KGPG, Vallejo, Calif. Police Dept. 
125.1 2,398 -W9XL, Chicago, Ill.- W2XCU, Ampere. 

N. J. -And other experimental stations. 
-W2XAD, W2XAF, Schenectady. - WP Dr. 

Kokomo, Ind. Police Dept. 
125.4 2,392 -W IOXAL and W 10X AO, Portable. National 

Broadcasting Co.- W2XCZ, Portable. N.B.C. 
128.0 -129.0 -Aircraft. 
129.0 2,325 -W IOXZ, Airplane Television. 
130.0 2,306 -DDDX, S.S. "Bremen' and "Europa" 

testing. 
135.0 2,220 -....Stockholm, Sweden. - ..Oslo, Norway. 
136.4 to 142.9 meters -2.100 to 2,200 ke. Television. 

-W2XBS, New York, N. Y., 1,200 IR.l'.M., 
60 lines deep. 72 wide. 2-5 p.m., 7 -10 
p.m. ex. Sundays. National Broadcasting 
Co. 

-W2XR, Long Island City, N. Y. 48 and 60 
line. 5 -7 p.m. Radio Pictures, Inc. 

-W3XAD, Camden, N. J. (60 lines). 
-W2XCW, Schenectady, N. Y. 
-W3XAK, Bound Brook, N. J. (Portable, 

60 lines). 
-W8XAV, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1,200 R.P.M., 

60 holes, 1 :30-2 :30 p.m., Mon., Wed., Fri. 
-W9XAP, Chicago, 111. (45 lines). 

142.9 to 150 meters -2,000 to 2.100 ke. Television. 
-W2XAP, Jersey City, N. J. 
-W2XCR, Jersey City, N. J. 8:10 p.m.. 

Mon., Wed., Fri., 3 -5 p.m. 
-W3XK. Wheaton, Maryland. 7 -9 P.M. ex. 

Sat.. Sun. and holidays. Works with 
W3XJ 7 -8 p.m. 

-W2XBU, No. Beacon, N. Y. (1 -2 p.m.) 
-W2XCD, Passaic, N. J. 9 -10 p.m. ex. 

Sun. Works with W2XCD. 
-W9XAO, Chicago, Ill. (45 lines). 

(Continued on page 151) 
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EXPERIMENTS R i oteZControl 

By 

CLYDE 
A. 

RANDON 

TRANSMITTER 

MOTOR DRIVEN 
TUNING 

/CONDENSER 

FIG.1 

REMOTE control is of interest, not 
only to the transmitting amateur 
but also to those who like to try 
new stunts in connection with 

their short -wave receivers. In a sense, 
all radio experimenters are engineers; 
because they make practical application 
to their own sets of ideas which they find 
in SHORT WAVE CRAFT or which are sug- 
gested to them in the course of their ex- 
periments. 

Not so long ago a radio amateur had a 
bright idea and made practical applica- 
tion of it. It went like this : the place 
where he kept his transmitter (called 
the "shack" in polite amateur language) 
became a little too cold during the winter 
evenings, to carry on properly (that is, 
without freezing one's fingers) his trans- 
mitting work. His purse was rather lean, 
too; so it was impracticable to install a 
heater in the transmitting station. This 
caused him to think (that's what gets 
results!) . Of course, his first idea was 
one of remote control from the fireside 
in his home. But how? Unfortunately, 
one of these high- frequency brain heaters 
was not available at the time, since he 
was evidently using the apparatus for 
many other experiments. Difficulties 
seemed to overwhelm him at first, how- 
ever. 

Need For a Wave- Changer 
In the rather narrow amateur bands 

AERIAL 

APP. IN 
RADIO 
SHACK 

Fig. Fig. 1 - Diagram 
at left shows one 
method of applying 
a motor to tune a 
variable condenser 
for the purpose of 
remote control, the 
motor circuit being 
opened or closed by 
a control circuit 
running to any de- 

sired distance. 

there are a considerable number of sta- 
tions and, during the "popular" hours, 
one frequently encounters interference 
when transmitting to foreign stations. 
Since the amateur bands are narrow, one 
can change wavelength with little diffi- 
culty and the possibility that the "sky 
wave" will still come in good at the other 
end. Thus a simple arrangement for 
changing wavelength is a great advan- 
tage. 

Changing Wave Length at a Distance 
Our bright young friend, whom we 

started to tell about, was well aware of 
the convenience and necessity of such a 
wave -changer. But how was he . to 
change the wavelength of his transmitter 
from a distance? It hadn't been done 
before. There was the necessity. Into 
his head popped a bright idea -the in- 
vention itself? 

Some inventions are of very little value 
because they work only on paper; this 
invention, however, was practical because 
all the equipment he needed, to build a 
"model ", was available. The idea was 
to operate the key in the usual way (by 
means of a relay) but to drive the con- 
denser in the oscillating circuit of his 
transmitter with a small motor fitted 
with a clever reducing gear. The reduc- 
ing gear (taken from an old clock mech- 
anism), allowed the motor to turn ex- 
tremely slow, and thus accurately tune 

the condenser to 
KEY IN any desired wave - 

HOUSE length when the 
motor was turned 

+ H.V. 

SIMPLE KEYING 
RELAY \ 

. Fig. 2- At left, 
shows how magnet- 
i c a l l y controlled 
switches may 
change wavelength 
of a transmitter; 
also use of "Key- 

ing" relay. 

on. Thus, when interference was found, 
the motor was started and allowed to run 
until the condenser tuned the transmitter 
to a favorable wavelength at which there 
was no interference. This arrangement 
is suggested in Fig. 1. 

The idea worked fine, and, naturally, 
like all good ideas, there was immediately 
a "run" on this amateur's shack by 
neighboring amateurs to discover how he 
did it. Undoubtedly, he didn't use much 
discretion; there is a possibility that he 
could have made a small fortune from 
the idea (if he could have patented it!). 
Soon the "good news" was all around the 
neighborhood and, via amateur radio, it 
was known all over the country. Even 
airplanes circled over his shack to see 
his antenna construction. However, he 
had not made the "hit" that he thought 
he had. 

"Just a Fad," They Said 
Notwithstanding the merits of his idea, 

it was used by only a few amateurs. One 
day 'he asked one of them over the air 
why it was that he hadn't adopted the 
idea, and was frankly told. The idea 
wasn't suitable for all- around use, be- 
cause few amateurs have the necessary 
motor for the tuning control. However, 
a friend of this amateur had discovered a 

BAKELITE PIECE 

RELAY COIL 

SOFT -IRON PIECe / RELAY COIL i 

ARRANGEMENT OF 
RELAY COILS 

SMALL 
HINGE 

ARRANGEMENT 
OF CONTACTS 
ON BAKELITE 

PIECE 

FIG.3 

Fig. 3 -Shows one suggested form of 
remote control relay, the relay being 
placed in the radio shack with the 

transmitting apparatus. 

simpler way to accomplish the same de- 
sired result and our friend was willing 
to pass on the idea! 

The idea is shown in Fig. 2. Small 
condensers are connected to both the 
aerial and oscillating circuit condensers; 
so that, by operation of a switch, the 
wavelength can be readily changed to 
predetermined values. All adjustments 
are made beforehand so that, when the 
switch is operated, both the oscillating 
circuit and the antenna are adjusted to 

(Continued on page 143) 
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Television Receiver Hook -up 
Steve Rehak, Sharpsville, Pa.: 
Q. (1) I would like a diagram of a 

television receiver using an '01A R.F. 
stage, '01A detector, and three -stage re- 
sistance- coupled amplifier with '71A tubes 
in parallel in power stage. 

A. (1) The circuit you desire is given 
herewith. Use an 'OOA detector if pos- 
sible; this will give greater sensitivity 
with a slight loss of the higher audio 
frequencies. The filter resistors and by- 
pass condensers in the "B+" leads of 
the A.F., and detector will not be needed 
for batteries. 

-4ö014- 
ANT. 

MF 

o 

a 
GND 

d 

.1 -MF.- 

01 A .1Zi .00015 
MF. 

OOA 

A. (1) Almost any value from 10 to 
50 ohms will serve, since it is used only 
to prevent heating of the microphone. 

Q. (2) What gauge of wire for the 
antenna and oscillator coils? 

A. (2) No. 14 enamelled wire will (lo 
very nicely. 

Q. (3) Would modulation of oscillator 
result in a broad wave? 

A. (3) Modulation of an oscillator will 
ALWAYS produce an effect known to 
Amateurs as "wobbulation," which re- 
sults in a broad wave. 

OR 01 A 
250,000 

RFC, OHMS- 
'40 

OR 01A 
250,000 
OHMS\ 

Pentode for Transmitters 
H. Covert, Beacon, N. Y., writes as 

follows: 
Q. (1) Can the new power pentode be 

used as an output amplifier in a trans- 
mitter? 

A. (1) This tube can, undoubtedly, be 
employed; but the power output will not 
be very high. 

Q. (2) Can a dynatron oscillator be 
used as an oscillator in a transmitter? 

A. (2) No. The output of a dynatron 
is extremely low. 

Cure for "Motor- Boating" 
Richard Clay, Indianapolis, Ind., asks: 

'40 
OR 01A 

250,000 
OHMS \ 

.0001- MF. .02 MF 
r 

.02-MF. I .02 MF 

50,000 - 
OHMS fi 

/ IMF 1 MF, 

-II- .00014-MF. 2 MEG 
I MF 

000 
OHMS - 50,000/ 

OHMS 

r 
50,000 

OHMS 

10,000 OHMS 10,000 OHMS 

2 OHMS 

?-71AS 

lP 
NEON 

-C+' 
g-- 

"A +- 

Hook -up for television receiver, requested by Mr. Rchak, the audio amplifier being resistance coupled. 

Neutralizing 
B. Wearly, Warren, Ind., asks: 
Q. (1) Would '50 -type tubes require 

neutralizing in a transmitter? 
A. (1) Yes. 
Q. (2) What would be the output of 

three '50 tubes in parallel? 
A. (2) I would not advise connecting 

these tubes in parallel, because of their 
low plate resistance. 

Q. (3) Would it be permissible to con- 
nect a resistor in series with a modulator - 

choke, to obtain the correct reactance? 
A. (3) No! 

Use of Counterpoise 
J. B. A., Philadelphia, Pa., wants to 

know: 
Q. (1) Is it possible to use a counter- 

poise with an inside antenna? 
A. (1) Yes. The counterpoise will 

give about the same results as with a 
ground; it should have approximately the 
same length as the antenna. 

Modulator Rheostat 
Glenn Russell, Watertown, N. Y., de- 

sires the following information: 
Q. (1) Size of rheostat mentioned for 

use in the modulator in the article "Effi- 
cient Hartley Oscillator" (April -May 
issue) ? 

Modulator and Speech Amplifier 
Thaddeus Drogaski, Clairton, Pa., 

writes this department: 
Q. (1) Will you publish a circuit for 

a low -power modulator and speech am- 
plifier? 

A. (1) The circuit is given herewith. 
You intend to employ a '10 -type oscilla- 
tor; therefore a '50 modulator will be 
required. The connection to the oscilla- 
tor is clearly shown. 

'27 MOD. TRANS 
/ 1 

MICRO. 
AND '4.5 

VOLTS 

-- 
16Ó+ 

o 

5 000 
OHMS 

OHMS 7.5V. 

1MF.- 500-600V.+ 

Mr. Drogaski asked for this circuit of 
a low -power modulator and speech 
amplifier. A potential of 4.5 volts is 
connected in series with the microphone. 

180+ 

90+ 
O 

40V. 

2-3V: 
- 

Q. (1) What value of bleeder resistor 
should be used for a power transformer 
delivering 800 volts, center -tapped? 

A. (1) A 10,000 -ohm 25 -watt "Tru- 
volt" with sufficient sliding taps would 
be ideal. It would then be possible to 
obtain the exact voltages desired, by 
sliding the taps along the unit. 

Q. (2) My broadcast set "motor- boats" 
when used with a super converter. How 
can this be cured? 

A. (2) It will probably be necessary to 
add more bypass condensers across all 
the taps on the voltage divider. 

Pilot Coils 
Frank Joseph, Mineral Ridge, Ohio, 

inquires: 
Q. (1) Can you give a circuit for a 

short -wave set using Pilot Super -Wasp 
coils? 

A. (1) You are referred to the article 
"The Pilot A.C. Super -Wasp Receiver" 
(Page 42, June -July, 1930, issue of 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. 

Q. (2) Can a 25,000 -ohm adjustable 
resistor be used in the power amplifier 
(Page 448, April -May issue). 

A. (2) Yes, if the current rating is 
high enough; 50 milliamps being about 
right. 
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Two -Tube Receiver 
Harold Geuber, Cincinnati, Ohio, wants 

to know: 
Q. (1) The circuit of a good two -tube 

A.C. receiver? 
A. (1) The circuit is shown in these 

columns. The first tube is a regenerative 
detector and the second an audio ampli- 
fier. 

100,000 OHMS 

A.Ft I 
I '27 

.00014 - M F 

1 
2.5 MEET 

1 MF.1 I I 
200 OHMS 

-B 
90.1801 

22ß5:1- 

Circuit for a two -tube receiver devised 
by Mr. Geuber. This hook -up is for 

A.C. tubes. 

Best Super- Converter 
Albert Sobel, Kew Gardens, L. I., asks: 
Q. (1) Which type of super- converter 

will give the best results, the one -coil, 
dynatron or conventional plate -grid -coil 
type? 

A. (1) The best type is, without a 
question of a doubt, the one using a 
three -electrode tube with tuned grid coil 
and feedback or plate coil. The disad- 
vantage of the one -coil type is that the 
tuned circuit must be considerably off 
resonance with the incoming signal, in 
order to obtain a beat -frequency equal 
to that of the I.F. amplifier; resulting 
in low sensitivity. The dynatron, while 
very stable in operation, is out of the 
question on waves below about 60 to 70 
meters. It is sometimes possible to find 
a tube that will oscillate on lower waves, 
but not very often. 

Q. (2) Will a converter and a good 
broadcast receiver give as good results 
as a superhet built especially for short 
waves? 

A. (2) Generally, the results will be 
the same; providing the broadcast re- 
ceiver does not cause feedback to the con- 
verter's detector. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT Aug. -Sept., 1931 

Short Wave Question Box 
(Continued) 

Circuit Inquiry 
L. Filderman, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 

would like to know: 
Q. (1) The specifications of Cl, C3 and 

Ll in the circuit of the "1930 Receiver" 
(P. 474, April -May issue) ? 

A. (1) It would be well to wind L1 
exactly like L2, and tune it with a con- 
denser Cl, the same as C2. Then connect 
a small midget condenser of .000025 -mf. 
in series with the antenna. The dials of 
Cl and C2 would then track fairly close 
together. 

Transmitter Hook -up for '16A Tubes 
Albert Batis, Philadelphia, Pa., wants 

to know: 
Q. (1) Data on Western Electric 216 A 

tubes? 
A. (1) Filament 5 -6 volts, 1 ampere. 

Plate 135 volts, 5 ma. 
Q. (2) Will you give the circuit of a 

small transmitter using two of these 
tubes? 

A. (2) The circuit is given in these 
columns. Both coils are wound alike 
with 12 turns of No. 14 enameled wire 
on a 3 -inch form, center- tapped. The 
antenna coil will depend upon the size 
and type of antenna used; but 6 turns of 
No. 14 is suggested. The circuit is for 
push -pull connection, and the power out- 
put will be twice that of one tube. 

Push -pull transmitter hook -up using 
two Western Electric 216A tubes. 

Television Amplifier 
J. E. Hastings, Sacramento, Calif., de- 

sires: 
Q. (1) A circuit for the power audio 

stage of a television amplifier, making it 
possible to receive either a positive or 
'negative picture at will. 

A. (1) The circuit is given in these 
columns. It may be necessary to connect 
a large iron -core choke in the positive 
high -voltage lead to the neon -tube, as 
shown at X. Reverse the A,C. terminals 
as desired. 

) MF. 

5,000 
OHM 
VARI- 
ABLE 

NEON 

-B +- 
HIGH 

VOLTAGE 

This neon tube hook -up permits one to 
change television image from positive 

to negative or vice versa. 

Transmitter Tubes 
John Troost, Spring Lake, Mich., in- 

quires: 
Q. (1) Which tube is better to use in 

a transmitter, a '10 or a '50? 
A. (1) The '10 will be best as an os- 

cillator, and the '50 as an output ampli- 
fier. For intermediate amplifiers, the '10 
is better. 

Q. (2) Are there any 25 -watt tubes 
on the market? 

A. (2) The '50 tube has a rating of 
approximately 25 watts, 

Range of Phone Transmitter 
Forrest Clark desires the following 

data: 
Q. (1) What would be the range of 

the "Beginner's Radiophone" (as de- 
scribed in the Feb. -March issue) for 85- 
meter operation? 

A. (1) It is impossible to give any 
certain range of any transmitter. 

Q. (2) What size coils would be needed 
for 85 -meter operation? 

A. (2) The number of turns in the 
coils should be reduced about one -half. 

A "TWO- TUBE" S -W PORTABLE 
THAT WORKS A LOUDSPEAKER -A Self- Contained, Battery Oper- 
ated Receiver, Utilizing the Latest 
Style Tubes; Change of Wave Bands 
Is Effected Without Plug -in Coils, 
by Clyde J. Fitch. 

HERTZIAN AND INFRA -RED RAYS 
-How Shall We Use Them, by Dr. 
Fritz Schroeter. 

HOW TO NEUTRALIZE TRANSMIT- 
TING AMPLIFIERS, by C. H. W. 
Nason. 

In Our Next Issue 
PUSH -PULL TRANSMITTER CIR- 

SUITS -Their Merits and Demerits. 
A SIGNAL FREQUENCY AMPLI- 

FIER FOR S -W CONVERTERS, by 
E. T. Somerset, G2DT. 

THE VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
-How to Make and Use It. 

SIMPLIFIED INDUCTANCE CAL- 
CULATIONS. - 

ULTRA SHORT WAVES - Experi- 
ments With Waves From 8 to 28 
Inches Long, by Prof. Esau, of the 

Physical -Technical Institute of Jena. 
Prof. Esau Is Considered Germany's 
Outstanding Expert on Ultra -Short 
Waves. 

RADIO- CONTROLLED PLANES 
AND AUTOS -With Photos of Act- 
ual Craft, by Olen W. Clements. 

BESIDES THE USUAL PRACTICAL 
CONSTRUCTION ARTICLES ON 
S -W RECEIVERS, ADAPTERS 
AND CONVERTERS, Written by 
Experts. 
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SEE the Artist you HEAR 
Look in on the arrival of a new radio art -TELEVISION ! 
More stations are broadcasting better pictures for longer 
hours each month. Here is radio history in the making - 
replete with thrills and opportunities -a place for you 
among the pioneers. 
But be sure to start right -without handicaps. Avoid 
unnecessary trouble, expense, disappointment. Take 
advantage of the ten years' experience behind the Jenkins 
Television Corporation, offered to you through its tele- 
vision products, literature and engineering aid. 

Build Your Own Television Set 
If you wish to build your own television set, use the Jenkins kits of matched 
components, readily assembled and wired in a few hours by following simple 
instructions. These kits range from receiver to radiovisor, with all necessary 
accessories, insuring immediate success at lowest cost. 

JENKINS RECEIVER 
A perfected television receiver. 
Non -regenerative for distortionless 
images, ample tuned r.f. for weak 
signals. Single -dial tuning. 100- 
150 meters. A.C. operated, self - 
contained power pack. All compo- 
nents supplied. Assembled in a 
few hours. Provides good half -tone 
detail, where usual short -wave re- 
ceiver would give only silhouettes. 
JK -20 Kit, without tubes, $69.50. 
DeForest tubes for receiver, $11.30. 

JENKINS RADIOVISOR 
Complete kit of parts, fully machined, ready to assemble and wire. Mount- 
ing brackets, field coils, wedges, ball- bearing shaft, rotor, scanning disc, 
speed control, condenser, lamp socket and housing, wires, screws, nuts, etc. 
Assembled in a few hours. RK Kit, $42.50. Lamp, $7.50 extra. 

JENKINS READY -TO -USE EQUIPMENT 
If you prefer ready -to -use equipment, the Jenkins line includes complete 
television receivers in chassis and in cabinet forms, stripped radiovisors, 
radiovisors in cabinet form, automatic and signal synchronizing models, etc. 
There is a Jenkins television set for every purse and purpose. 

ORDER NOW ! If you are getting television signals on your 
usual short -wave receiver, you can receive in- 

teresting television programs. Get your equipment without delay. 
Be the first to enjoy television in your neighborhood. Use coupon 
below. Literature sent on request. 

TELEVISION CORP 

PASSAIC NEW JERSEY 

JENKINS TELEVISION CORP. 
PASSAIC, N. J. 
Here is my order for: 

Radiovisor kit. 
Television receiver kit. 
Check or M. O. attached. 

Name 

Address 

(SWC) 

O C. O. D. 

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing to advertisers 
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Short -Wave Tuning Less Plug -In Coils 
By HERMAN BERNARD 
(Continued from page 125) 

BAKELITE 
DISC 

Gao 
60 

MMFD 

OOP 

Bt 

t= 
5V 

There has been and still is considerable 
controversy among the short wave fra- 
ternity as to the efficacy of using tapped 
tuning inductances in short wave receiv- 
ers, but the fact of the matter remains 

w2 

A 3 
A- 

Aug. -Sept., 1931 

M00. 20T OSC. 

Fig. 2 -Using the tapped coils and waveband change -over 
switch for an "all- wave" one -tube receiver. 

Fig. 4 -Shows how tapped inductances are wound and mounted. 

that the circuits here shown have been 
tried out successfully. Success with 
tapped coil circuits provided with switches 
for tuning in various wavelengths have 
been used by a number of experts, and if 

you have not already read the article by 
Mr. Roderick Berry, which appeared on 
page 23 of the June -July issue of this 
magazine, it would be to your advantage 
to do so. Also see p. 439, Apr.-May issue. 

A Super- Sensitive Short -Wave Receiver 

brackets. Fig. 4 shows how to arrange 
this type of condenser for a push -pull 
circuit. The rotor is grounded and tunes 
both halves of the circuit simultaneously. 

Mechanical Details 
The complete layout of the parts of 

the receiver, as described in this article, 
is the result of a choice of many circuits. 
For this reason, it will be inadvisable 
for the builder to vary from the design 
recommended. Under no condition should 
a substitution of parts be made. The 
aluminum shields are 3/16 -inch in thick- 
ness; dimensions for them are as fol- 
lows: 

Front panel 33 x 101/2" 
Top and bottom 33% x 91/2" 
Ends and partitions 101/2 x 9%16" 
Back 101/2 x 33%" 

Dimensions of compartments: 
First R.F. amplifier stage..11" 
Second R.F. amplifier stage 91/2" 
Detector circuit and audio 

stages 121/2" 

Reasons for High Sensitivity 
The input tube capacities of the cir- 

cuit, as shown in Fig. 1, are in series 
across the input inductances L1, L2 and 
L8. The resultant inter -electrode capaci- 
ties across each circuit are half the value 
of those in conventional circuits. For 
this reason, a greater number of turns 
may be used in both grid and plate cir- 
cuits, resulting in a high input and out- 
put impedance. 

In the detector there are more turns 
available for the grid and tickler circuits 
for a given frequency; which increases 
regeneration, making it an easy oscillator 
for the ultra -high frequencies. Due to 
the increased regenerative properties, the 
circuit has more sensitivity in the upper 
frequencies. Hence, greater signal 

By THOMAS A. MARSHALL 
(Continued from page 116) 

strength is made possible in this way. 
Another important feature of the cir- 

cuit is due to the two grid- filament cir- 
cuits being across half of the tuned cir- 
cuit. Thus, the grid -filament conductance 
is decreased to half value for each cir- 
cuit. Since the two input reactances are 
in series, the total conductance toss the 

FIG. 8 
Fig. 8 -Top view of the appa- 

ratus in the detector circuit. 

tuned input circuit is one quarter in 
value as compared with a conventional 
circuit. In view of these features, and 
the regenerative properties of the detec- 
tor circuit, it is apparent that the sym- 
metrical push -pull circuit described in 
this article will give greater performance 
than any other known circuit. 

It is to be noted that each tuned circuit 
is permitted to find its own electrical 
center, which may be different from the 
apparent center ; because of electrical 
irregularities within the tubes and to the 
wiring. This method helps to preserve 
the symmetry which is so essential to 
efficient and stable operation, particularly 
in the ultra- high- frequency bands. 

Coil Data 

h 

; 

a 

L2 L8 L7 meter 
ti0 1 6 22 21 21 6 2 40 2 6 14 14 13 6 2 
30 3 6 8 8 7% 4 2 
20 4 5 6 6 5 4 2 
15 5 5 3% 3% 3 3S/{ 2 
11 6 4 4 4 4 4 1 
J 7 4 3 3 3 4 1 
7 8 4 2% 21% 2 4 s/a 
5 9 4 2 2 2 4 9/14 

Tickler and grid coils for coils No. 1 to 5 in- clusive are spaced '4 -inch. Tickler coils are wound 30 turns to the inch with No. 28 enam- 
elled wire. The grid coils are wound 18 turns 
to the inch with No. 22 enamelled wire. 

For coils No. 6 to 9 inclusive, use No. 22 
D.S.C. wire, and wind coils without spacing turns. Tickler coils are spaced until the de- sired range in frequency is obtained. 

List of Parts Used 
Three "Type 169 -E" Cardwell variable con- 

densers ; 

One 2 -mf. bypass condenser; 
One Y2-mf. bypass condenser ; 
One 1 -mf. condenser ; 

One .01 -mf. bypass condenser ; 

Five Samson No. 125 chokes ; 

Four 1- megohm metallized grid leaks ; 

Two 1/ -megohm metallized grid leaks ; 

Two 15 -ohm rheostats ; 

One 6 -ohm, 2- ampere rheostat ; 

One Electrad 100,000 -ohm wire wound volume 
control; 

One Electrad 200 -ohm potentiometer ; 

Eight tube sockets; 
Six grid -leak holders; 
One voltmeter, 0 -6 scale; 
Three dials National "VV" type; 
Two small dials for regeneration control and 

antenna coupling ; 

One filament "ON -OFF" switch ; 

Four grid cap connectors for UX '22 tubes; 
Six .0001 -mf. Sangamo stopping condensers ; 

One 2 -1 ratio audio transformer; 
One 5 -1 ratio audio transformer ; 

One telephone jack ; 

One 1 -1 ratio output transformer (not essen- 
tial) ; 

Two 100 -mmf. variable midget condensers; 
Three dozen OR jacks ; 

One dozen GR plugs; 
Three pieces 1/S -inch bakelite, 35%x3% ; 

One piece h -inch bakelite, 2x5; 
One piece its -inch bakelite, 5%x6. 

th 
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New Scott "All- Wave" Super -Het 
By H. WINFIELD SECOR 

(Continued from page 112) 

tubes, with the usual '80 rectifier tube. 
Five of the tubes in the receiver chassis 
are of the high gain, screen grid '24 type 
and the other four tubes are of the '27 
type. The signal frequency amplifier 

011101119 

The circuit of the 
Scott power pack, 
with its connec- 
tions to set and 

speaker. w 
tube is a '24, while the first detector is 
of the same type. The main tuner 
chassis, the power supply and power out- 
put stage are quickly and easily con- 
nected together by means of a special 
cable and plug arrangement. 

"P. C. J." - Holland Speaking 
(Continued from page 89) 

frequency, is utilized to generate a cur- 
rent of very constant frequency. 

In the P. C. J. transmitter the crystal - 
generated high frequency currents are 
amplified and multiplied several times, 
until the desired transmitting frequency 
is obtained. These currents are applied 
to a large water- cooled transmitting 
valve, type TA 12/20000 K, having an 
input of 25 to 27 kilowatts at a plate 
voltage of 8000 to 12000 volts. The gen- 
eration of high powered short waves only 
became possible by the use of water - 
cooled transmitting valves, a Philips 
specialty. 

One of the accompanying photographs 
shows the new P. C. J. experimental 
beam antennas for operation on a wave 
range of 31.28 meters. P. C. J. is heard 
consistently in this country by thousands 
of people equipped with short wave re- 
ceivers or short wave adapters which 
convert their broadcast receivers into 
short wave sets. The operating time and 
other information concerning P. C. J. is 
given in the "List of Short Wave Sta- 
tions" published elsewhere in this issue. 
One of the editor's friends heard P. C. J. 
some weeks ago very clearly when they 
broadcast a special concert to America 
and which lasted several hours. P. C. J. 
has three beam antenna systems on which 
they may transmit alternately as desired. 

Improved Short Wave Reception 
Another rather annoying feature of 

many home -built short -wave receivers is 
their -often violent radiation, that may 
spoil all short wave reception within a 
radius of a couple of miles. The Philips 
engineers built a short wave receiver 
that overcomes all difficulties of this 
kind and possesses' many other unusual 
features. The Philips short -wave set 

incorporates one stage of R.F. ampli- 
fication, which not only prevents radia- 
tion and improves the sensitivity, but 
adds greatly to the stability and ease of 
tuning. 

The R.F. amplifying valve is of the 
screen -grid type. The tuning is done 
with a carefully designed condenser, pro- 
vided with an efficient vernier control, 
which enables one to do very fine tuning. 
A variable condenser is also employed 
for the regeneration control, which is 
smooth and easy throughout the tuning 
range, which covers all wavelengths be- 
tween 10 and 2,600 meters. This is made 
possible by means of six interchangeable 
coil units, each containing two coils. A 
picture of this receiver appears here- 
with. Interchanging a coil unit is very 
easily done by opening a small flap and 
pushing the coil into its socket. The de- 
tector valve is of a non -microphonic type, 
especially designed for this set. After 
the detector follow two stages of A.F. 
amplification, each of which gives an al- 
most ideal amplification of 45 times. The 
last stage is provided with a pentode 
tube, ensuring both perfect tone quality 
and great volume. 

A very efficient volume and selectivity 
is obtained by regulating the filament 
current of the R.F. valve. This really 
universal set, which makes reception pos- 
sible of the ultra- short, the short, and 
the long waves, posesses still another 
most valuable feature, in its facilities for 
the connection of an electrical pick -up. 
In this way records may be reproduced 
through the loud -sepaker with wonderful 
volume and richness of tone. 

The set has been designed with an eye 
to the often severe climatic conditions and 
is electrically and mechanically "tropic - 
proof." 

Get your 

RADIO 
TRAINING 

From America's 
finest Radio School 

THE man who really wants to become an 
expert in radio ... who knows that the 
better his foundation, the better his 

chances ... and who is willing to spend a year 
preparing himself ... such a man will make no 
decision until he has read the complete story of 
RCA Institutes, Inc. 

A Good Foundation Vital 
Like other professions, radio rewards only those 
who excel. The poorly trained will never rise 
higher than the place in which they started. 
Others will climb step by step to positions of 
power in radio telephony ... broadcasting ... 
sound pictures ... aviation radio ... radio mer- 
chandising. And among these will be those who 
planned years in advance ... studied, worked, 
stuck to it. 

You are making your decision right now, how 
well you will fit yourself. So decide wisely. To 
be a graduate of RCA Institutes stamps you as 
a man who knows the real worth of a good foun- 
dation. As one who knows that a year of train- 
ing now, under America's finest radio instructors, 
is the surest way to acquire the knowledge and 
skill you must have. 

You Can Study At Home 
You do not have to give up your present position 
to enjoy the benefits of RCA Institutes training. 
You may study at home in your spare time .. . 

or at any of our resident schools throughout the 
country. The Home Laboratory Training Course 
includes a complete set of radio equipment of 
the most modern design. 

Send For Our Free Book 
If you have read this far ... you have already 
indicated that you are the type of man who 
should study radio. This may be the big turning 
point of your life. You will not rest until you 
have sent for our free book that tells you the 
complete story of what RCA Institutes offers 
you. Fill in and mail the coupon below right now. 
There is plenty of time for investigation ... but 
no time for delay in getting all the vital facts. 

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. 
11I .. 
RCA INSTITUTES. Inc. 
Dept. SWC -8 
75 Varick St., New York. N.Y. 

Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE book which 
tells about your laboratory method of radio instruc- 
tion at home. 

Name 

Address._w 

Occupation 
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RADIO 8 GUARANTEED 
TUBE SALE 

All Tubes Guaranteed for 6 Months 
FOR THE FIRST TIME, a standard brand of radio tubes is sold at 

extraordinarily low prices, yet each and every one of the tubes is 
guaranteed in all respects for 6 months. 

All tubes are perfect and any tube that fails to make good for ANY 
reason will be replaced free of charge within 6 months, as long as the 
filament lights. 

Radio tube users have become wary of so- called cheap tubes. Such 
tubes are nearly always "seconds "; that is, tubes that have failed to pass 
the manufacturer's tests. These tubes do not give good service and 
therefore are never guaranteed for any length of time. 

NEONTRON tubes are manufactured by one of the oldest, reliable 
Eastern tube manufacturers and we 
have made special arrangements for 
this unparalleled sale. You will find 
here tubes that you cannot buy else- 
where, yet the price is low when you 
figure the long service that these tubes 
will give you. There are no better 
tubes made than NEONTRON, re- 
gardless of price. 

Order from this page and please 
note particularly the following terms. 

Tube $3.90 

Switch Tube $.85 
Switch is used when 
one filament burns out, 
tube therefore has twice 
normal life. With switch 
on acts as 171 or 112 
Power Tube - with 
switch off it is 20IA 

Tube. 

5-Prong 201A 
$.85 

O 
$ RADIO TRADING CO., 25A West Broadway ó 
0 NEW YORK O 
ÓOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOÓ 

2 -Inch Photo -Electric 
Cell, $3.90 

TYPE 

No orders accepted for less than 
$3.00. 

All prices are F. 0.B. New York. 
No replacements after six months. 
If you wish a tube replaced, it is 

necessary to return it to us and we 
will send you a new one immediately. 

It is not necessary to send full 
amount of cash with order, so long as 
you send 20% of the value with your 
order. 

Shipment will go forward to you by express collect. 

PROMPT SHIPMENTS 

High Grade (Hi Mu) 
201A Type- better 
vacuum - works and 

fits in any set. 
$.85 

CAT. Y01'R 
No. rim 'SJ 

ITX -201A- Amplifier or Detector -Standard for all purposes No. 600 $ .50 
UX -226 -Used as amplifier tube for A.C. operation No. 601 .60 
UY -227 -Used as detector amplifier for A.C. operation No. 602 .65 
UX -171A -Power output amplifier for A.C. or D.C. operation, '4 amp No. 603 .65 
l'X -171 -Same characteristics as the 171A on tungsten filament, 1 amp No. 604 .70 
UX -210 -Designed for impedance and resistance coupling No. 605 .70 
t'X -120 -Power amplifier used in last stage of audio frequency of battery set using 

dry cells No. 606 .70 
l'X -199 -Detector and amplifier tube. long prongs No. 607 .70 
UV -199 -Same characteristics as UX -199 only short prongs No. 608 .70 
l'X -112 -Power amplifier tube. % amp. No. 609 .70 
UX -112A -Power amplifier tube for low current consumption, '/a amp No. 610 .70 
UX -200A- Detector tube recommended for weak signals and good reception No. 611 .70 
UY -224 -Screen grid, four -element, used as frequency amplifier and linear power 

detector in special circuits No. 612 .70 
UX -245 -Power amplifier tube used in last audio stage -for low plate voltage No. 613 .85 
201A- Quadrode 5- prong. for special circuits No. 614 .85 
200A- Special detector tube, a supersensitive detector No. 615 .85 
201A- Special radio frequency. a supersensitive detector No. 616 .85 
201A- Special audio frequency. a supersensitive detector No. 617 .85 
171 -Special A.C. % amp. extra coated filament-good for electric sets No. 618 .85 
T -14 (201A High Mu). high emission No. 619 .85 
Switch tube. 201A or 112 or 171, double life No. 620 .85 
226, 227, 171A- Adapter tubes, to convert battery sets into A.C.. earl, ........ .. . . No. 621 .85 

UX- 230 -Detector -Amplifier for use with dry cells or storage battery.No. 635 1.10 
NEWUX-231-Power Amplifier-for dry cells or storage battery No. 636 1.10 U\-232-Screen grid R.F. amplifier for dry cells or storage battery No. 637 1.10 l'Y- 235- Variable Mu, screen grid heater, 2% -volt No. 638 1.50 

, I -217 -Pentode Power tube, 2%%z -volt filament 
UX- 210 -For power amplifier, high voltage 
UX -250 -Power amplifier used in last stage of audio frequency 
201A -A11 bakelite shield tube 
UX -222- Screen grid tube for D.C. operation. Radio frequency amplifier Telion television tube 
Photo -electric cel1-2 inches 

No. 639 1.50 
No. 622 1.60 
No. 623 1.60 
No. 624 1.60 
No. 625 1.60 
No. 626 3.90 
No. 627 3.90 

RECTIFIER AND CHARGER BULBS 
125 mil. rectifying tube (B. H. type) No. 628 
2 amp. old and new type charger bulbs (list 24.00), our price No. 629 
5 and 6 amp. old type charger bulbs (list $8.00), our price No. 630 
tTY -280 -Used as a fullwave rectifier tube for high emission No. 631 UX- 281 -Characteristics similar to the 280, but used as half -wave rectifier of high emission No. 632 Freshman rectifying tube, especially designed for use with Freshman Master "B" Eitminators, UV brass base, limited quantity No. 633 

Order by Our Catalog Number Preceding Price 

2.15 
2.95 
4.85 

.75 

1.60 

All tubes come in 
this attractive carton. 

A.C. Adapter Tubes to 
convert battery sets in- 
to A.C. Electric sets - 
furnished for 226, 227, 

171A. $.85 

2- Ampere Charger 
Bulbs. $2.95 

.60 5 and 6 -Amp. Charger 
Bulbs. $4.85 

o 
O 
O 
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O 
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(Directive Antennae and How They Work 
By C. H. W. NASON 

(Continued from page 128) 

which it is designed. (Operation on the 
harmonics of the antenna fundamental 
is not recommended for directional 
arrays.) The lamp cord acts as a simple 
transposition line, and the pick -up in this 
line is negligible. 

Aircraft receivers, for operation at the 
extremely high frequencies, can employ 
Hertzian antennas to excellent advan- 
tage in the manner shown in Fig. 15. 
Here the noise due to ignition interfer- 
ence is balanced out, because it appears 
in opposite phase in the two portions of 
the antenna. If the receiver and con- 
tributing equipment are suitably shielded 
against such interference, shielding of 
the ignition equipment is no longer 
found necessary. 

To return to our original study of the 
directional properties of antennas, we 
assume that suitable arrays may be de- 
signed for reception of a highly direc- 
tional character; just as was the case 
with the transmitting arrays already de- 
scribed. Fig. 16 shows the so- called 
"Grecian key" pattern receiving antenna, 
such as used in transatlantic telephone 
reception at the high frequencies. This 
system is also highly suited to transmis- 
sion, and has an extremely sharp direc- 
tional characteristic, both horizontally 
and vertically. The effects of the stand- 
ing waves are shown by the curves in 
the figure. The antenna is directional in 
the plane broadside to the array, and 
may be made unidirectional by the addi- 
tion of another array, not connected to 
the receiving or transmitting equipment, 
and situated a quarter -wave away from 
the connected array. As will be seen, 
the verticals and horizontals are quarter - 
wave. The arrangement is folded back 
and forth in such a manner that the 
phase relations between the elements 
cancel out signals from other than the 
desired direction. These arrays are con- 
structed by winding the wire in the re- 
quired manner on wooden forms or 
arbors. 

The writer does not pretend to have 
covered his subject in a manner suitable 
to the theorist; but he feels that the in- 

formation contained herein is of extreme 
value to the experimenter who requires 
directional antennas. Some of the 
arrangements are quite simple in con- 
struction, and can be set up on the aver- 
age city rooftop when extremely short 
waves -say 20 meters -are involved. 
Others are more suited to the man in 
the country who has plenty of back yard 
to play in. 

Any obscurity will be gladly clarified 
by the writer, if he is addressed in care 
of this journal; this does not mean that 
he is willing to work out directional ar- 
rays for use in the broadcast band 
or at 180 meters, for such a request is 
pure nonsense. 

Efficiency In Long- Distance Work 
The higher frequencies demand such 

usage if scheduled operation is to be 
attained between remote stations. There 
is far more satisfaction in maintaining 
a faultless two-way schedule with one or 
two stations, with but slight power in 
the antenna, than in working a mess of 
distant stations on a fine night. A trans- 
mitter with a rated output of but 7.5 
watts will slap a signal into a directional 
antenna in Australia with the same pre- 
cision and sock that a 250 -watter would 
be expected to give with an ordinary an- 
tenna structure. Set up a directional 
array of the type shown in one of the 
figures, using a fairly sturdy wood 
structure to support it. Have your friend 
the surveyor orient you to the true geo- 
graphic direction of the point you want 
to reach down into -and watch the re- 
ports come in. Only be sure that the 
surveyor does your basic orientation for 
you; since otherwise you may slap a sig- 
nal into the polar regions where there 
are none to reply. Above all, be certain 
of your operating frequency; so that you 
do not interfere with commercial serv- 
ices. Use a good meter stick in laying 
off distances on your antenna, so that 
your efficiency will be of the highest 
order. Remember that the distances in 
space are actual, while those on the wire 
must be calculated. 

Experiments With Simplified Remote Control 
By CLYDE A. RANDON 

(Continued from page 136) 

the same frequency. These condensers 
need be only small air condensers. The 
writer has used small copper plates 
(about 11, inches square; but, of course, 
the actual sizes will depend upon the 
wavelength -shift desired. Small midget- 
type condensers are somewhat easier to 
adjust. To change the wavelength of a 
transmitter quickly, when interference is 
encountered on the air, a small condenser 
is switched in parallel with the main tun- 
ing control; this is accomplished by re- 
mote control as shown. The switching ar- 

Please 

rangement for remote -control is shown in 
Fig. 3. Pointed contacts give smaller ca- 
pacity between them, and are therefore 
preferable. To shift the natural frequency 
of the transmitting aerial, and the fre- 
quency of the transmitter, at the same 
time, two sets of contacts are required 
on the bakelite piece (Fig. 3) . Two 
springs hold this piece vertically when 
the relay coils are not energized. An- 
other simple relay (such as a revamped 
doorbell) operates the key, as in Fig. 2. 

building, test- 
ing and repairing 
radio sets 

PRACTICAL PRACTICAL RADIO 

RADIA 
6 

¡MINING G , 
RADIO 

M(_ YER 
REPANND RIh 

Es 

AN» _ AND 
'\ STREL MOYER I'%OS REL 

WÓ5 ÁEL 

The three volumes of this library cover the entire 
field of building, repairing and "trouble- shooting" 
on modern radio receivers. The Library is up -to- 
the- minute in every respect and is based on the very 
latest developments in the design and manufacture 
of equipment. The rapidly -growing interest in 
short-ware reception and telrvi.eion is thoroughly 
covered in a complete section which deals with the 
construction of this type of apparatus. 

Radio (1931 Edition) 
Construction 

Library 
By JAMES A. MOYER and 

JOHN F. WOSTREL 
Faculty. University Extension, Massachusetts Department 

of Education 

Three Volumes - 993 Pages, 6x9 
561 Illustrations 

VOLUME I: presents the fundamental principles 
of radio so clearly and simply that anyone of 
average training will be able to read, understand 
and apply them. In one chapter alone, it gives 
actual working drawings and lists of materials for 
the construction of seven typical sets. 
VOLUME II: fully discusses all of the elemen- 
tary principles of radio construction and repair. 
An explanation of the necessary steps for "trouble- 
shooting," repairing, servicing and constructing 
radio sets successfully. Practical data is also given 
on antenna systems, battery eliminators, loud speak- 
ers, chargers, etc. 
VOLUME III: covers the essential principles 
underlying the operation of vacuum tubes in as 
non -technical a manner as is consistent with ac- 
curacy. It discusses the construction, action, re- 
activation, testing and use of vacuum tubes; and 
an interesting section is devoted to remote control 
of industrial processes ; and precision measurements. 
EXAMINE these books for 10 days FREE 
This Library is not only a thorough home -study 
course, but a handy means of reference for the more 
experienced radio experimenter, repair man, and 
radio shop -owner. To these men, as well as to 
those who desire to advance in the radio profession, 
this offer of a 10 days' Free Examination is made. 
Simply clip, fill In, and mail this coupon 

MCGRAW -HILL 
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON 

McGRAW -HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC. 
370 Seventh Avenue, New York. 
Gentlemen: Send me the new 1931 RADIO CON- 
STRUCTION LIBRARY, all charges prepaid. for 
10 days' Free Examination. If satisfactory I will 
send $1.50 in 10 days and $2.00 a month until 
$7.50 has been paid. If not wanted I will return 
them at your expense. 

Name 
Home Address 

City and State 
Position 
Name of Company SK'C-8-31 

(WRITE PLAINLY AND FILL IN ALL LINES) 
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WORLD'S BEST RADIO BOOKS 
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WE herewith present to the readers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT the 
most complete collection of recent important radio books. We 
have, after an exhaustive study, selected these volumes because 

they represent the foremost radio books of their kind in print today. 
There is such a great variety that we are sure it will satisfy any taste as 
well as any requirement that the student of radio might have. 

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO, by R. 
R. Ramsey, Professor of Physics, 
Indiana University. Cloth covers. 
size 71/2x51/2", 256 Pages. 10s 
illustrations. 
Price, postpaid $2.75 
This hook by Professor Ramsey is 
written in the nature of an ex- 
perimental radio course and con- 
tains 128 experiments, Illustrated 
and described in a clear and in- 
teresting style. The experiments 
cover such valuable subjects as: 
A test on a loud speaker; the 
impedance of coils; construction 
cf a filter, screen grid tube; beat 
note audio oscillator; etc. 

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COM- 
MUNICATION, by J. 11. More - 
emft, Prof. of Electrical Engin- 
eering, Columbia University. ('loth 
covers, size 9%x6 ", 988 naves. 
Profusely illustrated. 
Price $7. 50 
A radio classic, indeed, is Pro- 
fessor Dforec- roft's very complete 
text -book which covers such im- 
portant radio phenomena Rs : the 
action ht condensers ; self and 
mutual induction in a circuit; 
phase and phase difference; effect 
of condensers and coils on wave 
shape: resonance frequency of 
coupled circuits: skin effect in 
coils ; antenna resistance; trans- 
formers; vacuum tubes: radio fre- 
quency alternators; modulation 
and circuits; amplifiers and filters. 

RADIO TRAFFIC MANUAL AND 
OPERATING REGULATIONS, by 
It. L. Duncan and C. E. Drew. 
Flexible covers, size 
9x6 ", 186 pages. Price $2.00 
This valuable handbooks starts off 
with instructions on how to learn 
the code in considerable detail, 

with a list of abbreviations. Then 
comes operating rules and regula- 
tions of the Rad iontarinc Corpor- 
ation of America with operators' 
report forms: followed by the 
rules of t he International Radio- 
graph Convention; the United 
States Radio Act of 1927; the 
Ship Act of 1912 ; etc. 

PHOTOCELLS AND THEIR AP- 
PLICATION, by V. K. Zworykin, E.E Ph.D., ami E. D. Wilson, 
Ph.D. Cloth travers, size 51/2x8 ". 
210 pages, 97 illus- 
trations. Price $2.50 
Photocells today oct'tlpy a very 
important place in radio and talk- 
ing pictures, as well as other 
branches of applied science, and 
these two experts have provided 
the very latest information as to the action taking place in various 
types of photocells. The theory on which these different cells oper- 
ate. including color sensitivity, 
together with amplifier and scan- ning discs used In picture as well 
as television transmission, etc. 

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO, by Keith ilenney, M.A. Cloth covers, 
size 8x51,6 ", 478 
306 illustrations. Price J 
The author is well known in radio 
and he has hero provided a very 
complete and clearly written dis- 
cussion of radio circuits and ap- paratus, including such important 
topics as: condensers; transform- 
ers; determination of inductance; 

vacuum tube action, including 
St rem Grid and Pentode; wave 
meters, their calibration and use; 
modulation; amplifiers; long wave 
receivers; and different types of 
rectifiers. 

HOW TO PASS U. S. GOVERN- 
MENT RADIO LICENSE EXAM- 
INATIONS, by It. L. Duncan and 
C. E. Drew. Flexible covers, size 
9'2x7 ", 170 pages, 92 illustra- 
tions, appendix. 

$ Price 2.00 
The authors are thoroughly con- 
versant with their subject and all 
of the most important informa- 
tion including hook -ups; types of 
antennae and receivers with wir- 
ing diagrams of both small and 
large receivers and transmitters 
of commercial type, including ship 
sets are given. 

RADIO RECEIVING TUBES, by 
:Mower and Wostrel. Cloth roc ers. 
size 7!4x51/2 ". 298 page <. tsl 

Pricerions. $2,50 Price 
No radio student or operator con 
do without this authoritative book 
on the radio vacuum tube. The 
varions chapters include construc- 
tion of vacuum tubes; electrical 
fundamentals; elementary action 
hticiug place in the vacuum tube. 
wiih graphs; reactivation of 
tubes; testing of tubes including 
tic termination of amplification fac- 
tor; plate resistance; grid resist- 
ance, etc. 

PRACTICAL RADIO- INCLUD- 
ING THE TESTING OF RADIO 
RECEIVING SETS, by James A. 
Moyer, S.B., A.M., and John F. 
Wostrel. ('loth covers, slot. 8x5 ", 
378 pages, 223 illus- 

$2.50 orations. Price 
Everyone will find this volume of 
the utmost practical value as the 
authors have explained In text 
and diagrams, for the practically - 
minded student, such interesting 
subjects as telephone receivers and 
crystal sets ; various types of 
aerials; current sources for vacuum 
tubes: atniio and radio frequency 
amplification with hookups; loud 
speakers and how they work; va- 
rious radio receiving sets with 
diagrams and just how they work. 

PRACTICAL RADIO CON- 
STRUCTION AND REPAIRING, 
Ivy t. A. Moyer, S.B., A.M., and 
J. F. \Vostrel. Cloth covers, size 
8x5 ", 354 pages, 163 $9 .5 illustrations, Price... 
Tills handbook is one that every 
radio set tester and general stu- 
dent will want to read carefully. 
These experts have given a very 
complete description of instru- 
ments used to test and repair 
modern radio sets, together with 
complete diagrams of many mod- 
ern receiving sets, with explana- 
tions on how to test the radio and audio frequency stages for 
faults. 

ELEMENTS OF RADIO COM- MUNICATION, by Professor John il. Morecroft. Cloth covers, sizit 
9x0 ", 270 pages, 170$3 

00 illustrations, Price... 

ORDER 
DIRECT 
FROM 
THIS 
PAGE 

We publish no catalogue and ask you to be kind enough to order 
direct from this page. Prompt shipments will be made to you direct from 
the publishers- We merely act as a clearing house for a number of radio 
book publishers and OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW OR LOWER THAN 
WILL BE FOUND ANYWHERE. Prompt shipments will be made. 

Remit by money order or certified check. If you send cash, be sure 
to register it. If you wish to get any other radio book, please write us. 

Professor Morecroft explains in an authoritative and clear manner such important radio phenomena 
as current flow in circuits con- taining capacity and inductance; propagation of radio waves; vac- uum tubes as detectors and am- plifiers; fading of radio waves and its causes; neutralization; 
superheterodynes for short waves, etc.; audio frequency amplifiers; 
how filters work. etc. 

R A D I O TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. by R. L Duncan 
and C. E. Drew. Cloth covers. 
size 91/2x6 ", 950 pages, 

$7 5 0 468 illustrations. Price 
This 950 page book forms indeed 
a most complete treatise on radio 
facts. The authors treat thor- oughly the magnetic circuit ; Ohm's law; transformers and induction; 
motor generators and starters; 
storage batteries; alternating cur- rents; capacity anti inductance 
formulae. Vacuum tubes as detec- tors and amplifiers; osclllographs; 
radio compass; wavelength meas- urements and short wave receivers. 

RADIO SERVICE MAN'S HAN - DYBOOK WITH ADDENDA 
DATA SHEETS. Flexible covers, 
size 0x12 ", 200 pages, 200 illus- 
trons. 
Price, prepaid $1.95 
This remarkable book contains 
several hundred illustrations with 
wiring diagrams and charts cov- 
ering every conceivable subject, 
including radio sets, tubes, etc. 
The book is strictly up -to -date 
and contains the newest practical 
information which every radio 
man absolutely must have. 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE 
MANUAL. by Hugo Gernsback 
and Clyde Fitch, Flexible covers, 
size 9x12" over 1,000 illustra- 
tions, 352 pages. 

$2.96 Price, prepaid Q 
Commercial wiring diagrams for 
all the regularly manufactured re- 
ceiving sets are included in titis 
manual and no radio service man 
or student who builds and repairs 
radio sets can be without this 
tremendously useful compilation 
of circuits and their descriptions. 
This book is worth $100.00 to any- 
one who has a use for it. The 
Manual is indexed so that any commercial receiving circuit can 
be found instantly. One of the most valuable radio books ever published. 

Howto order 
We cannot make C.O.D. 
shipments. Our prices 
are net, as shown on 
this page. You will note 
that some of the books 
include postage. Those 
that do not will be 
shipped by express col- 
lect if you do not wish 
to include a sufficient 
amount of postage. 

RADIO PUBLICATIONS 

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO. 
by R. R. Ramsey, Professor of 
Physics, Indiana University, Cloth 
covers, size 91/2x6 ", 372 pages, 
illustrated. 
Price, prepaid $3.50 
Dr, Ramsey gives us a very re- 
freshing treatment of the funda- 
mentals of radio, including bat- 
tery and dynamo action ; alternat- 
ing currents; inductance; vacuum 
tube constants; aerials of different 
kinds and how they operate; ra- 
dio frequency instruments and 
apparatus; audio amplification and 
receivers in general. 

RADIO TROUBLE SHOOTING, 
by Eunor R. Haan, E.E. Flexible 
covers, size 6x9 ", 323 pages, 257 
illustrations. 
Price $3.00 
This is a well illustrated ami in- 
tensely practical handbook for ail 
radio service men and operators. 
Rs well as set builders and testers. 
Some of the practical problems 
illustrated and discussed are. in- 
terference and noise problems - 
how to locate and remedy them; 
antenna circuit troubles and their 
effect on radio; batteries, charg- 
era and eliminators. 

DRAKE'S RADIO CYCLOPEDIA, 
by II. P. Manly. Cloth covers, 
size 6x9 ", 1035 pages, profusely 
illustrated, $6.00 Price 
This massive cyclopedia covers 
radio apparatus -its operation and 
maintenance, the various subjects 
being alphabetically arranged. 
There are 1735 subjects in alpha- 
betical order ranging from A- 
battery to zero -beat, This volume 
contains 1110 illustrations, dia- 
grams, etc. There are 414 illus- 
trations and articles on the build- 
ing and designing of radio sets, 
alone; 110 articles with 383 illus- 
trations on the methods of repair, 
service and adjustment of radio 
sets, 

S. GERNSBACK'S RADIO EN- 
CYCLOPEDIA, by S. Gernsback. 
Stiff leatherette covers, size 
9x12 ", 168 pages, profusely illus- 
trated. 
Price $1.65 
Radio apparatus, inventors and 
terms are all illustrated and de- 
scribed in this remarkable book 
which required the efforts of sev- 
eral engineers in its compilation. 
The subjects are alphabetically 
arranged and the illustrations are 
especially fine and clear. 

TELEVISION TO -DAY AND TO- 
MORROW, by S. A. Moseley and 
II, J, B. Chapple. Cloth coven), 
size 8x51,4 ", 130 pages, profusely 
illustrated 
Price, prepaid $2.50 
This up -to- the -minute work on 
television describes in detail the 
apparatus used by Baird. The stu- 
dent will learn all about scan- 
ning discs; the best type of mo- 
tor; reverse defects and how to 
overcome them; isochronism and 
synchronism ; various ways of syn- 
chronizing the receiving discs; 
photocells and neon tubes; radio 
receivers for _ television signals; 
noetovision. 

SOUND PICTURES AND 
TROUBLE SHOOTER'S MAN- 
UAL, by Cameron and Rider. 
Cloth covers, size 8x516 ", 112(1 
pages, profusely illus- 
(rated, Price 7.5 0 
This useful volume will appeal to 
all radio as well as "talkie" 
trouble -shooters. The first chap- 
ters deal with fundamentals of 
electrical circuits, including 
Ohm's law, A.C. and D.C. cir- 
cuits, rectifiers, amplifiers, mixers 
and faders; various types of loud 
speakers and how to arrange 
them; photocells; electric motors; 
various types of talkie projectors; 
also commercial amplifiers with 
diagrams are given. 

RIDING THE AIR WAVES, 
WITH ERIC PALMER. JR., by 
himself. Cloth covers, size 7%x 
51/2", 328 pages, $2.00 Price 
Short wave fans cannot miss read- 
ing this highly entertaining and 
informative book which tells the 
story of youthful Mr. Palmer and 
his remarkable achievements in 
amateur radio. "Around the World 
with 5 Watts" and many other 
interesting subjects appear be- 
tween the covers of this book. 

A POPULAR GUIDE TO RADIO 
by B. Francis Dashlell. ('loth 
covers, size 51/2x81/2 ", 286 pages, 
profusely illustrated. 
Price, prepaid $3.50 
The author starts off with an ex- 
cellent section on electricity and 
magnetism; the use of radio 
aerials and grounds; the funda- 
mental principles of radio; the 
electron tube and crystal recti- 
fiers -how they work; the princi- 
ple of radio amplification; radio 
inductance coils and condensers; 
fundamental radio receiving cir- 
cuits; electrical reproduction of 
sound; the atmosphere and radio 
phenomena, etc. 

RADIO VISION, by C. Francis 
.Jenkins. Cloth covers, size 91x6 ", 
144 

, 
pages, profusely illustrated. 

Priva 
prepaid $ 1.25 
A beautifully printed and inter- 
esting illustrated history of trans- 
mission of images by radio; par- 
ticularly covering the apparatus 
and successful demonstrations of 
the Jenkins system. Other appar- 
atus illustrated and discussed are 
the Braun tube receiver; the R. 
C.A. Photo -radio apparatus; the 
A. T. & T. Company system; 
and the Belin machine. 

RADIO MOVIES AND TELE- 
VISION, by C. Francis Jenkins. 
Cloth covers, size 91/2x6 ",144 pages. 
profusely illustrated, 

$2.50 Price, prepaid 

An absorbing history, handsomely 
illustrated, of the Jenkins system 
of transmitting and receiving 
movies "via radio." One of the 
chapters gives constructional de- 
tails and drawings for building 
your own Radiovisor or machine 
far making the radio movies vis- 
ible in your home, Diagrams of 
amplifiers are given. with some 
other very valuable information. 

245 -S GREENWICH STREET 
0 0 NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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A Low Cost Push -Pull 
C -W Transmitter 
By L. R. SHAFFER 

(Continued from page 131) 

the antenna condenser should be tuned a 
little off resonance until the note clears 
up again; or the antenna coils may be 
moved a little farther away from the 
plate coil. The correct adjustment will 
be that at which the antenna takes the 
most load with the note remaining steady 
and pure. The character of the note is 
more important than the current put into 
the antenna; because high antenna cur- 
rent is useless unless the signal is clean 
and steady. 

The method of adjustment on the 
7,000- and 14,000 -kc. bands is similar; 
except that series antenna tuning, as 
shown, is used with the 45 -foot feeders 
assumed. Other feeder lengths or differ- 
ing antenna types will require different 
handling; and, since the number of com- 
binations is rather large, it is impossible 
to cover all of them at this time. The 
proper setting of the plate tuning con- 
denser will be at approximately 75% of 
full capacity on 7,000 -kc., and 60% on 
14,000 -kc. 

The output obtainable will vary some- 
what with the frequency, as with all 
vacuum -tube oscillators; but tests with a 
dummy antenna have shown that it can 
be expected at least to equal that obtain- 
able from a typical single type '10, with 
similar values and circuit conditions on 
corresponding frequencies. The- stability 
seems to be better than the '10 will give, 
probably because of the use of the push - 
pull circuit. 

The R.F. ammeters indicated in the 
diagrams will be found useful for tuning 
purposes, although not altogether neces- 
sary. The antenna current values are 
really meaningless and, if the meters are 
used, the transmitter and antenna tuning 
should be so adjusted that the current 
through both is the same, regardless of 
the actual value of that current. A scale 

Still Further Improved! 
THRILL -BOX now makes use of VARIABLE -MU TUBES 

The remarkable 
new UX 235 va- 
riable-mu tubes 
are used in the 
latest improved 
model of 

NATIONAL 
THRILL -BOX 

SW -5 

giving it a level 
of daylight and 
night - time per- 
formance higher 
than ever before. 

SPECIAL BROADCAST MODEL 
There is a new special broadcast model of the 

THRILL -BOX with 245 Push -Pull Audio, giving 
fine quality with large volume, Standard model 
employs 227 Push -Pull output. 

Also made in low drain Battery Model, for new 
Air -Cell Battery. 

DAYLIGHT RECEPTION 
Daylight distance is amazing. Signals come in 

at mid -day from England loud enough to be heard 
all over the house. 

OTHER ADVANTAGES 
True single control and construction for wide 

spread of bands makes the THRILL -BOX easy to 
tune and log. The THRILL -BOX has a low noise 
level, humless power unit, is ideal for summer 
broadcast reception in localities where summer 
static greatly disturbs reception on broadcast 
wavelengths. 

N AT II 1PIAL 
THRILL -BOX S. W. 5 

Made by the makers of Velvet Vernier Dials 

Range 9 -850 Meters 
SEND IN THIS COUPON TODAY 

NATIONAL COMPANY. INC. 
61 Sherman Street Malden, Mass. 
Gentlemen: 
D Please send me complete information on 

the NATIONAL SW -5 THRILL -BOX. 
D Enclosed please find 50c (stamps or coin) 

for 64 -page HANDBOOK OF SHORT- 
WAVE RADIO. 

Name 
Address 

of 0 -1 amp. will be sufficient for this set. 
While under most conditions little or 

no trouble will be had from "key clicks" 
or "thumps ", due to the fact that keying 
opens both the -B return and the grid 
return, a special filter is made by the 
National Company for use with this 
transmitter when it is operated so close 
to a broadcast receiver as to otherwise 
cause trouble. The circuit is given in 
Fig. 4. 

How to Build Your Own 'Phone Transmitter 
By LAWRENCE B. ROBBINS 

(Continued from page 109) 

Any good tubes will do the trick. 
(While I am using the cheapest bootleg tubes 

at present, they work OK but would recommend 
using RCA or similar tubes for maximum re- 
sults.) 

Table of Constants 
L1- Primary coil of 1/H" copper tubing, wound 

3" in dish., turns spaced about 14" ; 

L2- Coupling coil, same dimensions and con- 
struction ; 

L3-Radio-frequency choke consisting of 100 
turns No. 28 d.c.c. wire on 1" form; 

L4- Iieising choke (iron -core) 30 IIenries, 150 
mills.; 

L5-Shielded (B.C.L.) R.F. choke, 85 ma.; L6- Ileavy duty filter choke -30 Henries, 150- 
200 ma. 

C1 -23 plate - (.0005 mf.) receiving variable 
condenser: 

C2-.002-mf. fixed condenser- 1.000 -volt ; C3- .00025 -mf. grid condenser; 
C4 (2)- .002 -mf. fixed condensers; C5- .00025 -mf. fixed condensers; C6- 0.2 -mf. fixed condenser; 
C 7 -2 =mf. fixed condenser ; 
C8 -2 -mf. fixed condenser; 

CO -1 4 -mf. fixed condenser, 1,000 -volt: 
C10 -11 -2 2 -mf. fixed condensers, 1,000-volt: 
R1 -5,000 ohms, 50 watts; 
112 -1.000 ohms, 100 watts: 
R3- 50,000 ohms (potentiometer) ; 

R4- 2,000 ohms, fixed resistor; 
R5- 675 ohms, fixed resistor ; 

R6 -1,000 ohms, fixed resistor; 
R7 -1,500 ohms, variable: 
R8 -20 ohm potentiometer: 
R9- R10- 100.000 ohms, 100 -watt resistor with 

sliding contact : 

T1- Single- button microphone transformer: 
T2 -T:1 -Input and output audio push -pull 

transformers ; 

T4 -21/2 -volt filament transformer (at least 15 
watts) 

T5 -0-(2) 10 watt filament transformer, 71/2 -8 
volts: 

.T7- 1/4 -kw. power transformer and fil. trans- 
former for rectifiers -550 volt output : 

Two 5 -amp. line fuses: 
One fuse, No. 2 (any 1/.1- to 1/2 -amp. flashlight 

bulb) 
S1 -S2 -Power switch and filament trans- 

former switch ; 

MA -0 -100 milliammeter, cord and plug: 
VM -0 -700 D.C. voltmeter and D.P.D.T. switch. 

MILES 
Miles Heavy Duty 

Concert Model 
Two -Button 
Microphone 

Carbon Type 
Net weight 2 Ihs. 
lT. 1). -1x3i" thick. 
Extra fine carbon 
polished special 
granules used. 
Uniform frequen- 
cy response 30 to 
8500 cycles. For 
speech and music. 

Type No. M303 
instrument of 

highest precision 
within .001' accuracy. Smooth and uniform finish. 
Consumes 5-S mils at 3 volts, 5 -11 mils at G volts. 
Balanced most accurately on both sides. Code Word: 
VOCAL. List Price, $75.00 

MILES VARIABLE MICROPHONE 
Two Input INPUT TRANSFORMER 
Transformers 
built in one 
case. Will 
match any stan- 
dard One or 
Two Button 
type Micro- 
phone. Tapped 
for 100 and 
200 Ohms. Net 
weight 3 lbs. 
Size 2 / x3x4 ". 
List Price, 

$15.00 Type No. 310 
Also complete line of Microphones from $15 tip, 
Input Transformers, and complete Sound Equipment. 

Send for FREE Catalog A. 

THE MILES REPRODUCER CO. 
26 East 22nd Street, Dept. A 

New York, N. Y. 

FOR BOOKS to read during your spare 
time, we suggest that you turn to page 
144 of this issue. On that page you will 
find many books to complete your hours 
of pleasure. 

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing to advertisers 
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Learn Television from 
Television Broadcasters 
WCFL, Chicago, the first mid -west station to broadcast television (1928), is installing a 
complete Baird system of television, and will resume a regular schedule of television broad- 
casts. WCFL also is conducting remarkably successful world -wide short -wave broadcasts - 
W9XAA on 6080, 11840 and 17780 kc. 

Here is your big chance to learn TELEVISION and SHORT -WAVE from engineers who 

have spent years in elaborate experiments and are now operating the very latest short -wave 
and television apparatus with remarkable success. 

Station WCFL-owned by Organized Labor -is 
Trust. In this fight against oppression WCFL 
study of television, radio, short -wave, sound 
profitable means of getting better acquainted. 
this astounding offer- 

engaged in a desperate fight with the Radio 
needs your moral support, and suggests the 

projection and code as an interesting and 
To gain your good will, WCFL makes you 

TELEVISION, RADIO, SHORT -WAVE, SOUND PROJECTION 
AND CODE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, COMPLETE. 

TELEVISION, RADIO, SOUND PROJECTION AND CODE POC- 
KET DICTIONARY. 

SIMPLIFIED RADIO -ELECTRIC THEORY, OR ABC OF RADIO. 

RADIO CODE CHART AND MEMORY AIDS FOR CODE 
STUDENTS. 

ELEVEN VALUABLE LESSON HELPS OR MONOGRAPHS. 

LARGE SCHEMATIC AND TEMPLATES OF RADIO RECEIVER. 

HANDY LOOSE -LEAF FLEXIBLE LESSON BINDER. 

MEMBERSHIP IN WCFL RADIO STUDY CLUB. J 

All 

for 

Only 

S3 
Secured in any other way this practical instruction on television, radio, short -wave, sound 
projection and code would cost you a lot of money, but Labor seeks your friendship and 
makes you this unusual offer. Take it today- tomorrow may be too late. 

WCFL RADIO STUDY CLUB, 625 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Hl. 

WCFL Radio Study Club, 625 South Wabash 

,.../ 
Ave., Chicago, Ill. (Television Dept.) 

NAME 

STREET 
ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

For the attached $3 send me WOFL 
Complete Correspondence Course in 
Television, Radio, Short -Wave, Sound 
Projection and Code ; enroll me in 
WCFL Radio Study Club and send 
me all of the booklets and other 
supplies listed above. 

AUTO RADIO 
Long Distance // 

Amazing Low Pricey \ \ ,r 
Quality Performance 
Six tube triple screen -grid 
using 3 -224, 2 -227, and 
1 -245 power tube. Easy 
to install. Will fit any car. 
Single dial control. We 
guarantee that this set 
will pull in stations within a radius 
of 1,000 tulles and that it will de- 
liver the volume and tone qualities of an electric set, or your money refunded. 

PRICE OF SET ONLY $20.00 Price Complete, including tubes, batteries, dy- namic speaker and suppressors, all ready to Install and use, $39.60. Send $5.00 deposit with order, balance C.O.D. On foreign orders remittance in full required. ORDER TODAY. 
CHAS. HOODWIN CO. 4240 Lincoln Avenue, Dept H -170, Chicago. Illinois 

Receiver 

Please 

AUN 
YOUR DEAS 
REGISTER YOUR 

TRADEMARK eY 

Z.H. POLACHEK 
1234 BROADWA 

31st NEW YORK 
,RE6. PATENT ATTORNEY PROF. ENG /NEER 

D CALL or SEND your SKETCH 
or Simple Model for 

CONFIDENTIAL ADVICE 
No Charge for Consultation -- --COUPON---- 

Dear Sir:- Please send me full information 
and literature about Patent Protection, with- 
out obligation. 
Name 

Address 

o 
I 
T 
N 
o 

mention SHORT ÌVAVE CRAFT when writing to 
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The New Telefunken Ultra - 
Short -Wave Receiver 
By DR. FRITZ NOACK 

(Continued from page 119) 

treme shortness of the feed wires. The 
regeneration coil is within the secondary, 
and consists of 21/2 turns of very heavy 
copper wire. The tuned circuit is con- 
nected by an ordinary grid condenser 
(.000275 -mf.) with the grid of the tube; 
the grid leak, 2 -3 megohms, connects to 
the " -" leg of the filament of the tube. 
The variable resistor P, which serves 
as the regeneration control, is to be 
about 50,000 ohms; it must have a proper 
wattage rating. 

It is well to use an audio transformer 
with low D.C. resistance; for which one 
of 1:4 ratio has proved best. 

In the plate circuit, additional by -pass 
condensers are provided, which are to 
have the usual values of .001 -mf. Under 
certain conditions it will be necessary to 
insert in the two filament leads, right at 
the tube, two R.F. chokes, of some 20 -30 
turns and about 3/4 -inch in diameter, 
which are simple solenoids. Under cer- 
tain conditions, a similar choke will be 
necessary behind the resistor P; i. e., be- 
tween this and the tap to the by -pass 
condenser. 

Furthermore, it must be noted in gen- 
eral that any losses in the construction 
of such a receiving set must be avoided 
so far as possible; because the high -fre- 
quency radiation of the ultra -short waves 
can under certain circumstances be 
troublesome. 

Use of Ultra S -W Adapter 
Fig. 3 shows the adapter connected to 

the phonograph terminals of an all - 
electric receiver (right). For connecting 
leads, one can use ordinary lamp cord, if 
the transformer built into the ultra - 
short -wave unit has low coil capacity. 

The ultra- short -wave receiver is best 
operated, not from a power pack, but 
with batteries; because disturbances in 
the light -line can affect reception. Yet 
work is being done to develop the ultra - 
short -wave set for light socket operation. 
Since, in an ultra- short -wave adapter, 
the detector under certain circumstances 
is inclined to microphonic noises, the 
tube must be provided with a howl 
arrester or, better still, an indirectly - 
heated tube may be used. In this case, 
the cathode is to be connected to the 
ground. Since the filament is insulated 
from the cathode, oscillation is better 
regulated as a rule in indirectly- heated 
tubes than in those directly heated. 

Figs. 4 and 5 show the Telefunken 
ultra- short -wave transmitter, and the di- 
pole antenna (vertical uppermost wire) 
set up on the Telefunken building. The 
antenna is connected by a double feeder 
line (right of the mast) to the transmit- 
ter, which is located in the top story of 
the building. This feeder (two thick ver- 
tical tubes) connected to a tuning con- 
denser is also visible at the right of the 
transmitter itself. 
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Baird Short -Wave and Television Receiver 
By JOSEPH CALCATERRA 

(Continued from page 100) 

of the parts to eliminate all possibility 
of instability and distortion through elec- 
tromagnetic or electrostatic coupling. 

Every hole necessary to mount a part 
or bring a connection through the chassis 
has been punched to simplify assembly. 

Sockets S1 to S8 inclusive and the 
bases of tube shields TS1, TS2 and TS3 
are riveted to and furnished as part of 
the chassis. So also are the bases of the 
coil shields CS1, CS2 and CS3 and con- 
densers C10 and C13. 

The first step in mounting the other 
parts, is to slip three %2 round head 
screws into the mounting holes on the 
side of the gang variable condenser, with 
the heads of the screws on the inside of 
the condenser, and fasten the screws in 
place with %2 nuts. The screws will 
then project outward from the condenser, 
thus providing three studs which fit into 
the holes provided for them in the 
chassis. The condenser can then be fast- 
ened onto the chassis with three nuts 
screwed on the studs from the under 
side of the chassis. A soldering lug 
should be fastened at the rear mounting 
stud as shown at G7 to provide a ground 
connection for the potentiometer P. 
Soldering lugs should be attached to the 
frame of the condenser at the points in- 
dicated. 

Sockets S9, S10 and Sll used for the 
plug -in Octocoils should then be mounted, 
care being taken that the terminals are 
mounted in the relative positions shown 
(the F terminals toward the rear of the 
chassis and bent flat against the bases 
of the sockets to prevent the terminals 
from touching the cans of the condensers 
over which they are mounted. Mounting 
is effected by using the long screws and 
insulating bushings to mount them at a 
height sufficient to clear the condensers 
C10 and C13, shown in Fig. 6. 

Although no condenser is used under 
S9, this socket must also be mounted at 
the same height to keep the relative posi- 
tion of its coil with respect to the shield, 
the same as that of the other coils. 

The bakelite strip on which condensers 
C28, C29 and C30 are fastened should 
be mounted with a clearance of about a 
quarter of an inch between it and the 
bottom of the chassis. This is done by 
putting spacers on the mounting screws 
at the desired height to serve as supports 
for the strip. 

Switch SW1 should be mounted with 
the terminals toward the left side of the 
chassis as shown in the picture wiring 
diagram, Fig. 7, of the sub -panel of the 
chassis. Switch SW3 should be mounted 
with the single terminal end (terminal 2) 
toward the left and with the double ter- 
minal end (terminals 1 and 3) toward 
the right. The number 1 terminal of 
switch SW3 (the terminal which con- 
nects with the number 3 terminal of the 
double choke unit CH1, CH2) is the ter- 
minal which is nearest the sub -panel and 

is hidden from view when looking into 
the chassis as in Fig. 7. 

The terminal of switch SW1 which is 
connected with the K terminal of socket 
S3 is also hidden from view in Fig. 7. 
These hidden terminals are shown by 
dotted lines. 

The connections to these terminals 
should be made by turning the switches 
around, soldering the connection to such 
terminals and then turning the switches 
back into position and fastening them 
firmly in place. 

The front panel is mounted on the 
chassis by means of the potentiometer P 
and the switches SW1 and SW3 which 
fasten the front panel and chassis to- 
gether. All spacing washers and nuts 
from these units should be removed to 
permit mounting. 

The body of each resistor R5 to R14 
inclusive is insulated from the metal 
mounting strip which holds it in place. 
This mounting strip is automatically 
grounded when it is mounted on the 
chassis. The ground connections of re- 
sistors R5, R7, R8, R9, R10, R11, R13 
and R14 can therefore be made very eas- 
ily by soldering one pigtail from each re- 
sistor mentioned to the mounting strip, 
as shown in Fig. 7. 

It is important to note that the diam- 
eter of the resistor at one end of the 
resistor assembly is larger than the rest. 
The resistor assembly should be mounted 
so that this large size resistor locates at 
position R14. If this is not done, the 
values of the resistors will not be prop- 
erly located and trouble will result. 

Since the radio frequency choke coils 
CH3, CH4 and CH5 are polarized, it is 
important that they be located as shown 
and connected as follows: The terminals 
marked "Hi- Freq." on chokes CH3 and 
CH4 should be connected with their re- 
spective radio frequency transformers 
through holes H6 and H12 respectively, 
as shown in Fig. 7. 

The terminal marked Hi -Freq. on choke 
CH5 should be connected with the P ter- 
minal of socket S3 and with resistor R6 
as shown. 

The location of the remaining parts on 
the chassis is shown so clearly on the 
photographs and layouts that detailed 
instructions for mounting them are not 
necessary. 

It is important, however, that the 
transformer T and the choke units CH1 
and CH2 should be mounted so that the 
terminal lugs point toward the center of 
the chassis in order to be sure that the 
relative locations of the terminals will 
be such as to make the proper connec- 
tions as shown on the wiring diagrams. 

It is also important to bend up the 
terminals of both the transformer T and 
the double choke unit CH1 and CH2 so 
as to be sure that they clear the edges 
of the holes in the chassis and that there 
will be no danger of the wires leading to 
such terminals shorting to the chassis. 
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SHORT WAVE 
RECEPTION WITH 

Your Broadcast Receiver 

THE 'EXPLORER" 
PLUGLESS POWER CONVERTER 
Wave- length range 15 to 160 Meters 

NO PLUG-IN COILS! 
Explore the thrills of short wave reception with your 

broadcast receiver at low cost. The EXPLORER attached 
to your present receiver provides the most convenient. 
efficient and economical means of obtaining the best pos- 
sible short -wave reception. 

No plug -in coils to change! Automatic Rand Selector 
changes wave- length bands ' i less than a second by turn- 
ing a small knob on the panel -an original EXPLORER 
achievement. 

Power amplifier in converter gives real loud -speaker 
volume on distant stations. Special wide- spread vernier; 
real single -dial tuning; non -reactive regeneration control; 
thorough shielding; beautiful aluminum cabinet; numerous 
other features. 

EXPLORER enthusiasts report consistent reception of 
stations such as G5S«. England; I2RO, Italy, and I'C.i, 
Holland, with real loud- speaker volume. 

Read the complete description of this revolutionary con- 
verter in the April -May Issue of "SHiORT WAVE ('RAFT." 
Order an EXPLORER now, and mach down into the won- 
derful short wave spectrum. 

PRICE $24.50. Each EXPLORER air- tested at factory 
and shipped ready for use. Models for every receiver, 
Including the new superheterodynes. Sent C.O.D. on re- 
ceipt of $2, or prepaid on receipt of price In full. Foreign, 
price $25.50; remit in full with order. shipment prepaid. 
State make and model of receiver. 

SEND NOW FOR FREE LITERATURE 
RIM RADIO MFG. CO. 

691 Grand Street - Brooklyn, N. Y., U.S.A. 

Become A 

Radio Operator 

Students. If you have 
an automatic machine 
you can use our tapes. 

QUICKLY AT litl\ll: 
If I. 

CANDLER 
SCIENTIFIC 

SOUND 
METHOD 

We teach you CODE in 
less than half the usual 
time. We've taught thous- 
ands In past twenty years. 
Including former champion 

56' z wpm. Our methods 
originated by world's fore- 
most CODE SPECIALIST, 
who instructs you person- 

ally. Endorsed by officials and 45,000 Morse and 
Radio operators. Take up this interesting profession. 
We help you get your "ticket" quickly and Inex- 
pensively. Make a start TODAY! Send for FREE 
Brochure. 
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO., Dept. SW -2 

6343 So. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

TELEPL)iX and 10 
Scientifically Prepared 
Tapes that go with 
our Course. furnished 
at Wholesale to our McElroy, whose speed was 

Ideal for 
Short -Wave 
RADIO 
requiring midget con- 
densers of finest qual- 
i t y . Hammarlund 
Condensers, Chokes 
and Coils are backed 
by 30 years of engi- 
neering experience. 
Write Dept. SW -8 
for Data. 

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing to adrertiser.v 

HAMMARLUND 
MFG. CO. 

424 -438 W. 33rd St. 
New York 

ot.3u 12riólziy 

ammarlund 
PRECIS/ON 

PRODUCTS, 
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RADIO MAP 
NORTH AMERICA 

Showing all Countries, States and Provin- 
ces and all Cities having a broadcasting 

station. 
Printed on good paper, 22 x 22 

with cover. 

Simple method of measuring distances. 
Time zones accurately shown. 

Contains complete list of broadcasting stations arranged geographi- 
cally, with power, call letters, frequencies and key for instant location 
on map. 

Price only 25 cents 
Every radio listener should have one. 

RADEX, The Radio Fan's Own Magazine. Contains 
the most complete, accurate and up -to -date list 
of broadcasting stations published. 
Cross -indexed by dial numbers, frequencies, 
wave -lengths, call letters and countries, states 
and cities. 

So arranged that merely entering dial numbers 
calibrates any set thus showing exactly where to 
set dials even for stations never before received. 
"What's on the Air Tonight ?" and "What's 
Wrong With My Set ?" are two regular and in- 
teresting features. 

25c per copy, $1.75 per year 

THE RADEX PRESS, 5005 Euclid AN e., Cleveland, Ohio 

All about Radio's latest wonder, TELEVISION, is thoroughly covered in TELEVISION NEWS. Full details about this important magazine appear on page 154 Be sure to read this message which tells 
of the important developments in this new field. 

Do You Tune or 
Simply Fish for 

Short Wave Stations? 
INTERNATIONAL SHORT WAVE RADIO 
NEWS will bring you up -to -date sched- 
ules of Short Wave Stations throughout 
the World for 12 months for only $1.00, 
single copy, IO cents. In addition IN- 
TERNATIONAL SHORT WAVE RADIO 
NEWS will bring you all the important 
dope- of happenings in Short Wave 

Radio everywhere. 
Order Your Copies Today 

INTERNATIONAL 
SHORT WAVE RADIO NEWS 

Box 22, Boston, 30, 
Jamaica Plain Station Massachusetts 

Round the World 
S.W. CONVERTER 

CONVERTS YOUR BROADCAST SET INTO 
A POWERFUL SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 

Television, police reports, aeroplane and 
amateur stations. 
The Short Wave Stations of the Universe 
in Your Nome. 
Wavelengths--20 to 125 meters. Iiasbuilt -lu A" supply, using two 227 tubes; operates 
with a li" voltage front 45 to 90 volts. 
No squeals. hand capacity or howling. 

Special Introductory $9.95 Price 
If check or cash Is sent with order, w, 
will ship two 227 meter tested tubes.-- - 
Free of Charge. 

Dept. S.W.C. 
SUPERTONE PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
216 Wallabout Street Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT tchen writing 

The set screws provided with conden- 
sers C4 and C7 should be removed to pie- 
vent any possibility of binding as the 
condensers are operated. 

Condensers C18, C19, C20, C21, C22 
and C23 are all contained in a single can 
with their common leads grounded to the 
can. All of the capacities in the can are 
equal and have the same voltage ratings. 
Pairs of leads from this condenser block 
should be twisted as shown in the dia- 
gram, Fig. 7. 

Condensers C24, C25, C26 and C27 are 
furnished in one block, with their com- 
mon leads grounded to the can. Con- 
denser C24 (red lead) is a higher ca- 
pacity than the other in the block and 
should be connected as indicated in the 
diagram. Condensers C25, C26 and C27 
are of equal capacity and are provided 
with blue leads which should be connected 
as shown. 

In the case of condensers Cl, C2, C3, 
C4, C5, C6, C7, C18, C19, C20, C21, C22, 
C23, C24, C25, C26, C27, C31 and C32, 
the connection to ground (chassis) is 
automatically made when the units are 
mounted. 

This is also the case with the Gnd 
binding post terminal, the mounting strip 
of resistors R5 to R14 inclusive and the 
frame terminals of jacks J1 and J2. 

The G numbers, G1, G2, etc., indicate 
grounded connections made through the 
chassis. 

The H numbers indicate holes in the 
chassis or shields through which wires 
are passed to make connections between 
terminals on one side of the chassis or 
shields and terminals on the other side. 
These holes are marked with correspond- 
ing numbers bn both sides of the chassis 
to indicate that the wires which pass 
through them continue to their respective 
terminals on both sides of the chassis. 

Wiring the Receiver 
Much time will be saved and mistakes 

will be avoided, if each connection is 
traced over with a colored pencil on the 
wiring diagrams shown in Figs. 1, 6 and 
7 as each connection is made. It is then 
easy to tell at a glance which connections 
have been made and which remain to be 
made. 

The builder should make every joint 
carefully, to be sure that a good mechan- 
ical and electrical joint is made. Use a 
good grade of rosin core solder and be 
sure to heat the connecting elements well 
before actually applying the solder. A 
little care taken in soldering will pay big 
dividends in freedom from the troubles 
which usually result from loose and high 
resistance connections. 

In wiring, it is a good plans to make 
all the connections which go to the ground 
(chassis) first. Then wire up the fila- 
ment leads being very careful to make 
the connections to the transformer ter- 
minals properly as indicated in the wir- 
ing diagram, Fig. 7. The heavy wire 
should be used for the filament leads 
and the filament wires should be run in 
twisted pairs. 

The ground connections to resistors 
R5, R7, R8, R10, R11, R13 and R14 are 
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made easily by soldering one of the pig- 
tail leads from each resistor mentioned 
to the metal mounting strip of the re- 
sistor assembly. 

In wiring the radio frequency trans- 
former units, all the wiring of the ele- 
ments around the sockets should be made 
first and long leads should be provided 
for the leads which are to be brought 
out through the shields. These wires can 
then be run through the holes provided 
in the shields and the cylindrical portions 
of the shield can be fitted to the bases 
by means of the bayonet joint provisions 
made in the base and shields. The P and 
F2 terminals of socket S10 are not used. 

Operation of Receiver for Short Waves 
The first step, preparatory to operating 

the receiver is to insert the proper tubes 
in the various sockets. Type -24 AC 
screen grid tubes VT1, VT2 and VT3 
should be inserted in sockets Sl, S2 and 
,S3 and the tube shields should then be 
placed over them and fitted to the tube 
shield bases. The cap terminals from 
the radio frequency transformers should 
then be fitted over the top terminals of 
the screen grid tubes. 

Type -27 heater type AC tubes VT4 
and VT5 should be inserted into sockets 
S4 and S5, and a Type -45 power tube, 
VT6, should be placed in socket S6. A 
Type BH rectifier RT should be placed 
in socket S8. 

The speaker cord tips should be in- 
serted in the Speaker tip jacks. 

The ground wire should be connected 
to the Gnd binding post. When using 
the receiver for short -wave and television 
reception, the antenna wire should be 
connected with the Short Ant. binding 
post. When using the receiver on the 
broadcast waveband, it is usually better 
to connect the antenna to the Long Ant. 
binding post. 

The Octocoils which should be plugged 
into sockets S9, S10 and Sll of the radio 
frequency transformers inside the coil 
shields will depend on the wavelength 
range which it is desired to cover and 
whether the receiver is to be used for 
short -wave voice programs or for tele- 
vision reception. 

A set of three coils is used in the re- 
ceiver for any given wavelength range - 
one in the first R. F. stage socket S9 for 
coupling the antenna to the first R. F. 
tube, a second in socket 510 for coupling 
the first R. F. tube to the second R. F. 
tube and a third in socket Sll for coup- 

REE 
wHOLESAIE 

RADIO CATALOG 

nmerican 
SALES COMPANY 

_v+nQte 4 cRADIOD15704,_ 

C -44 W. 18th St. 
New York, N. Y. 
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ling the second R. F. tube to the detector. 
The Octocoils used to cover any given 
wavelength range are distinguished by 
the colors of the forms on which they 
are wound. The GREEN Octocoils 
cover the range from 16 to 30 meters. 
The BROWN Octócoils cover the range 
from 29. to -58 meters. The BLUE Octo- 
coils cover the range from 54 to 100 
meters. The RED Octocoils cover the 
range from 100 to 200 meters. Octocoils 
are also available to extend the range 
into the broadcast band above 200 meters. 

For Television reception it is necessary 
to use regular RED Octocoils in sockets 
59 and S10 and the Television, (single 
winding RED Octocoil) in socket S11. 

When the Television (single- winding) 
Octocoil is used in socket S11, the regen- 
erative circuit (shown in dotted lines) 
is opened, thus providing the non- regen- 
erative circuit required for Television re- 
ception. 

For regular short -wave reception on 
100 to 200 meters, place regular RED 
Octocoils in sockets S9 and S11, and the 
Television single- winding) Octocoil in 
Socket S10. For other wavelengths use 
the three coils of the proper color in all 
three sockets, - S9, S10 and S11. 

The AC plug of the receiver should, 
of course, be inserted in a lighting out- 
let, supplying 110 -volt, 60 -cycle AC power 
and the proper coils should be in the 
sockets S9, S10 and S11. 

To tune in a signal, turn the knob of 
potentiometer P as far as it will go in a 
clockwise direction. This will automati- 
cally snap on the AC switch and will also 
put a fairly high voltage on the screen 
grids of tubes VT1 and VT2. 

Switch S1 should be thrown to the On 
or Grid Rectification position. With the 
switch on, or in the closed position, the 
grid bias resistor R5 in the detector grid 
circuit is shorted out and the detector 
operates as a grid rectification detector. 
For Television operation or for use on 
very strong signals, it is advisable to 
throw the switch to the Off or plate rec- 
tification position. In that case the de- 
tector operates as a power detector and 
is capable of handling a stronger signal 
without distortion. The use of plate rec- 
tification also damps the tendency toward 
regeneration and is therefore preferable 
when using the receiver for Television. 
Grid rectification, however, provides 
greater sensitivity and better regenera- 
tion so that it is desirable to use the 
switch in the On position when tuning in 
distant short -wave stations. 

For loudspeaker reception, the switch 
SW3 should be thrown to the Hi or 
Speaker position, thus connecting the 
speaker across the output choke CH2. 

For Television reception, switch SW3 
should be thrown to the Lo or Television 
position, thus switching the output of 
the power tube of the receiver to the 
input of the Television Unit. 

With the receiver connected to the 
lighting outlet and the regular regenera- 
tive coil in socket S11, the potentiometer 
turned fully on in a clockwise direction, 
switch SW1 thrown to the On or Grid 
Rectification position and switch SW3 

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing to 
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PANELS 
TUBING & RODS 

FORMICA, BAKELITE AND HARD RUB- 
BER- STANDARD OR SPECIAL SIZES 

Cut While You Wait 
Drilling, Engraving and Special Work 

All Sizes of 

ALUMINUM 
CANS, PANELS 
A N D CHASSES 
Made and Cut to 

Order 
Neutralizing 
Screw Driv- 
ers, Short or 

Long Sizes 
COUPLINGS in 
Brass and Bake- 
lite for I/4 inch 

Shafts 

INSULATING BUSH- 
INGS for all size Shafts 

TEL. CORTLANDT 7-4885 
Mail Orders Filled Immediately 

United Radio Mfg. Co. 
191 Greenwich St. New York 

WORLDWI DE 
`nu: pp7u , . 

.1-' 
. .lti .:,,-; ,, ;,. 4 y] j .: 

ONLY ,`%';,.i 
! , R 

Span th rid tlt t Set! 
A new radio thrill for you ! Listen in DIRECT 
to London, Paris, Berlin, Buenos Aires and other 
broadcasting stations throughout the world via 
short waves. Enjoy unique foreign programs 
from strange lands. Your ordinary receiver can- 
not tune in these low wave stations. WORLD- 
WIDE RECEIVER gets 14 to 660 meter stations 
with surprising clarity. SEND NO MONEY! 
Just write your name and address on a postcard 
and ask us to send you this wonderful guaranteed 
short wave set. Pay postman $6.45 plus a small 
delivery charge. All orders West of Rockies must 
be accompanied by $1.00 deposit. Price in foreign 
countries $7.75 delivered- Order today I 

NEW RADIO BARGAINS 
Low Power Transmitter adaptable for phone or code. 

With plug -in coils $14.75 
B Eliminator, Bone Dry, with 280 tube, 180 volts, 

will operate up to ten tube set, fully guaranteed. 6.75 
AC -A B C power packs, completely assembled 8.75 
Tubes: TTX type, 30 -day replacement guarantee, No. 210, 
$2.25' No. 250, $2.45; No. 281, $1.85; No. 245, $1.25; 
No. 224, $1.25; No. 227, 750; No. 226, 65c; No. 171, 750. 
International Microphone, two- button, for public ad- 

dress systems and transmitters, speech or music $9.75 
WRITE FOR BARGAIN CATALOG 

CHAS. HOODWIN CO. 
4240 Lincoln Ave., Dept. H -17, CHICAGO 

AMPERITE Se-Adjusting Line Volt- 
age Control prevents noisy voltage 
fluctuations in electric radios. Saves 
tubes- improves tore. Demand 

AMPERITEwhen you 
buy a radio, include 

it when you build. 
For Free Bulletin 
\frite Dept. SW -8 

AMPERITE CIporation 
561 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 

ERITE 
Self Adjusting 

C. 'OL 
51.q6.. 

.. . .,; . .: . :..:.:......,,.:., .:....... ...... ....:.. ; : 
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The Two Latest Books on 
RADIO SERVICING 
Official Radio Service Manual 
and Complete Directory of All 
Commercial Wiring Diagrams 

Edited by HUGO GERNSBACK 

Radio Service Man's Handybook 
With Addenda Data Sheets 

THE OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MAN - 
CAL is the greatest achievement ever at- 

tempted in the Radio Service Field. It is not 
only the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MAN- 
UAL and Complete Directory of all Commercial 
Wiring Diagrams, but it contains a complete and 
comprehensive course of instruction for radio ser- 
vice men. Just off the press and more than 27,000 
copies sold. And why not, when it fills such a 
universal need among Manufacturers, Jobbers, 
Dealers, Service Men and all interested in radio? 
The OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
is complete and gives you every circuit of every 
set manufactured of which there is any information. 
Its looseleaf and flexible leatherette covers enable 
additional servicing data to be added periodically. 
There are hundreds of time -saving kinks which 
will help to increase your business and profits. 

As the A'EIl' YORK SUN says. "It is difficult to 
see hou any serc'ice man can conduct his business 
satisfactorily and efficiently without this 350 -page 
volume." 
Hundreds of diagrams, 
200 pages, 9 a 12 inches 

'Official .. : . 

Radio .Sérvicè 
Manual ,.. :_,.. 

Complete Directory 
. 

Çómmerc¡rl Wirin Düßriìn: 
. ... _ .. ->w. 

Over 1,000 Diagrams and 
Illustrations - 352 Pages 

The RADIO SERVICE MAN'S HANDYBOOK contains 
a tremendous amount of authentic material and practical 
Information on Modernizing old receivers ; Servicing obso- 
lete sets; Repairing power packs; Construction of test 
laboratory equipment; Vacuum tubes; Set testing with 
analysers and hundreds of other similar subjects. Among 
the contributors are Bertram M. Freed, Leon L. Adel- 
man, Paul L. Welker. Sylvan Harris, C. W. Palmer and 
others. 
The HANDYTIOOK enables service men to record notes. 
diagrams and charts on the special 48 -page section of 
specially ruled sheets included in the book. Over 200 
pages in all -size 9 x 12 inches. 

BOTH BOOKS for $5." 
Mail Coupon TODAY! 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. SWC -8 
96 -98 Park Place. New York, N. Y. 
I enclose herewith check or money order for $ for which you are to send to me postage prepaid the 
( ) Official Radio Service Manual $3.50 
( i Radio Service Man's Handybook 2.00 
OR BOTH BOOKS FOR $5.00. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

thrown to the Hi or Speaker position, the 
receiver is ready to be tuned to a short - 
way.. station for adjusting the tuning 
and ir=mmer condensers. 

First line up the main sections of the 
variable gang condensers and tighten the 
set screws on the shaft. 

Then let out the adjusting screws on 
the trimmer condensers C5 and C6 of the 
tuning condenser sections C2 and C3 re- 
spectively, and adjust trimmer condenser 
C4 to about its midposition (half - 
meshed). 

Next tune in a weak station by adjust- 
ing the dial which controls the main 
variable condensers and the regeneration 
condenser C7. The regeneration con- 
denser C? should be adjusted until the 
characteristic regeneration whistle is 
heard. Then it should be adjusted just 
below the spill over or whistling point, 
and the station tuned in by adjusting the 
main tuning condensers, until the station 
comes in as strong as possible. 

The final adjustment can then be made 
with trimmer condensers C4, C5 and C6. 

The adjustment of trimmer condensers 
C5 and C6 should be tried on different 
stations at different points of the dial. 

After these preliminary adjustments 
have been made, short -wave stations 
within the wavelength range limits of 
the coils being used can be tuned in with 
ease providing such stations are on the 
air and you have acquired the knack of 
tuning them in, a knack which is ac- 
quired after a little practice. In tuning 
in distant stations, especially foreign sta- 
tions, it is important to check up their 
transmission schedules and make due al- 
lowance for the difference in time. 

Here's 

Aug. -Sept., 1931 

List of Parts Required for Baird Univer- 
sal Short Wave Receiver 

,4toc k Part and No. on 
.No. Type Diagram 
51 1 Chassis, all mounted, with 

8 sockets riveted 
S1, S2, 83, S4, S5, S6, S7, e58 

3 coil shields CS1, CS2, CS3 
3 tube shields TSl, TS2, TS3 
2 condensers C10, C13 
and 1 3 -post binding 

strip 
(Ind., Short Ant., Long Ant. 

52 3 Coil Sockets S9, 510 S11 
53 2 Pig -tail Resistors Rl, , R2 
54 3 .0001 Mfd. Condensers 08, C11, C17 
55 3 Screen Grid Clips 
5G 2 .02Mfd. Moulded Condensers C9, C12 
57 2 Jacks J1, J2 
58 1 Block Condenser 

C18, C19, C20, C21, C22, C23 
59 1 Block Condenser C24, C25, C_'G, C27 
60 3 R. F. Chokes CH3, CH4, C115 
61 1 3 -Gang Baird Variable 

Condenser Cl, C2, C3, C5, CG 
62 3 Electrolytic Condensers 

C14, C15, CHI 
63 1 Baird Power Transformer T 
04 1 Baird Power Choke CH1, C112 
65 1 Baird Gang Resistor 

R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, R11, 
R12, R13, R14 

6G 1 3- Condenser Strip C28, C2», C30 
67 4 Knobs 
68 1 Toggle Switch -2 pole Sí1'1 
09 1 Speaker Terminal Speaker 
70 1 Combination Potentiometer 

and Switch STP2 
71 1 No. 9 Baird Midget Condenser 

P, 
C4 

72 1 No. 15 Baird Midget Condenser C7 
73 1 Buffer Condenser C31, C32 
74 1 Voltage Divider VD 
75 1 Baird Dial and Escutcheon 
76 1 Baird Front Panel 

î S 
77 2 Grid Resistors 

40' Wire 
R3, R4 

79 3 -Pole Switch SW3 
S0 1 Dial Bracket and Lamp DL 
81 AC Cord and Plug Pl 

500 Ilardware Assembly 
15 Octocoils 15 -520 meters Wave- 

length 
1 Cabinet (optional -not furnished 

with kit) 

That 1 -Tube S -W Receiver 
By J. P. LIEBERMAN 
(Continued from page 94) 

Prong of 
Coil Foret. Connection to Tube in Set. 
"F" minus Stator of feedback condenser, 

and end of feedback coil. 
"F" plus "A" plus, rotors of feedback and 

tuning condensers. 
Plate of tube, and one side of 

feedback coil. 
Coil side of the grid leak, and 

stator of tuning condenser. 

The circuit is shown for operation with 
the '30 -type 2 -volt tube. This tube draws 
very little current, only 60 milliamperes 
in the filament circuit; and, under speci- 
fied operating conditions, only 2 milli- 
amperes of plate current. The resistance 
in the negative leg of the filament, there- 
fore, should be 15 ohms (commercial 
value) to drop the voltage of two series - 
connected 1.5 -volt dry cells to 2 volts for 
the filament. 

The grid return for detection by the 
leak- condenser method should be to posi- 
tive; so the filament's own resistance of 
30 ohms and the filament ballast's resis- 
tance of 15 ohms (total 45 ohms) should 
be bypassed ; on account of the help thus 
afforded in the higher- frequency brack- 
ets. Any condenser of .0015 -mf. or 
higher capacity will do. 

The choke coil in the detector circuit 
need have only a small inductance, be- 

Grid 

Plate 

cause of the high frequencies to which 
the set tunes; therefore 5 millihenries 
will be sufficient. 

The same capacities are used for tun- 
ing and for feedback. The greater the 
value of the grid leak, tl. a higher the 
sensitivity and the stronger the feed- 
back possible; therefore the largest com- 
mercially obtainable value (5 meg.), is 
recommended. The grid condenser should 
have the usual value of .00025 mf. 

All points now have been covered as 
to the electrical features, except for as- 
surance of feedback. The secondary and 
tickler, again, may be regarded theoreti- 
cally as a single winding, and then imag- 
ined cut to obtain separation of the wind- 
ing into two coils. The grid return and 
the radio -frequency plate return termi- 
nals then adjoin; in other words, they 
represent neighboring terminals of the 
windings. The grid return is "A+" in 
this hookup; the R.F. plate return is the 
connection to the stator of the feedback 
condenser, the rotor of which goes to 
"A+" also. 

A positive "B" voltage of 22.5 is suf- 
ficient but, if desired, twice this plate 
voltage may be used, with volume a little 
greater. 
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Working the 56 M.C. Band 
By HARRY D. HOOTON, W8BKV 

(Continued from page 117) 

waves. It will be necessary to use a 
high -resistance grid leak, about 15,000 to 
20,000 ohms. 

The inductance is made of the usual 
1/4 -inch copper pipe and is composed of 
11/2 turns each side of the blocking con- 
denser, 2% inches in diameter. The 
blocking condenser is .01 -mf. The "tank" 
or tuning condenser is a two -gang type 
and should be very rigid, since a very 
small amount of vibration can do a great 
amount of tuning when the frequency is 
56 megacycles! The leads and arrange- 
ment of the parts in the transmitter are 
not so critical as in the receiver; but it 
is best to get a good layout and as short 
a leads as possible. Any of the usual 
D.C. power supplies can be used at five 
meters, but for radiophone work it is best 
to use a battery filament supply; since 
the A.C. flowing through the filament 
seems to modulate the set in the same 
manner as "loop modulation ". 

Reflectors 
Since the antenna is short, reflectors 

can be used easily. The procedure is to 
set a single wire, of the same length as 
the main antenna, at quarter -wave length 
distance behind the radiating wire 
coupled to the transmitter. This absorbs 
power and re- radiates it in the direction 
shown by the dotted arrow in Fig. 3. 
This is the simplest of the directive an- 
tennas and, as mentioned above, it can 

How the Transmitter 
Circuit Is Related to 

the "Blooper ff 
(Continued from page 105) 

high frequencies (short waves), energy 
from the plate circuit feeds back through 
the tube into the grid circuit, by means 
of the inherent capacity existing between 
the grid and plate electrodes. This cir- 
cuit is often called the "reversed feed- 
back" arrangement. 

Notice that in all three transmitting 
circuits, the filament connection is com- 
mon to both grid and plate coils. Thus, 
by evolution from the simple regenerative 
receiving circuit, the more complicated 
circuits are evolved. 

There's good news on the following page - 
it tells how to read Radio's greatest maga- 
zines at a reduced subscription price. Turn 
the page NOW to that announcement. 

cia,q,,jTA,r 'a+as 

REPLACEMENT 
LINE BALLASTS and 

- VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
When replacing voltage regulators install a real. long- 
lived, guaranteed CLAROSTAT LINE BALLAST and 

less 
insure 

o ey.eSpecified by leading 
better 

leading setmanufacturers. 
WRITE for list of receivers and the proper Ballast 
or Regulator required. 

CLAROStAT MFG. CO., Inc. 

285 N. 6th St. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

be used for receiving also. If a more 
highly directional result is desired, other 
wires can be supported vertically along 
a horizontal parabola, the main antenna 
being at the focus. 

Of the plain type of antennas, the 
Zeppelin is probably the most efficient. 
It is desirable to use long feeders, say 
5 /4- wavelength, as the radiator can then 
be brought more into the clear. The 
feeders can be spaced four or five inches 
with the usual spreaders. A radio -fre- 
quency ammeter should not be placed in 
series with either feeder, as it is possible 
to throw a zepp out of balance by doing 
so. The transmitter can be tuned to 
resonance by reading the maximum plate 
current. A small five -plate midget is 
placed in series with each feeder for tun- 
ing purposes. A five -meter zepp is 7 
feet 10 inches long. 

Frequency Measurement 
In regard to frequency measurement: 

if an absorption meter is used it will be 
necessary to be very careful in tuning 
up, or the transmitter will be outside the 
band. An oscillating meter, such as the 
dynatron, is best and, as it is usually 
calibrated for the lower frequencies, it 
can be used for measuring the trans- 
mitter frequency on any of the amateur 
bands by multiplying the frequency by 
2, 4, 8 or 16 according to the band in 
which it was calibrated. 

S -W Stations of the World 
(Continued from page 135) 

-VE9AU, London, Ont., Canada. 
-VE9RM, Toronto, Ont., Canada. 

150 2,000 -RA72, Smolensk, USSR. 
149.9- 174.8- 2,000- 1,715- Amateur Telephony and Tele- 

vision. 
174.0 1,723- ZL2XS, Wellington, New Zealand. 
175 1,715- W9XAN, Elgin, Ill. 

-W6XK, Los Angeles, Calif. And other 
experimental stations. 

175.2 1,712-Municipal, Police and Fire. 
-KGKM, Beaumont, Texas. -WKDT, De- 

troit, Mich. - WEY, Boston. Mass. 
-WPDB, WPDC, WPDD, Chicago, Ill. - 

WKDU. Cincinnati, O. 
-KSW, Berkeley, Calif. - WKDU, Cincin- 

nati, Ohio. 
-KU p, Dallas, Texas. - WMDZ, Indian- 

apolis, Ind. 
-KGPC, St. Louis, Mo. - KGOY, San An- 

tonio. Texas. 
-KGJX- Pasadena, Calif., (Police Dept.) - St. Quentin, France. 
-F8FY, Cannes. France. 5 p.m. Wed. ; 4 

a.m. Sunday. 
176.5 1,700 -....Orly, France. 
178.1 1,684 -WKDX, New York, N. Y., Dept. Plant & 

Structures. 
-KOX, Honolulu, T. II. Mutual Telephone 

Company. 
180.0 1,662 -WMP, Framingham. Mass. (State Police). 

-WRDS, Lansing. Mich. (State Police). 
186.6 1,608- W9XAL, Chicago, Ill. (WMAC) and Air- 

craft Television. 
-W2XY, Newark, N. J. 

187.0 1,604- W2XCU, Wired Radio. Ampere, N. J. 
-W2XCD, DeForest Radio Co., Passaic, 

N. J. 8 -10 p.m.. synchronized with tele- 
vision broadcasts. 

-WIXAU. Boston, Mass. 
-W3XJ, Wheaton, Md. 
-W2XAD- W2XAF, Schenectady. 
-W9XX, Cartersville, Mo. 
-W5XN, Dallas, Texas. 
-W2XDD, Portable. 
-And other experimental stations. 

.Ornskeldvlk, Sweden. 
187.9 1,596 -WCF New York, N. Y. (Fire Dept.) 

-WKDT, Detroit, Mich. (Fire Dept.) 
-KGKM, Beaumont, Texas. 
-KGPA, Seattle, Wash., fire & police depts. 

189.4 1,584 -W IOXAL, WIOXAO. Portable (N. B. C.) 
192.3 1,560 -.... Scheveningen, Holland. 
194.3 1,544- W2XDA, New York. 
196 1,530-....Karlskrona, Sweden. 

The submarine 'Nautilus," of the Trans- Arctic Subma- 
rine Expedition headed by Sir Hubert Wilkins, has been 
assigned the following wavelengths for relay broadcasting: 
49.18 meters (6.100 kc.); 31.48 meters (9,530 kc.) ; 25.62 
meters (11,710 kc.); 19.79 meters (15,160 kc.) ; and 16.87 
meters (17,780 kc.). 
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MODEL "BB" 

NEW and 
IMPROVED 

AMERICA'S MOST 
POPULAR 2- BUTTON 

MICROPHONE 

24 Carat Gold Spot Metal 
Diaphram. A 2- Button 
microphone built especi- 
ally for voice pick -up. 
public address work, and 
for amateur broadcasters. 
Frequency range from 50 
to 4,000 cycles, 200 ohms 
per button. 

Write for our complete catalog 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD., 
1163 Hyde Park Blvd. 

INGLEWOOD CALIF., U. S. A. 

RELIABLE.- 
Made Right 
Rated Right 
Priced Right 

SIEMENS & HALSKE 
CONDENSERS 

MORRILL CONDENSERS 
SIEMENS & HALSKE RE- 
SISTORS, MICROPHONES, 
INTERFERENCE ELIMIN- 

ATORS AND LOCATERS 

Write for Circular S -1 

U. S. A. Distributors: 
MORRILL & MORRILL 

30 Church Street N. Y. City 

TYPE JM 

LIST $25.00 
K MATCHING 

TRANS- 
FORMER 

500 ohm Pri- 
mary, 500,000 

Secondary 
LIST $7.50 

TYPE HM 

LIST $15.00 

Amplion Tranverse Cur- 
rent Mike for short -wave 
broadcasting - Public 
Address Systems - 
Home Recording. Speci- 
fied by leading engineers 
and manufacturers. 

Write for 
Descriptive Literature 

AMPLION PRODUCTS CORP. 

44 West 21st St. N. Y. C. 

GENUINE 
RCA RADIOTRONS 
UX201A $ .66 UX250 $3.60 
UX226 .75 235 1.32 
UY227 .75 247 1.14 
UX 171 A .84 UX281 3.00 
UY224 1.20 230 .96 
UX245 .84 231 .96 
UX210 4.20 232 1.38 

GUARANTEED both by us and by RCA. 
TERMS: Cash or C.O.D. 

COLUMBIA SPECIALTY CO. 
925 B Westchester Avenue 

New York, N. Y. 

Te egraphÿ 
Noise orCo/Mirentat 

TELEPLEX is more than a 
machine -it is a SYSTEM. 
It teaches you expert sending 
and receiving Morse or Conti- 
nental Code -for amateur work 

or a good -pay position. 
TELEPLEX is used by the U. 
and Navy and leading radio 
and telegraph schools. 

Write for Folder SW -4 
Teleplex Co. 

76 Cortlandt St., New York 

S. Army 
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This 

Offer 
Saves You 

$2.00 
Until the 31st of August this opportunity 
is yours -this chance to read radio's two 
great magazines. SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
and RADIO- CRAFT, at a saving of $2.00. 

Regularly the rate for one year's subscrip- 
tion to SHORT WAVE CRAFT is $3.00 and 
for eight months of RADIO- CRAFT- - 

$2.00. For a brief period only, our read- 
ers can enter their subscription to receive 
both magazines for $3.00. This is a reduc- 
tion of 40% and represents a saving of 

$2.00. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT you have read, and 
it is needless for us to say that you are 
well pleased and want to read every issue. 
It is the "Town Crier" of new develop- 
ments in the short wave field. 

And RADIO -CRAFT, also edited by Hugo 
Gernsback, is the radio magazine selected 
by the greatest number of service men, 
dealers and radiotricians. Of course, thou- 
sands of amateurs read RADIO -CRAFT, 
too. Each month, men of outstanding 
prominence in the radio field contribute 
articles of real interest to all. Here is a 
summary of articles usually found in each 
issue: Service Men's Department-Radio 
Service Data Sheets -New Developments - 
Radio Construction and Theory -Kinks and 
Information Bureau -Tubes and Their New 
Design -etc. 
Clip the coupon NOW and mail with your 
remittance, check or money order will do. 
Postage stamps accepted in small denomi 
nations if more convenient. 

Mail Coupon TODAY! 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT SWC -2 -2 
100 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

As per your special offer, I enclose $3.00, for which you are to enter my subscription to SHORT RAVE CRAFT for one year and to RADIO -CRAFT for the next eight months. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Among the "Hams" 
(Continued from page 133) 

HERE'S HOPING THEY WILL 
Editor, SHORT NAVE CRAFT : 

I am a reader of SHORT WAVE CRAFT and re- 
ceive much pleasure from reading the "Among 
the Hams" section. I have been a short wave 
fan for the past two years and think there is 
nothing in the world more enjoyable than 
listening to short wave broadcast stations, es- 
pecially distant ones. 

It was my good -fortune to win the prize of- 
fered by the Walthals Radio store for the most 
erificd distant short wave stations heard be- 

tween March 8th and April 8th last year. The 
prize was a new AC Super -Wasp set. I sub- 
mitted verifications from VK2ME, I°_RO, NRII, 
111113, I'CJ, G2IV, G2GN, FTM, GBU, GBW, 
GBS. I'CK, VRY, and VE9CL, all heard between 
these two dates. In writing this I do not wish 
to be mistaken for a braggart, but I believe the 
above information will show some people what 
may he expected from a short wave receiver. 

I am a member of the International Short 
Wave Club, whose headquarters are in Kion- 
dyke, Ohio. This organization and the maga- 
zine they publish monthly have proved invalu- 
able to me, and I hope that every short wave 
fan in the world will join this organization and 
benefit by reading its truly wonderful maga- 
zines. We have a local chapter of this club 
here in New York which meets twice monthly 
and discusses the latest news in short waves. 
We also broadcast programs over station W2XV 
Long Island City occasionally. Anyone wish- 
ing information on this chapter or who wishes 
to attend the meetings may receive all the 
necessary information by writing to the under- 
signed. 

Wishing you continued success, I am, 
Very truly yours, 

ItAYMONI) YARD, 
13iI. Bradford Ave., 

New York, N. Y. 

(We are glad to publish your letter Raymond 
and you know that we support everything and 
anything that makes for more publicity for 
short waves. -Editor.) 

HEY, H. MITCHELL! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

I like S. W. C. very much and read it from 
front to back and enjoy every line in it. 

Now the S. W. C. is printed every other 
month, but why not print it every month and 
sell it for 25c instead of every other month for 
50e. Thus waiting for the next issue would 
not seem like two years. 

I received a card on April 6th from a H. 
Mitchell, 11702 Gay Ave. ?, Ohio. Will this 
gentleman please write again as I couldn't 
make heads or tails of the name of the town 
or city, in Ohio. Success to S. W. C. 

Truly, 
PAUL J. AUBIN, 

c/o Paul's Radio Service, 
33 Chaple St., 

Putnam, Conn. 

(Tre do not blame you one bit Paul, for being 
peered at harry (we presume his name is 
Harry). He really ought to be ashamed to 
send out mail without a city on it, but we hope 
this will be the means of finding him. In the 
meanwhile, we apologize for his post office as 
they used the mail to deface their own city. 
There really ought to be a law against it or 
something.- Editor.) 

A DIRTY TRICK -WE CALLS IT, SIR! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

I have written a number of letters, about two 
months ago, to a number of "Swappers" whose 
names appeared in the "Swappers Column" of 
the SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine, and wish to 
say that not even one of them have answered, 
even though I have requested an answer in re- 
turn. Just what is the matter, I cannot tell 
you, but I think that these fellows want their 
names to be put in your worthy magazine, just 
for the fun of letting people see their names. 
Mayne they do answer when girls write to 
them. I have sent a postal card to the editor 
of the "Swapper Column," but never have I 
seen my name in your magazine. In closing I 

Please mention SFIORT WAVE CRAFT when writing 

wish to say that I will only be too glad to 
answer anybody who writes me. I will not be 
Scotch for a two cent stamp, like most of the 
other people are. I am a new beginner in 
radio, as I recently was graduated from the 
R.C.A. Institutes -Correspondence School -and 
would like to become acquainted with some 
other R.C.A. Institute graduates, so please 
write me and I will answer anyone who wishes 
an answer. 

STANLEY YUREK, 
72 East Twenty -first St., 

Bayonne, N. J. 
(If there ever was a dirty trick, Comrade 

Stanley, this certainly seems to be it. TVe are 
all "het up about it" and we immediately com- 
municated with Fips, the office boy, to find out 
what remedy we can bring to bear upon those 
black -souled and thick -.skinned slackers. 

It is certainly a neie One on us that some 
"swappers" would rather see their name in 
print, than answer mail which they promised 
to do when they sent in their names. Fips 
makes a good suggestion, that hereafter when 
a similar complaint comes in, the correspondent 
should give the names of those slackers, so that 
we can print their names, followed immediately 
by three black balls! This according to Fips, 
means that they are black -balled and ostracized, 
and should thereafter be boiled in black con- 
denser pitch. At that, we think the punish- 
ment is too mild -Editor.) 

AUSTRALIA ON LOUD SPEAKER 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT : 

It's just one week since I built my National 
thrill boa, battery model, as per your April -May 
issue, page 436, and wish to state that it's the 
most sensitive S.W. receiver short of a super - 
het that is on the market today ! Here are the 
results of one week : 

An electrical storm almost ruined the first 
two days for DX, but I got VE9CL and VE9GW 
in Canada along with a number of Americans. 
The third day cleared up considerably and I 
got IIRB in Honduras and XDA Mexico (on 
coder. The fourth clay brought in LSX, the 
transatlantic telephone service in Bueons Aires, 
South America, and G5SW in Chelmsford, Eng- 
land. On the 5th and 6th clays the atmospheric 
conditions were still better and I can get all 
of the above stations with good volume on an 
18 -inch cone. Today, the 7th day, I logged 
PK6KZ in Macassar on the Island of Celebes 
just a little north of Western Australia. This, 
as well as the other stations, I was able to 
tune in directly on the speaker without pre- 
liminary tuning with the phones. I haven't 
found any use for the phones yet. 

VE9GW comes in just above W2XE, on 49.17 
meters all day Sunday and best during the late 
afternoon. LSX on 28.97 is irregular but comes 
in best between 8. and 10 P. M. just above 
WSXK on 25.24 meters. XDA Mexico on 31.8 
meters is heard just a:'ove W2XAF during the 
night hours. It is a very powerful code sta- 
tion. G5SW on 25.53 meters comes in almost 
on top of W8XK. It is best about 3 P. M. 
(week days) and signs off at 7 P. M. (mid- 
night there). 

PK6KZ in Macassar, Celebes, on 25.42 me- 
ters, comes in a bit above W8XK and just below 
G5SW on 25.53. PK6KZ comes in strong 3 to 
5 P. M. They sign off at 5 P. M. 

Hoping this list helps many to locate DX, 
I remain, 

FRANK MATYAC, 
(of the Royal Order of S. W. P. H.), 

248 Jackson St., 
Columbus, Ohio. 

P. S. I'm using a regular broadcast antenna 
which is connected to an A.C. set. Both can 
be used simultaneously without any hum in the 
short -wave set. 

(Welt Frank, either you are a gosh darn good 
short wave experimenter, or else you are a 
good story teller. But your letter sounds so 
sincere that at least we down here have swal- 
lowed it, hook -up, line and sinker; including 
those phones for which you have not found any 
use, as yet. Maybe, after a while the signals 
will come in so strong that you oan dispense 
with the loud speaker and use tubes instead - 
who knows f-Editor.) 

to advertisers 
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SWAPPERS 
SWAPPERS are swappers of correspon- 

dence. During the past few years we 
have noted that Short -Wave enthusiasts 
love to get acquainted with each other 
by mail in order to swap experiences. 

That's the reason we have opened a 
department for them under the above 
heading, in which we will print the 
names and addresses of all those who 
wish to correspond with others. As we 
know we will be deluged with requests, 
please be sure to follow these simple 
rules: Use a postcard only. Never write 
a letter. Address postcard as follows: 

SWAPPERS 
c /o SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
96 -98 PARK PLACE 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 

On the blank side of the postal PRINT 
clearly your name, address, city and State. 
Don't write anything else on card. We 
will then understand that this is your re- 
quest to publish your name and address 
and that you wish to enter into correspon- 
dence with other short-wave readers. There 
is no charge for this service. 

-EDITOR. 

HARVEY BENDIX, W9EEB 
Wood Lake, Minnesota 

BILL BLACK 
6141 Kenwood, Kansas City, Missouri 

G. HAROLD BREWER 
Big Pool, Md. 

R. J. CONICK 
35 Forest St., Wilkes -Barre, Pa. 

HERB CORBETT 
Box 356, Amboy, Minnesota 

WILLIAM B. DALGLEISH 
143 Silver Birch Ave., Toronto, Ont., Canada 

T. A. DROGOSKI 
324 Park Ave., Clairton, Pa. 

IRVING FILDERMAN 
85-28 118th St., Richmond Hill, New York 

CECIL E. GOAR 
General Delivery, Claremont, 

Los Angeles County, Calif. 
ANTONIO GOMEZ 

Box 9, Banes Oriente, Cuba 
AUGUST HEVEKER 

3707 Woodland Ave., McKeesport, Pa. 
CECIL HINKLEY, W8EOK 

58 Susquehanna St., Binghamton, N. Y. 

JOEL B. HOBERMAN 
Centre Jr. High, Malden, Mass. 

WILLIAM LEZCHUK 
1508 N. Springfield Ave., Chicago, III. 

KENNETH G. MacKENZIE 
14 Green St., Guelph, Ontario, Can. 

GORDON MacPHAIL 
124 Ontario St., Guelph, Ontario, Can. 

DOMINIC MARINO 
1616A Powell St., San Francisco, California 

HENRY L. MEISSNER 
1662A So. 8th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

GEORGE B. MILLER 
1560 Amsterdam Ave., New York City 

H. MITCHELL 
11702 Gay Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 

LARRY MORRIS, Jr. 
Box A, Darlington, Maryland 

JOSEPH H. POLETES 
14 Hamilton St., Pawtucket, R. I. 

J. L. PRATT 
Box 105, Benson, Vermont 

WILLIAM J. PRICHARD 
32 Llandillo Rd., Llanerch, Pa. 

Upper Darby P. O. 
JOHN RAU 

1460 West 54th St., Cleveland, Ohio 
VERYL. SAFFELL 

225 N. 18th Ave., Beech Grove, Indiana 
SMITH BR THERS, V. C. and L. W., 

W8ENC 
413 So. Penn St., Wheeling, W. Va. 

C. R. SWENSON 
738 Spring St., Hot Springs, Ark. 

CHARLES TOMASIK 
1320 Third Ave., Arnold, Pa. 

DR. BARON D. VAN RUYSDAEL 
Care Radio W5HEI, 

- 710 North Francis, Oklahoma City, Okla. 

THEO. P. WIRTZ -HOVER 
P. O. Box 751, Lima, Ohio 

E. WOLLIN, JR., W9GWK 
1313 St. Lawrence Ave., Beloit, Wis. 

BERT N. YOSHIDA 
2288 N. King St., Honolulu, T. II. 

STANLEY J. YUREK 
72 East 21st St., Bayonne, New Jersey 

Please mention 
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Europe Spans the Atlantic 
on Short Waves 

By MARCELLUS H. GERNSBACK 
(Continued from page 91) 

tem a few seconds before the beginning 
of the program. Thus, in this case, he 
would connect in the London studio at 30 
minutes and 25 seconds past the hour. 
Five seconds later, the London announcer 
would start his announcement, without 
any signal from New York. It is obvi- 
ous that exact timing is necessary. 
Sometimes carefully -made plans come to 
naught, however. 

On one occasion the London announcer 
got the impression that he was to start 
at 45 minutes past the hour, while the 
New York announcer thought the pro- 
gram was to start at 30 minutes past. 
At 30 minutes past the hour the New 
York announcer said : "The next pro- 
gram comes from London," and confi- 
dently threw the switch connecting the 
London studio into the network. He was 
checking the program through a head- 
phone set, and waited a few seconds for 
London to start; nothing happened. He 
waited a little longer and disconnected 
the London studio; then made a hurried 
apology to the waiting audience and 
dashed off to get in touch with the short- 
wave operator in New Jersey. The op- 
erator "rang up" London and discovered 
that the announcer was waiting till 45 
minutes past, before starting the pro- 
gram, as he had scheduled it. Fortu- 
nately, the guest speaker was already in 
the studio and started his speech in a 
few moments. However, the radio audi- 
ence in America was forced to wait four 
to five minutes; and the New York an- 
nouncer is said to have lost four pounds 
in the excitement. (The last statement 
is only a rumor, however.) 

How Research and Indus- 
try Depend on Vibrations 
By DR. WILLIS R. WHITNEY 

(Continued from page 97) 

blood composition, as though the product 
of the action of the rays on its foods 
were eaten. It is interesting that num- 
bers in the thousands of the X -ray group 
are used to photograph and thus demon- 
strate the changes as they are being 
brought about in rachitic animals by ex- 
posure to the numbers in the millions. 
Both services are fairly modern technical 
advances. Both were rather unpredict- 
able and quite specifically individualistic 
and valuable. 

This series of electromagnetic food 
messages fits wonderfully well into other 
knowledge of foods, where already five or 
six essential vitamins are recognized. On 
the other hand, this work also fits the 
reactions of simple chemistry without 
reference to life reactions. For example, 
the production of ozone from oxygen is 
brought about by numbers near 20 mil- 
lions, and the reverse production of oxy- 
gen from ozone by numbers about 60 
millions. 

(To be Concluded) 
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Aluminum Box Shields 
Beautiful Silver Dip Finish 

5 x 6 x 5 Knocked -down 
Coil Shield (like pictured 
on right) 1.00 

5x 5x6 $1.87 
6 x 10 x 7 3.25 
We make any size to order. Sponge Rubber Phone 
Cushions, fits all phones, 25c each; 50c pair. 

"BUDDY" 
Test Prod 

Always sharp pointed, u s i n g 
phonograph needles, 4 ft. wires, 
spade or phone tips. Colored 
nipples identify each lead. 

75c each. $1.50 per pair. 
WE SPECIALIZE IN RADIO 
PARTS EXCLUSIVELY - parts 
furnished for any kit in any 
magazine. 

Short wave coils, Alcoa Shield Plate 25c 
$1.75 Aerovox .01 Condenser 34c 

.0001 condensers, 15c 
.002 condensers, 15c 

7 x 16 Aluminum Panel 75e 

Please include sufficient 
postage R5 

BLAN, The RADIO MAN, Inc. 
Dept. SWC 831 

89 CORTLANDT ST. NEW YORK, N. Y. 

"HAM" ADS 
Advertisements in this section are inserted 

at the cost of two cents per word for each 
insertion -name, initial and address each 
count as one word. Cash should accompany 
all "Ham" advertisements. No less than 
ten words are accepted. Advertising for the 
October -November issue should be received 
not later than August 10th. 

WILL pay real money for DST's, 1915 and 1916. 
Advise quick what issues you have. Want to corn - 
plete files. Frank Sadilek, 4600 University Ave., 
Des Moines, Iowa. 

SACRIFICE -Short wave transmitter, UX21O os- 
cillator, power supply, tubes, coils, key, complete 
$25.00. 3 -tube short wave receiver, complete $7.50. 
Trade for large amplifiers, speakers, microphones, 
phonograph turntables and pickups. Francis Smith, 
Missouri Valley, Iowa. 

BATTERY short wave station, also converter to 
convert D.C. to A.C. current. Give particulars re- 
garding capacity, price, etc. Will pay cash. Box 
162, Missoula, Montana. 

PILOT A.C. short wave set, Baird S.W. adapter 
for all electric A.C. sets, Farrand megaphone 
speaker, tubes, 2 sets earphones, a home -made cabi- 
net, new signal buzzer for code. For sale, $60. Pic- 
tures and details on request. John Fabian, 1030 
Mechanic St., So. Bethlehem, Pa. 

QUALITY 
TRANSMITTING AND 
RECEIVING APPARATUS 

AT 
BARGAIN PRICES 

IN 

SEND FOR CATALOG 
is _ 

HARRISON RADIO CO. 
189 Franklin St. - Dept. C. - N. Y. C. 
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- - no greater magazine 
published on the development 
of TELEVISION -- 

4 -Color Cover 
9 x 12 in. 

A 
On All Newsstands 

Timely developments in radio's latest 
wonder, Television, are published in 
every issue of TELEVISION NEWS - 
Mr. Hugo Gernsback's latest magazine. 
Rapid advancement in this art today 
is becoming a repetition of the radio 
cycle of years ago. Daily broadcasts 
are becoming more numerous and 
experimenters are following in quick 
order in building television sets for 
experimental purposes. Foresight of 
its development can be seen by the 
pioneers of radio -they are equipping 
themselves now with television ex- 
perience. 

The articles published in TELEVISION 
NEWS are of primary importance to 
experimenters -they are simple in con- 
struction, understandable and replete 
with diagrams, photographs and illus- 
trations. 

Brief Summary of Contents 
Prominent Television Authorities 

DR. NOACK - REPLOGLE - NASON - GANNETT - KALBFLEISCH - OI.PIN 

Sanabria Produces 10 by 10 Font Image, by H. Winfield 
Secor. 

The Jenkins New York Studio, by D. E. Replogle. 
Television Here and There -Illustrated. 
Television Movies with a Braun Tube, by Dr. Fritz 

Noack, Berlin. 
Oddities in Television. 
How I Get Television on a Broadcast Receiver, by Edward 

L. Cowan. 
Color Television, by Dr. Fritz Noack. 
The Glow Tube Problem in the Televisor, by K. Nentwig. 
How You Can Experiment With the Cathode -Ray Scanner, 

by C. IL W. Nasun, Television Engineer. 
How a Cathode Tube Scans in Television, by Hans 

Bourquin. 
The Jenkins Television Projector (Front Cover Feature). 
What Price Image Quality?, by D. K. Gannett, of the 

American Tel. & Tel. Co. 
How to Build a "Television Scanner" With Constant 

Speed Brake (A German Prize -winning model), by 
Bruno Wienecke. 

A New "Modulated Arc" Television Receiver, by Henri 
F. Dalpayrat. 

Mechanical Jig for Laying Out and Punching Disc Holes. 
The Principles of Scanning, by A. C. Kalbfleisch. 

New Type of Photoelectric Cells, by A. R. Olpin, Member 
of Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Laboratories. 

Reception and Magnification of Television Image With 
Cathode Ray Tube. 

Receiving Television Image on Atwater Kent Broadcast 
Receiver. 

Two New Tubes for Television Receiver -The Variable -Mu 
and the Pentode (Including Circuits). 

2 by 2 Ft. Image Produced with the Jenkins Crater Tube. 
The Pilot Lamp As An Aid to Synchronizing, by Clyde 

Fitch. 
Making and Testing Nlpkow Discs. by A. Schadow. 
A New "Modulated Arc" Television Receiver. 
How to Couple the Neon Tube. 
['sing the Cathode Ray Tube for "Transmitting" Images. 
Color Television Transmitter. 
The Elements of the Cathode -Ray Televisor, by H. 

Brykczynski. 
What's This Thing- Synchronization? 
Inertia -Free Light Sources for Television Sets, by Fred- 

erick Winckel. 
Results of "New Word" Contest. 
Some of the Problems of Television. 
Seeing Is Believing -What the "Visualists" Have to Say. 
The Television Question Box. 
Television "Time- Table" -List of Stations. 
The "Find -All" Television Receiver, by H. G. Cisin, M.E. 

COMPLETE COURSE IN 
TELEVISION 

Rush Coupon TODAY ! 

TELEVISION NEWS 
98 Park Place. New York, N. Y. 

As per your special offer, I enclose herewith $2.00 
(Canadian and foreign $2.50) for which enter my 
subscription to TELEVISION NEWS for One Year. 

SWC 2-2 

Name 

Address 

City Suite 

Please 

Over 200 Illustrations, Diagrams, Circuits 
and Photographs - Actual Photographs of 
Television Transmitters and Receivers. 

Special Offer 
VOID AFTER AUGUST 31st 

The regular price of TELEVISION NEWS is 
$3.00 a year (Canada and foreign, $3.50). Up 
to August 31st, if you use the coupon at the left, 
we will accept $2.00 (Canada and foreign, 
$2.50) for a full year's subscription. THIS 
OFFER WILL NOT BE MADE AGAIN. 

Published Every Other Month 

Siemens & Halske Products 
THE Siemens & Halske fixed paper 

condensers have been introduced into 
this country during the past year 

by Morrill and Morrill, of New York, 
and are meeting with a very favorable 
reception. They are standard with Tele- 
funken. 

These condensers are furnished in a 
line of voltages ranging from 250 volts 
DC working voltage to 3,000 volts DC 
working voltage and in the regular com- 
mercial capacities. They can also be 
furnished for AC work. 

Another imported product of interest 
to radio fans is the new Siemens & Halske 
High Constant Cartridge Resistors. 

S & H Condenser 

These are made in various wattages from 
1/z to 140 watts, by a special process. 

Morrill & Morrill are also putting on 
the market the Siemens & Halske Micro- 
phones which give exceptionally faithful 
reproductions, and yet are reasonably 
priced. 

This firm is also offering the Morrill 
condenser in voltages up to 1,000 volts 
DC working voltage, these condensers be- 
ing made especially for them by Siemens 
& Halske. 

WHEN TO LISTEN 
By ROBERT HERTZBERG 

Costa Rica 
The amateur station in Ileredia, Costa Rica, 

that achieved international renown under the 
call letters NRH (which rightfully belong to 
the United States Navy) is now using the call 
T14NRH. It has also changed its wavelength 
from 30.5 meters to 29.3 meters, and is on the 
air daily from 4 :00 to 5 :00 p.m. and 8 :00 to 
9:00 p.m. (Central Standard Time). 

The owner of T14NRH, Senor Amando Ces- 
pe $es Marin, is anxious for reports from listen- 
ers, and will gladly acknowledge them. He 
reads, writes and speaks English as well as 
Spanish. 

Colombia 
We are glad to be able to clear the confusion 

that has surrounded HKF for the past several 
months. A letter has been received from the 
owners of the station, Messrs. Manuel Jose 
Uribe & Cia., Apartado 317, Bogota, Colombia, 
in which they state that the wavelength is 39.7 
meters and the hours of operation 6 :00 to 
10:00 p.m. (Eastern Standard Time), nightly. 
They, too, welcome reports of reception, which 
may be sent to the aforementioned address in 
South America. 

(Continued on page 158) 
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Switch! 
F YOU USE plug -in coils, or contemplate using them, for wide wave 
coverage, switch over to switching! 
A Foundation Unit gives you the convenience of front -panel knob 

selection of the wave band for tuning in from 15 to 550 meters. Two 
tuned circuits, but only a single switch. The two -gang condenser has 
brass plates and is straight frequency line. You know the advantage of 
shielding in broadcast sets. Enjoy the same advantage in short -wave and 
all -wave reception. Use cadmium -plated copper shields. The Foundation 
Unit has them. 
The All -Wave Foundation Unit is made in two different models, so as to 
be applicable to both types of circuits, TRF or Super, whether a.c.- operated 
or battery- operated. 
For the popular circuit comprising one stage of tuned radio frequency 
amplification and a sensitized detector, the double shield assembly is used 
(Cat. AWTRF at $15). 
For a converter to be used with a broadcast set, or for any other circuit 
using the double detector system of reception, the unit has the same 
appearance as the other but the coil windings differ (Cat. AWSS at $15). 

Full constructional data supplied with the units. 

175 KC. BAND PASS FILTER 
TRANSFORMER 

DOUBLY TUNED fixed -frequency 
transformer, 1 to 1 ratio, tuned to 
1í5 kilocycles, but adjustable from 

100 to 190 kc., is a precision product. 
Two loosely coupled duolateral -wound 
high- inductive choke coils constitute pri- 
mary and secondary, and afford a flat- 
top tuning characteristic, i.e., band pass 
filter. Suitable for all uses where high 
selectivity, without sideband cutting, is 
desired. The transformer may be mount- 
ed on the side of a chassis, in horizontal 

position, or upright either above or below the chassis top. 
Tuning condensers are across primary and secondary, both 

accessible; in aluminum shield (which must be grounded) 
214 inches diameter, 21/2 inches high, with removable bottom. 
For screen grid tubes, Order Cat. FF -175, net price $3.00 

450 KC. TRANSFORMER 
Same as above, except that frequency is 450 kc., adjustable 

from 400 to 560 kc. For screen grid tubes. This intermediate 
frequency is particularly suitable for short -wave Super - 
heterodynes. Order Cat. FF -450, net price.. $3.00 

OTHER FREQUENCIES 
We can make intermediate frequency transformers to order 

for any frequency, utilizing our band pass filter circuit. 
State frequency and write for prices. 

FULL BAND SPACE- DYNATRON OSCILLATOR 
WOUND COILS 

SPACE - WOUND tuning coils for shielded 
circuits, designed with special care to 
insure identity of inductance and mini- 

mum distributed capacity, with assurance of 
covering the whole broadcast wave band, and 
more, with .0005 mfd. 

With each coil io supplied a drawn alumi- 
num finished shield, 3 -inch diameter, 31/2 
inches high. Copper shield extra. 

ANTENNA COIL for all circuits, also in- 
terstage coil where the primary is in the plate 
circuit of a general purpose tube. Order Cat. 
15 -85, net price $2.50 

INTERSTAGE COIL, where primary is in 
the plate circuit of a screen grid tube. Order 
Cat. 25 -85, net price $2.50 

OSCILLATOR COIL, consisting of second- 
ary, fixed tickler and small pickup coil wind- 
ing, each winding wholly independent of the 
others. Order Cat. 8- 30 -85, net price...$2.75 

COPPER SHIELD, bracket, Cat. CS- Bß$1.15 
(Copper shield. 3" diam. x 45/8" high, with 
bracket, substituted for aluminum shield above. 

extra 65c.) 

Send for our Short -Wave Pamphlet, with Time Table of 

Stations. Ask for Pamphlet GB. 

1,\\\\ \ 
An oscillator for battery oper- 

ation, using one 232 and one 230 
tube. Wave coverage, 15 to 550 
meters. The screen grid tube 
(2321 is used as a dynatron os- 
cillator and there is one stage of 
radio amplification to permit put- 
ting a load on the circuit, with- 
out stopping oscillation. Cat. 
DYNO at $12.50 
Calibration Charts (4) at 1.00 

Short -Wave 

ROLAND 1ZADI0 CO. 
137GB Hewes Street Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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LUGGAG 
BUY AT WHOLESALE PRICES 
Save 40% by Dealing Directly with One of America's Leading 

Luggage Manufacturers. 

"GLADSTONE" OF GENUINE TOP GRAIN 
COWHIDE LEATHER, $12.50 

The ever popular Gladstone, with solid brass locks and catches. 
Short leather outside straps. Lined with very fine quality tan 
twill cloth. Comes in choice of Brown or Black Shark Grain 
Genuine Cowhide. F.O.B. -New York. 

OVERNIGHT CASE $2.95 
DANDY PORTABLE RADIO AND 

INSTRUMENT CASE 
Built over solid wood frame, covered 
with durable Fabricoid that wears bet- 
ter than cheap leather. Lined with 
good quality cloth. Has neat shirred 
pockets in lid and body. Size 16 inches. 
Strong leather handle ; 2 locks ; colors, 
Brown or Black. 

Special "Overnight" Case: Silk -lined, beveled 
mirror in cover. Brass locks, leather handle, 
covered with Dupont. F.O.B. 12x14 in. $2.95 

Same case, Genuine Cowhide $4.95 Size 22 and 24 inches 
(choice) 

FOR GOLFERS, SPORTSMEN AND TRAVELERS 
Made of Solid Hand -Boarded Cowhide 

Roll Golf and Sports Bag, with Zipper. Exceptional value. Gen- 
uine Hand -Boarded Cowhide in Russet and Brown. Fitted with Lock, 

Size: 18 -inch, $10.50 Size: 20 -inch, $11.00 

(F.O.B. -New York) 

HANDSOME "CAMP" TRUNK and 
LOCKER 

Handsome Camp Trunk and Locker, made of three -ply 
veneer basswood, covered and bound with fibre, strong 
draw bolts and good snap lock, three hinges. This 
trunk has the special feature of "dust- proof" tongue 
and groove steel molding around the opening edges of 
trunk. 
Interior of trunk has one tray with three compart- 
ments. Color: Maroon Body, Tan Binding. 

Size: 32 -inch, $10.50 Size: 36 -inch, $11.50 
F.O.B. -New York. 

Mail Orders only -no C.O.D.'s -All Prices are F.O.B. New York. Satis- 
faction Guaranteed or money cheerfully refunded. Send Money Order or 

Check. Be sure to get our prices on all Luggage and Trunks. 

"C and S" Supply Co. 
221 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 

Winners in $2,000.00 Amateur Station Contest 
(Continued from page 104) 

FURTHER LIST OF PRIZE -WINNERS 
6-Two Flechtheim Type TH 200 Trans- 

mitting Condensers, 2,000 vt. D.C., 
awarded to L. Dean Powell, W3VJ, 
of 104 West London Avenue, Salis- 
bury, Maryland. 

7 -One CeCo Type 250 Power Amplifier 
and 1 CeCo P -5 Pentode, awarded to 
L C. Davis, W8CCI, W8DQD, of 549 
Fifty -third Street, Altoona, Pa. 

8-One Standard Clarostat (Universal 
range); one Power Clarostat (Uni- 

versal range) ; one Power Clarostat 
(low range) ; one Super Power Clar- 
ostat (low range) ; one Super Power 
Clarostat (filament control), awarded 
to F. M. Whitaker, 816 Wilkerson 
Avenue, Durham, N. C. 

9-Five Power Clarostats awarded to 
Geo. J. Trostle, W9FYC of 612 Fifth 
Avenue, Sibley, Iowa. 

10 -Four Electrad Transmitting Grid 
Leaks, awarded to Wayne Barlow. 

W8DOH of 89 Dalkeith Road, 
Rochester, N. Y. 

11 -Two Flechtheim T200 Transmitting 
Condensers, 1,500 vt. D.C., awarded 
to M. R. Chekomasoff, W6EZC, 1558 
O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Calif. 

12-One Set 25 "International" Resistors, 
awarded to D. Estes, W5AEM of 
1611 E. Wilbarger St., Vernon, Texas, 

13 -One Jewell type 64, 0 -1.5 Ammeter 
awarded to Pierre Revirieux, of 35 
Rue de Bel -Air, Laval, France. 

14 -Two De Forest No. 566 Tubes, 
awarded to Lindsay Morris, VE2CO 
of 4700 Westmount Avenue, West - 
mount, Que., Canada. 

15 -One Universal "Baby" Microphone; 
1 Input Transformer to match . 

awarded to P. A. McBride, W8BXM 
of 611 Adams Street, Ironton, Ohio. 

16-Six Amperites for new 2 vt. tubes; 
Six Amperites for other battery 
tubes, awarded to Lawrence B. Rob- 
bins, W1AFQ of Harwich, Mass. 

1 7-One (No. 180 -4) set of 5 Pilot S -W 
Coils; 2 No. J23 Pilot Midget Con- 
densers; 1 Pilot 412 Audio Trans- 
former, awarded to John E. Wagen- 
seller, W3GS o: Red Hill, Pa. 

1 8-One Trimm "Featherweight" Head - 
Set, awarded to E. T. Somerset, 
Deepdene Park, Dorking, Surrey, 
England. 

Two Electrad Transmitting Grid 
Leaks, awarded to Ad Lallemand, 
4KO, of 61 Avenue des Royations, 
Bruxelles, Belgium. 

20 -Two Amperite Line Voltage Controls, 
three Hammarlund (MC- 140 -m) Mid- 
get Condensers, awarded to Wm. G. 
Wheat of 1017 Linwood Blvd., Kansas 
City, Mo. 

21 -One set 15 "International" Resistors, 
awarded to Henry H. Summers, 
W7AEC of Pinedale, Wyoming. 

22 -Two Clarostat Tone Controls, two 
Clarostat Automatic Line -Voltage 
Regulators, awarded to John Wilkin- 
son, W9EEL of 11 S. Wright Street, 
Elkhorn, Wis. 

23 -Three sets of "X -L" Vario- Densers, 
awarded to Gladstone Fiddes, VE3CX 
of 13 Erb Street, Elmira, Ont., Can. 

24-Two "National" type SE -100 Con- 
densers, awarded to Harry E. Hurley 
( "HY "), W6CKS of U. S. Veterans 
Hospital, San Fernando, Cal. 

25 -Three sets "X -L" Push -Posts, 
awarded to H. W. Yahnel, W2SN and 
W2XBG (portable), Helmetta, N. J. 

26-One "X -L" Sentinel Time Switch, 
awarded to Arthur C. Stansfield, 
W1COL, of Needham, Mass. 

27 -Four Amperite Line Voltage Con- 
trols, awarded to B. Takacs, HAF -5C 
of Kossuth -Lajos u. 126, Kispest, 
Hungary. 

28-One set of 10 "International" Re- 
sistors, awarded to Clarence Bauer, 
W9CDD of Campbellsport, Wis. 

29 -One "X -L" Line Voltage Control, 
awarded to Andrew A. Gusack, W9IV 
of 1337 S. 56th Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

30 -Two "Triad" '10 Type Vacuum Tubes. 
awarded to A. G. Gerfen, 6DIC of 
231 South Bunker Hill, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing to advertiser. 
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CROSLEY Electro Dynamic Speakers 
FIRST TIME SOLD AT THIS PRICE 

YOUR CHOICE $6.50 Net 
Model 

Model 
Model 

Model 

Model 

"A" -7" Chassis housed in beautiful metal cabinet 
Equipped with output transformer. 

"B" -Sanie as Itodel "A" chassis only. 
"C " -9" Chassis with 900 ohm held and output trans- 

former. l'an he use d with any sot omploying 
1 -171A or 1- d:, In tv I tube. Also raft ho used 
in Majestic \l(1,1 71. 

"C " -9" Chassis \vial ohm field and push -pull output tr :utsformer. 
"E " -6 \rit chassis for operation on storage hat Ivry 

or "A' eliminator. SG ohm field and lueli 
pull output Iransfornter. t'an he used tculi 
se s using the new 212 tubes. can he cou - 

verted for A.('. by use of a stet, -ul' ll' :rlr' 
foi met. and 2S0 tube. 

MUSIC MASTER Model 
"PETITE" 

110 Volt A.C. 50 -60 Cycle 
THE SMALLEST 
1 7- x 1i' x î 
THE LIGHTEST 

Net 18 lbs. Ship'g. Weight 23 lbs. 
THE MIGHTIEST 

in performance. 

That, briefly describes this NATIONAL- 
LY and INTERNATIONALLY FAMr l'S 
Midget Receiver. Made by a well known 
manufacturer. FULLY GUARANTEED 
to us and by us. 
The chassis is a masterpiece of com- 
pact radio engineering, sturdy. clean 
construction. Uses three 224 screen grid, 
one 245 Power and one Rectifier tubes, 
Loftin -White amplification, Electrolytic 
Condensers, Magnavox or Jensen Dy- 
namic Speaker, and all housed in a 
beautiful Walnut Veneer Cabinet of 
graceful lines. 
The manufacturers' price is $49.50 less 
usual trade discount. 
OUR 
NET 
PRICE 
Optional: A set of good tubes supplied 
with each Receiver at $1.25 additional. 
Convince yourself of the tremendous 
value of this offer. Order samples at 
once, examine and test them, your order 
for as many as you can handle will 
follow quickly. 

$25.45 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
HIGH VOLTAGE FILTER 

CONDENSER 
3 MFD. - 800 VOLTS 

Size : 53E2 3/.a x1 Inch. 
Encased in a sturdy 

metal container with 
inch flexible insulated 
wire leads. Equipped 
with handy mounting 
brackets. 

OUR 
PRICE 95c 

Net 
$10.00 per dozen 

(:Itl tiI.I(;Y Type F 
Dy nae4Ile Speaker 

This CrosieN 

OUR PRICE 

Speaker Iu meeting 
the Increasing d 

ttutnd for an :tut. 
ntohlle rnrlirr r. 
produeer wllich can 
he expeel,d tri 
give a full meas- 
ure of satlsfaelion. 
Dynamic 'l'one' 

$2.9s 
N,t 

11IAXIIVI "Silent" l'ow el- Supplies IirtIIIccII 

DRY "B" POWER 
contains no liquids. A 
distinct radio hargaiii 
that will be of interest 
to the exporieneed radio 
buv.i -. (Complet., with 
t ill., , Fur \ , 

OUR 6.50 PRICE $ 
Net 

DRY "A" POWER 
lìnrr ", \ I'. l'1 niiti 
atot' , :rrl hr I... ... I. Nn 
need "f botli, rat, with 
expensive "A hattorles. 
ontplete -for A.('. cut' - 

l-, nt. 
OUR 
PRICE $900 

Net 

SONORA 
ELECTRIC MOTORS WITH 

12" TURNTABLES 

FULLY ASSEMBLED and 
MOUNTED 

on it Inch thick. warp - pouf. rise ply tenant,. rlte 
15 x 1s. ready to Install into cabinet. 
These motors are absolutely NontEI.F.f1$. of vent 
rutted construction. operate on 110 colt A ('. rue 
rent. and are equipped with Speed Retulatnr and d 

foot cord and plus. The 12" turntable will take ant 
tandard .lxe record. 

By a special adjustment (at no extra cost) there 
motors will operate nn D.C. current. Please .penis 
"hen P.C. current Is wantel. otherwise A I' motor. 

.s Ill be supplied. 
An exceptional Value. 

$9.75 OUR 
SPECIAL PRICE 

R A D I A R T 
STEP -DOWN TRANS- 

FORMERS 
INPUT 220 -250 Volt 50 -60 cycle A.C. 
OUTPUT 110 -120 Volt, Rated at 150 -160 

Watt 
For use to locali- 
ties where 220 volt, 
60 cycle A.C. cur- 
rent is supplied. 
These Transform- 
ers adapt current 
of that voltage to 
any A.C. Radio or 
o t her Electrical 
Appliance which 
consumes up to 
160 watts. Encased 
and easily mounted. 
Size: 4x31/ x5%" 

Ship'g w't: 61,4 lbs. 
VERY 
SPECIAL $3.75 

DRY "A -13' l'('Wl-.R 
l'Itr:r nud, rn tr .ik 

)tr- 

lo.t-- 
,'oo n r;l 

t. 

I'' 
OUR $16.50 
PRICI: 

List $5.00 
NATHANIEL BALDWIN 

RIVAL UNIT 
This Nathaniel 

Baldwin unit Is 
one of the finest 
marl., by that com- 
pany. Can be used 
f r, r Phonograph. 
Autontot.lh. a n fi 
t'ortalt. It a d I n 
()Wilts. 
Herter vour supply 
t Oda y before It 1s 
too bete. 

OUR 
PRICE 65e Net 

JENSEN "CONCERT" D. C. 
ELECTRO DYNAMIC 

SPEAKERS 
Model D 7 D C 

2500 ohm field 
10 Dinrnrtcr 

voice coil 8 ohm 
These units 
t It I n strlt.,1 

push -pull trnn' 
formers and nr 
absolutely hum- 
free. Contu'et 
directly to the 
set, no outside 
wires. 
As most stan- 
dard nnnufae- 
tured A.f', sets 
a r e engineered 
for D.C. speak- 

ers of th s ohmage, the possibilities for 
replacement with this really good speaker 
are practically unlimited. 
The wise merchant or repair -man will take s.hantate 
of this real "buy ". Never before offered at a rut 
price. The quantity available at this price I. limltrd. At qulrkly 

List 
URa OUR NET PRICE 

¡ 7 $.9Q 0 
nIr!n..! f.o rrs b.0 k!r::' of 2 In a rar'o 

All offers are F.O.B. New York, and subject to prior sale. 

DO NOT WRITE FOR 
CJILTJILLOG! 

Terms: A deposit of 20°6 is required with every order. 
Balance may be paid on delivery. Or, deduct 2 °' if full 
amount is sent with order, 

G R E N P A R K C 0. , Dept. SW, 245 Greenwich Street, New York, N.Y. 
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Areal Short Wave Set at a BARGAIN PRICE 
HERE is a famous short wave set manu- 

factured by Aero Products, Inc., famous 
throughout the world. We have a small 
quantity of these sets on hand, and they will 
be sold as long as the supply lasts. After 
they are gone, there will be no more. 

The Aero Standard Short Wave Converter for A.C. or D.C. receivers 
can be assembled in a few minutes and can be plugged into the 
detector or sometimes in the first B.F. socket of any receiver, 
utilizing the same tube which has been removed from the suaeket 
in which the converter Is plugged. The layout and general appear- 
ance are the same as the "International" Short Wave Converter. 
except that the shield grid amplifier has been removed. This is 
the simplest converter to build and the easiest to assemble and 
is adapted to any receiver. regardless of type. 

No. 1441 -Complete "Standard" Kit for A.C. $7 -A5 
Tubes. List Price $32.00. YOUR PRICE 

RADIO TRADING CO. 
25 -A WEST BROADWAY NEW YORK, N. Y. 

QUIT 
TOBACCO 
No man or woman can escape 
the harmfu I effects of tobacco 
Don't try to banish unaided 
the hold tobacco has upon you. 
Join the thousands of inveter- 
ate tobacco users that have 
found it easy toquit with the aid of the KeeleyTreatmen t. 

Years 

Treatment For 
Tobacco Habit 

Successful For 
Over SO 

Quickly banishes all craving for tobacco. Write today 
for Free Book telling bow toquicklp Free yourself from 
the tobacco hebit and our Money Back Guarantee. 

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE 
Dept. 0 -641 Dwight, Illinois 

KEELE 

Back Number 
SALE! 

3 Copies for $1,00 
Single Copies at Fifty Cents Each 

HERE is a great opportunity to make a 
complete set of the issues of SHORT 

WAVE CRAFT -at a most sensational sav- 
ing. This back number sale enables our 
readers to make a comprehensive file of all 
the latest material in the Short Wave field. 
These few complete books, which are easily 
accessible, might be used as a permanent 
reference. 
Each issue on the newsstand sells for fifty 
cents per copy. This sale may be the 
last at such a tremendously low price of 
THREE FOR ONE DOLLAR. Of course 
single copies must be sold at fifty cents each. 
Fill in the coupon at the bottom and mail 
NOW! Your copies of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT will be sent to you immediately. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT. SWC -2 -2 
,6 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

As per your special offer, I enclose herewith 
One Dollar for which please send me the three 
issues of SHORT WAVE CRAFT indicated below: 

Single Copies at Fifty Cents Each 
October- November Q December - January 
February-March D April -May 

Name 

Address 

City- State 

WHEN TO LISTEN 
By ROBERT HERTZBERG 

(Continued front page 154) 

France 
The French colonial station at Pontoise, 

which has been the subject of several para- 
graphs in this department, is quite active now. 
In addition to the 40.73 -meter wave last re- 
ported, it is also playing with 25.63 meters be- 
tween 3 :00 and 4 :00 in the afternoon (E. S. 
T.), and with 23.20 and 19.69 meters earlier in 
the morning. I haven't heard this station my- 
self ; but a correspondent in Port Said, Egypt, 
writes me that reports of reception are desired 
and should be addressed as follows : Service de 
Itadiufusion de l'administration Francaise des 
l'ostes et Telegraphes, 103 Rue de Greuelles, 
l'aris, France. 

The call letters of this station are FYA. 
Like most of the Europeans, it can be heard 
usually during the early morning and afternoon 
only, during bright daylight. 

Colombia 

The South Americans have gone into short- 
wave radio for all it is worth. Another station 
in Colombia that is attracting considerable at- 
tention is IIKD, located in Barranquilla, (post 
office box 715). The owner is Elias J. Pellet, 
and announcements are made in both English 
and Spanish, 

The wavelength is 42.92 meters (6,993 kilo- 
cycles), and the hours of operation as follows: 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:45 to 10:30 
p.m., E. S. T. ; and Sunday, 2 :00 to 4 :00 p.m. 
and 7:45 to 8:30 p.m., when they broadcast 
open -air concerts played by the local police 
band in one of the city parks. 

Reports from listeners are acknowledged 
promptly. 

Ship Stations 
Most of the trans -Atlantic liners equipped 

with radio -telephone apparatus have dropped 
the experimental calls they used during the 
preliminary testing work last year. The S.S. 
majestic is now GFWV; the Olympic, GLSQ; 
the Homeric, GDLJ ; and the Bremen DDDR. 
Marconi's yacht, the Electra, is IBDX. 

With the Summer tourist season under way, 
the telephone traffic will probably be heavy. 
Most of the transmissions will undoubtedly be 
"scrambled" to prevent eavesdropping on the 
part of short -wave listeners ; but considerable 
testing is still done "in the clear ", and the sta- 
tions can be identified every now and then. 

Aug. -Sept., 1931 

Ckeeko-Slovakia 
There has been a short -wave broadcasting 

Station in Prague for suave time, but it uses! 
only a few watts At power. It is to be replaced 
son by a new transmitter of live kilowatts 
rating at tlloubetiu, a short distance from the 
city. The wavelength is 58 meters t well above 
the American 4t -meter channels. We have no 
definite schedule for this station ; but. if it 
follows the usual European habits, it will (oper- 
ate during the afternoon and evening, which 
means morning and afternoon in the 1]tsteru 
United States. 

Holland 
PeJ, the most fatuous of all short -wave sta- 

tions, has been establishing new records with 
the aid of three aerials for its well -known 
31.28 -meter wave. The first Is a regular broad- 
cast aerial having no particular directional 
characteristics. The second is au intentionally 
directional affair, radiating east and west, and 
aimed at the Dutch East Indies on one side. 
The third aerial, intended to hit South Amer- 
ica, is pointed southwest. 

The latest schedule of PCJ is as follows: 
Wednesday, 1 720 (..M.T. ; Thursday, 1418 and 
2220 G.I.T. ; and Friday, 1920 and 2600 G.M. 
T. Get out your conversion chart and practice 
on these. 

The North Pole? 
The submarine in which Sir Hubert Wilkins 

will attempt to reach the l'ole will be equipped 
with a short -wave telephone transmitter. Mind 
you, a telephone transmitter. Practically every 
expedition in the last five years that amounted 
to anything had a C.W. outfit along, and man- 
aged to maintain contact with civilisation 
through amateur or newspaper stations. how- 
ever, Sir Hubert may be the first explorer to 
talk to the world, via short -wave relay to the 
chains, directly from the scene of his activities! 
What a stunt that would be! 

Belgium 
English listeners report a newcomer in the 

49 -meter group ; a station ONVA, at Brussels, 
Belgium. American interference on this crowded 
channel may make reception here difficult, but 
then you can never tell. Some short- wavers 
have a habit of being heard in places and at 
times when by all the rules of the game they 
should be altogether absent. 

Siam 
HS2PJ, one of the group of official Siamese 

short -wave stations, is on the air only on 
Mondays, from 8:00 to 11 :00 a.m., Eastern 
Standard Time. The wavelength is 29.5 meters, 
the power 500 watts. The opening and closing 
announcements are made in Siamese, English 
and French, with chimes of six different notes 
on a musical gong between the items. 

This information, taken directly from a letter 
from the manager of the Royal Siamese broad- 
casting service, should settle the status of 
HS2PJ, which has been listed differently in 
every short -wave station list in print. 

Mexico 
X26A is a new station at Nuevo Laredo, 

Mexico, just across the Rio Grande from 
Iaredo, Texas. It is on 40.7 meters, and relays 
the programs of XEP, which operates on 214 
meters. It broadcasts every other hour on the 
hour, beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the morning 
(Central Standard Time), and ending at mid- 
night. 

The programs broadcast by Y261 and REP 
usually originate at the Hamilton Hotel, in 
Laredo, Texas. The owner is R. S. Bravo, who 
sends QSL cards to listeners reporting his sig- 
nals. 

Japan 
Verification on the new Japanese station 

J1AA have been quite numerous. Mr. Russell 
Leach, of Glen Rose, Texas, has received- a 
letter from it direct, stating that 19.04 and 
38.07 meters are used, with power varying be- 
tween three and five kilowatts. The trans- 
mitter is located at Kemikawa, Japan, just out- 
side of Tokio. It works with various com- 
mercial stations on the West Coast: EEE, 
KEL, etc. 

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing to advertisers 
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"RADIO" 
is our 

44 MIDDLE NAME" RADIO 
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BALTIMORE 

SEND FOR OUR NEWEST 
FREE CATALOG 

AND INSURE GREATER PROFITS 

STRATFORD 
1.000 Volt Condensers 

Richest grad e 
voltage condenser 
made. 100% re- 
placement. Indi- 
vidual cartons. 
Each has flexible 
leads. 
Small, Compact. 
1 mfd. ..... 500 
2 mfd. ..... 75o 
4 mfd. .... 1.00 

SANGAMO FILTER 
CONDENSER 

2 Mfd. 
1000 volts D.C. 
In Metal Case 
Part No. P568 
Our 95c Price .. 

ACME 
B and C ELIMINATOR 

Model E -3& 
An attractive B and C Eliminator 

utilizing the 280 full wave rectifier, 
delivering "C" voltage and plus 45, 
90, and 180 volts of "B" power. 

Equipped with 5 terminals, and beautifully finished 
in Bronze Green Metal Case, compact in size. 
Plenty of voltage to operate a power tube in $6.95 the last audio stage. Our price 

"VALUE PLUS" 
STRATFORD SIX TUBE 

"TRIPLE" 
SCREEN GRID 

MIDGET 
Midget in Size, 

Gigantic in Performance 
Advanced in design, beauti- 
ful in appearance and sure 
to win the favor of your most 
exacting customers. 

More profit in your cash drawer with this Summer 
Sales Booster. 
The finest low priced quality Midget Radio on the 
market -dynamic speaker and phonograph jack. Com- 
pact trouble proof circuit utilizing three 224 screen 
grid tubes, 227 audio stage, 245 power output tube 
and a 280 full wave rectifier. 
A magnificent two -tone cabinet, handsomely finished 
in Walnut with Birds Eye Maple overlay, encasing 
the all metal chassis -14% inches wide, height 17 
inches overall. 
mie beautiful and efficient midget sells on sight! 
Dealers should feature it immediately. Build up a 
tremendous repeat business with substantial profits. 
Order a sample today I 

Regular $69.50 list. 
Reg. $69.50 List, 110 volts 50 -60 cycle. $23 9 5 Less Tubes 

"Boost Your Summer Sale -Show More Profit" 
This set is also available in 220 volts A.C. or 110 
volts D.C. 
OUR PRICE íq4.957 LESS TUBES. 

Ideal for 
ceiver 

LOW POWER CURRENT - 
SUPPLY TRANSFORMER 
Three secondaries, will deliver 
filament current for two '71A, 
or '12 A tubes in push -pull and 
sufficient "B" and "C" poten- 
tial for these tubes. 

a push -pull stage for any re- 95c 

R.C.A. BRUNSWICK 
CATACOMBS 

Six tube panel for am- 
plifying units. 
Price $5.40 

A.K. 
REPLACE- 

MENT 
TRANS- 

FORMER 
For all battery 

sets and early electric 

$1 
sets. 
Price ... ta7 

TERMS 
20% with order, balance 
C. O. D., 2% discount 
allowed for full remit - 
tance with order only. 

CORPORATION 
Quality Value Service 
"Wise Dealers" the "World Over" are dealing themselves a "No Trump 
Hand" by investigating our items and prices. Everyone of the many thousand 
items that means "Greater Profits ". We guarantee "Satisfaction ", our aim 
being, to please you and keep you pleased. Look at thee values and order 
from this page. 

Greatest Amplifier Value Ever Offered 
LOFTIN -WHITE DIRECT COUPLED 245 AMPLIFIER 

For Home or Auditorium 
Quality amplification from 
a unit of rugged and of 
sturdy construction, the 
finest developments that 
electrical and mechanical 
engineering could have 
possibly put into it. Ideal 
for phonograph or . re- 
ceiver. Reproduces with 
enormous volume, main- 
taining an ultra superior 
quality. Tubes employed 
are 224 screen grid .first audio, 245 output tube, and 
a 280 full wave rectifier. 

Completely wired -ready for use -simplicity of con - 
nectioni- beautifully finished in brown- lacquer - 
power supplied for any. tuner -sturdy oversize parts 
-no possibility of breakdown, and volume plus, hav- 
ing' an undistorted power output of 1,600 milliwatts. 

Regular $60.00 list, our special price of $9.95 110 volts, 50 -60 cycle 7 
NEW! PENTODE LOFTIN -WHITE DIRECT - 

COUPLED AMPLIFIER 
The Pentode amplifier tube is the newest develop- 

ment in radio design, having an undistorted power 
output of 2,500 milliwatts and a power sensitivity 
four times as great as that of type 45 tube. 

When the Pentode tube is combined with the above 
illustrated direct coupled amplifier, we have the last 
word in modem distortionless power amplifiers. Tubes 
employed are the 224 screen grid first audio, 247 
power output tube and a 280 full wave rectifier. Ideal 
for home, dance halls, auditorium and other large 
public assemblies. 
Pentode Model "PZ ", 110 volts, 50 -60 cycle. $12 .95 List price $70.00, our special price 

VICTOR A.B.C. 
Power Transformer 

As used in Victor sets. 
For use with six 26's, 
two 45's and one 80 ; 

can also be used for any 
poweramplifier $2.75 using 245. Price W / J 

25 Cycles $3.25 

QUAM 
MAGNETIC SPEAKER 

Improved in every re- 
spect. Housed in beauti- 
ful gold stipple finished 
metal cabinet, 14x12x5. 
Reproduction is excel- 
lent. 
Price $2.25 

Super- Powered 
Combination 
Amplifier and 
Power Supply 

R. C. A. component parts compose the major por- 
tion of this superior constructed combination ampli- 
fier and power supply. 

Transformer coupled first audio stage employing a 
227 tube. Second audio stage utilizes a 245 power 
output tube, and a 280 full wave rectifier is used to 
supply all power including "A and B" power for 
any tuner. Terminals are provided for all "A and B" 
supply, as well as both input and output to ampifier. 

Beautifully housed in a black Japanned metal cabi- 
net presenting a unique and attractive appearing unit, 
being 5 x 7% x 13 inches. 
Model BRC 1. 110 volts, 50 -60 cycle, A.C., $13 .50 list $70.00, our price 

PENTODE POWER AMPLIFIER 
Model BRC 2. This model differs from Model 

BRC i only in the use of a Pentode power amplifier 
tube in place of the 245 tube. 
List $80.00 for 110 volts, 50 -60 cycle, $14.50 A.C., our price 

PENTODE SCREEN GRID POWER AMPLIFIER 
Model BRC 3. This model differs from Model 

BRC 1 in the tubes used and the method of coupling 
employed. The 224 screen grid tube is used in the 
first stage and is resistance capacity coupled to the 
227 Pentode power output tube. This makes an ideal 
television amplifier. 
List $90.00, 110 volts, 50 -60 cycle. A.C., $16.90 Our price w 

R. C. A. PUSHPULL 
Input and 

Output 

A. F. Trans- 
former Assembly 
for Radiola 80, 
82 and 86. l'art 
8554. 4¡ 1.5 0 Price 

BALDWIN "RIVAL" UNIT 

Can be used for Phono- 
graph, automobile or port- 
able radios. 
Lowest Price ever quoted. 
Our Price -less 40c Shell 
Our Price -complete 50c with Shell J 

FARRAND DYNAMIC 
D.C. 

SPEAKER CHASSIS 
12 -inch Cone; 600 ohm 

D.C. Resistance. 
Ideal for home or auditorium use. 

Our Price $4.95 

GENUINE! PEAK! 
R. C. A.! LICENSED! 
100% GUARANTEED! 

SUPREME QUALITYI 
LONG LIFE! SERVICE! 
PERFORMANCE! 

To fully assure you that these are high 
quality tubes, we will replace any that 
are found defective within ninety (90) 
days of date of sale. Each and every 
tube is checked on a Weston tube 
checker before being shipped, assuring 
delivery in perfect condition. 

"PUT THEM TO A SERVICE TEST" 
Look our list over. They include all the new 

tubes, including the new 

PENTODE AND MU LTI -MU TUBES 
Tubes List Tubes List 

CX 330 $1.60 CX 380 $1.40 
CX 531 1.60 CX I12 -A 2.25 OUR PRICE 
('X 332 2.30 CX 300 -A 4.00 

C 317 2.40 CX 301 -A 1.25 
C 335 2.20 CX 326 1.75 48c 
C 551 2.70 CX 371 -A 2125 
C 324 2:00 CX 371 -AC 2.25 EACH 
C 327 1.25 CX 199 2.50 

('X 345 1.40 CV 199 2.75 
('X 350 
CX 381 

These 
sold on 
factory. 

$5.00 
5.00 

tubes are 
a money 

EACH OUR PRICE $1.25 
of the highest standard and are 

back approval basis if not satis- 

R.C.A. VICTOR UNCASED 
CONDENSERS 

1,000 Volts D.C. Working Voltage 
Genuine R.C.A. Victor uncased condensers 
composed of highest grade materials. Compact and moisture proof. Impregnated in heat re- sisting compound. Packed in individual cartons. 

100% Replacement Guaranteed 
Ea. Doz. Ea. Doz. 

I2 mfd....$.25 $2.50 2 mfd....$.50- $5.50 
1 mfd.... .35 3.60 4 mfd.... .85 9.00 

ZENITH 
DUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

PUSH -PULL 

Ideal for use 
between power 
tube and 
speaker. 
Take no chance 

on burning out 
your speaker. 

Our Price 75c 

CARBON 
1 Watt Resistors 

Our Price 75c doz. 

All Resistance 
values. 

1PLA.1L Pr 1[I1[4O]Ft 
RADIO CORPORATION 11.4 

NEW YORK CITY 

Order From This Page 
DEALERS! . 

SERVICEMEN! 
AGENTS! 
SET BUILDERS! 

Order From This Page 
Send for Our Newest Catalog 
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HERE'S a NEW plan, which saves you money. Stop shopping- .' lowest prices are right on this page. Yes, lower than in our own catalog. Why? Because no house can get out a new cata- log every month, but by advertising in this magazine we can bring 

STOP SHOPPING:: 
you tile latest and lowest prices up to the time this ad is printed. 
We watch our competitors and do not allow anyone to undersell 
us. We meet ANY price on NEW merchandise. Order direct from 
this page and save money. 100`"o satisfaction on every transaction. 

NEW! NEW! Official Radio Service Kit Several months ago we sent out a questionnaire to 2,000 radio service men and asked them what their ideas were on a radio service kit, 865 answered us. and their ideas are now embodied in the Official Radio Service Kit which we herewith present to you. 
This kit is a marvel in compactness, a marvel in price. a marvel in time saving. For the first time you are offered a comprehensive kit that contains EVERYTHING that the service man requires in making calls. 

ARE YOU A 50 PER CENT 
SERVICE MAN? 

Too often so- called service men go on a job with an analyzer and a pair of pliers. Nine times out of ten they have to run back to the shop to get tools, and thus their use- fulness is cut down, as a rule, 50% and over. Why not take along, on every job, a business- looking like service kit that looks just as business -like as your analyzer? 
When you call upon a prospect and you arrive with this fine - looking kit, your pros- 

pect knows that you mean business. It gives you a professional appearance that every service man requires more than anything 
else today. 

AND YOU CAN COMMAND MORE 
MONEY ON YOUR SERVICE CALLS 

WITH THIS KIT 
because the prospect will look upon you as 
a professional, and not as a tinkerer. 

When you visit a medical specialist to- 
day, you are impressed by his instruments, 
for which you pay. An ordinary doctor 
commands no such fees. It should be clear 
to you that if you are a professional, you 
can get professirnal prices today ton. That 
is why this marvelous kit will pay for it- 
self inside of three months or less. 

Herewith, are the Official Radio Service 
Kit specifications: Size, small and compact, 
not larger than a good analyzer; 17 in. 
long, 6% in. wide and 10 in. high. 

Construction, wood veneer throughout, en- 
tirely covered with black leatherette, all 
nickel trimmings, giving outfit a beautiful 
professional appearance. 

There are two trays which lift out. Top 
tray contains the following: 

Both felt lined 
trays are built to 
fit the tools and 
contents of kit. 
Everything AL- 
WAYS in place. 
No hunting for 
this or that item, 
Neat. Efficient. 

1 Pen Flashlight, complete with magnifying 
dentist's mirror (to look underneath 
chassis, etc.). 

1 Automatic alcohol blow torch. 
1 Box containing 600 assorted screws. nuts, 

washers, lugs, etc. 
1 Nickel Bicycle wrench. 
1 Tap holder with one 6/32 tap and one 

8/32 tap. 
1 Set of Test prods, with 6 fL cord. 
1 Telephone type pliers. 
1 Diagonal pliers. 
1 Insulated (5,000 volt insulated handle) 

heavy pliers. 
1 Electrician's knife. 
1 Set of 8 drill points. 

10 Ft. of Phosphor bronze drum dial cable. 
1 Neutralizing socket. 
1 Pack extra size pipe clearers (to clean condensers). 
3 Small screw drivers. 

Lower tray contains: 
1 Complete Neutralizing kit with insulated 

screw driver and five socket wrenches. 
1 Electric soldering iron, with 1 extra tip, 
1 Large and 
1 Medium imported screw drivers. 
2 Small files with handles. 
1 Large file with handle. 
1 v in. Star drill, 111/2 in. long. 
1 Hand drill, 1/4 in. chuck, 10 in. long. 
1 Electrician's metal hammer. 
1 (lack saw and blade. 
1 Package Sand papers and emery papers. 
1 Roll 50 ft. solid push back wire. 
1 Can genuine Heater radio solder. 

'/4 lb. of % ln. electrician's tape. 
1 Bottle Furniture polish. 
1 Package Furniture cheese -cloth. 
1 Bottle Nujol (for lubricating purposes). 
1 Tube special cement (to mend cones, etc.) 
1 Socket tool to straighten socket prongs. 

NEW! NEW! 
IMPORTANT! 

There is sufficient room in the bottom of 
the kit to place the Official Radio Service 
Manual, as well as other data sheets (but at 
the price quoted Manual is not included). 

Both trays. as well as inside cover. are 
lined with blue felt, giving kit a beautiful 
appearance. 

Nothing similar has ever been offered be- 
fore. Only by buying the various materials 
in tremendous quantities are we enabled to 
sell this kit at such an extremely low price. 

If you were to buy all of the articles 
separately, in the open market, you would 
have to pay between $30.00 and $35.00 for 
them. 

Due to the present depression, we are en- 
abled to buy quantities of these materials at 
exceedingly low prices. For that reason, our 
production cost is exceedingly low, but there 
is no question that this price will have to 
be increased later. 

Size, 17 in. long, 61/2 in. wide and 10 
in. high; net weight, 16 lbs.; shipping 
weight. 18 lbs. 

, No. 1000 -Official Radio Ser- $15.75 
vice Kit -Your price 

('ARRYING CASE 
We are prepared to furnish you with the 

Official Radio Service Case only, without 
contents, as described above, just the case 
and the two empty trays, size 17 in. long. 
61 /a in. wide and 10 in. high. 

This case is made entirely of light ve- 
neered wood, nickel trimmings. covered 
entirely wit h 
leatherette, in- 
side of case cov- 
ered in blue felt. 

Net weight, 4 
l b s . Shipping 
weight, 5 lbs. 
No. 1001 -Official Radio Service 
Carrying C a s e 
only, your price 

$4.85 
RADIO CARRYING CASES NEW! NEW!! 

Superheterodyne S -W Converter 
At last a short -wave 

? ) converter that con - 
4 verts any broadcast 

set into a superhete- 
rodyne short -wave re- 
ceiver. Employs three 
227 tubes and covers 
from 20 to 115 me- 
ters. No plug -in coils! 
Coll switch is used to 
cover all wavelengths. 
Single dial control, 
no body capacity, no 
squeals. This conver- 
ter has built -in fila- 
ment transformer to 
heat the three 227'9. 

All you need to obtain from your receiver is 
a positive B voltage anywhere from 45 to 
log volts. Voltage is not critical; no moles- 
tation of the receiver. So simple a child 
can operate it. Size 7 x 10 x 5 inches. 
Shipping weight, 8 lbs. List Price $25.00. 

The cases here shown are a new develop- 
ment. They are made in metal throughout 
with baked olive green enamel finish. These 
cases are beautifully and strongly made, and 
will give you a professional appearance. Lock 
and side locks are of burnished brass. 

The smaller illustration shows dimensions 
and closed view of the eases. As you open 
the cover, two trays automatically fold out 
in position, as shown. As you tilt the 
cover back, the trays fold automatically 
into the case. The trays are provided with 
a number of compartments for tools and all other radio appliances that you may wish to 
carry. The large box accommodates about 
eight radio tubes In the bottom compart- 
ment. The smaller case accommodates about 
four tubes. 

Cases are strong and rugged, and when 
closed, nothing can spill. They are marvels 
of ingenuity, and will pay for themselves 
many times over. 

Large size 
measures 21 1/, 
in. long, 71s in. 

1, high and 7 in. 
74 wide. Net weight 

8 lbs. Shipping 
weight 10 lbs. 
List price $5.50. 
No. 1002 -Carry. 
Case. your price 

$4.75 
SMALL CARRYING CASE 

This case is in all respects the same as the one described above, except that the 
dimensions are less, otherwise the same in 
all respects. 

Size 12% in. long. 714 In. high and 7 in. 
wide. Net weight, 5 lbs.; shipping weight, 
6 lbs. List price, $5.50. 
No. 1003 -Carrying Case - 

Your Price $3.45 

No. 1614 -Super Converter (less 
tubes). YOUR PRICE $14.69 

World -Wide Short -Wave Set 
NOT A CONVERTER 

A perfect radio 
short-wave receiver 
for use between 17 
and 84 meters. To 
put into operation, 
connect antenna. ground, 45 -volt 
"B," and 6 -volt 
"A" batteries, and 
headphones to the 
posts provided, plug 
in a type 'OlA 
tube, and tune Mt 
An ingenious cir- 
cuit makes possi- 
ble a 4 -coil single -winding plug -in design. 
This little instrument has the same sensitiv- 
ity as many big, shielded short-wave receiv- 
ers costing ten times as much. A power 
amplifier may be added for any degree of 
volume. Complete with 4 plug -in coils. Has fine vernier dial for precision tuning. 
Never has a first class short -wave set sold 
for so little money. This short -wave set 
measures 51/2x7x4 in. high, over all. Ship. 
weight, 3 lbs. List price, $12.50. 
No. 1666 -World -Wide S. -W. Set. $6.25 

Your price `P 7 

New 36 page Summer Edition No.23 

75 New Hook -Ups, Oro. 
350 Illustrations. 

The new Summer Edition of our greatly enlarged 
RADIO SERVICE TREATISE has just come off the press. If you liked the Winter Issue, you 
will like this one a hundred -fold. It contains 
some 75 new hook -ups, circuit diagrams; and some 
350 illustrations. POSITIVELY THE GREATEST 
BOOK EVER PUT OUT BY ANYONE. Among 
the new matters listed are: 
VACUUM TUBE TREATISE, with many illustra- 
tions; full page Vacuum Tube Average Characteris- 
tic Chart; How to Take Care of Your Tubes; How 
to Connect Phonograph Pick -ups; Improving the 
Tone Quality of Old Sets; Connecting Additional 
Loud Speakers; all fully illustrated with dia- 
grams. 
Other articles: Modernizing Old Radio Sets; How 
to Convert Battery to Power Sets; Selection of 
Tubes; Push -Pull Amplifiers; Replacing Audio 
Transformers; Phono Attachments; How to .Choose 
Power Transformers; Voltage Dividers; Wattage 
of Power Transformers: Selecting and Installing 
Replacement Parts in Radio Sets; Filter Conden- 
sers; Repairing Eliminators. 
WRITE TODAY. Enclose 2 cents for postage. 

Treatise sent by return mail, 

View of kit, closed. 

THORDARSON 
"245" Power Transformer 

A Miniature Power Plant - Supplice All 
ABC Voltages - 80 Watts 

In addition to sup- 
plying a full 250 
volts to the platea 
and 50 volts to the 
grids of two type 
'45 tubes in push. 
pull, this trans- 
former m a y be 
used to light the 
filaments of seven 
or eight 2.5 -volt 
filament tubes; 
and by connecting 
in series two of 
the three 2.5 -volt 
filament seconda- 
ries it is possible 
to light 5 -volt fil- 
aments too. Five 
secondaries: 51 -5 V., 2 Amp.; 52 -340 V. Cent. T.; S3 -21/2 V., 3 Amp. Cent. T.: S4 -21/2 V., 101/2 Amp.: S5 -21/2 V., 3 Amp, Cent. T. Just the power transformer for build. ing up a high -grade public address amplifier to use a screen -grid A.F. amplifier to boost the output of a microphone or phonograph pick -up; following this with two stages of push -pull amplification consisting of two '27's in the first stage and two '45's in the second. ilottom of transformer has bakelite panel on which are mounted all taps. It outperforms 
ANY similar transformer. Many Service Men keep this model transformer on hand for emergency replacements in hundreds of makes of radio sets. For 110 -120 volts. 50 -60 cycles. Size: 5 in. high x 4 x 31/2 in. Shipping weight, 8 lbs. List Price, $15.00. 
No. 1460 -Thordarson Power $3.84 Transformer, YOUR PRICE P 

High- Voltage Condenser Units 
We guarantee these con - 
densersunconditionally.They , 
are ideal for general re- 
placement purposes and can 
be installed in any new 
power -pack. All condensers are furnished with 
8 -inch lengths of tinned "push- back" wire. 

600 VOLTS 800 VOLTS Cat. Mfd. Your Cat. Mid. Your No. Capac. Price No. Capao. Price 
1702 '/2 $0.25 1706 I $0.40 
1703 I .30 1707 2 .70 
1704 2 .40 1708 4 1.05 
1705 4 .60 

WE ARE. A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CAN_ Radio Trading Co. NOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $3.00. 
If C. O. D. shipment is desired, please remit 20% 

remittance. which must accompany all orders. 
If full cash accompanies order, deduct 2% discount. 

Send money order -certified check -U. S. stampe. 

25A West Broadway 
New York, N. Y. 

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. You will find special prices from time to time in this magazine. Get our big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains. 
Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post, be sure to include sufficient extra remittance for same. Any excess will be refunded. 
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NOW You Can Do It! 
f--xt 

T I.AST it has become possible for e%erv- Short Wave entli i -I.t -t to 

actually record his niesage be. thew code or phone. 

Dow often have %ou III asteel that '.4 II have received a far distant 

phone station, I2.001I mile aw.1%. e loud that it -rattled the gaskets of veeiir 

loud pcaker. "" Ihn freelurlitI veur friends were higbl% skeptical. 
Now With the î''t.1.NI liII;I MD( 1\11\, recording of any foreign pro- 

gram becomes child's Iel.e%. \ nel. of course. the RE( IRI)11VO\ is supreme 
a well for home recording. because it faithfully record- and keeps for po -ter- 

it% the %Dices of the entire (aniils. 
The special blank records- cost 

any w here. 
FleerirnllY and mechanic:ellk . the P (,F \'l- RI':C(IRDOVOX is as fine an 

instrument as You .'.1îîd find eeii in the professional recording laboratories. 

1..%er% pnilIe angle has been taken into consideration in the design of 

the RI' 1 1 11t I N 1\ t A. tiupplied w ith 3 adjustable weights. it can be used with 

motor. that Zack sufficient torque to operate the turntable when the head is 

full%_ weighted. Like the well -known PII(IN( \ ( A. the RE(:)RI)( )\i 1 \. as 

the result of careful design. possesses excellent frequency characteristics. 

Designed for pre- gr00%e'.I t%pe of records only. List Price $21.00. Micro- 

phone $10.1M li-1 extra. 
IT rite for information on cperinl typee and modelx 

to meet your epee i fieutinn ç 

only a few rents and can be secured 

Manufacturers 

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC., 158 W. 16TH ST. 
l'lonerre Iw Rodin nnd F:Iererlr flrpreudurtlew for el,rr 20 %'eare.. I.le-eawee for Canada: 

LIST 
PRICE 
$25.00 

less microphone 

NIie ropheen. ,e illn-trat. J. 

f`Itl ;eellitin,el 

Electric Phonograph 
Motor, Catalog No. 1.10 

Meets every- requirement of 
radio -phonograph use. Hay suf- 
ficient torque to cut eyed 111' 

records. 

List Price $25.00 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Whitt. Radio. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont. 

PACENT 
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Pilot Achieves Radio's Greatest Sensation 

(Le /6zzit're lLof 
i/ Q /51NGF ;. 

ls 

PILOT 
U N IVIRSALVr ItECEIVEIt 

Partly 
assembled 

"Universal" 
for the man 
who likes to 
"roll his own ". 
With walnut 
cabinet, less tubes and 
sneaker, r, 

8500 

Pilot's wonderful wave band changing switch, 
incorporated in the new Universal Super -Wasp, 
revolutionizes the short wave art. No longer 
need numerous coils be changed to cover the 
various wave bands. No longer need dial set- 
tings change each time the same distant stations 
are tuned in. You can log permanently all the 
stations you can get throughout the world, you 
can tune front the short waves to the high ship 
waves without removing your hand from the 
single control knob. 

Universal Features Revolutionizing 
the Short. Wave Art 

Complete coverage all wave bands from 15 to 
6511 utrtrr, without coil changing. Complete 
A.C. operated chas..sis in cabinet. ( Also avail- 
able in baurry model) . . . All Metal Chassis 

Highly sensitive and selective circuit . . . 

Screen Grid TRF amplifier plus Screen Grid 
Detector . . . 227 First Audio Stage . . . Two 
245's in push -pull output stage . . . Stations 
can be logged permanently on dial . . . Regen- 
eration control does not alter tuning . . . Pro- 
vision for Phonograph Pick -up . . . Earphone 
Jack on Front Panel . Illuminated Dials 
. . . Handsome Walnut Cabinet . . . Most ad- 
vanced construction yet used for short wave 
work . . . In kit form for easy home assembly; 
no drilling or cutting, all parts fully prepared. 

NOTICE TO "HAMS ": Pilot will continue building 
the original Super -Wasp in kit form for licensed 
amateurs and others who want to spread the tuning 
on their pet wave bands and add their own audio 
features. A.C. and battery models. 

PILOT RADIO & TUBE CORP., Lawrence, Mass. 
Chicago: 231 ti. Wells tit. 

O F F I C E S 

New York: 525 Broadway 

I N P R I N C I P A L ( : O U N T D I E 9 

San Francisco: 1278 Mission Street 

O F T II E W O R L D 
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